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Foreword by Anthony Steen
Chairman of the Human Trafficking Foundation, founder of the APPG on Human Trafficking, and a
former MP whose Private Members Bill led to the establishment of the National Slavery Day
Human trafficking or modern day slavery, as it should be called, is starting to impinge upon
public consciousness and affect the political landscape. Few people understand what it’s all
about and the different kinds of slavery which exist, whether Vietnamese boys tending
cannabis plants or Nigerian girls forced into domestic servitude. No one seems to care too
much because there are few votes in it anyway. Yet the number of victims identified is
increasing year by year and the number of traffickers convicted falling. Nearly 50% of the
victims of modern day slavery are found in London and the Home Counties.
Traffickers are traders in human beings; just as if they were coffee they are a commodity.
Traffickers are business men and women who use the fact that human beings are recyclable
to exploit new business opportunities.
London, as the capital city, has a vast dark side to it that few of us see. London residents
don’t believe they ever come into contact with it, but they are wrong. As Andrew Boff’s
report shows, Londoners are probably never more than a few hundred yards away from a
victim of trafficking. With 7500 cannabis farms being found in the UK last year, victims are
close by and look the same as us, yet they are all unseen, hidden and not easily detected.
Andrew Boff’s report shows why victims hidden away in closed communities are even more
difficult to detect. The community closes in around them and prevents authorities
discovering them. In exploring these issues, Andrew Boff has, once again, done a great
service to all of us fighting modern day slavery and to Londoners in particular. His enquiring
mind and detective-like qualities have produced a penetrating study exploring what is
actually happening in London’s ‘closed communities’.
By raising this issue in his capacity of leader of the Conservative Group on the Greater
London Authority, he is doing exactly what is needed to make us all more aware of how we
should be fighting back and rescuing victims caught in this ugly snare. This report is essential
reading for those who are concerned to rid this country of modern day slavery.
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Methodology
Methods
In this report I have used the following range of qualitative and quantitative methods:
•

Qualitative interviews with 64 stakeholders including representatives from the third
sector, statutory services, trafficking consultancies, and government officials.

•

Formulated a survey for 30 teachers and 30 social workers in London to test their
awareness of human trafficking and how to respond to it.

•

Data provided by the UKHTC, Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime, the Crown
Prosecution Service, Anti-Slavery International’s RACE in Europe Project, the
Metropolitan Police Service, the UK Missing Persons Bureau, and NGOs working
with trafficking victims.

•

A review of some of the literature on the topic of human trafficking.

•

Produced a Return on Investment (ROI) model for the recommendations in the
report

Limitations
This report is a collection of anecdotal and statistical evidence which I have collected over
the past year about human trafficking in London. The aim of the report is partly to provide
an overview of what various interested parties believe is going on, where disagreements
exist, and where stakeholders' concerns lie. Indeed, some of the evidence I have heard in
fact contradicts other evidence I have received. However, I wanted to give experts and
communities in London a voice and therefore I have included quotations that may be
controversial and may require further evidence. I hope these quotations, from experts on
trafficking and exploitation, many of which were repeated consistently to me in various
guises by other stakeholders, are examined by the authorities, who have greater resource
to look into these concerns further.
The nature of human trafficking is fluid and changing. The authorities and police are also
constantly changing both in terms of their structure and their response. Indeed the UKBA
was formally dissolved while I wrote this report and the name of the Human Exploitation
and Organised Crime Command, which comprises the Metropolitan Police Service’s Human
Trafficking Unit, has changed multiple times. Therefore some evidence may be out of date
or could soon be following this report's publication.
Anecdotal evidence may at times be unreliable. For practical and ethical reasons, the
majority of victims’ case studies we cite in this report were heard second hand from those
who worked with victims of trafficking. Furthermore, qualitative evidence can be unreliable
due to possible vested interests of the parties involved, or may be distorted by different
views by different stakeholders of, for example, what a victim of trafficking actually
constitutes.
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Data is also potentially unreliable. As discussed in the report, the data acquired may simply
reflect those cases where police are proactively looking. Alternatively, it may predominantly
include only those victims who are more easily able to escape, or be found, or who are
more easily identifiable as victims of trafficking. What is not in the data may indeed be
where we should be most concerned. The reverse however is also possible.
The survey I have carried out involves only a small number of interviewees. This means that
the results are not steadfast but simply give a broad brushstroke of possible gaps in Londonbased social workers’ and teachers’ knowledge around human trafficking.
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Glossary
Afruca
ATMG
CEOP
CPS
CFAB
CHTB
CIAC
COMPAS
CSJ
DASAC
DFID
ECPAT UK
GLA
GLA
IDMG
ILO
IOM
IPPR
LAWRS
LSCB
MOPAC
MPS
NAPTIP
NCA
NGO
NHS
NMW
NRM
ODW
PCSO
SCD9
SC&O7
SC&O9
SNT
SOCA
TIP
UKBA
UKHTC
UNODC
VAWG

- Africans Unite Against Child Abuse
- Anti-Trafficking Monitoring Group
- Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre
- Crown Prosecution Service
- Children and Families across Borders
- Counter Human Trafficking Bureau
- Chinese Information and Advice Centre
- Centre on Migration, Policy and Society
- Centre for Social Justice
- Domestic Violence and Sexual Abuse Counselling Service
- Department for International Development
- End Child Prostitution and Trafficking United Kingdom
- Gangmasters Licensing Authority
- Greater London Authority
- Interdepartmental Ministerial Group
- International Labour Organisation
- International Organisation for Migration
- Institute for Public Policy Research
- Latin American Women’s Rights Services
- Local Safeguarding Children Board
- Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime
- Metropolitan Police Service
- National Agency for the Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons
- National Crime Agency
- Non-governmental organisation
- National Health Service
- National minimum wage
- National Referral Mechanism
- Overseas Domestic Worker
- Police Community Support Officer
- Human Exploitation and Organised Crime Command, Metropolitan Police
Service
- Specialist, Organised & Economic Crime Command, Metropolitan Police
Service
- Specialist & Economic Crime Command, Metropolitan Police Service
- Safer Neighbourhood Team
- Serious and Organised Crime Agency
- Trafficking in Persons
- United Kingdom Border Agency
- United Kingdom Human Trafficking Centre
- United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
- Violence against Women and Girls
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Executive Summary
Nearer than you think
Increasingly the authorities and many residents in London know that there is a criminal
activity called human trafficking. What they don’t usually know, accurately, is what human
trafficking actually constitutes and what forms are taking place around them. Most London
residents imagine that it does not touch directly on their lives – that the exploitation takes
place in brothels run by foreign gangs controlling foreign women. But it’s nearer than they
think.
If you have had an Irish or Eastern European traveller knocking on your door offering cutprice construction work, if you have had a manicure at a Vietnamese nail bar; if you have
been to inexpensive Chinese and Indian restaurants or takeaways; passed by groups of men
at mobile soup runs for the homeless; if you have taken cannabis; bumped into Latin
American cleaning staff at London hotels; dealt with British or African children who play
truant at school; if any of these circumstances are familiar to you, then you may well have
seen or even indirectly been involved in the exploitation of a victim of “trafficking.”
But human trafficking is not slavery in the historic sense - this is the first misleading notion
and is partly why authorities often fail to recognise, and so let down, victims of trafficking.
The scare-stories about thousands of hidden slaves tied up against their will is inaccurate.
What can be found in London, in higher numbers, are children and vulnerable British adults
and, often irregular, migrants being relentlessly exploited, particularly by British standards
and international human rights legislation.
However, “choice”, ambiguous as that term may be, is involved in these victims’
circumstances and, in many cases these people – such as migrants from poverty stricken
backgrounds or homeless British male victims - may see this life as an improvement on
where they have come from. Yet some victims will experience appalling and often gruesome
abuse in the UK. Sexual torture, starvation and physical abuse are not uncommon in these
outwardly ‘consensual’ environments. However, at the other end of the scale you can find
workers experiencing no physical or sexual abuse, and whose ‘traffickers’ have largely kept
to the terms of agreement. They will be being paid less than the minimum wage, working
unremitting hours, and be in unreasonably high debt bondage to criminals. They will also still
live in a state of anxiety relating to those they owe money to, or those they work with, or
the British authorities due to their irregular immigration status. This makes human
trafficking a grey area, not black and white as is commonly presented.
But does trafficking really exist?
According to the UN Palermo Protocol,1 Human Trafficking is the recruitment,
transportation, and harbouring of a person by threat, force, coercion, abduction, deception,
or abuse of their vulnerability with the aim of exploiting them. However, an illegal migrant
who has chosen to leave exploitative, possibly violent, circumstances in their homeland to
work in a less but still exploitative environment in the UK presents a problem to the
authorities. Even child trafficking, while seemingly more clear-cut, since a child cannot
consent, contains ambiguities. Dr Nick Mai has criticised the pseudo-objective view of a
1
2

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/treaties/CTOC/
Tampering with the Sex of ‘Angels’: Migrant Male Minors and Young Adults Selling Sex in the EU, Prof Nick
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“child”, which ignores the harsh cultural realities of many migrant children. Dr Mai’s work2
with some heterosexual male Roma youths found that Government and NGO services
were out of sync with their needs and were not able to match the opportunities the boys
felt sex work gave them. Many of the boys felt empowered as it provided them with wealth
in a way their circumstance, due to a lack of education and social stigma as a migrant, could
not. Unconsciously, the authorities are also rejecting the legal framework requirements to
protect children. Indeed, when the authorities come across British children who are sexually
groomed by gangs or Vietnamese children working in cannabis farms, they are still failing to
recognise children as victims of trafficking and exploitation. Children nonetheless make up a
significant number of the potential cases of trafficking in London cited by the Government’s
UK Human Trafficking Centre (UKHTC). Between 1st January 2013 and 31st August 2013,
106 of the 389 potential victims of trafficking, exploited in London, were children.3
Some academics question whether trafficking really exists and whether this isn’t just a term
used to cloak Western society’s discomfort about the natural movement of poor migrants,
living in awful conditions, moving into our countries to live in slightly less awful conditions,
and doing jobs and living in conditions we don’t like the sound of. Yes, these academics say,
exploitation exists – but it is far more prosaic than any rhetoric on human trafficking would
suggest. They feel that there is no such thing as trafficking – a term which emphasises the
issue of ‘movement’, which they see as a political but irrelevant issue. Instead they cite that,
rather than some broad sweeping term, there are individual crimes and problems that can
be broken down into types, such as poverty, rape, abuse, and exploitation. In one sense, I
agree. The anti-trafficking ‘rescue industry’ has many well-meaning individuals who are
simply uncomfortable with the choices that other people, with more limited choices, have
to make. This is particularly marked in some NGOs’ attitudes in conflating all migrant sex
workers with trafficked victims.
I do however increasingly think the term “trafficking” helps to expose the abuse involved
and explain these individuals’ specific vulnerabilities. I can see that in many cases movement
does matter. An orphan placed in an informal fostering arrangement in West Africa may be
a reasonable option because there is no formal social security and this situation is regulated
by community social structures. However, movement across borders changes everything, as
those brought here are suddenly in an illegal situation and so they are more hidden and so
more vulnerable. Furthermore, because the children are often here illegally, when they
reach eighteen they are invisible to the British authorities and this makes them susceptible
to deportation or to going underground and getting involved in dangerous activities. The
term ‘trafficking’ is also helpful for British-born cases. Until 2011, the grooming of girls had
been played down by the authorities for decades, to the extent that the girls felt that their
treatment was normal. The term trafficking reminds them, the system, and the judges that
these girls have been treated as mere commodities.
There are, however, reasonable concerns about the consequences of policies to tackle this
crime. Campaigning for proactive work to prevent exploitation, for example in restaurants,
has the short-term effect of pushing migrants into more underground, dangerous sectors,
and may have the long-term effect of discouraging migrants from entering the country. This,
in effect, forces them to stay in even more exploitative conditions in their home country.
2

Tampering with the Sex of ‘Angels’: Migrant Male Minors and Young Adults Selling Sex in the EU, Prof Nick
Mai, Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, Volume 37, Issue 8, 2011
3
Data provided to us by the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
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When the cause of the trafficking of migrants is poverty, a real victim-focused approach
would target this root cause. Instead anti-trafficking approaches often equate to:
exploitation exists everywhere; but let’s not have it happening here!
This report
Prior to the 2012 Olympics, the human trafficking agenda suddenly became high-profile.4
However, policy, media headlines and public rhetoric focused exclusively on the cases of
migrant women being sexually exploited in brothels. The Metropolitan Police Service
received half a million pounds5 to tackle this problem and used the majority of their
resources to target the brothel industry.6 One source told me that they had been told by a
senior police officer that the police intended to use the Olympics trafficking scare as an
excuse to bear down on brothels. Indeed, the extra resources and increased brothel raids
did little to find victims of trafficking, though it did succeed in closing down many brothels. A
year-on-year comparison reveals that there were four trafficking cases recorded in 2011 in
London, and similarly only four cases were recorded in the 2012 Olympic year.7 There is
human trafficking in brothels, but this evidence suggests that it is by no means the majority
of cases that take place in London and therefore I believe significant resources were wasted
in the run up to the Olympics.
The Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime’s (MOPAC) strategy on trafficking is still entirely
under the Violence against Women and Girls agenda.8 This is a significant oversight when
the number of labour trafficking cases being identified by the authorities is catching up with,
and will no doubt at some point overtake, the number of sex trafficking cases we are
seeing.9 Indeed, the Salvation Army’s most recent data analysis reveals that they have seen
more victims of labour trafficking than victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation.10
MOPAC’s female-focused strategy on trafficking also demonstrates a blindness to the sexual
abuse of men and boys, cases of which are discussed in almost every chapter of this
report.11 Data shows that, even with this oversight by MOPAC, just over 20% of all victims
4

For example, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/immigration/8647246/Human-traffickers-could-targetOlympics-Home-Secretary-warns.html and http://www.standard.co.uk/news/olympics-will-be-magnet-for-sextrafficking-gangs-warns-yvette-cooper-6565248.html
5
MPA report: Metropolitan Police Service, Human Trafficking response, Report: 7; 28 Jan2010: “CO14 has
successfully bid for £600,000 funding for 2010/12 from the GOL Migration Impact Fund to support the
Olympic boroughs in relation to victims trafficked for sexual exploitation.”
6
http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=38548 Mayoral question 3395/2011 frm Andrew Boff,
16/11/2011
7
http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=42422 Mayoral question number 2483/2012; 19/09/2012
8
The Mayor’s The Way Forward 2010-13, http://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/policing-crime/missionpriorities/violence-against-women-girls/local-vawg-guidance. Under the previous Mayor “between 2004-08 any
Human Trafficking work commissioned by the Mayor was undertaken within the GLA’s Domestic Violence
Project Team.” http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=44971 Andrew Boff, MQT, 01/30/13
9
Labour trafficking is already beginning to appear to overtake sexual exploitation - recent Salvation Army
data, from July 2011 to April 2013, showed that labour exploitation accounted for more cases than sex
exploitation of the cases they had seen – with 43% of cases involving labour trafficking and 40% of cases
involving sex trafficking http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/homeaffairs/130603%20Human%20trafficking%20written%20evidence.pdf
10
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/homeaffairs/130603%20Human%20trafficking%20written%20evidence.pdf
11
The one exception is the Chapter on Homeless Victims of Trafficking. All other closed communities and
trafficking types discussed in this report include cases of sexual abuse of male victims.
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found so far in London in 2013 were male.12 The Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime’s
strategy on human trafficking is outdated, discriminatory, dangerous for male victims and
needs to change.
I also have concerns about the way we are policing human trafficking. Proactive policing,
particularly in the boroughs, is often not victim-focused. For example, raids on restaurants
or brothels often involve no follow-up with those working on the premises, who are pushed
into more underground, dangerous work as a result of police activity.13 The Metropolitan
Police Service’s Trafficking Unit, SC&O7, are regularly praised for their expertise and victimfocused approach. However, they are overstretched and target mostly large-scale organised
crime networks which, evidence suggests, means that they are missing large numbers of
informal cases, some of which are far more severe than the cases they target. Yet these
cases are not being pursued by borough police, whose knowledge, sensitivity and interest in
these cases is often limited. Indeed, the boroughs largely fail to recognise any human
trafficking cases around them even when victims present themselves to front desks. The
above concerns about policing may explain why less than one in ten of those flagged as
victims of trafficking in London from January to August 2013 were identified by the
Metropolitan Police.14
In this report, I examine some of the more hidden and subtle forms of human trafficking
taking place in closed communities in London. Evidence suggests that victims of trafficking in
these communities are often overlooked by the authorities. Other victim groups, who I
have been unable to cover in this report, but who have been mentioned over the course of
this investigation and, I believe, require further investigation by the authorities, include the
trafficking of Moroccan, Pakistani and Bangladeshi victims into the UK.
The trafficking and exploitation of Nigerian and other West African
victims
Nigerian victims of trafficking were the biggest victim group in the IDMG data from 201215
and the second largest group identified in London in 2013.16 While data on human trafficking
is often unreliable and distorted, NGOs working with West African victims said that the
abuse of Nigerians, particularly in domestic servitude, was extensive in London.
These cases are usually not organised by criminal organisations but are informal
arrangements involving someone the victim may know. Sexual, domestic and criminal (for
benefits) exploitation takes place in closed networks in the West African community in
12

Data kindly provided by the UKHTC – between 1st January-31st August 2013, 81 of 389 potential victims
referred to UKHTC were male. See Appendix 2.
13
Recent evidence of this in Channel 4 Documentary, Sex: My British Job by Nick Broomfield and Hsiao-Hung
Pa. “She originally worked as a DVD seller and in a restaurant but said that it was impossible to continue after
the police cracked down” Quotation from Daily Mail article “Channel 4 documentary reveals what life is like
inside Britain's immigrant brothels”, by Ruth Styles, 20 September 2013,
14
Data provided by the UKHTC – between 1st January-31st August 2013, the Metropolitan Police Service only
found 36 of the 389 potential victims identified to the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
15
By far the largest number of referrals of potential victims of trafficking received by the UKHTC since the
inception of the NRM in April 2009 are Nigerian nationals” First annual report of the Inter-Departmental
Ministerial Group on Human Trafficking, 2012
16
Data provided by UKHTC. 76 potential cases of human trafficking involved Nigerian victims. 118 of 389
referrals were from Africa. See Appendix 2.
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residential areas. New trends suggest baby trafficking is on the rise as well. These traffickers
are not gang members but mothers, council workers, pastors and other respectable
members of the community. No police raid on a brothel will find them. Yet the victims may
be coming into contact with neighbours, churches, health professionals and even teachers
fairly regularly.
West African cases of human trafficking are struggling to be recognised. The Government’s
National Referral Mechanism to identify trafficked victims disproportionately rejects
Nigerian cases of trafficking.17 The police also reject Nigerian cases, seeing victims as “on the
make,”18 or claiming that there is too little evidence to charge anyone. Yet one stakeholder
working with a Nigerian victim, after being told by police that they couldn’t find any
evidence on the trafficker, searched for the trafficker’s name on Google and found him for
the police immediately.
Other concerning evidence I came across revealed that the UK is sometimes used as a
transit destination and is targeted by Nigerian traffickers who are looking to move victims
into mainland Europe. Immigration officials sometimes failed to notice that documents were
obviously forged and there is currently no requirement for a personal interview when
children are brought into the country. Children are particularly vulnerable in this system and
seem to disappear easily in London on expired visas. The lack of exit checks in this country
also assists traffickers.
The trafficking and exploitation of Chinese victims
The Chinese community was repeatedly described to me as impenetrable by NGOs
supporting victims of trafficking. Stakeholders supporting victims of trafficking relayed how
Chinese victims were one of the largest trafficking groups19 and yet they didn’t engage with
support services. This should be a cause for concern. Instead, some authorities are choosing
to ignore this issue and assume the silence of these victims signifies that there isn’t a
problem. However, even when victims do ask for help, they may be ignored. One boy trying
to escape his traffickers, and who asked his South London borough if he could be moved,
was recommended to use Gumtree.
Many cases of exploitation of Chinese migrants are complex. The individuals have usually
chosen to come to the UK and may expect, to a lesser or greater extent, the often horrific
conditions in which they are being made to work and live in. The extreme poverty they
have left behind may explain this. Gangs, nonetheless, often use the threat of violence, yet
workers frequently view the gang leaders, known as ‘snakeheads,’ who brought them over
with respect.
The impression that Chinese trafficking goes on directly under the noses of the authorities
was particularly highlighted by the case of the London Special Treatments Group. This is a
17

For example, data in an ECPAT UK Briefing on the National Referral Mechanism for children found that 32%
of Nigerian children between April 2009 to 30 June 2011 received conclusive grounds accepting them as
victims of trafficking. Meanwhile, British children had an 88% rate of receiving conclusive grounds and
Romanian children had a 68% chance.
www.ecpat.org.uk/sites/default/files/ecpat_uk_briefing_on_the_nrm_for_children.pdf
18
In evidence from an interview with Tony Murphy, Bhatt Murphy Solicitors , 2012
19
Data provided by UKHTC. The sixth largest group of potential victims of trafficking came from China, JanAugust, 2013. Data provided to us by the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
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group of council officers who, in at least one case, had effectively allowed a brothel in
Chinatown, paying the Chinese women £3 an hour, to be approved as a beauty spa, and
thus exempt from having a licence.
Some stakeholders said that Chinatown had high levels of crime but that this activity did not
manifest itself in crime statistics and therefore, rather than leading to more proactive
policing to find crime, fewer resources were being put in. Indeed, the Chinese Divisional
Unit in the Metropolitan Police Service is effectively being disbanded. Chinatown was
repeatedly cited as a locality where some of the gangs operate and where some of the
restaurants were operated by staff working under the conditions described above. It may be
in London’s interests if the lauded Gangmasters Licensing Authority, set up after the death
of 21 Chinese cockle pickers to monitor the agricultural sector, extends its remit so that it
covers the sectors more commonly present in London, such as the restaurant industry.
However, if the authorities are not victim-focused when targeting these establishments,
those working in the restaurant sector will simply be pushed into working in more
dangerous illegal sectors, following these raids and inspections.
The trafficking and sex grooming of children
The increase in investigations and media attention on the grooming and sex trafficking of
British children has perhaps put into focus the disproportionate emphasis we have had on
the trafficking of migrant sex workers in brothels. These cases of exploitation were taking
place much closer to home, in local takeaways, small hotels and homes in our streets. I have
found, and also been told of, similar cases that go back decades, and yet this issue has been
ignored year after year. Now it is the issue of the moment, but we are still stuck on the
stereotypes propagated by the cases we have heard about.
The issue of white British girls in care being exploited by Pakistani gangs is a problem. But it
is what is not in the data that should grab our attention. British black and minority ethnic
girls, boys, and white middle-class children can also be victims of grooming and this and their
use of online media which often allows this grooming to take place, needs to also be
registered and responded to.
Boys are a particular group I have chosen to highlight. We are handling the sexual abuse of
boys in a similar way to how we handled the sexual abuse of girls several decades ago. I have
heard concerns that boys’ experiences are often treated as little more than homosexual
lifestyle choices. But data I uncovered reveals that the percentage of male victims in all
sexual exploitation cases in London has jumped from 3% to 13% from 2010 to 2012.20 Yet
no money has been set aside by the Mayor for male victims of sexual abuse and a great deal
of official language referring to sexual abuse excludes the male experience of this crime.21
The authorities and those working with these young people are also turning a blind eye to
grooming. One social worker told me that a London council had refused to recognise that
children were being groomed and trafficked outside a number of schools in the borough.

20

http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=44976 Mayors question, Andrew Boff, 30/01/13
http://www.pinknews.co.uk/2013/03/12/london-mayors-office-accused-by-charity-of-failing-to-providefunding-for-male-sexual-assault-services/
21
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Data I have uncovered reveals there are 9,055 children missing from care in 2012 in
London.22 That is an outrageous number. Equally outrageous was the fact that the
Metropolitan Police Service admitted that they could not provide me with data before this
date.23 They had only started measuring these figures following the high-profile cases in the
media. Why is that, when these cases were evident in reports, NGO intelligence, and
investigations for many years previously? Some stakeholders and NGOs were no doubt
telling the police about this problem for decades, but what became apparent through my
investigation was the disconnect and lack of trust between some NGOs and the police, and
how significantly this affects our response to human trafficking.
Trafficking and exploitation of homeless and vulnerable men
The recent high-profile case involving the trafficking of British and Eastern European
homeless and vulnerable men by the Connors family, a traveller network, has effectively
been treated as a one-off by the authorities. Yet evidence shows that this has been going on
for years24 and no doubt continues to do so. Furthermore, these trafficking cases tend to be
particularly brutal. Several men exploited by traveller networks have died in unclear
circumstances, and this human trafficking model has led to the first known case of organharvesting in the UK.
I have heard consistent evidence that London is being used as a recruiting ground to find
many of these vulnerable men. Yet senior police in the Metropolitan Police Service still
regard this issue as largely based on “rumour,”25 and borough police are still turning victims
away. Yet Scandinavia has considered the UK a source country for this type of human
trafficking for half a decade.
The lack of support available for male victims when they are discovered is also a substantial
concern. The dearth of services in London results in there being a ludicrous cycle of
trafficked people being rescued or escaping, and then subsequently being re-trafficked. With
men, this is even more pronounced since the few services that do exist in London to
support victims of trafficking, after the Government’s statutory 45-day recovery and
reflection period provision, only assist women.
Trafficking and exploitation of Latin American victims
London has a large, expanding Latin American community which is still, in spite of
campaigns, not formally recognised across London26 as an ethnic group. As a result, there
are limited services in London to support them. Yet the trafficking and exploitation of Latin
Americans was cited as an emerging problem in London, particularly the exploitation of
22

http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=44977 Mayors question, Andrew Boff, 01/30/13. “The
Metropolitan Police Service has informed me that in 2012, there were 9,055 reported incidents of children
missing from care
23
“The Metropolitan Police Service is unable to provide data for 2010 and 2011, as it did not become
mandatory to record whether the child in question was in care until halfway through 2011” Mayors question,
Andrew Boff,01/30/13.
24
For example see: "Homeless man held as a slave". 27 May 1999. Echo-News
25
Anonymous quotation from a senior police source in the Metropolitan Police
26
With the exception of Southwark Council who have recognised Latin Americans as an ethnic group since
2012
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Latin Americans in domestic servitude.27 At the same time, those working with Latin
American victims of trafficking felt that their cases, by being culturally specific, struggled to
be recognised as cases of trafficking by the police and even by other anti-trafficking NGOs.
One challenge is that many Latin American trafficking cases are informal and do not involve
large criminal networks. For example, the domestic exploitation of Latin Americans in Latin
American embassies and in the au pair industry is not highly organised and takes place in
very unregulated sectors. A blind-spot by the authorities towards human trafficking within
marriage, involving victims from Latin America and elsewhere, is also a concern.
Furthermore, I also discovered that two leading hotel chains were exploiting Latin
Americans working in the cleaning industry. They were, perhaps unknowingly, paying them
well below the minimum wage due to loopholes in their cleaning companies’ contracts.
Trafficking and exploitation of Vietnamese victims
For the last decade, increasing numbers of Vietnamese illegal migrants, particularly boys,
have been trafficked into the UK to work in nail bars and cannabis factories.28 Evidence I
have heard suggests the two trades are linked and that victims can sometimes move back
and forth between the two. Indicators suggest that victims of trafficking, “rescued” from
cannabis farms, often end up working for the same organised gangs in nail bars.
NGOs working with Vietnamese victims of trafficking are concerned about the British
authorities’ treatment of Vietnamese victims of trafficking. There have been 1,400 individuals
arrested for cannabis cultivation in 2011-13 and, of these, 63% were Vietnamese and 13%
were children.29 Yet Anti-Slavery International’s RACE in Europe Project30 found that, of the
cannabis cultivation court cases cited in the media between 2011-13 involving Vietnamese
adults, 130 had trafficking indicators.
Raids on cannabis farms are currently often not victim-focused. Instead, they lead to many
child victims of trafficking being prosecuted for drug cultivation; yet the traffickers who
manage the farms emerge unscathed, with not one receiving a conviction since 2009.31
Between January and August 2013, ten potential cases of human trafficking were found
involving cannabis cultivation in London – two fifths of whom were children32. In light of the
large number of raids on cannabis farms,33 the small number of victims found could suggest
27

Worryingly, recent UKHTC data does not cite any potential cases of trafficking from Latin America in spite
of an increase reported to me by the UK Border Force at Heathrow as well as by a number of NGOs. See
data provided to us by the UKHTC. Appendix 2.
28
Between January and August 2013, Vietnam was found to be the third largest source country of human
trafficking to London. 33 victims were identified. Ten potential cases of human trafficking were found involving
cannabis cultivation– two fifths of whom were children. Data provided to us by the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
29
Data provided by a stakeholder in the Anti-Slavery International’s RACE in Europe Project
30
ibid
31
Two stakeholders working with Vietnamese victims told us they knew of no convictions in 2013. See also
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2013-04-22a.386.7&s=human%20trafficking: “To ask Her
Majesty's Government what assessment they have made of the problem of trafficking of Vietnamese children,
in the light of no convictions for the trafficking of Vietnamese children since 2009 despite Vietnamese children
accounting for a quarter of all referrals of child trafficking.” April 2013. The CPS said they did not have this
type of data available.
32
See Appendix 2.
33
Mayoral question, Andrew Boff, 22/05/13, No 1755/2013. There were 1,133 reported cannabis cultivation
offences in 2011/12 and 1,008 in 2012 up to May 13.
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that large numbers of children found on these raids are being overlooked and criminalised,
rather than recognised as victims. A disproportionate number of Vietnamese children are
missing from care in the UK and evidence suggests that, altogether, Vietnamese children are
being remarkably let down by our system.
Conclusion
It took 21 Chinese cockle pickers to drown at Morecambe Bay in 2004 for action to be
taken to regulate and protect those in the agricultural sector. It took half a dozen sex
grooming cases involving hundreds of girl victims for the authorities to take notice in the
last two years. It should not take such extreme circumstances or national scandals in the
media to provoke a response to the other cases of trafficking, exploitation and abuse I have
cited in this report. Some of those working with victims of exploitation have been trying to
warn the authorities for years. Indeed many of those I have spoken to for this report are
still trying to alert the authorities to similar cases across London, but their concerns too
often fall on deaf ears. The Mayor must call on all London boroughs to recognise this
problem. At present, “gangs are more organised than local authorities.”34 My
recommendations include the following:
•

•

•

•

•

The Mayor must set up London Regional Human Trafficking Groups so that we have
a genuine multi-agency approach to human trafficking. This approach can start to
tackle the core reasons behind our failure to protect those being exploited. This
group should act as a catalyst to improve cross-intelligence between NGOs and the
police and the boroughs. At present there appears to be a disconnect between
several NGOs, statutory services and the authorities, to the huge detriment of
victims of abuse in London.35 These groups should also help to prevent the
Metropolitan Police Service from working in silos and help promote more long-term
approaches, which are currently hampered in part by a target culture in the police
and by the constant churn of senior police officers.
MOPAC should use these groups to collect new, transparent London data on human
trafficking, which includes data contributions from NGOs, not just the authorities.
Only then can we begin to gather a clear picture of what is going on in London.
Having a firm Mayoral policy on human trafficking without this data is misguided.
Male victims are absent from the Mayor’s policy on trafficking and they also lack
many of the support services provided to female victims in London. MOPAC must
have a trafficking policy in place that includes men as more than simply perpetrators.
Frontline staff need effective training on human trafficking. Identification is one of the
key ways to protect victims of trafficking and discourage traffickers; but at present
the majority of those coming into contact with victims, such as social workers,
teachers, NHS staff and housing officers, know little about trafficking indicators or
how to refer cases on.
Borough police struggle to recognise victims of trafficking or circumstances where
they might stumble across them. Special points of contact (SPOCs) for human
trafficking need to be established in every borough’s police force to start to rectify
this problem.

34

Interview with Andy Elvin, CFAB, 2013
Indeed the Trafficking Unit receive “approximately 45 per cent of the victims [are] referred to them by
NGO's” Mayors Question Time, Andrew Boff, 22/05/13
http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=46674
35
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•

•

•

•

Any proactive work to target human trafficking or exploitation must be victimfocused. At present I am reluctant to push for certain proactive work by the police
because I believe vulnerable people are more likely to suffer than be rescued as a
result. Traffickers nonetheless continue to evade the police and criminal justice
system.
When victims look for help, they often approach those in their own community. Yet
there is limited communication with many communities in London to highlight
trafficking indicators and how victims of trafficking can gain assistance. We need
more effective community engagement – setting up police contacts in religious
establishments is a good start.
London effectively subsidises areas outside of London with their attempts to curb
human trafficking. The Metropolitan Police Service’s Human Trafficking Unit, in the
Human Exploitation and Organised Crime Command, are overstretched, yet support
other forces. The Mayor should therefore campaign for other forces across the UK
to set up anti-trafficking units themselves. The Mayor should also call for the
Gangmasters Licensing Authority to extend its remit so that it targets exploitative
sectors in London, as well as those outside it.
The UK is used as a transit country into the rest of Europe by Nigerian traffickers.
Exit checks and closer scrutiny of visa applications are necessary if this is to be
prevented.
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Introduction
Human Trafficking in London
Human trafficking36 is a topic that is increasingly on the agenda. It is regularly cited as
modern day slavery and is considered to be one of the most scandalous crimes taking place
in the UK. While politicians are willing to produce much rhetoric about the evils of this
heinous crime, victims and those who work with victims of trafficking are continually
frustrated at the lack of constructive action to tackle the problem.
A large amount of human trafficking in the UK is based or goes through London. As a
London Assembly Member, I became increasingly concerned that there was a significant
amount of human trafficking in London, taking place under the very noses of the authorities,
yet I did not feel the authorities had much awareness of these crimes or how to deal with
them.
When I saw potential evidence of labour trafficking in Hackney I anonymously reported it to
a passing PCSO. His response was to casually recommend I, as a resident, look into it.
When I told senior police, working in human trafficking, that I had found evidence that
trafficking may be relatively unorganised and informal, and taking place in residential areas in
homes, I was told this was unlikely to be the case as trafficking almost always became largescale organised crime due to greed. When I met a victim of trafficking - who had been
drugged and forced to sell sex – who had managed to escape, she revealed that the
authorities had not helped her to escape at all; yet now that she was a migrant working as a
sex worker in Westminster, the main threat to her existence were the authorities
themselves.
Trafficking myths
My research suggests that trafficking is not what many people imagine it to be. Barely any
trafficked victims are padlocked or physically restrained. Most of them are in some way seen
as ‘complicit’37 in their circumstances and are restrained by more subtle control
mechanisms.38 Many - indeed I believe the majority of trafficked victims in London - are not
in the formal sex industry39 and victims are not necessarily predominantly female and are
not always from Eastern Europe or South East Asia. Yet these are the stereotypes often
peddled to us. Worryingly, these are the stereotypes that authorities almost invariably
36

According to the United Nations definition, human trafficking can be understood as a process by which
people are recruited in their community and exploited by traffickers using deception and/or some form of
coercion to lure and control them. There are three distinct elements of this crime: the act, the means and the
purpose. All three elements must be present to constitute a trafficking in persons offence, although each
element has a range of manifestations. UN Global Report on Trafficking in Persons, 2012
http://www.un.org/ru/publications/pdfs/global%20report%20on%20trafficking%20in%20persons%202012.pdf
37
Nonetheless worth noting that “Due to the high levels of deception and coercion used by traffickers, many
victims have no real choice in their trafficking and eventual exploitation but are often perceived to be in some
way complicit in their circumstances” Elizabeth Willmott-Harrop, Consultant & Writer Specialising in Women
and Child Rights Advocacy, in written evidence, 2013
38
For example the threat of violence, threats made against family members in the country of origin,
confiscation of passports, mind control such as Juju.
39
Mai N (2009) ‘Migrant Workers in the UK Sex Industry – Final Policy-Relevant Report’ ESR
http://www.londonmet.ac.uk/research-units/
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expect to find. Indeed, the Mayor’s Police and Crime strategy currently refuses to see
trafficking as anything other than an issue that falls under Violence against Women and
Girls.40 In doing so, victims are being let down. Frontline staff need to have that direction
and basic information at their fingertips to be able to spot the signs and know how to
respond.
Yet human trafficking cannot – or, at least, should not - be generalised. My hope is that this
report will help us to move away from the standard views on human trafficking and from a
view that the authorities’ trafficking response can be a one-size-fits-all model. Each type of
human trafficking is unique to a time, place and ethnicity. Each type of trafficking needs to
be dealt with and understood in a different way. The current domestic exploitation of
African children in homes is very different to the labour exploitation of homeless men in the
construction trade or the exploitation of Chinese waiters in restaurants. Moreover, such is
the fluidity of human trafficking models,41 in a few years Chinese or African trafficking
models may fit a very different paradigm. One year victims may fit one paradigm of
exploitation and ethnicity; the following year this paradigm could be turned on its head. I am
concerned that this fluidity is also not being registered.
Furthermore, exploitation is everywhere – in the nail bars one visits, in the builders’ teams
knocking on our doors offering construction work, and in the ordinary homes housing
cannabis factories or children exploited in domestic servitude or women trafficked by
‘marriage’ to be sex slaves. We all need to raise our awareness and ensure all communities
have the tools to respond accordingly. Human trafficking is not some new phenomenon but
one that has been occurring in various guises for centuries.42 Nor is it black and white.
Victims may have been “willing” criminals43 in parts of the process, for example in the illegal
profession they carry out, or in their use of forged identity papers, which can then reinforce
their vulnerability at the point of destination; or they may even become traffickers
themselves after paying off their debt bondage. Likewise, traffickers comprise vast networks
and come in many forms as various links in a vast chain, from close family or community
members to organised criminal gangs. In some cases, traffickers may believe they are
genuinely helping those they victimise by receiving payment for sending someone off “to a
better life.”

40

The Mayor’s The Way Forward 2010-13, http://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/policing-crime/missionpriorities/violence-against-women-girls/local-vawg-guidance
41
For example, a UNODC Report, Trafficking in Person to Europe for sexual exploitation wrote, “Turkey,
Uzbek and Turkmen women seem to be replacing the Russians and Ukrainians. Similarly, in Spain the increase
of Paraguayan and Brazilian trafficking victims appears to have compensated for the decrease in trafficking from
Colombia. This suggests that human trafficking rings may react to changes in traditional origin countries, such
as increased awareness among potential victims, stringent law enforcement action or improved livelihood”
http://www.unodc.org/documents/publications/TiP_Europe_EN_LORES.pdf
42
For example, see an illustration of the sex trafficking boyfriend model in Arthur Koestler’s Scum of the Earth
43
“Trafficking victims almost inevitably commit crimes, from the use of illegal identity papers, to criminal acts
which their traffickers coerce them into, such as cannabis farming in the UK. In a positive move, The Council
of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings 2005[8]… has been updated with a 2011
European Union Directive[9]. This broadens the scope of trafficking victims to include coerced criminal
activities” Human trafficking and international law by Elizabeth Willmott-Harrop, 2013
http://www.libertyandhumanity.com/themes/human-trafficking/human-trafficking-and-internationallaw/#sthash.624qscp1.dpuf
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This report
My last report, Silence on Violence, noted that a lot of money was being made available to
tackle trafficking.44 But it focused in on the wrong places, leading to minimal results and to
most victims continuing to fall below the radar, particularly West African victims. This
report will examine how West African human trafficking currently manifests itself. It will
also investigate other types of more hidden forms of human trafficking that take place in
closed networks. These include the trafficking of Chinese, Latin American and Vietnamese
victims, British children including boys, and homeless men. While examining these victim
types I intend to highlight some of the key concerns and recommendations I have heard
from experts on how to tackle trafficking more generally. While I have chosen to focus on
some of those victim groups I believe are being overlooked, what is clear is that trafficking
and traffickers exist in every community, religion, class, and gender. The fact that we may
not know about some of these cases does not mean they are not happening.
This report will also air a variety of different views and interpretations of trafficking, some of
which I believe have worryingly been stifled. There has been a lack of transparency by both
the authorities and those who work to support victims of trafficking, the so-called
“trafficking rescue industry”,45 about some of the contrasting views on trafficking. Yet this
may explain why there is so much disagreement about how to tackle human trafficking. The
eradication of human trafficking is presented as a black and white issue that we must all
support; but, in fact, the differences between views needs to be examined before any
agreement can be made on the correct way forward.
The term “trafficking”
I have heard horrific cases that have shocked me to the core: One trafficking survivor told
me her own parents had sold her into violent pornography where she was forced to watch
other children tortured to death; I heard of men being brutally beaten to a pulp and starved
for weeks on end; I heard of migrant women repeatedly trafficked with breast implants filled
with cocaine, put in each time without anaesthetic. At the other end of the spectrum there
are migrant sex workers or restaurant workers, working in exploitative conditions by
‘Western’, and indeed international human rights, standards, but who are content with their
life choices and do not want the interference of NGOs or authorities, many of whom
nonetheless believe firmly, and may have correctly identified, that these are victims of
trafficking.
Meanwhile there are those who question the entire belief that trafficking exists. They feel it
is peddled by the trafficking ‘rescue industry’ or by Governments who use the debate to
control migratory movement. There are also valid reasons why the authorities or even the
NGOs themselves may not always want to take a victim-centred approach to trafficking. A
human trafficking ‘victim’ may want the opportunity to work in London even though they
will experience exploitation and abuse, and so will not want the interference of NGOs or
authorities, who rightly believe that there should not be two tiers of rights in the UK and
wish to end their abuse. Meanwhile the Government has limited resources and needs to
ensure its system is not abused by people consenting to come over here to work illegally
44

MPA report: Metropolitan Police Service Human Trafficking response, Report: 7; 28 Jan2010: “CO14 has
successfully bid for £600,000 funding for 2010/12 from the GOL Migration Impact Fund to support the
Olympic boroughs in relation to victims trafficked for sexual exploitation.”
45
This is a term coined by Dr Laura Agustin, author of Sex at the Margins: Migration, Labour Markets and the
Rescue Industry. The rescue industry refers to NGOs, Intergovernmental Organisations (IGOs) etc.
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under what we deem as exploitive conditions. While I believe the Government does focus
too much on the immigration side of this crime to the detriment of the human rights of
these victims - for example by forcing migrant domestic workers to stay with their
employee under the new Overseas Domestic Worker Visa regime – I believe there are
problems with our borders and that traffickers are exploiting these too easily.
Weaknesses at borders and in consulates; weaknesses in the training of frontline staff who
are confronted by victims but fail to recognise them; and weaknesses in the support offered
to victims once they are identified were all consistently highlighted to me in this
investigation, reinforcing my motivation to write this report. I hope this report provides a
little more clarity on the varied and more hidden nature of trafficking that exists; but I also
hope it highlights the grey areas and lack of clarity that surround this issue. There are
bigger questions about immigration, poverty, gender, multiculturalism, life choices, supply
and demand, and international cooperation that shade the decisions we make on human
trafficking.
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Background to the research in this report
The approach to trafficking during the Olympics
In the run up to the Olympics, there was a wave of apprehension from the media, NGOs
and leading Parliamentarians46 that a huge number of trafficked victims – specifically women would be brought to the UK. This view mirrored attitudes prior to other international large
sporting events from the last decade.47
However, in spite of the Home Office and Ministers finally stating that there was insufficient
evidence to suggest that there would be an increase in trafficking, 48 the Met secured an
additional £500,000 to tackle a possible increase in trafficking in the five Olympic boroughs
in the run up to the 2012 Olympics.49
Trafficking can take a vast variety of forms - from a Nigerian girl working in domestic
servitude, to a Vietnamese boy working in a cannabis farm, to a homeless man working for a
traveller family as a builder. However, the view that the victims, trafficked into the UK for
the Olympics, would be migrant women and girls who would then be used for sexual
services was prevalent.50
Therefore, considerable resource was used in the years running up to the Olympics in
raiding and visiting brothels, with the aim of discovering sex trafficking victims51. In
2010/2011, approximately 70% of the work carried out by SCD9’s trafficking and
prostitution unit, TPU, was “related to trafficking for sexual exploitation linked to the
brothel market in London.”52
I heard evidence from one source, who worked with trafficking victims, who interviewed
the police prior to the Olympics, who said that a senior police officer admitted that they
intended to use the hysteria before the Olympics around human trafficking to target
brothels.
46

“Human traffickers are expected to step up efforts to smuggle women into Britain and force them to
become sex workers in the run-up to London 2012, the Leader of the House of Commons Harriet Harman
admitted today” “A report by the Metropolitan Police Authority (MPA) published in July warned that the
Games could bring an increase in prostitution and sex trafficking”
http://www.insidethegames.biz/paralympics/summer-paralympics/2012/107269-london-2012-will-lead-to-moresex-trafficking-admits-minister
47
For example, during the 2010 World Cup in South Africa, it was predicted that 40,000 sex workers would
be trafficked into the country: ‘The Deputy Chairman of South Africa's Central Drug Authority (CDA) said last
week that it is feared 40,000 women will arrive in the country to work as prostitutes while the football World
Cup is taking place there in June and July.’ http://digitaljournal.com/article/288672
48
House of Commons, Thursday 8 September 2011, Oral Answers to Questions, Culture, Media and Sport
49
Please note that the MPS wrote to us and said it was in fact £500,000 not £600,000 as written below-: MPA
report, Metropolitan Police Service Human Trafficking response, Report: 7; 28 Jan2010: “CO14 has
successfully bid for £600,000 funding for 2010/12 from the GOL Migration Impact Fund to support the
Olympic boroughs in relation to victims trafficked for sexual exploitation.” Also, several east London Borough
police I spoke to said that their Boroughs had given them extra resources to tackle prostitution partly in light
of the media concern that trafficking would increase due to the Olympics.
50
“Olympics will make London a "magnet" for human trafficking unless ministers launch an urgent crackdown,
shadow home secretary Yvette Cooper warned today.” Evening Standard, 2011
51
Silence on Violence, Andrew Boff, 2012
52
Nov 2011 MQT - http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=38548
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Results of the Olympics Trafficking approach
However, the extra resources put in and additional half a million pounds did little to find
additional victims. My research found that a year on year comparison of CRIS reports reveal
that there were four trafficking cases recorded in 2011 and similarly only four cases
recorded in 2012.53
During the 2012 Olympic period, between 1st July 2012 and 30th September 2012, Nigerian
victims accounted for the highest number of referrals of the 135 potential victims of
trafficking in London54. Only 20 of all 135 referrals identified in that period were identified
by the police. If, as I have consistently heard is the case, Nigerian victims are largely
exploited in residential environments, then this would explain why so few of these 135
trafficking cases were actually identified by police during this period, since their focus was on
finding human trafficking in brothels, while many Nigerian cases were hidden elsewhere.55
The Metropolitan Police’s Human Trafficking Unit’s56 success rate is improving year on year
since 2010.57In 2011 a total of 73 CRIS reports were recorded relating to a potential victim
of trafficking;58 but this led to a very small number of traffickers subsequently being
convicted.59 CPS London Data I acquired reveals that, of the cases flagged as human
trafficking referred by the police, there were only 11 convictions in 2010-11, 17 convictions
in 2011-12 and 18 convictions in 2012-13.60 Furthermore other figures, which show the
number of human trafficking offences charged and reaching a first hearing in a magistrate’s
court, have recently dropped significantly, from 64 cases in 2011-12 to only 14 in 2012/13.61
The police state, however, that they often convict people for offences around trafficking,
rather than trafficking per se, because of the level of evidence required for trafficking is so
high. For example, they state that traffickers may be convicted instead for crimes around
brothel-keeping. However, even the figures62 around brothel-keeping are not huge and no
doubt include non-trafficking related cases.
53

http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=42422 Mayoral question number 2483/2012; 19/09/2012
Data provided to us by the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
55
ibid
56
The Unit sits within the Human Exploitation and Organised Crime Command. It is commonly referred to as
SCD9 although this name has since changed to SC&O9 in 2012 and then to SC&O7 in 2013. For this report I
will use the unofficial term ‘Human Trafficking Unit’ to identify this police team.
57
MOPAC Challenge data: In 2007/08 – 32 offences found; 68 offences found in 2011/12; 2012/13 – 447 ( a
557.4% rise although this relates to one specific 2 year investigation with Polish authorities.)
58
http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=42431 MQT, Andrew Boff, 19/09/12
59
Recent conviction data reveals, nationally in England and Wales, that the number of convictions on a
principal offence basis for 2011 was 8. Human Trafficking IDMG Report 2012,. This is a reduction since
previous years: In 2005, there were 12 traffickers convicted for trafficking; in 2006 there were 21; in 2007
there were 23; in 2008 there were 24; in 2009 there were 25; and in 2010 there were 16 traffickers convicted
for the offence of trafficking. (Hansard 20 February 2012: Column 512W; Hansard 19 June 2012: Column
917W)
60
See Appendix 1
61
Ibid
62
In 2011, there were 10 sentences for keeping a brothel, 4 sentences for inciting prostitution for gain, four
sentences for controlling prostitution for gain and three for trafficking into the UK for sexual exploitation and
one sentence for trafficking within the UK for sexual exploitation. http://i2.cmsfiles.com/eaves/2013/06/CapitalExploits-June-2013.pdf-da8819.pdf MOPAC’s Report, Capital Exploits: A Study of
Prostitution and Trafficking in London; Julie Bindel, Ruth Breslin and Laura Brown
54
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NGOs, working with victims, say that the trafficking victim figures available are “just the tip
of the iceberg”63 and both NGOs and police accept that the number of convictions remains
minimal. Yet there does appear to be a continuous and remarkable disparity between the
huge numbers of victims cited each year in Government and NGO reports - ranging from
one million to 27 million64- and the small number of victims recognised as victims of
trafficking.
This suggests that either trafficking is not taking place on as large a scale as suggested or,
more worryingly, that the way we are tackling trafficking is ultimately inadequate.
Human Trafficking – the definition
Human trafficking is a term which is frequently used in both professional and mainstream
vernacular, yet its meaning remains elusive and contentious.
A variety of conceptual interpretations of trafficking exist: from being synonymous with
prostitution; or as the smuggling in of illegal migrants; to being a modern form of slavery; to
having a human rights focus; or to be revolving around transnational organised crime.65
When the UN was trying to establish a definition of trafficking, the Coalition Against
Trafficking in Women argued that “all children and the majority of women in the sex
trade”66 should be considered “victims of trafficking”. Yet the Netherlands submitted a
definition of trafficking that made no reference to prostitution or to sexual exploitation.
One academic, Dr Lee, stated that, “These approaches67 may coexist, overlap and change
over time, or they may contradict each other… Trafficking will be approached differently
depending on whether it is considered a problem of illegal migration, prostitution, or
organised crime68.”
Human Trafficking is an internationally defined term. The United Nations Palermo Protocol
2000 is both the first and most used definition and involves “the recruitment,

63

Quote used by a charity working with trafficking victims as well as by Thames Reach in regard to the
number of homeless and vulnerable men trafficked.
64
There are figures of less than 1 million back in 2004, claimed by the US Government : ‘600,000 to 800,000
people are trafficked worldwide each year (U.S.
governmenthttp://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/2004/34021.htm. Also “There are significant discrepancies in
international estimates, with regularly cited estimates of numbers ranging from 2.5 million (International
Labour Office, 2008), to 12.3 million (Hansard 2010), to as high as 27 million (Bales, 2000).” Quote from Prof
Anderson, in. Us and Them? The dangerous politics of immigration control, Oxford: Oxford University Press
65
This is described by Dr Maggy Lee, in Chapter One, Contested Definitions of Human Trafficking, Trafficking
and Global Crime Control http://www.sagepub.com/upm-data/38629_02_Lee%28Trafficking%29_CH_01.pdf
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Referenced from The New Statesman’s The Myth of Trafficking by Brendan O’Neill,
http://www.newstatesman.com/books/2008/03/sex-women-trafficking-agustin
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“(1) as a modern form of slavery; (2) as an exemplar of the globalisation of crime; (3) as a problem of
transnational organised crime;
(4) as synonymous with prostitution; (5) as a migration problem; and (6) as a human rights challenge.”
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Dr M. Lee ,in Chapter One, Contested Definitions of Human Trafficking, Trafficking and Global Crime
Control http://www.ungift.org/doc/knowledgehub/resource-centre/Lee_Trafficking_CH_01.pdf
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transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the [bullet points
inserted]
• threat or use of force or
• other forms of coercion,
• of abduction,
• of fraud, of deception,
• of the abuse of power or
• of a position of vulnerability ( ‘a situation in which the person concerned has no real
or acceptable alternative but to submit to the abuse involved’) or
• of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person
having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation."69
Interpretations of coercion, abuse of power or exploitation are not in themselves clearly
defined.70 This is in spite of the fact that all these terms are regularly used in a variety of
different contexts. For example, exploitation has recently been used to describe the
current ‘internship’ programmes in the UK.71 It is also used to describe the horrific case
where homeless men worked for 19 hours a day for no money and were beaten and
starved to the point of having broken ribs and scurvy.72
In the Palermo description, consent becomes irrelevant if any of the above bullet points are
involved. While I have been told73 that modern slavery is someone controlled by someone
else using the threat of violence, this threat can be replaced by something less tangible than
a clear threat of violence. Indeed, stakeholders working with trafficking victims referred to
the fact that victims could be controlled by simply breaking down their sense of self-esteem
and independence.
Central to the tenets of human trafficking is the “position of vulnerability” caused – as the
CSJ Report, It Happens Here, recently highlighted - by “a lack of job opportunities, age …
fostering a romantic relationship, developing personal dependence, or even forcing drug
abuse to create an addiction.”74 The range of severity potentially implied between having
limited vocational options and being force-fed drugs is in itself notable.
Professor Bridget Anderson has said the risk of such an absence of concrete notions means
trafficking relies on an idea of harm that is “so vague as to be platitudinous”.75
69

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/treaties/CTOC/
“The definition of trafficking is clearly set out in a number of international documents. However, there are
no common definitions of key component concepts, such as ‘recruitment’, ‘deception’ and ‘coercion’. Because
of this, correct identification of trafficking victims necessarily relies on a careful and open-minded
understanding of how such a person’s lived experience may relate to these terms, particularly where
information is scarce – trafficked people may have limited information about their traffickers, the routes they
took and the time they spent in different situations.” The UK’s Response to Human Trafficking – Fit for
Purpose, Cherti, Pennington, Galos, IPPR
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Unpaid Internships: Exploitation and Discrimination by Francesca Mitchel, Huffington Post,
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/francesca-mitchell/internships-exploitation-discrimination_b_2775482.html
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Family ‘exploited homeless’ on Greenacre sites, 18 April 2012 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bedsbucks-herts-17755278
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Evidence from Andrew Wallis, CEO of Unseen, at City Hall, 2013
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It Happens Here, Centre for Social Justice Report, 2013
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Anti-Slavery International and the Latin American Women’s Rights Services (LAWRS) told
me that because of the confusion around the meaning of trafficking and slavery, many
victims of “trafficking” or exploitation – being seen as ‘lesser’76 victims - are not recognised
as requiring support when found by the authorities. They are therefore often sent back to
their home countries. This puts them at even greater risk due to the fact that they
undoubtedly will owe their traffickers a debt that they may not be able to pay back with the
even lower salaries in their own country; this therefore makes them even more vulnerable
to being trafficked or re-trafficked back into the UK.
Where are the victims?
If, as was suggested in the 2012 report77 by the Inter-Departmental Ministerial Group on
human trafficking, the number of people trafficked into the UK is more than double what
official figures suggest, then the question arises: Where are we failing to look?

The ‘residential’ victims
Criticisms of the focus on organised criminal networks
The Metropolitan Police Service failed to find a large number of human trafficking victims in
the run up to the Olympics. Between January and August 2013, the Metropolitan Police
Service identified only 36 of the 389 cases identified as potential victims of human trafficking
in London to the Government’s UK Human Trafficking Centre (UKHTC).78
If there are large numbers of women being exploited sexually, filling the centres run by
NGOs, but they are largely not being found on raids in the open sex industry then the
question is, “Where are they?”
My last report, Silence on Violence, quoted one charity who felt that the Metropolitan Police
Service’s work was ‘pigeon-holed’79 and centred too much attention on tackling organised
crime and disrupting networks. A number of organisations felt that, as a result, police were
missing those victims outside of this model. For example, one service provider we spoke to
said that the trafficked victims in their centres suggested that some victims, such as those
from Western Africa, who made up their largest group of victims, were not exploited by
organised crime networks but by individuals such as boyfriends, family members or family
friends.80 However, when I suggested this to police, they informed me that it always
becomes organised because traffickers inevitably become greedy.81
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Interview with Carolina Gottardo, from the Latin American Women's Rights Service (LAWRS), City Hall,
2013
77
First annual report of the Inter-Departmental Ministerial Group on Human Trafficking, October 2012
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/118116/human-traffickingreport.pdf
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Data provided to us by the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
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Silence on Violence, Boff, 2012 http://glaconservatives.co.uk/campaigns/silence-on-violence/
80
ibid
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ibid
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The Metropolitan Police used to state that they only “undertake trafficking investigations
where there are clear links to an Organised Criminal Network.” 82 However, more recently
I was reassured by senior officers that they do look into all types of trafficking cases.
However, the UN definition states that an “Organized criminal group” consists only of a
“group of three or more persons, existing for a period of time and acting in concert with
the aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences established in accordance
with this Convention, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material
benefit.”83 This is not however what the authorities or many NGOs understand by the term.
However, the police’s possible reluctance to look into new areas was explained by one
officer in the CSJ report, It Happens Here, who stated, “Generally the country doesn’t want
trafficking and we’re at a stage where they’re trying to reduce the cost of policing by 25 per
cent, so you don’t want to be finding new problems.’84
One stakeholder told us that “police use the ‘organised crime’ term so they can obtain
financial resources – it’s seen as a high priority if it comes under ‘organised’ crime.”85 This
apparent lack of transparency around the preoccupation over ‘organised’ crimes possibly
threatens clear and effective action to tackle trafficking in all its forms. It also risks forming
a hierarchy of victims of trafficking, dependent on the level of criminal organisation rather
than abuse involved.
Following the publication of Silence on Violence,86 Government data87 recognised that
Nigerian victims of trafficking were potentially the largest victim group88 and a number of
leading UK charities89 supporting trafficking victims confirmed that West African victims
were largely exploited in residential surroundings, while Eastern Europeans victims were
largely exploited in public brothels.
Data from the United Kingdom Human Trafficking Centre (UKHTC),90 alongside data from
one organisation supporting victims of trafficking, suggested that the number of victims from
some Eastern European countries was decreasing while the number of African victims was
steadily rising. Therefore, there is increasing evidence that victims may not always fit the
large-scale organised model and that police need to change tactics to seek out less
organised trafficking taking place.
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Specialist Crime Directorate 9: update report. Report: 8 Date: 13 October 2011
” United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, G.A. Res. 25, annex I, U.N. GAOR,
55th Sess., Supp. No. 49, at 44, U.N. Doc. A/45/49 (Vol. I) (2001), entered into force Sept. 29, 2003.
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It Happens Here, Centre for Social Justice Report, 2013
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Anonymous source, 2013
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Silence on Violence, Boff, 2012 http://glaconservatives.co.uk/campaigns/silence-on-violence/
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First annual report of the Inter-Departmental Ministerial Group on Human Trafficking, October 2012
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http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/homeaffairs/130603%20Human%20trafficking%20written%20evidence.pdf
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For example, a number of NGOs, including the Government’s lead anti-trafficking agency, The Salvation
Army
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See Appendix 2. Data provided to us by the UKHTC for 2013. See Appendix 2.
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Data provided by an NGO working with victims
of trafficking91
Lithuanian trafficking victims
Nigerian trafficking victims

2006

2011

45
20

13
94

Treating trafficking as a ‘transnational organised crime’ has faced broader criticisms as well.
Some academics have questioned the ‘alarmist interpretation92’ of ‘transnational threats’
posed by organised crime groups, suggesting that the idea of the existence of transnational
organised crime and its dominance in human trafficking is artificial.93 Instead, they said we
should break down these contrived models into legitimate and semi-legitimate groups, such
as into private businesses and job recruitment agencies.94
Women and sex worker focus
Prioritising sex trafficking
For some organisations, whose philosophy was that all sex work is exploitation, the uptake
of the trafficking agenda presented the perfect opportunity to highlight their concerns.
These NGOs were some of the first organisations to significantly highlight the awful
trafficking-related abuses of migrant women in sex work.
But in doing so, some individuals who have worked with other types of trafficking victims
feel these organisations managed to consume the initial trafficking debate. Certainly it is true
that the established view of a trafficking victim is that of a sexually exploited female. Yet an
ILO report in 2012 estimated that, worldwide, less than a quarter of those in coerced
labour are involved in forced sexual exploitation.95 I was advised by one stakeholder on
writing this report to not “get sucked into just looking at sex work and brothels. It is a
serious problem but may not be the majority of cases; what about domestic indentured
servants, what about exploited labour with debt bondage working long hours at way below
minimum wage?96”
Raiding brothels
A number of stakeholders felt that there was a disproportionate amount of effort to find
female sex-trafficked victims, rather than male victims and female and male victims of
domestic and labour trafficking.
91

Kindly provided by anonymous NGO working with trafficking victims
Dr Lee on Taylor and Jamieson, 1999
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Hobbs, 1998; and Sheptycki, 2003. Cited by Dr M. Lee in Chapter One, Contested Definitions of Human
Trafficking, Trafficking and Global Crime Control http://www.ungift.org/doc/knowledgehub/resourcecentre/Lee_Trafficking_CH_01.pdf
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(Ruggiero, 1997; Kyle and Liang, 2001; Human Rights Watch, 2002b Cited by Dr M. Lee in Chapter One,
Contested Definitions of Human Trafficking, Trafficking and Global Crime Control
http://www.ungift.org/doc/knowledgehub/resource-centre/Lee_Trafficking_CH_01.pdf
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Summary of the ILO 2012 Global Estimate of Forced Labour” “Three out of every 1,000 people worldwide
are in forced labour today. 18.7 million (90 %) are exploited in the private economy, by individuals or
enterprises. Of these, 4.5 million (22 per cent) are victims of forced sexual exploitation and 14.2 million (68
per cent) are victims of forced labour exploitation in economic activities, such as agriculture, construction,
domestic work or manufacturing.” http://www.ilo.org/global/about-theilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_181961/lang--en/index.htm
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Evidence from Westminster City Councillor Ian Rowley, at City Hall, 2013
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The former MP Denis MacShane stated that there were 25,00097 prostitutes trafficked into
the UK for sexual exploitation and the Poppy Project found that 81 per cent98 of prostitutes
working in London in 2004 were foreign nationals “a large proportion of [whom] are likely
to have been trafficked into the country”.99 However, both figures have received substantial
criticism due to the lack of evidence supporting these statements and the lack of evidence
found following the proactive policing of brothels, which resulted from these claims.100
Effectively, migrant sex workers and victims of sex trafficking were being conflated.101 In
spite of the lack of evidence about trafficking being widespread in brothels, the above
percentages are used and referenced in the Mayor’s The Way Forward 2010-13102 as a
guiding evidential basis for its policy on human trafficking. And this is still a prevalent
opinion. As recently as 29th March 2013 the French Women's Rights Minister Najat
Belkacem-Vallaud stated that “90 per cent of [all prostitutes] are victims of human
trafficking.”103
There are four concerns associated with this.
First, this emphasis on human trafficking taking place within prostitution has led to a police
focus on brothels.104 This is problematic as interviews I have had with a number of charities
who work with trafficking victims cite the fact that many female victims of sex trafficking are
not in brothels. Police data I have uncovered reveals that six sevenths of Nigerian victims –
the second largest victim group after Romanians – were not found through brothel raids
and that, overall, one third of all victims in the Metropolitan Police Service’s data were not
through the Metropolitan Police Services Human Trafficking Unit’s brothel-related work.105
Second, although the media depicts victims and perpetrators of trafficking in straightforward
terms, most victims of sex trafficking do not fit the rigid paradigm of a woman forced to
work in prostitution against her will. The woman may be coerced into prostitution and at
risk physically, however she may view her controller as her boyfriend and only comprehend
her exploitative conditions several years down the line.106 Hence there is a risk that police
could damage the relationship with that potential victim of trafficking by raiding a brothel
97

Davies, Nick (20 October 2009). "Prostitution and trafficking–the anatomy of a moral panic". The Guardian
(London). Retrieved 1 May 2010.
98
Sex in the City, 2003, report by the Poppy Project, which surveyed London prostitutes working in flats
99
Written evidence from the Poppy Project to the House of Commons. Home Affairs Committee – 2009, on
the Trade in Human Beings
100
Dr Nick Mai’s research suggests that very few women in brothels are trafficked in London: “the large
majority of interviewed migrant workers in the UK sex industry are not forced nor trafficked” Migrant
workers in the UK sex Industry” Dr Mai, London Metropolitan University
101
Discussed in THE DANGER OF CONFLATING TRAFFICKING AND SEX WORK, Schreter & Jewers,
Columbia University, School of International and Public Affairs and Sastrawidjaja, Sex Workers Project at the
Urban Justice Center and demonstrated in a recent article “Prostitution now being treated as human sex
trafficking in many cases” By Martha Irvine, The Associated Press 09/03/2013
102
The Mayor’s The Way Forward 2010-13, http://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/policing-crime/missionpriorities/violence-against-women-girls/local-vawg-guidance
103
http://www.thelocal.fr/20130919/sex-workers-anger-over-new-plan-to-fine-clients
104
Silence on Violence, Boff, 2012 http://glaconservatives.co.uk/campaigns/silence-on-violence/
105
Data in addendum to Silence on Violence, Boff, 2012 http://glaconservatives.co.uk/campaigns/silence-onviolence/scd9-data/
106
See Prof. Nick Mai (2009) ‘Migrant Workers in the UK Sex Industry – Final Policy-Relevant Report’ ESR
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and, for example, threatening her with deportation. Therefore, when she realises that she is
being exploited and is in a dangerous situation, she may be dissuaded from going to the
police.
Third, migrants not involved in trafficking are also vulnerable under the current policy
around policing trafficking in brothels. Because brothels are illegal in British law and
managing one is considered evidence of exploitation, and because the charge of trafficking is
vague, as discussed above, there do appear to be a number of cases where migrants, or sex
workers themselves, who have helped arrange for willing sex workers to come over to
Britain, are found guilty of trafficking.107
Fourth, this focus on women and sex work could be seen to have been at the expense of
other victims of trafficking. Between 2007 and 2012, there were 512 decisions to prosecute
cases believed to involve trafficking for sexual exploitation. In comparison, there have been
15 decisions to prosecute offences of forced labour and servitude.108 Yet domestic and
agricultural exploitation counts for six of every 10 trafficking referrals in the UK.109
Ignoring Male victims
For the last decade there has been a focus predominantly on female sex trafficking within
the law and popular discourse. In 2002, the Home Office “claimed that victims were mainly
prostitutes and [so]…early legislation cast trafficking as being only to do with
prostitution”.110
The Palermo Protocol “to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially
Women and Children”111 is also clearly gendered and empathises women as more likely
victims; meanwhile the parallel Protocol against Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air,
assumes that the subjects are male. Dr Jo Doezema writes, “Trafficked women are assumed
to be duped victims; while smuggled men are assumed to be knowing agents in their own
movement.”112 Indeed, when the UN was setting up early legislation around trafficking, the
Argentinian proposal “would have made it definitionally impossible for men to be
trafficked”.113
The previous Government gave the vast majority of its funding and chief responsibility for
the care of adult victims of human trafficking to the Poppy Project. While the Poppy Project
is lauded for the support it provides victims, it nonetheless only assists women.114 It is only
recently, under the present government, that the emphasis appears to have moved away
from female-specific services, giving the contract, instead, to an organisation working with
both men and women – the Salvation Army.
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See case on page 9, UK sex trafficking convictions, Silence on Violence, Boff, 2012
http://glaconservatives.co.uk/campaigns/silence-on-violence/
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First annual report of the Inter-Departmental Ministerial Group on Human Trafficking, 2012
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“I worked in the sex trade; does that make me 'trafficked'?” Dr Magnanti Telegraph 18 October 2012
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Us and Them?: The Dangerous Politics of Immigration Control By Prof. Bridget Anderson
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The Salvation Army’s latest figures115 show that of 625 initial client assessment forms, 397
(64%) were female and 228 (36%) were male.116 Fraser Nelson wrote in the Telegraph that
“Even though 84 per cent of trafficking prosecutions are for sex offences, the Salvation
Army found two male victims for every three women, suggesting that male slavery is being
dangerously overlooked.”117 Recent evidence to the Home Affairs Committee, in July 2013
also revealed that the Salvation Army had seen more cases of labour trafficking than sex
trafficking since 2011.118
The Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime is currently going through a restructure.
However, up to this point, trafficking in the Greater London Authority is dealt with by the
Violence against Women and Girls Team. Whether their future management structure will
counter in men and women who are not sex workers still remains to be seen. However, as
this report will examine, a large number of male victims exist. Indeed, the figures for male
victims may even at some point overtake the number of women being trafficked. Therefore
the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime cannot continue to ignore the plight of male
victims of human trafficking.
Focusing on foreign victims
Until the 2009 Coroners and Justice Act,119 there was no specific law to criminalise the
labour trafficking of British citizens. There is an argument that by definition by being a
migrant you are inevitably more vulnerable by being less familiar with your surroundings.
However, a more cynical line taken by a number of leading academics is to see antitrafficking measures as part of a “centuries old tradition of forcibly controlling the mobility
of the poor and marginalized” 120 which is detrimental to the interests of migrants by
denying them agency.
Dr Agustín feels people need to “question the idea of trafficking itself. The way it all began
was about mobility: the completely ordinary phenomenon everywhere in which people hear
about a job in a place they don’t live themselves and travel to get to it. Selling sex is one of
the paid occupations available…But now even the word migration has – almost –
disappeared. I say that because I believe policymakers have done and do this deliberately.”121
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Support Needs of Male Victims of Human Trafficking: Research findings, June 2013
Meanwhile a report called Trafficking of Men – A Trend Less Considered" looked at men and boys from
Belarus and Ukraine assisted by the IOM from 2004 to 2006 and found that they comprised 28.3 percent and
17.6 percent, respectively, of all victims.
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http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/9395161/Connors-family-case-shows-that-Britain-mustfight-slave-trade.html Connors family case shows that Britain must fight slave trade by Fraser Nelson, 12 July
2012
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Data from July 2011-April 2013 http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/homeaffairs/130603%20Human%20trafficking%20written%20evidence.pdf
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Professor Julia O’Connell Davidson, “New Slavery, Old Binaries: 'Trafficking', human rig Rights and the
State's Monopoly over the Control of Mobility” Human Trafficking Today, Human Security and Globalization,
Tokai University European Center, A SPIRIT Conference, February 14th, 2008http://www.utokai.dk/contentpages/home/HT%20Today_v9.pdf
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However in spite of a previous focus on migrant victims of trafficking, Government data is
increasingly recognising British victims. Between January and August 2013, there were ten
cases of potential victims of trafficking identified from the UK in London. This made the UK
the seventh largest source country of trafficking in London during this period.122
The data on victims
The data from the Salvation Army suggests that male victims and other victims in nonorganised trafficking circumstances may be being missed and that the resources spent on sex
trafficking is disproportionately large. As Anthony Steen stated, “Everybody says that there
are a tremendous number of trafficked women in Britain, but we have no idea of the
figures…The human trafficking centre in Sheffield … spends nearly £2 million a year, but we
ain’t got the numbers. We do not know how many people are involved. It is pure
guesswork and sensationalism when people talk about 4,000 to 6,000. The figure is probably
in the hundreds, not the thousands.”123 However, it is impossible to be sure either way as
there is inadequate overarching data124 to adequately get any verifiable grip of the
problem.125
One police source said they felt charities regularly overestimated numbers to increase their
own resources. Meanwhile Westminster Councillor Ian Rowley said, “At one meeting one
woman involved in the trafficking arena claimed that there were over 500 brothels nearby
where trafficked women were working.”126 Yet when Councillor Rowley carried out a
report127 into the brothel industry in Westminster he found that a “minority of sex workers
are trafficked” and said we need to be careful of “wild claims based on no substantive
research or data.”128
The International Organisation for Migration (IOM) states that “the lack of hard data,
combined with the fact that many commentators on trafficking repeat estimates derived
from interviews with officials, means that many of the statistics quoted are in (often large)
round numbers, are uncheckable and are frequently reiterated'.129 Yet the IOM then makes
the mistake of making up its own estimate. “In 1995, the IOM estimated the number at
500,000 annually to Western Europe alone.130” However, Dr Doezema looked into this
claim, interviewing those in the IOM, and found that this estimate came from no actual
research. Nonetheless “the number 500,000 has gone on to live a life of its own in
newspaper reports. For example: ‘It is estimated that around 500,000 women have been
122

Data from the UKHTC. See Appendix 2
“I worked in the sex trade; does that make me 'trafficked'?” Dr Magnanti, Telegraph 18 October 2012
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beaten or drugged into submission by pimps working in Europe's biggest organised crime
gang’ (The Mirror, Dublin, 04-07-2000).” 131
Just one case of human slavery is enough to make the problem very concerning. However,
overstating a problem does not actually help victims as resources put in the wrong places
can potentially harm them and also removes resources from other forms of exploitation.
UK data
While more estimated data is beginning to be published in the UK, this is also flawed.
ACPO’s highly publicised, police trafficking data132 stated that there were 2,600 female adult
victims of sex trafficking. Yet the latest IDMG report’s predicted total figure of all male and
female victims of trafficking across the board was “over 2,000”.133
Frank Field MP stated, at the end of 2012 after the first major IDMG publication of data on
trafficking, “The glaring failure of the Government’s report is the lack of accurate and
meaningful data.”134
Portugal is lauded for its human trafficking data collection model. It has established an
Observatory on Trafficking in Human Beings to address the gaps in data. Furthermore it
measures data in a far more comprehensive way than the UK with clear data breakdowns
on ethnicities, geographical contexts and those cases currently under investigation.135 This
model should be examined and ideally replicated in London and the UK.
Frank Field MP explained why having accurate, detailed information is crucial before we can
effectively tackle trafficking or even effectively work out how successfully we are currently
doing so.136
“Why do I raise these questions? The answer is pretty obvious. Our lack of data is a key
barrier to a more effective response. Much effort in combating human trafficking, or slavery,
has focused more on anecdote and sensationalism than on analysis of the problems. We
simply do not know to what extent industry in this country, or sections of industry, are
dependent on slaves to be viable or what the profit margins of using slaves are for those
firms and sectors of our economy.”137
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Indeed, the media, and some politicians and organisations – some would say for the sake of
sensationalism and vested interests138 - have largely focused on prostitution and immigration.
Possibly, partly as a result of this, the authorities have similarly concentrated their efforts in
this area.
The other face of trafficking
Sex trafficking of British citizens
Recent trafficking cases that don’t fit the ‘foreign female sex-trafficked victim’ paradigm have
begun to earn media space. Indeed, despite the term “trafficking” implying movement,
international law defines trafficking by a person’s exploitation and not by their transit.139
The Rochdale case – where several white British teenagers from deprived or dysfunctional
backgrounds were targeted, bribed for sex and silenced from revealing severe abuse by
Pakistani men140 they met at takeaways – has led to heightened interest in cases involving the
grooming of British born girls. Although some of the traffickers were paid to supply
underage girls, the girls were not abused in public brothels but were passed around to be
raped by friends and family members of the traffickers.
Social Services, the Police and the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) all struggled to see this
case as a trafficking crime and, for several years, the victims and their parents’ pleas for help
were ignored.
Labour trafficking of British men
Another case that caught the public’s attention revolved around the story of a large number
of homeless British and Eastern European men who were forced into working for an Irish
traveller family called the Connors, who ran a patio and paving business in Leighton Buzzard.
The victims were malnourished, coerced into work and often physically abused.
However, although this had been going on for several decades, arrests were only made
recently following an investigation after the body of one of the ‘workers’ was discovered.
Also, revealingly, the arrests were made under very recent legal provisions implemented in
mid-2010141, created largely to comply with the European Convention on Human Rights,
which finally criminalised the holding of someone in slavery or servitude, or requiring them
to perform forced or compulsory labour, irrespective of whether they were a migrant or
not.
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History repeating itself
These are not isolated or new cases. All the charities who deal with victims of trafficking
who I spoke to have stated they have seen numerous similar cases.
A similar case to the Rochdale case
In 2003, a similar case occurred involving Charlene Downe, a 14 year old girl from a ‘loving
[but] chaotic’142 family, who went missing. A police investigation revealed that she and “a
number of other girls” had been sexually abused by a group of men from “migrant
communities” who often worked in takeaways, in exchange for food.143 It was however
“more subtle than how most people think of child prostitution”.144 Police believe she was
murdered by someone linked to this abuse. Charlene’s mother was angry that her
daughter's death has barely been noticed outside Blackpool. “I often wonder, if she had been
from a posh family, and was having piano lessons, would they have tried harder to find
her?"145
A similar case to the Connors case
The Connors labour trafficking case is the first of its type to go to court. Yet these cases
have been going on for decades. Twenty-two-year-old Oliver Hayre, who had worked for a
traveller family, died in a caravan fire in unclear circumstances in October 2005 in Sweden,
after complaining about being held against his will. His father, Mr Hayre, questioned why it
took so long for this issue to be publicised. “Why didn’t the story go national six years ago?”
he said. “Why didn’t the governments step in [then]?”146
This report
So if the servitude of homeless men and sexual exploitation of vulnerable girls – all fitting
under the legal term of ‘trafficking’ - has been going on, possibly for decades, how has this
been allowed to be kept off the main trafficking agenda? Why are the same ‘revelations’
about these victims being described every few years? Why do we then seem to forget about
them?
These types of trafficking cases do not appear to be proactively targeted by police in the UK
and the issue has struggled to find its way into the criminal justice system. Yet the
seriousness of these types of crimes should be a cause for concern for all of us.
It is time for the Mayor and this Government to re-examine the entire trafficking debate?
What cases of trafficking are falling below the radar? Why are we not tackling these types of
trafficking cases effectively? Who, if anyone, is to blame? And what can we do to better
protect possible victims from this abuse?
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Lawyers, Jackie Turner and Liz Kelly, wrote ‘the key to understanding the nature of human
trafficking and its organisation is an appreciation of the different contexts from which it
derives, the conditions that enable it to flourish, and the cultural and traditional practices in
which it remains embedded…”147 In this report I want to consider the above questions
while examining a variety of forms of human trafficking in these ‘cultural’ contexts.

Is there no such thing as “Trafficking”?
“Much of this information-work and scholarly research on trafficking is underpinned by the
assumption that human trafficking is a phenomenon whose ‘truth’ can be uncovered – who are the
traffickers and victims? How big is the problem? Exactly what type of exploitation is involved? In
practice, the answers to such questions are far from straightforward.” Dr Lee148

The challenge against sex trafficking
Adults
The new Chair of the House of Common’s All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on
Human Trafficking, Fiona Mactaggart MP, recently stated that trafficking takes place in
almost every brothel.149 However, Dr Nick Mai’s research suggests that very few women in
brothels are trafficked in London.150 Dr. Agustín's book, Sex at the Margins, states that many
‘social agents’ have vested interests in the trafficking ‘rescue industry’ and in creating a belief
that there are huge numbers of trafficking victims in the sex industry. As a result, they
depict all working-class migrant women who sell sex as passive victims of trafficking. Dr
Agustín felt that the fears around sex trafficking comprised little statistical evidence and
equated to a patronising view of migrants.
Some academics have noted how this discourse around women mirrors one that occurred
over 100 years ago when, in the late 19th century, there were fears about ‘white slavery’151
linked to concerns about European women increasingly migrating to South America to work
in prostitution. This ‘concern’ has been described as being “directly linked to European
disapproval of female migration”152 and their financial independence, as women became
increasingly visible as migrants – the so-called feminisation of migration. This led in 1904 to a
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ratified international agreement in Paris obliging Governments to monitor the movements of
those who assisted women in leaving the country for “an immoral life.”153
Therefore, while charities and organisations aim to and often succeed in assisting victims,
they have also garnered criticism. Dr Agustín’s research has led her to describe these
organisations as a "rescue industry" which infantalises women with their condescending
attitude whereby "victims become passive receptacles and mute sufferers who must be
saved, and helpers become saviours - a colonialist operation."154 We have thus replaced the
former cultural prejudice that illegal migrants are all criminals, with one where they are
either criminals or helpless victims with no sense of agency.
As well as accusations that the trafficking debate has colonial sentiments, there are also
claims of a “not-so-subtle undercurrent of sexism in the forced sex trafficking discussion.
Time and again, women who say they willingly entered sex work have their experiences
written off. This patronises women in ways that, frankly, would not happen to men.”155 On
the one hand, this focus on female victims can be seen as a positive step – authorities appear
to be prioritising the safety of women, where in the past their safety and concerns are
believed by some to have often been overlooked.156 On the other hand, this could appear to
be simply an extension of those patriarchal norms which require society to take an active
and moralistic interest in its women’s sexuality; hence why male sex workers manage to
avoid the same victim status. As Dr Brooke Magnanti stated in the Telegraph, “The
unchecked moral panic about sex trafficking infantilises women…. In virtually everything
written about trafficking, the victims are by and large women, by and large used for sex.” 157
Some academics feel that the term trafficking is being used to depoliticise discussions about
prostitution and migration. “By presenting foreign prostitutes simply as victims who need to
be rescued, the government erases all of the complex reasons why people might turn to
prostitution in certain situations. … [F]or some women, prostitution might be something
they turn to in the absence of the possibility of other work.158 This scenario takes us away
from the super-moralised trafficking discourse and leads us to a very different and political
discussion about immigration and restrictions on people’s movement and labour.”159 These
academics believe that trafficking is a lot more ‘prosaic’160 in most instances. And that unless
we are honest about the fact that most people we class as ‘victims of trafficking’ have agency
but few options and so are, rather, victims of poverty, immigration controls and the
153
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limitations these both bring, then we will not be successfully tackling trafficking or
exploitation. Instead, as Operation Pentameter may have done,161 we may be harming
victims by “well-intentioned” 162 policy. Dr Agustín believes that what is presented as a
campaign to protect migrants in fact does the reverse – it makes their efforts to escape
their home, or find work in unforgiving circumstances, that much more difficult.
The challenge against child trafficking
Professor Nick Mai, from the Working Lives Research Institute of London Metropolitan
University, has carried out research challenging black and white interpretations of human
trafficking which goes one step further. He looked into child prostitution and aimed to
demonstrate that, “Contrary to current hegemonic ‘one fits all’ narratives of ‘trafficking’ and
victimisation, [my work] shows how experiences of exploitation must be read within the
cultural and social realities of the subjects directly involved.”163
Professor Mai said his work with male Roma youths had forced him to reluctantly accept
the possibility for older minors and adolescents to consent to selling sex. He notes one
child charity sanctimoniously telling him that “we do not talk about child prostitution, we
talk about child exploitation.”164 Yet he contrasted this inflexible view with an interview he
had carried out just a few weeks before. The interviewee was a 16-year-old Romanian
“child”, who was married with two children, and who had previously decided to migrate to
Italy where he had, and continued to, sell sex to men. When asked how he felt, as a young
teenager, when he first sold sex to a man he “ridiculed my implicit concern with the
following reply. Fine, how else should I feel!? I fucked, I came and I earned 30 euros.”165
Professor Mai found that many of these young boys he spoke to had fled the ‘protectionist’
initiatives and support offered by the Government and charitable intervention because they
were seen as ‘infantalising and a waste of time.’166 They felt the Government/NGO options
offered did not match the opportunities sex work gave them. Professor Mai found that
many of these boys felt empowered through sex work. The majority thought that selling sex
provided them with wealth in a way their lack of education and social stigma as a migrant
would never allow. They also thought that selling sex “provide[d them] with an area of
social interaction where they are valued and desired in stark contrast with most other social
settings” and that it was effectively “a better answer to their economic, social and
psychological needs than that provided by ‘protectionist’ initiatives”.167
Professor Mai told us that there is a “disparity between the understanding of living standards
and welfare from social workers’ and charities’ point of view, versus the reality of migrant
children. Far more migrant children than society realises are simply responsible for their
161
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families. A minority of children are actually trafficked. The majority are just trying to fit their
lives around the possibilities presented to them by the immigration system.”168 Professor
Mai felt that we did not accept that the system of the protection of minors is actually seen
as an avenue for many children to support themselves and their families abroad. “If the
system is such in the UK that we protect unaccompanied children, then they will present
themselves as such (even if there is a parent somewhere) if that is what the asylum system
requires.”169

The challenge against the trafficking of migrants
One academic told us, “I have come to the conclusion that there is no such thing as
‘trafficking’”.170 Many academics felt the word was problematic and Professor Bridget
Anderson said it is used to “mystify other concerns.”171
Horrendous abuse and exploitation does indeed take place, “particularly against foreigners”
but, she said, “We need to look at the nature of the abuse and violence. By giving migration
as the problem you distract from the key issue of exploitation.”172
“Trafficking de-politicises arguments around these issues – you can’t possibly have those
arguments [about the rights and wrongs of migration and sex work] anymore when you use
the term ‘trafficking’, as everyone wants to agree trafficking is bad!”173 This leads to a fake
and precarious consensus between conflicting organisations and politicians and means
arguments that are really about other issues are not argued about in a direct way. This may
explain why there appear to be so many contradictions within the trafficking debate.
Hence politicians can use trafficking to cloak concerns about immigration. Labour Home
Secretary John Reid stated in 2007 that three quarters of illegal immigrants are trafficked;174
yet there were only 23175 convictions for trafficking offences that same year. His statement
could be seen to shift the blame of poverty and immigration controls away from the
Government and imply that these people were victims of ‘traffickers’, not Government
policy.
Conversely, charities that support less stringent immigration regulations or support
enhanced migrant and labour rights can shift a debate about exploited illegal migrants into a
debate about increasing support for victims of trafficking. Meanwhile charities that are
168
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abolitionist in regard to sex work are alleged to use the cloak of trafficking to push
recommendations that essentially try to criminalise all sex workers.
The problem with this is that it means trafficking is subject to a variety of interpretations. As
a natural consequence of this variety of interpretations, victims risk getting overlooked or
their stories over-simplified to fit into, sometimes political, paradigms.
There are some who believe no laws are needed to deal with trafficking as we already have
legislation for rape, false imprisonment, pimping, minimum wage avoidance etc. Therefore
we should seek to enforce these, rather than cloak all these multitude of different types of
exploitation under the concealing singular cloak of “trafficking”.
As Dr Doezma has stated "[E]ven a recognition that disputes over the meaning of trafficking
involve politics and ideology does not go far enough: it still leaves intact the idea that
trafficking can be defined satisfactorily, if political will, clear thinking, and practicality
prevail."176 Melissa Gira Grant wrote in the Guardian that this means “there can be no
assessment of the severity of "trafficking" if we define this issue by a simple and coherent
accounting of "victims". What's lost in the relentless defining and counting are the complex
factors behind what is now almost unquestioningly called "trafficking". Most of all, what is
lost is any understanding or appreciation of the challenges faced by the millions of people
working, struggling and surviving in abusive conditions, whose experiences will never fit on a
billboard.”177
Authorities need a greater understanding of the vast array of experiences of people who are
trafficked. Some victims of trafficking and exploitation will not see themselves as such, and
therefore solutions must work with such victims rather than against them, while aiming to
prevent them from being exploited.

Transparency – Police and NGOs
NGOs
When I was researching the issues around trafficking for sexual exploitation, for my last
report178 on the policing of sex workers, one expert in the field I spoke to kindly tried to
assist me by giving me a warning. They told me to be careful when writing the report so as
not to ‘upset the trafficking charities’. I was advised that, no matter what, I should
recommend that more needs to be done to tackle trafficking.
As it happened, my conclusions led precisely to this recommendation. However, there was
an inherent fear amongst certain people working in this area that my criticisms of certain
ways we were policing sex trafficking would make trafficking organisations feel that I was
denying their legitimacy.
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Police
While some police have been very helpful while I have produced this report, certain
sections of the Metropolitan Police have appeared to be defensive in relation to my work in
this area. I was concerned when someone I interviewed for this report alleged that they had
received an intimidating call from one Unit in the Metropolitan Police about the information
they had provided me with. Furthermore, I have written numerous Mayor’s Question Time
(MQT) questions and Freedom of Information requests (FOIs), many of which have been
returned unanswered, in spite of some of the requests being fairly basic. I was concerned by
the fact that the Metropolitan Police could not, for example, apparently easily provide me
with the list of top three countries from which trafficked children originate. 179 I have also
found that one or two police officers, who were initially enthusiastic to speak to my office,
then became reluctant, after contacting superiors. I cannot be sure that this was due to a
reluctance to work with me on this report, and it may well be linked instead to the police’s
limited resources. However, the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) must
examine how transparency can be improved to ensure information is available to those
working in the trafficking field as well as to the public.

I appreciate now that there is a complex debate about the term ‘trafficking’ itself. Yet there
is no doubt amongst anyone I spoke to that many people, particularly migrant workers, are
being exploited. Therefore no NGOs, police or other stakeholders helping exploited people
should be concerned by questioning the status quo around the terms or responses in this
area.
I aim in this report to describe current human trafficking models taking place in London, as
well as some of the debates around trafficking, and ensure that I am as transparent as
possible about questions on this issue. Unless we have these debates in public, confusion
will continue in this area, and victims will suffer as a result.
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Nigerian victims of trafficking
Background
My research from Silence on Violence 180 in 2011-2012 suggested that the West African
experience of trafficking was far more significant than was commonly understood. The
police data181 at the time appeared to exclude African victims of trafficking. Yet these
African victims were clearly visible in centres where trafficking victims were being
supported.182 This was described as a ‘deliberate oversight if there was any oversight at all”
by Africans Unite Against Child Abuse (Afruca), a UK organisation advocating for the rights
and welfare of African children. Since writing Silence on Violence, the first set of IDMG data
has now at least confirmed that Nigerian victims of trafficking are believed to be the largest
victim group in London and the UK.183
When speaking to the police at the time, there was an assumption that there was a
common thread running through all trafficking cases, as they insisted all trafficking involved
organised criminal networks and was rarely, if at all, a one-off informal event. A variety of
evidence - the limited number of Africans found in brothels; the large proportion of Africans
in trafficking centres - pointed to the fact that the police, perhaps by focusing at that time on
organised trafficking in organised structures such as public ‘brothels’, were missing these
West African victims.
A number of different stakeholders told us that different trafficking cases must not be
“lumped” together as “different people come from different networks and they each have
different problems”.184 Andy Desmond, who used to work in the former Trafficking Unit at
the Metropolitan Police, said categorically that “you can’t use the same investigation
techniques for different trafficking cultures.”185
While the Metropolitan Police’s Anti-Trafficking team186 has a deep understanding of a
variety of types of trafficking, there was a concern, about the policing of trafficking in general
in London, that there was a one-size fits all policy. There was a strong feeling from certain
organisations, including Afruca, that the African experience of human trafficking was not
adequately understood in the Metropolitan Police. We were told by several organisations
that “they have done a great deal of work on Chinese and Eastern European cases but
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nothing at all on African victims.”187 Since this meeting I was reassured by police that the
Metropolitan Police Service’s Human Trafficking Unit looked into all cases and they did
appear to be proactively looking into this area, including travelling to Nigeria to liaise with
police there.
However, Afruca had “raised these issues years ago with one of the London Mayors. We
were told [that the] Mayor had no power...”188 A number of stakeholders echoed Debbie
Ariyo’s words that we “definitely need this report as the problem is not abating.”189
Geography
A UKHTC 2012 report showed that Nigeria was the top source country for those
trafficked into London (and therefore, the UK) for purposes of domestic exploitation.190
While the total number of registered potential victims from Nigeria has increased in recent
years, it is important to note that this may well reflect a gradual improvement in how we
identify these cases, rather than an actual rise in the volume of trafficked persons.
Sex trafficking in Nigeria tends to originate or pass through Delta and Benin City in Edo
State (mid-West) with the chief destination being Italy.191 Afruca said that the majority of
African victims of trafficking were under 25 years of age and were predominantly and
disproportionately Nigerian, but that there were other cases involving, for example,
Ghanaian, Eritrean, Ugandan and Sierra Leonean victims. Other stakeholders however
highlighted that it was important to remember not to just highlight one nationality, such as
just Nigerian cases, “because the evidence suggests trafficked children arrive from many
countries [such as] Congo, Ghana, and Somalia.”192
Exploitation is believed to be “concentrated in London.”193 A recent report found that the
“vast majority [of the cases they looked at] were situated in and around Greater
London.”194 When researching different cases around the UK, what was notable was that
even when victims were found outside of London their exploitation had often begun in
London. A Government source also told us that the majority of cases still go through
London ports, which is why more resource is placed there.
Route
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All countries in Western Europe are facing a similar problem with EUROPOL identifying
“Nigerian organized crime as one of the largest law enforcement challenges to European
governments.”195
Worryingly, a number of cases have highlighted that the UK is being used not only as a
destination country but also as a transit country to other European countries. “This is a real
and disturbing phenomenon.”196 While victims of domestic servitude are largely sent directly
to the UK, rather than multiple destinations across Europe, victims of sexual exploitation
visit multiple locations and at times appear to enter Europe via the UK.
Victims tend to be brought into the country by plane – particularly those using the UK as a
transit country.197 However, victims can also be taken by land and sea into Europe via
Algeria or Libya and, if they survive the journey, may eventually end up in London. I was told
by one stakeholder that they had seen sexual exploitation cases in the north of London – in
Newham, Ilford and Paddington - where they were usually moved between private flats.
However, I was told they had seen more domestic human trafficking cases in Croydon,
Lewisham, Newham, Barking, Ilford, Haringey, Lambeth and Southwark.198
When victims enter the UK, if they are not accompanying a ‘family’ or a ‘husband,’ they are
often told to claim asylum and use the resources at their disposal as this offers a cheaper
option to the trafficker. Because the victim is under 18 or claims to be so, they are then
taken into the care of social services and placed in children's homes or foster care. It is from
here that they will then receive or make a call to the person they have been told to meet,
and they will then disappear into the ether, possibly never to be seen again.
The Victims’ Background
Nigeria is the seventh199 largest producer of oil yet 60-70 per cent200 of its population live
below the poverty line. This is cited as the most visible cause of trafficking. An ILO report
found that 72 per cent of parents gave their children to traffickers because they were unable
to afford their school fees.201 Trafficking or dislocation of children can often occur in Nigeria
before they are taken to the UK. In an IPPR study, 71 per cent of their Nigerian trafficking
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cases, who had been brought to the UK, lived outside their nuclear family as children and 28
per cent had been internally trafficked as children.202
Poverty and a lack of opportunity in Nigeria is seen as a major catalyst to the problem of
external trafficking. “Locals say that for most people, the only way to get ahead is to leave
Nigeria.” 203 Studies demonstrate that many (36%204) know the risks but still feel heading for
Europe is worth the risk. While the desire to leave is partly fuelled by “the dream of a job
— any job205”, this ‘better life’ sought was often not one marked by grand opportunity, but
one simply free from abuse and violence.
Indeed, Edo state – the region most strongly associated with the practice of human
trafficking - has less poverty than most Nigerian states.206 While the trafficking of Nigerians
internally and externally is linked to poverty, this does not provide a full explanation.
Instead, for example, many victims are escaping violence from within their home or
community. They also may be pushed into a trafficking situation by a vulnerability linked to
their gender. Many women are unable to access education or employment, or are widowed,
forced into marriage, or made homeless. Unemployment is especially high among women,
with labour markets and roles still “tightly structured around gender hierarchies”.207 In a
recent IPPR study208 of UK cases from Nigeria, 15 per cent had been coerced into or
threatened with forced marriage and 10 per cent underwent (alongside five per cent
escaping) female genital mutilation. 209

Types of exploitation
Organised prostitution and the UK’s role as a transit destination
Between 1 January and 31 August 2013, there were 389 potential victims of human
trafficking identified in London according to UKHTC data collection. 150 of these referrals
were from Africa. Nigeria was the second highest source country with 76 victims. Between
21st October 2011 to 12th September 2012, there were 102 Nigerian referrals. 210
Many human trafficking victims in London are now believed to be Nigerian and from other
African countries. Yet, in spite of common perceptions of what trafficking constitutes, most
202

IPPR report, Beyond Borders, Myriam Cherti and Jenny Pennington, 2013
Sex slaves are unceremoniously dumped back in Nigeria by Heather Murdock, February 12, 2013, Global
Post
204
IPPR report, Beyond Borders, Myriam Cherti and Jenny Pennington, 2013
205
Ibid
http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/africa/130205/Juju-women-sex-slaves-abandoned-noassistance
206
IPPR report, Beyond Borders, Myriam Cherti and Jenny Pennington, 2013
207
(Truong 2006) PPR report, Beyond Borders, Myriam Cherti and Jenny Pennington, 2013
208
IPPR report, Beyond Borders, Myriam Cherti and Jenny Pennington, 2013
209
The recent case involving trafficker Osezua Osolase demonstrates the potential vulnerabilities of being a girl
in Nigeria. One victim had been married off at 12 to a violent man and had run away; and another had been
made homeless following a pregnancy and had subsequently been gang-raped on the street.
210
Data provided to us by the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
203
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do not fit the “wide-scale organised prostitution” paradigm in the UK. Organisations,
lawyers and many other stakeholders highlighted the fact that Nigerian victims are not fitting
the typical victim profile. We were repeatedly told that, “There is a stereotype of big
organised crime” 211 yet Nigerian trafficking often “wasn’t organised or formal [but] very
disorganised”. 212 The majority of cases involved the victim being trafficked via informal
arrangements213 involving people known or even related to the victim such as a parent, aunt
or husband.214
However, trafficking from Nigeria to other European countries such as Italy, the Czech
Republic or the Netherlands usually involved more organised networks. I was also told that
the sex trafficking of Nigerians is more common in the rest of Europe, whereas in the UK
this is not the dominant form of exploitation type215. Rather I was told that216most Nigerian
victims of trafficking are brought here for domestic servitude. 217
Nonetheless, the UK can be used as a transit destination before these Nigerian women are
taken to mainland Europe to be sex trafficked. England may not be the final destination for a
number of reasons including the fact that the “vast majority of West African women and
girls are exploited in street Prostitution” 218 which is less common in the UK. But it should
however be noted that street prostitution is on the rise in London219 and this may affect
how Nigerian trafficking manifests itself in the next few years. Furthermore, in contrast to
this disparity between the UK and the rest of Europe, a UNODC report noted that sex
trafficking from East Africa (Uganda and Kenya) is found mainly in the United Kingdom
rather than in the rest of the Europe. 220

211

Evidence from Tim Starkey, a barrister working as an advocate and police station representative for
Hollingsworth Edwards, at City Hall 2013
212
Interview with Myriam Cherti and Jenny Pennington, IPPR, 2012
213
“Nigerian victims report that acquaintances, close friends or family members play a major role in the
recruitment of victims. Recruitment frequently occurs in the victim’s own home... And is characterized by a
debt bondage scheme..” TIP to Europe for Sexual Exploitation Report
http://www.unodc.org/documents/publications/TiP_Europe_EN_LORES.pdf
214
“However, family members and organised crime are not mutually exclusive, as the family member may be
simply the first link in a chain. This initial contact may not be an anonymous criminal force, but a friend or
relative. In many cases these are the first link, especially for women who are trafficked into the sex industry,
with the role of this familiar person being to broker contact with a trafficker” Ties that bind: African
witchcraft and contemporary slavery by Elizabeth Willmott-Harrop,
http://www.libertyandhumanity.com/themes/human-trafficking/ties-that-bind-african-witchcraft-andcontemporary-slavery/
215
“Unlike trafficking from Nigeria to other European countries such as Italy or the Netherlands, sexual
exploitation does not appear to be the dominant form of exploitation in the UK; instead, domestic servitude
was more common” Addressing the gaps in Child Trafficking in the country, by Amina Alhassa,1 March 2013,
Daily Trust
216
Afruca and Andy Desmond and Cherifa Atoussi all confirmed this as did the IPPR report, Beyond Borders
217
Even though recent Government data does not always show this to be the case. Data from the Report,
UKHTC: A Strategic Assessment on the Nature and Scale of Human Trafficking in 2012 August 2013, suggests
most Nigerian cases involve sexual exploitation. However, a great deal of the cases they identify in this report
relating to Nigerian victims are described as ‘unknown’ exploitation.
218
UNODC Report - Trafficking in persons for sexual exploitation in Europe , 2009
219
MOPAC’s Report, Capital Exploits: A Study of Prostitution and Trafficking in London; Julie Bindel, Ruth
Breslin and Laura Brown
220
UNODC Report - Trafficking in persons for sexual exploitation in Europe , 2009
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This difference between the UK and Europe further highlights why trafficking cases should
not be seen as a one size fits all model either in terms of prevention or action. Just as each
trafficking case is specific to the ethnic community it takes place in, so too is it affected by
where and when it takes place. Most organisations felt Nigerian victims were largely
exploited in residential environments.221 We were told that “you won’t find most victims in
brothels. They are brought to service our people.”222
An NGO working with trafficked victims however highlighted the fact that they had seen
cases of sex trafficking of West Africans in brothels in London. 223 They said that data
implied police didn’t find them in brothel raids simply because they may not identify
themselves as victims. However, in some cases I was told African women may have chosen
to come to Europe to be prostitutes “in preference to a life of poverty that offers them no
dignity at all” 224 and may not view themselves as trafficked.
The NGO provided us with the number of cases they had seen between 2003 and 2012:
Nigerian victims made up both the largest number of cases for sexual trafficking and
domestic servitude. They had seen 190 Nigerian ‘client’ referrals indicating exploitation in
prostitution; 58 in domestic servitude; and 156 had indicators of being exploited in ‘other’
types of trafficking. Afruca told us that the large number of sex cases was not indicative of
how Nigerian trafficking manifested itself in London, but rather was because proactive work
around trafficking had focused on prostitution rather than domestic servitude.
The above NGO alone emphasised that there were “certainly indicators of organised crime,
with several individuals involved at different stages of the trafficking process”. However,
other stakeholders said that due to the harm225 this idea caused, they were “reticent to play
up the organised aspect in UK.” 226
In October 2012, European police raided brothels across the continent in search of West
African victims. Notably, the UK was left out of this joint project, highlighting perhaps an
awareness of the unique nature of the types of trafficking which occur in the UK,
predominantly in London.227

221

Elizabeth Willmott-Harrop told us, “This is in keeping with international trends as sex trafficking in India for
example is moving from brothels and red light areas to residential homes. I recently visited Nepal where I was
told this about Nepalese trafficking victims into India.” September 2013
222
Interview with Afruca, in City Hall, 2012
223
A stakeholder told us of one case where a girl was brought by a Nigerian trafficker and then sold to a
part-Irish part white South African man and was then used in Scottish and Irish brothels.. The Irish man was
jailed but the Nigerian was never prosecuted.
In evidence from an interview with an NGO working with trafficked victims 2012
224
Evidence from Prof. Nick Mai, 2012
225
As discussed in Silence on Violence, Boff, 2012 – a focus on large organised crime by police misses many
Nigerian victims who are based in informal residential setting.
226
Interview with Myriam Cherti and Jenny Pennington, IPPR, 2012
227
European police raid brothel for Nigerian traffickers - October 27, 2012 Nigeria Sun
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Private fostering and domestic servitude
Trafficking occurs in all communities and in each type of trafficking case the traffickers are
likely to exploit the cultural norms associated with the victim’s own background. In West
Africa there is a tradition of private fostering where children may be looked after by
relatives or friends of the parents if the parents, for example, are struggling to afford the
costs of the child.228 Debbie Ariyo from Afruca stated, "A parent back home wouldn't bat an
eyelid if somebody from here came to them and said 'I live in London I can look after your
child for you'." However, while one can defend this practice by saying “fostering is a way
for the child to get out of poverty”229 I was told that informal fostering takes place regularly
in London and that in the majority of cases, exploitation occurs.
When I contacted Professor Kurt Barling, of Middlesex University London and a Special
Correspondent for BBC London News, about the trafficking of West Africans he said it was
a reasonable widespread practice in West Africa because there is no social security net to
protect impoverished families. However, “troubles start”230 when you move the practice to
another jurisdiction. Indeed, in contrast to a number of academics’ discomfort about the
focus on movement in the term trafficking, Professor Barling explained to me clearly why it
is the very “movement” of the victim across a border which transforms a reasonable
practice in one country, into an exploitative one in another. First, this type of informal
adoption is ‘regulated’ in West Africa by social structures and norms,231 while “those
brought to the UK are far more vulnerable. There is no regulation of any sort.” 232
Furthermore, many families don’t think about how that child’s future will pan out once they
become an adult. Significant numbers of children brought over to the UK “are completely
invisible to the British system with no legitimate paperwork and this makes them very
vulnerable to deportation and to an absence of effective protection by the state233” once
they are no longer useful to the family. If they are deported it will be to a country they now
barely know and therefore they easily fall prey to possible re-trafficking. If they try and
continue their lives here in the UK, they can often not do so legitimately, as they have rarely
stayed in the UK legally, and without proper documentation these young people are driven
into underground and often illegal dangerous activities.
Professor Kurt Barling said, “Some of the solutions to the trafficking problem lie in
communities accepting this practice is not in the best interests of the child if it is swept
underground… There is no point in using a defence of it being a cultural practice if the
children end up the victims and traffickers end up benefiting from the exploitation but
“immune” from … prosecution.”

228

This also applies to many other cultures; for example Kafalah in Muslim countries. “Kafalah is usually defined
as “the commitment to voluntarily take care of the maintenance, of the education and of the protection of a
minor, in the same way as a father would do it for his son” (art. 116 Family Code of Algeria). …. Kafalah is a
form of permanency for children in the Islamic world. It is similar, but not necessarily equivalent to, adoption.”
http://www.crin.org/bcn/details.asp?id=15852&themeID=1002&topicID=1014
229
In evidence from an interview with Tony Murphy, Bhatt Murphy Solicitors , 2012
230
Evidence from Professor Barling, City Hall, 2013
231
However, Elizabeth Willmott-Harrop has found that private fostering in Nigeria is increasingly linked to
abuses in trafficking for intercountry adoption. http://www.libertyandhumanity.com/themes/humantrafficking/adoption-trade-sets-up-shop-in-africa/
232
Evidence from Professor Barling, City Hall, 2013
233
ibid
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Typical domestic trafficking cases involve 14 to 16 year olds being brought to London, often
on visitor visas which then expire,234 to be used as domestic servants under the false
premise of receiving a better education. Even if the intention was to give the child some
education, it will quickly become clear to the family, who are using the child, that what they
are doing is illegal in the UK and therefore, to avoid authorities asking questions, they may
feel obliged to take the child out of school. Evidence shows that the child is often forced to
work inhumane hours as a domestic servant and possibly as a nanny to children. They will
often be physically abused, sometimes sexually, and have no rights because to appear above
the radar would risk deportation or being taken into care. Sometimes the traffickers
disguise the child’s origins by giving them the same family name. The child may then assume
they are part of that family, as will the outside world.
A number of stakeholders highlighted how easy it was to have a private fostering
arrangement in the UK without the knowledge of the authorities. There are currently no
exit checks or any special safeguarding arrangements for children entering the country and
the Home Office keeps no record of the number of children who are residing in the UK on
expired visitor visas. A family bringing a child into the UK is not obliged to declare the
fostering arrangement for at least 28 days. Furthermore, if they fail to notify the authorities
it is highly unlikely that they will be contacted since the onus is on the family rather than the
local authority to declare the situation.235 The CSJ Report, It Happens Here, found that
between 2011 and 2012 there were 2,840 new foster arrangements declared in England
equating to 8.71 known private fostering arrangements per local authority area.236 However,
charities working in this area informed me that they believe many thousands are not
registered and that many of these children are at risk of exploitation.
One African domestic violence organisation thought that this form of domestic servitude,
while now coming more to the fore, was actually “possibly going down” since it was a “real
problem” in the 1980s. However, Professor Barling assessed that all forms of trafficking of
African victims were on the rise as “there is no reason to believe the problem of African
trafficking has gone down. For all we know it might have gone up given that many African
communities from conflict zones have settled in London over the last decade.”237 Certainly
more children are being referred into the National Referral Mechanism (NRM)238 system as
potential victims of trafficking.

234

“Children and Families Across Borders has stated that in around 75 per cent of the cases of private
fostering they have seen, the child has an expired visitor visa.” It Happens Here, Centre for Social Justice
Report, 2013
235

It Happens Here, Centre for Social Justice Report, 2013: “Although local authorities do have a statutory
responsibility to identify and check private fostering arrangements, if a local authority does not know about a
private fostering arrangement, they cannot check it: ‘ The CSJ recommends that local authority responses to
private fostering arrangements in their area be included in the criteria for Ofsted inspections.
236
It Happens Here, Centre for Social Justice Report, 2013
237
Evidence from Professor Barling, City Hall, 2013
238
The NRM is a Government framework for identifying victims of human trafficking and ensuring they receive
the appropriate protection and support. The NRM is also the mechanism through which the UKHTC collects
data about victims. This information contributes to building a clearer picture about the scope of human
trafficking in the UK
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The number of Nigerian children referred into the NRM

2009 2010 2011 2012 Total
12
29
25
67
133
239

The latest UKHTC data 240 appears to contradict an IPPR report on Nigerian trafficking, as
well as statements I have heard from those stakeholders working with Nigerian victims, who
state that domestic trafficking is more dominant than sex trafficking, as it suggests that most
Nigerian victims were used for sexual exploitation. However, approximately an equal
number in the UKHTC data were “unknown.”241 The UKHTC accepts that their data is far
from conclusive, and yet the Government relies on these figures for policy decisions.
A source from the LSGB said, “The big thing lacking is prevalent data collection- it’s difficult
when there are reduced resources for safeguarding boards. They need support but without
solid evidence of the problem in an area it’s hard to get additional funds and resource.”242 If
the Mayor wants to have a true grasp on the human trafficking situation, then the Greater
London Authority will need to start collecting data from all the relevant stakeholders and
the police and create its own data source. Without this information we risk a situation
where “the blind are leading the blind.”243
Sexual abuse
Stakeholders such as Afruca told us that most sexual exploitation does not occur in
‘organised’ environments such as brothels “because it is too risky” but rather takes place in
closed communities more informally. Many domestic cases of exploitation, described
above, can turn into sexual exploitation. A domestic worker may be casually but regularly
exploited by a man and his friends, or be deliberately sold for sex at night within the
trafficker’s own home or in other residential flats. We were also told that in such cases they
may also be used in pornography.244 One NGO, working with trafficked boys who were
victims of sexual abuse, said they had also come across African male victims of domestic
servitude who have disclosed experiences of sexual exploitation.
I was also told that a victim of trafficking may enter the country as a “wife” even though the
man may already be married. Her passport may be removed or she may enter on a false
passport. In this case again she will be beaten, exploited as a domestic ‘slave’, may be forced
to abort any children and may be sold for sex to his friends. An African domestic violence
charity provided a number of examples whereby the victim felt unable to prosecute her
“husband” after seeking help with them, because of family pressure. The family pressurise
her to return and believe she “should just be grateful for him bringing [her] here.”245

239

Parliamentary question, Baroness Doocey Citation: HL Deb, 22 April 2013, c384W
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2013-04-22a.384.4&s=human%20trafficking
240
UKHTC: A Strategic Assessment on the Nature and Scale of Human Trafficking in 2012 August 2013
241
http://www.soca.gov.uk/about-soca/about-the-ukhtc/national-referral-mechanism/statistics
242
Interview with source from the LSGB
243
Evidence from a stakeholder working in an Anti-Trafficking NGO, in City Hall, 2013
244
In evidence from an interview with an NGO working with trafficked victims 2012
245
In evidence from an interview with an NGO working with domestic violence victims form the BME
community
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Multiple exploitation
There is a clear “blurring of exploitation types”246 as victims may be used for multiple types
of exploitation, as demonstrated by the interspersing of domestic (as a helper or “wife”) and
sexual (prostitution and pornography) exploitation described above. 247 Andy Desmond,
Director at Anti-Trafficking Consultant Ltd, highlighted how entrepreneurial Nigerian forms
of trafficking were and that ‘maximising profit’248 was key - this led to victims being used
financially for multiple purposes. He gave the example of one victim who was made to carry
over cocaine in breast implants before being trafficked for sexual exploitation. A recent
Mayoral report on sex work in London stated that there is also apparently an increasing
number of pregnant Sierra Leonean women in ‘alternative’ sex work who may be victims of
dual trafficking for benefits and sex work. 249
Children are also being brought into London to gain families extra benefits. One project
working with trafficked children and young people had seen a large number of Somali
children brought over for benefit fraud and who were then thrown out at 16. This creates a
number of challenges. Once children are too old to gain any further benefits or are too
strong to be controlled they are often then ejected from the home. This may be
contributing to a situation reported by BBC Inside Out London whereby “hundreds of
children [are] living rough in London”250 with no nationality and are often forced to turn to
crime. Once discovered they are then treated like criminals 251and are often returned
‘home’ to a country they have barely any knowledge of.252
I was also told that African girls, some as young as 12, are being brought in unaccompanied
so that they can be put into local authority care. They are then deliberately impregnated to
enable them to become eligible for council flats. We were told that this has “been in the
system for years.”253 Debbie Ariyo, from Africans Unite Against Child Abuse (Afruca), told
the BBC “some of the girls ended up in prostitution while the flats were rented out in a
"money making scam".254
Tim Starkey, a barrister specialising in criminal law at Castle Chambers, who has handled
cases involving West African victims of trafficking, said a lot of children being trafficked are
used for benefits but that “there is a tendency to ignore the benefits side of this crime
246

Interview with Myriam Cherti and Jenny Pennington, IPPR, 2012
See also case study form the IPPR Report, Beyond borders: “In one case, one victim was forced into
domestic servitude, forced to undergo fertility treatment in order to donate eggs (organ harvesting), sexually
abused and pimped into forced prostitution (sexual exploitation) and forced to work in a factory job for no
pay (labour exploitation)”
248
Meeting with Andy Desmond, Anti-Trafficking Consultant
249
http://i2.cmsfiles.com/eaves/2013/06/Capital-Exploits-June-2013.pdf-da8819.pdf MOPAC’s Report, Capital
Exploits: A Study of
Prostitution and Trafficking in London; Julie Bindel, Ruth Breslin and Laura Brown
250
Children 'with no state' in UK, 5 November 2012 By Zack Adesina, BBC London
251
In evidence from an interview with Tony Murphy, Bhatt Murphy Solicitors , 2012
252
In evidence from an interview with Debbie Ariyo and Lola Gani-Yusuf, Afruca , 2012 and from Cherifa
Atoussi, Anti-trafficking Consultant, 2012, City Hall
253
In evidence from an interview with an NGO supporting BME victims of domestic violence.
254
Girls smuggled to UK for flats, Davies, BBC, 9 May 2006
247
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rather than saying, “What’s going on here?”255 He felt we needed to look far more deeply
into this type of crime. A local authority source said that increased centralisation, and
greater oversight on a pan-London level, of the benefits system might at the very least help
find those organised networks defrauding the system through possession of multiple houses
and so forth.

Emerging trends
While the trafficking of Nigerian victims is now emerging as the main ‘caseload’ in the UK, in
five years’ time this may well have all changed. It is crucial that we do not fixate on any form
of trafficking as the prototype. What has been mistakenly done before is for a general
presumption about what trafficking is to envelop the mind-set of authorities and the public;
this then blinds them to the constantly changing landscape of trafficking. While domestic and
sex trafficking are the main forms of exploitation of Nigerian victims, several trafficking
charities highlighted to me that several other new trends involving African, particularly
Nigerian, victims were occurring in London.
Baby trafficking
The first of these trends involves Nigerian babies being trafficked for adoption. This
highlights the fluid nature of trafficking as this was a criminal activity previously associated
with Romanian child victims, particularly in the 1990s.
In May 2013, Nigerian President Goodluck Jonathan “expressed concern over the increase
in sale of babies in the country and warned that those found guilty of the act would be made
to face the wrath of the law.”256 However, while a recent EU report highlighted this
problem, this has actually been occurring for many years. In May 2011, police freed 32
pregnant girls in Nigeria and, back in 2008, NAPTIP found a “dozen so-called baby
factories.”257 The UK is also no stranger to such cases. A Pastor was extradited to Kenya
for providing infertile women who attended his church in Peckham, South London,
with "miracle" babies between 1999 and 2004. The women travelled to Kenya to give birth,
while the biological mothers were told their baby had died at birth. 258
However, the UK and specifically London has recently come across a deluge of cases. In the
last year the Metropolitan Police Service’s Paladin Unit has come across around up to a
dozen cases of so-called miracle babies in London - whereby couples illegally buy new born
babies in Nigeria and bring them back, under false documentation, as their own.259

255

Evidence from Tim Starkey, a barrister working as an advocate and police station representative for
Hollingsworth Edwards, at City Hall 2013
256
Nigeria raises alarm over increase in baby trafficking, May 28, 2013, StarAfrica.com This statement followed
two raids in Nigeria in early May which uncovered ‘baby factories’. In one case Nigerian police found 17
pregnant girls between the ages of 14 and 17, all impregnated by the same man, in a building masquerading as
an orphanage, where they said they were fed once a day and not allowed to leave.
257
Nigeria police free 17 girls in ‘baby-factory’ raid, 10 May 2013, AlArabiya
258
'Miracle babies' pastor to be extradited to Kenya. By Jon Douglas, 21 September 2011
259
Evidence provided by ECPAT UK, 2013
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The traffickers in these cases are often highly respectable members of the public. In one
case in April 2013, Dr Simon Heap - a Research Fellow from Oxford who also held a post at
Plan International, an NGO working to improve the lives of children around the world - and
his wife, a nurse, were convicted of breaching immigration law for trying to dupe Nigerian
officials into believing a baby girl they wanted to bring back to the UK was theirs, using a
false birth certificate.
While Dr and Mrs Heap were sentenced, in another recent case, in October 2012, a
Nigerian couple, living in London, who were unable to have children, were given custody of
a Nigerian baby the wife believed she had miraculously given birth to, even though tests
showed they were not the child’s biological parents. The couple claimed that, after failing to
conceive, they travelled to Nigeria to have fertility treatment at a clinic. While there she
was sedated and, when she regained consciousness, she was told she had given birth. It was
only on their return to London that a GP alerted the local authorities. The High Court
Judge described the couple as being victim to the “most appalling scam“ and being “people
of the highest calibre and of complete integrity”260 However, this is of course irrelevant as
many traffickers are seemingly respectable citizens who may not even view their actions as
in any way immoral.
The London council involved in the case said they were "disappointed261" with the
judgement. The decision to grant them custody of the child “created an uproar among
charities, child and human rights groups” who saw their story as a “charade” and feared that
this case would lead to an increase in applications for visas for babies from Nigeria. Andy
Elvin, CEO of Children and Families Across Borders (CFAB)262 told the BBC,263 “These
unscrupulous people will exploit people for vast amounts of money. Behind every one of
these children lies an actual birth mother. She has been coerced, she may have been
kidnapped or raped. These children are not given up willingly.”
The UN TIP Trafficking protocol264 does not explicitly mention adoption and as a result
some countries do not count inter-country adoption in their trafficking statistics. I have also
been told that there are no sentencing guidelines on miracle babies265 in the UK and that
there are no controls around surrogacy266 and that we needed a review of all these cases.
This is something that the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) and their new
Sentencing Unit should encourage the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) to examine.
Otherwise these cases will continue until a particularly shocking case comes to the media’s
attention, or victims, such as the child or the original parents, take the authorities to court.
Clearly these, as with almost all trafficking cases, are not black and white. The judge’s
attitude echoes an earlier case in February 2013 where Lord Justice Toulson said desperate
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BBC News - Couple can keep Nigerian baby after 'scam' ruling, 18 Oct 2012
Ibid
262
A unique UK-based charity which identifies and protects children who have been separated from family
members as a consequence of trafficking, abduction, migration, divorce, conflict and asylum, as well as other
vulnerable individuals in often desperate circumstances.
263
BBC News - Couple can keep Nigerian baby after 'scam' ruling, 18 Oct 2012
264
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons
265
Evidence from Carolina Albuerne, Refugee and Human Trafficking Specialist, at City Hall, 2013
266
Interview with Andy Elvin, Children and Families across Borders (CFAB), 2013
261
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parents who can’t have children and smuggle babies into the UK should not be treated as
traffickers and should be treated with sympathy.267
There is a world of difference between a childless couples who illegally adopt a child from a
willing mother and those extreme cases reported where women are raped, and forced to
give birth to children. However, the Romanian government’s response was firm. They
decided that in too many cases adoption in Romania was little more than an exercise in child
trafficking and put a moratorium268 on all international adoption.269
Trafficking of Nigerian boys
I have heard several anecdotal pieces of evidence around the sex trafficking of young African
boys. While it is no doubt less widespread than female sex trafficking, the lack of knowledge
in this area should not allow one to presume it is not a problem.
One stakeholder told me of residential houses used as brothels in one very specific area of
South East London where they offer young African boys. However, I was warned that it is a
very “taboo area and you won’t hear about it in these communities.”270 When I questioned
the Metropolitan Police about this issue they had not heard of these cases. It is concerning
that the communication between NGOs and the police is such that this information does
not appear to be filtering through.
African boys are also being forced into domestic servitude, where the risk of sexual
exploitation is high. One organisation which worked with trafficked children said they had
also seen a number of cases of trafficked Nigerian boys being sexually exploited.271 One case
involved a boy who was trafficked to north London and then taken outside of London for
labour exploitation. However, he and many other boys were raped on the journey to the
UK.
A recent report by the Salvation Army mentioned one case where “one African lad was so
broken, he wouldn’t leave this room. We put him in touch with the rape crisis team but
they wouldn’t touch him because he’s a man. So, the Home Office put us in touch with this
guy, he’s amazing and he’s transformed this guy but he’s expensive.’ 272 The lack of easily
accessible support for male victims highlighted here is clearly a concern.
267

This statement was made while the Judge presided over “the case of Carmen Thomas, who was so
desperate to become a mother that she pretended a girl born in the Philippines to a couple ‘who could not
afford to keep her’ was her own”. Baby smugglers should be shown mercy not treated as people traffickers,
Daily Mail, 21 Feb 2013
268
This was strongly pushed at an EU level, particularly by Baroness Emma Nicholson who said, “I unveiled a
huge network of global corruption and global trafficking… I'll give you the example of a poor Romanian boy,
who was trafficked to London, on a false passport. …Uncovering that (trafficking) ring, uncovered one of the
biggest paedophile rings in the globe” Romania rethinks adoption ban despite child-trafficking concerns,
DW,26.04.11
269
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Trafficker profiles
Traffickers of Nigerian victims are hard to profile. They are often not organised273 criminals
but ‘ordinary citizens’ and ‘well-placed and respected community members.”274 One
trafficker, Lucy Adeniji, had several domestic slaves tending to her family and household,
who she beat and tortured. Yet she was a respected member of the community, working
with Newham Council and had written two books on childcare called ‘Parenting God’s
Way’ and ‘Carry a Seed’. Meanwhile, the ‘miracle babies’ case above involved an English
Oxbridge academic who worked to improve children’s lives.
We heard cases of traffickers being social workers, single mothers requiring child care,
pastors and lawyers; and the facilitation of trafficking often took place in open environments
such as in churches and at community events. Some traffickers with domestic child helpers
saw themselves as rescuing the child from a place of poverty and often did not view
themselves as doing anything wrong. 275
Exploiters involved in cases of domestic servitude were all Nigerian in the cases I examined
and this is the typical model for this type of exploitation. However, there were cases of
sexual exploitation being facilitated by those outside the Nigerian community. Sexual
exploitation cases also were more likely to involve a stranger than the domestic servitude
cases.
Furthermore, in West African sex trafficking cases in Europe, many trafficking ‘victims’
become Madams themselves. 276The criminal networks are made up of cells composed of
replaceable individuals. Hence arresting only part of the cell, as stakeholders say is usually
the case, does not destroy the trafficking network.
Similarly there is a “misconstrued idea of victims”.277 A stakeholder told us that from their
experience, “These people are often feisty women – yet people have the view that they are
weak and wouldn’t say boo to a goose.278” One example in 2011 involved two Nigerian
women who had been trafficked and were refused entry into Spain because they had false
passports. The two women had to be handcuffed because they were “biting and spitting279”
at the border staff.
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Nigerian community
Cultural expectations
“I got a sense, anecdotally, that some people in the community are turning a blind eye”280
Not only may the ‘exploiter’ of a child in domestic servitude be unaware that they are doing
anything wrong, but some members of the West African community in the UK may
similarly accept such arrangements. Many of the respondents exploited in closed domestic
settings, who the IPPR engaged with, had had some form of wider engagement with the
community, for example “carrying out chores at parties, caring for other families’ children
or attending church.” 281 Some people in the community may then be aware of this house
help, but will be unaware of the level of abuse and deception involved and so may even look
on it favourably or at least not see it as exploitation.
Some members of the community who know these children do not belong to the family may
instead be simply aware of the terribly limited options available to these children in parts of
West Africa. This was recently highlighted in an article about two teenagers from Benin who
had moved to Nigeria, and had to dredge sand to sell for cement. They had to dive into oilpolluted waters with weights attached to them and then kick their way back to the surface
with bucket after bucket weighed with sand. They earned $1 for each 15-seat canoe they
loaded with sand. In spite of this hardship, “Segun says he considers himself lucky to be
working…. returning to Benin has never been an option. "If I go back, I can only be a thief."
The local punishment for thieves was being burnt alive, he says.”282
Cherifa Atoussi said, “Nigerians are concerned when they learn about these [trafficking]
cases but there is [already] a sense often that it is out there. Some Nigerians …mistakenly
believe that it is ... a “better life”... [than being on the streets]. But once they are aware of
the extent of the violence, they will denounce and refer cases on.”283
However, another challenge is the “culture of silence in the African community.”284 One
charity working with the African community told me that some communities are more open
about their issues, but we are a “closed culture… which makes it unbearable for
people…One of our biggest problems – we don’t call the police.”285” This was partly linked
to the fact that, in light of being a minority who has suffered discrimination and due to a
perception that society tends to blacklist minorities, they were wary of “blowing a whistle
on the community” due to a fear that “someone else’s problem will then also become your
problem. [You] feel defensive of the community.”286
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Community relations
However, when victims do escape, they tend to look for someone speaking their dialect or
who looks West African, or they go to a church or a community location.287 Therefore the
community and agencies linked with them have a crucial role to play as mediators between
trafficked people and UK statutory services. However, there is currently a lack of
awareness-raising in these communities about the indicators and there is also a lack of
information about how individuals or groups should respond and who to go to if a victim
does come forward.
Andy Desmond and Cherifa Atoussi highlighted that their community work meant that they
received more referrals than the police. They said that, without engaging properly, “you will
fail.”288
A number of stakeholders also said that the police and other authorities needed to work
more with cultural NGOs and community organisations. Education was seen as key to
gaining more intelligence and ensuring more victims would come forward. John Torres, US
Special Agent on Immigration, within Homeland Security Investigations, stated that you had
to “work with communities and NGOs... Victims aren't going to trust us.. [the community
organisations and NGOs] will give us tips we can then investigate.289”
However Marai Larasi, Executive Director of Imkaan,290 said, “We are really bad at
community mobilisation in the UK. To address any issue within marginalised communities
we need to listen to them first before we ask any questions: ask what are your concerns,
not ours,...and how can we help.”291
At the moment I was told, “These communities have zero incentive to report.”292 By doing
so they risk stigmatising their community and have no reason to believe the authorities will
act adequately. We need to create a cultural change but to do so you need trust. “It isn’t
there now, but it can be done!”293
While such community work is a slow, arduous and money driven exercise, several
stakeholders felt that, “Loads of money has been thrown at [ineffective] community
engagement. But it hasn’t made a blind bit of difference.”294
It has been suggested that as a starting point, local authorities should appoint community
liaison officers for particular nationalities, including from the Nigerian community. They
could then run training sessions and act as a mediator between the community and
287
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authorities and as a contact point for anyone wishing to disclose knowledge of trafficking.
Imkaan however warned against using the “archetype community spokesperson”295 who is
“often male, sometimes self-appointed and can never truly be representative of the
community they speak for - as no one individual can ever be the sole representative of any
‘community’.”296 The Mayor of Enfield stated at a recent Afruca event that action “must be
led by us” 297 and certainly community leaders should encourage engagement with the
authorities.
Churches
However, one of the key focal points of the community, highlighted to us repeatedly, were
Churches and Church leaders. Afruca said, “The Church is so powerful – it has a lot of
control over the community.”
There are already signs that the Metropolitan Police Service is increasing their engagement
with communities. At an April 2013 discussion at the ‘Faiths Forum for London’
Conference, which was attended by the Commissioner, the Metropolitan Police said they
“could be setting up help points in faith buildings such as churches and mosques, in an
attempt to better engage with diverse faith communities… Other ideas included
encouraging faith communities to “adopt a cop”.”298 The East London Mosque in Tower
Hamlets already has police information points and something similar should be established
within Nigerian churches in London.
While many stakeholders emphasized the need to work more closely with the Church, they
also echoed an air of caution about the fact that there were ‘false pastors’ 299 as you didn’t
need a certificate to become one. Furthermore, we were told that “it is normal in Nigeria
to have a house girl who is given board/education in exchange for servitude – there is a lot
of silence around it [and it is] not seen as child abuse by the church.300”
Cases involving Pastors
Pastors have even been involved in trafficking. One domestic violence charity working with
the African community mentioned a case they had dealt with last year where a married
pastor brought a girl over as a domestic slave. He took away her passport, beat her, got her
pregnant and then said he would report her if she didn’t terminate the child.
A famous recent case involved ‘pastor’ Lucy Adeniji, an illegal immigrant who entered the
country on a tourist visa and then used false passports to remain here, and then brought
children between the ages of 11 and 21 from Nigeria to work as slaves for her family. They
295
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had to work up to 21 hours a day, were regularly beaten, once until loss of consciousness,
with one victim claiming they were attacked with pepper which was sprayed in her eyes and
genitals. Yet Adeniji was known at her evangelical church, TLCC Ministries, as the Reverend
Lucy Williams, and she also worked part-time for Newham Council as a youth worker and
was outwardly a ‘pillar of the community’.
One organisation told us that a number of other traffickers in this case were not taken to
court. One was a pastor, who was also an immigrant official, at a Church in one London
Borough. The victims all met each other and learnt of each other’s similar predicament
when they were taking care of their respective family’s children at the Church’s crèche. I
was informed that “the head pastor at the time still works there.”301 I heard about a number
of other cases involving pastors or communities centred around another church and I was
told that “the Church is part and parcel of the abuse - not of trafficking per se always but it
is the locus302” and indirectly acts as a facilitator and also as a rescue point for trafficking
victims. Therefore there is a huge opportunity for the authorities to work with Church
communities to examine the indicators around trafficking.
If the Government and Mayor wish to tackle trafficking and accept that many victims are
Nigerian and that their exploitation is often not organised, then it is imperative that the
Mayor starts to engage with Churches and listens to their concerns. This is a challenge due
to the lack of knowledge about this community. Most local authorities are unable to give a
comprehensive list of the churches in their borough. Indeed some religious ceremonies take
place “in people’s sheds [or have] 10-50 members in a basement... [and one trafficking case
involved a community who met in a] pub.”303 However, there are also large church
ministries such as the Redeemed Christian Church of God in Brent Cross which has
approximately 500 branches.
One stakeholder told us, “We have tried to work with pastors and asked them what are
you doing about this problem. But it’s a huge challenge. We aren't getting churches on
board. Even if they are against it, they are not speaking out against trafficking in public. At
best, they say, “We can raise this once or twice” but if they press too hard they are fearful
that people will stop attending church.”304 However, conversely, from other stakeholders,
we have heard about a lot of positive work from, for example, the Congolese church who
recently highlighted to their congregation that Juju was not socially acceptable.305 I have also
been told there are many pastors, such as Pastor Nims Obunge, who are vocal about issues
such as abuse and who would no doubt welcome more engagement and support from the
Mayor.
Schools
Many children who are victims of domestic servitude may attend a school for an initial
period after moving to the UK, if not until they are adults. Professor Barling spoke of one
boy who had been registered in a number of Haringey Schools, even though he was illegally
301
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here. However, when he wanted to apply to university he was unable to as he was an illegal
alien. Professor Barling said that “even the most obdurate trafficker wants to get a child into
education because this disguises what they are doing.”306 Therefore schools are a key part of
the process of tackling human trafficking. Nonetheless, I was told that “schools aren’t
familiar with this kind of practice. So it always falls under the radar; until there [is] a point of
conflict.”307 Professor Barling highlighted that schools may be accused of racism if they raise
their concerns about a Nigerian child’s welfare, therefore often feel that they can’t delve too
deeply into the families they may be concerned about.
In our survey of London teachers 46.7% of social workers and 33% of teachers could not
recognise a Nigerian child, brought over to the UK to live with a family and carrying out
chores in their house while not going to school, as a human trafficking victim.308
Stakeholders felt that schools needed to be more vigilant to the indicators of trafficking and
be aware of who they needed to consult if they had concerns. There should also be a
process to ask more questions when a new child arrives in a school. A source from the
Metropolitan Police said that in Scotland, schools “physically hold the [migrant] child’s
passport to check if they are registered and safe.”309 There are apparently plans to follow
the same course of action here. However, the police admitted that this will simply “pick up
on a huge number of illegal children in school who aren’t trafficked and a small number of
trafficked cases.”310 Such a result supports Dr Agustín’s concerns that tools to tackle
trafficking are largely used to monitor and control immigration.

Challenges to prosecution
Prosecutions – organised focus
The current prosecution framework has been criticised as being “heavily focused ...on...
addressing ‘organised criminal networks’”311 which thus fails to capture many West African
cases involving ordinary citizens who are also traffickers and exploiters.”312 The CSJ report,
It Happens Here, describes this as an unhelpful misnomer and as “a legacy of the initial
police response to this crime a decade ago.”313 The IPPR report on Nigerian trafficking
suggests that greater outreach and engagement by the UKHTC with communities is a key
way to strengthen prosecutions in this area.
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A 2013 EU report314 highlighted that Nigerian cases were the largest non-EU case load in
Europe. Yet when it examined prosecutions, the vast majority of the prosecuted traffickers
came from the EU Member States; and, of the non-EU states, “Albania, Morocco, Russia and
Turkey are the most common countries of citizenship of the prosecuted non-EU traffickers.
Only 20 Nigerian traffickers were prosecuted in the whole of Europe in 2010.”315 Elizabeth
Willmott-Harrop, a Consultant and Writer Specialising in Women and Child Rights
Advocacy, has said this challenge is “compounded by the difficulty of Nigerian law
enforcement in securing prosecutions, making the intervention of law enforcement officers
in receiving countries all the more important. .. UNESCO further notes that ‘a combination
of corrupt officials, complicit authorities, and weak laws combine to guarantee impunity for
traffickers while increasing the plight of trafficked persons.”’316
Types of control
The authorities face a number of obstacles when trying to prosecute West African cases.
One of these is the forms of control used against the victims. As Irina Todorva, from the
IOM, pointed out: “We no longer see classical types of trafficking now.”317 The classical
perception of a victim is a chained person who is physically brutalised. However, AntiSlavery International told us that these types of victims were seen ten years ago but that
now traffickers were more adept at avoiding criminalisation. Now victims may have a
certain level of ‘freedom’318 so that they can contact families, have small wage packets, and
while the threat of violence may be there, no violence may even take place. This gives the
illusion that they are not trafficked. I was told that exploiters have changed from violent
tactics to being the “good guys”319 who are “here to help you.”
Dr Laura Agustin sees serious, violent trafficking cases as a minority and most other
'trafficking' cases as simply part of migration and aspiration. Therefore one could assume by
this theory that many non-violent, so-called 'traffickers' are indeed so-called "good guys"320
and to assume otherwise if the "victim" does not see it is as thus is to deny the "victim"
agency. While this is important to keep in mind, it is clear that many West African cases
that do not have 'chains' and violence involved, still involve shocking levels of coercion and
exploitation that under British law, cannot be allowed to continue.
Juju
Nigerian traffickers pervert a traditionally benign spirit-based belief system, known as Juju,
to psychologically control their victim. The traffickers make the victims go to a shrine where
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they participate in ritual oath taking.321 Victims may consensually agree to undergo the
ceremony believing that the ritual will protect them. While agreeing to pay the debt under
oath, they often have no understanding of the foreign currency discussed or are tricked in
other ways.322 Traffickers control victims by using Juju because it is such a powerful weapon
of coercion. Afruca told us, “Victims are made to believe that if they go against their
traffickers in any way or form, there will be severe repercussions [from the spirit world]
such as death for them or their loved ones.” Andy Desmond, a former Detective in the
Metropolitan Police Service and an expert in Nigerian human trafficking explained, “She will
feel she swore an oath and [so there is] nothing she can do. She can’t escape because the
traffickers have bits of her from the ritual (nail clippings, hair etc.) so [they tell her that]
‘wherever you go we can find you using these’.”323
While this form of control is alien to British authorities, witchcraft is very powerful in parts
of Africa and has been integrated into both the Christian culture in the south and Islamic
culture in the north of the country. Juju does not even need the threat of violence as victims
will “do things freely.”324
When African child victims escape the children’s home they have been put in, to join their
trafficker, Andy Desmond explained that while “People see this as outrageous and blame the
children’s home….the problem is the victim feels they have to escape as they believe they
will die otherwise due to the ritual. Even [if they were put] in a prison they would find a way
out. They have to.”325
Not only does this form of control manipulate the victim and potentially extricate the
trafficker from being charged, it also conceals itself as a form of coercion. Most victims are
unwilling to discuss being coerced in this way. The consensual element of this type of
control makes the victim feel in league with the trafficker who has ‘rescued’ them from
Nigeria and used no overt violence. Critically also, once someone has been recruited, the
sort of violence they face is rarely overtly physical.
In the 2008 Regina v O case326 the courts noted that, "She makes no mention of the Witch
Doctor in Nigeria or any of the information provided by the Poppy Project. As such, we are
to deal with her on her instructions and her instructions alone.”327
However, Andy Desmond explained, “Juju is like fight club – you don’t talk about Juju” and
“Nigerian Christians may not admit they believe in this because there is a risk of death in
talking about it. We are not Nigerian – this is part of the reason we are so successful as we
321
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aren’t scared of Juju. I have had a Nigerian interpreter run out of the room because she was
scared to even talk about Juju.”328
Andy Desmond helped convict Anthony Harrison in 2010, who was charged with trafficking
two Nigerian girls who had been controlled by Juju magic. Dr Harris, who appeared as an
expert witness at the trial, said: "The rituals they underwent, which were particularly
terrifying, were to instil a maximum amount of terror and imprint on these two very
vulnerable young women that they mustn’t step out of line or give any information about
their experiences." 329
This was the first successful case of its kind in Europe. But it took two years for the police
to induce the victims to relay their experiences and this was in part due to fear created by
the Juju ritual. However, a number of stakeholders including a source from the police, a
source based at Heathrow, and Andy Desmond who used to be in the Trafficking Unit, told
us that police like a “turnaround of six weeks”.330 Yet closure in such cases often takes
years.
Carolina Albuerne, who has extensive experience of working with victims of trafficking, told
us that she worked on a case over two years, through two failed asylum attempts, where
the young woman had been coerced with Juju, “but she wouldn’t reveal anything because
she believed bad things would happen to everyone associated with her if she does. She
would say, if I didn’t look well, that this was due to my work with her.”331
Another challenge of the use of Juju is that victims risk being misunderstood in a Western
environment where this form of coercion and control is not fully comprehended. 332 As
Philip Ishola from the Counter Human Trafficking Bureau (CHTB) explained, “Juju
doesn’t translate well to us in the West [with our] supposedly sophisticated understanding
of techniques by which people are controlled, and it certainly doesn't connect with parochial
boroughs [in London]. Why would [it]?”333

Trust in authorities
Another challenge however is the fact that many Nigerian victims have low estimations of
the authorities due to negative experiences in their homeland. Andy Desmond, who had
worked in the Metropolitan Police Service Trafficking Unit said, “When I first met one
victim, she thought I would sell her. It took six months to just get her to talk to me. One
328
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year later she still felt I could be bought by her traffickers. Poverty [means that] life is
cheap.”334 I was told that many simply “can’t give evidence in some cases in Africa because
traffickers are friends with the police.”335 Another complexity of these cases is that often
many victims are “not… entirely innocent - so already they don’t like or trust police.”336 I
was also told that victims are told by their exploiters that they risk imprisonment if they go
to the police337 and stakeholders told me that, because of the difficulty to be recognised as a
trafficking victim, traffickers may be correct in warning victims that they will be deported if
they go to the authorities.
I heard of one case where someone from the victim’s extended family brought her over as
domestic worker, where she was then also sold for sex to the man’s acquaintances and
recorded for pornography. When she fled, the exploiter had the confidence to report her
as an illegal immigrant to the Home Office. She went to court and won the case and so she
wasn’t sent back. However, the exploiter’s confidence was not misplaced as she refused to
prosecute for trafficking and rape “because she was scared.338”
Support
The IPPR report, Beyond Borders, highlighted that the victim’s lack of knowledge in the
British system acted as a control mechanism – sometimes in place of any substantive control
by the trafficker. The “lack of awareness of (alternative) support on the part of victims and a
fear that they would not be supported if they left their trafficking situation: a belief on the
part of victims that their choice is either to stay with their trafficker or to be removed back
to their previous life of abuse (and face possible retribution from their trafficker) in Nigeria”
holds them in check.339
Furthermore, when they do eventually escape, this lack of awareness keeps them in a
vulnerable situation where they are then at risk of being re-trafficked. A number of
stakeholders highlighted that there was no overarching organisation to ensure that
victims were properly referred between different agencies offering support. This led to gaps
in the service provided and in accountability.
Family pressure
Focusing only on Juju as a form of control has apparently led to some victims, who had been
warned about trafficking, to assume they would not be trafficked due to the lack of Juju
involved in their initial recruitment.340 While sex trafficking often involves Juju as a form of
334
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control, I was told that domestic trafficking more often involved family pressure, with
relatives unable to ‘fathom that life could be bad here”.341 Sometimes it is they who force
the victim to stay. I was given a number of examples, including a case from one stakeholder
where a girl was being raped, living with an abusive man. When she called her family, they
said, “We paid money so do what he says.”342 As well as pressure from the family, 343 many
victims fear that their families, learning of their abuse and seeming humiliation, will judge
them for failing to succeed abroad and for being exploited.
The cultural sensitivities around the use of Juju, attitudes towards authority and family
pressures highlight the need for authorities to possess knowledge on whichever community
they are dealing with when tackling a specific trafficking case. Afruca and anti-trafficking
Consultant Cherifa Atoussi felt that this emphasized the need for cultural mediators and
people who spoke the languages of the victims. Philip Ishola, from the Counter Human
Trafficking Bureau (CHTB), felt that the inevitable lack of understanding by many
Government officers and authorities demonstrated “why assistance is a necessary part of
the new model we would like to have in place. Someone who comes to that borough and
says: How can we help you address your statutory responsibilities [in this particular
trafficking case].” 344

The NRM
In April 2009, the Government introduced new procedures to examine the cases of
individuals believed to be trafficked and this was called the ‘National Referral Mechanism’
(NRM).345 The NRM “is a framework for identifying victims of human trafficking and ensuring
they receive the appropriate protection and support.”346 However, I have also been told by
some stakeholders that it is not so much an identification tool but a “gateway to services”
for victims.347
There has been an increase in the number of referrals into the NRM of potential victims of
trafficking from Nigeria over the last few years. But a number of charities and lawyers have
told me that West African victims are not being recognised as victims of trafficking by the
NRM and are one of the most likely groups to be rejected by the NRM.
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Bias against Nigerian victims
A Government source told us that, “Year on year since 2009 we have seen an increase in
referrals to the NRM. We are also improving the number of those who get referred on.”348
But we have been told by some stakeholders that they have seen the number of their
referrals of non-EU citizens accepted as trafficked victims reducing, while other stakeholders
have simply seen referrals rise, while non-EU acceptances remain stagnant. 349
Government Minister Mark Harper said, “We do not accept the interpretation of the data
presented, by the Council of Europe's Group of Experts on Trafficking (GRETA), of a 21%
positive outcome rate for non-EEA cases… A realistic picture of the position, between 01
January 2012 and 31 December 2012 there were 755 non-EEA cases with a Reasonable
Grounds conclusion. Of these 502 (66%) were positive and the individual was granted
access to a recovery and reflection period. During the same period 328 non-EEA cases
were decided at the Conclusive Grounds stage and 183 (56%) of these were positive.”350
There is nonetheless evidence to suggest that nationals from outside of the EU have
consistently received a disproportionate number of negative decisions. A large number of
stakeholders working in the legal and NGO sectors felt that there is a hierarchy of victims
and that the system puts more emphasis on the immigration status of the presumed
trafficked persons, rather than the alleged trafficking crime committed against them.
In one study, UK citizens referred into the NRM were found to be quickly identified as
trafficked with 76 per cent of cases positively identified.351 Meanwhile, nationals from other
EU states had a success rate of 29.2 per cent, while those from outside the EU had only a
11.9 per cent success rate.352
In NRM statistics January to March 2013353 only 6 of 43 Nigerian adults and minors received
a positive conclusive decision. Meanwhile 34 of 41 Polish victims received a positive
conclusive decision.
The ATMG described the “difference in success [as] startling” 354 I was told that this may be
linked to the fact that the “UKBA has immigration quotas while the UKHTC [doesn’t] have
them. This makes a difference as non EU victims go through the UKBA not UKHTC.”355
Standard of evidence
One problem I have repeatedly been told was that the standard of evidence required is set
too high in the NRM. One NGO said that the “NRM’s problem is they work from the angle
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of assuming they are illegally trying to immigrate here.”356 One charity working with the
African community said, “Most of the time a victim is treated as an illegal immigrant rather
than victim of rape, abuse and trafficking”.357 I also heard criticism of the NRM staff’s
training and that they “base their decision on credibility, but credibility is not a stipulated
criterion prescribed by the UK’s international obligations to identify victims of trafficking …
[it should not be] treated like an asylum case.358”
ECPAT UK said, “Experience shows the UKBA finds it difficult to put to one side its
immigration control role when exercising its function as a Competent Authority. Despite
asserting that the two processes are distinct and separate, in reality they have become
conflated. The reasoning used to dismiss the credibility of a victim of trafficking, such as late
disclosure and inconsistencies in a child’s account, often reflects that used in asylum
determinations, particularly if the same case-owner is tasked with making a decision for both
the NRM and the individual’s asylum claim.” Some stakeholders even feel that it is easier to
be recognised as trafficked through the asylum system than the NRM. Indeed solicitors may
advise their clients who have been trafficked against going through the NRM because they
believe a lack of training of UK Border Force staff in the NRM system means victims are too
likely to get rejected and that this NRM decision would then impact on their asylum or
housing claim359. A legal practitioner has said that they have seen many asylum
refusals where significant portions of a negative NRM decision have been “replicated word
for word in the reasons for refusal.” 360 They said the NMR decision can “feed
disproportionately into a substantive asylum decision”361 and can make it very difficult to see
the apparent independence of the competent authority.
A common suggestion I have heard is that the NRM needs to be independent of the UK
Border Force and entire immigration system. This would help ensure their decisions are
made from a more victim-focused perspective, without the influence of Government related
expectations on immigration numbers and credibility.
Not believed
As well as the standard of credibility being set too high, African victims “are just not
believed” and are “almost always treated as criminals.362” This “persistent culture of
disbelief” reminded Tony Murphy, a partner at London law firm, Bhatt Murphy, of the
problems he used to face with victims of domestic violence. He said he can’t “believe I have
to go through all the same arguments now with police on trafficking issue as we used to
have to do with gender violence!”363
As a result of this, stakeholders told us that African victims will often not go through the
NRM. “Why would you put yourself through that? It’s better to just get another job if you
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manage to escape.”364 Anti-trafficking Consultant Andy Desmond explained that the “NRM
doesn’t work for victims who believe in Juju because they will always give a script [or]...The
same story as 10 other African girls that day… [and] lie to start with, which affects the
process. All the women will give the same script which makes the NRM not trust
them.” But they will have been forced to give this script by their traffickers under the threat
of breaking their Juju oath. Rejected cases, such as the one involving Tijina,365 also have the
effect of putting other victims off turning to the authorities because they fear they will also
not be believed. As a result, some NGOs thought the NRM needed specialist groups to
work with them to help identify victims.
The age challenge
The challenges around proving that a child victim is indeed a child is also a repeated concern
with African victims. Traffickers may use a child’s young age to abuse the care home system
and use it as a “holding pen’366 until they are ready to pick them up. On the other hand, they
may “want children to seem older so that they evade attention of authorities.” 367 However,
when child victims meet the authorities their false documents and the lack of universal birth
registration in Nigeria results in the authorities often not believing that they are children.
Several NGOs and one council source even noted that adult victims of trafficking are funded
nationally while child victims must be supported by boroughs – this risks incentivising
authorities to miscalculate a child’s age.
One NGO gave an example where a trafficked girl “had documents saying she was 26 but
was actually 14... And authorities accepted [her] passport age even though they accepted
that the document [ itself was) fake.”368 In 2011, an African teenage girl - who had been
trafficked into the UK at the age of 5 to be a domestic slave for a couple in Wembley and
then Hillingdon - won a legal battle against Hillingdon Council who, after she escaped from
slavery, removed her from foster care after the council disputed her age and said she was
not eligible for support.
Afruca noted that a recent report by Coram Children's Legal Centre, revealed that social
workers were wrongly classifying hundreds of asylum–seeking children, including child
victims of trafficking, as adults.369
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Abusing the system?
I am concerned by a number of cases described to me where the victims are struggling to
be recognised by the authorities. However, many living outside the EU, including in Africa,
do wish to live in the UK and are willing to abuse the system in order to do so. While a
large number of negative responses to NRM referrals involve Nigerian victims, I was told
that many “trafficking referrals result from failed asylum cases”.370 A person may come to
the notice of authorities and be discovered to have no right to remain here. Following failed
appeals for asylum, they will then claim they were trafficked a number of years ago. While I
have no doubt that such a situation can arise, I am concerned that there is a definite view by
some officials that if a person had been a victim of trafficking then they would have
immediately gone to authorities after they had escaped. For, as the above descriptions of
family pressures, Juju, lack of trust in the authorities and so forth reveal, Nigerian victims
appear to be much less likely to do this.
I have also been told that the NRM classification is limited to those who are in a trafficking
situation at the time of reporting or who are in a situation as a direct result of trafficking.
This leads to NRM officials apparently accepting that someone who is vulnerable may have
been trafficked, but still not allowing the victim to formally take this status, to ensure they
cannot access trafficking related support.371
Police and NRM data
The NRM is also not adequately joined up with police intelligence. Other ‘first
responders’ (organisations allowed to refer victims into the NRM) can refer a victim to the
NRM without the police themselves ever being made aware of the case. “In the months
between June and September 2012, for example, just 24 per cent of adult NRM referrals
came from the police. This means that in 76 per cent of cases in this period the police may
have no knowledge of the potential situations of modern slavery that have taken place in
their region.”372
The result of these problems within the NRM system is that the NRM fails to be effective as
an intelligence tool to collect data - yet this is all the Government has. Many victims do not
want to engage with this system or may be advised not do so by lawyers or other advisers.
This is a real barrier to gathering effective intelligence. Indeed even though the government
uses the NRM, the UKHTC admits that the NRM does not collect data about all potential
victims.

Police
Borough police
London is often seen as best placed to deal with human trafficking in the UK. 373 We have a
Trafficking Unit (SC&O7) within the Metropolitan Police Service and also have a human
trafficking policy and Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the force.
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However, I have heard repeated complaints about the policing of trafficking in boroughs,
with one lawyer, Tony Murphy, from London law firm Bhatt Murphy, who worked on a
number of Nigerian cases against the police, telling me that if he came across a victim of
trafficking “I would definitely not recommend a girl go to local police.”374
The majority of organisations I spoke to said there was “a real problem with identification of
this crime”375. Tim Starkey gave me an example where one victim of trafficking went to the
police and reported the theft of her passport. The police simply went to the trafficker, who
denied possessing the passport, and the police didn’t investigate further. There was a
general view amongst stakeholders that local police saw migrant trafficking victims, such as
those from Nigeria, as “scroungers” and “as people on the make.”376 Alternatively, one
NGO working with trafficked victims told us that Police would often treat a Nigerian
victim’s claims of not being paid or having their passport removed as “an employment or
civil matter.”377 There was also an attitude of acceptance around the treatment of domestic
workers due to it being “normal” within that cultural practice – police telling victims that £5
a day was “a lot of money for someone from your country.”378
Huw Watkins, the Head of the Intelligence Hub at the UK Intellectual Property Office, who
used to be the Head of the Force Intelligence Bureau and Human Trafficking lead in Gwent
Police Force explained that it is easier for over-stretched police to “say there is nothing
going on here379” when faced with a potential victim of trafficking as it means they have to
do no further work; furthermore frontline officers often have no idea what to do with a
victim of trafficking. This is a source of great frustration for many of the stakeholders we
spoke to. Huw Watkins, a former police detective, said, “It’s a hidden crime and we could
do without the help of police trying to hide it.” 380
One stakeholder told us that back in 2012 there were officers working in the police who
were “asking us to sue [the police]” to bring police failings to the authorities’ attention.
Tony Murphy told us he had expected Judgement OOO – where Nigerian victims of
domestic trafficking, ignored by the police, won a case against the Metropolitan Police
Service - to ‘trigger serious reflection at a local level’381 but that he had not seen evidence
of this in the cases he continued to see.
However, more and more rejected cases are now being taken to court. For example, Bhatt
Murphy Solicitors are currently suing the Metropolitan Police, Home Office and the London
Borough of Newham after a Nigerian child victim of sex trafficking was discovered by police
in a brothel raid, and then locked in a cell before being released onto the streets by police.
There may soon be a tipping point where the authorities are paying out enough in
compensation to arouse their interest in tackling this issue head on.
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The central problem cited to us was a lack of will within the management of the police.
Unlike Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) or burglary, trafficking is not a typical residents’
association issue and therefore “it just isn’t seen as a priority382” even though there is a
European legal obligation to deal with trafficking. As Chief Superintendent John Sutherland,
from the Metropolitan Police, told the CSJ, ‘If you don’t execute a drugs warrant in your
town, then you may perceive there is no problem, because nobody’s counting it. I’m pretty
sure every town and city has a drugs problem. This is how it is with trafficking; we’re not
looking.’383
Moreover there is no incentive to look. As one Metropolitan Police Service Officer said the “problem is policing is a figure driven exercise and you just don’t get those figures with
trafficking.” 384
The only way to tackle this is if police receive direction from the top. The Counter Human
Trafficking Bureau told us that “historically Croydon police was detached around
[trafficking].”385 It was only when the Human Trafficking Unit got involved with the Borough
that they actively took the issue on, with the Borough Commander making it a second
priority.386
To change attitudes on the frontline, Sergeants and Inspectors need to be aware of the issue
as they are the ones who can “change that culture”387. It is not good enough to rely on the
Human Trafficking Unit in London, as borough police and Safer Neighbourhood teams are
also “key to tackling trafficking”.388
As Professor Fitzgerald told the London Assembly, “Officers on the ground … have their
finger on the pulse and …are ... an invaluable source.. If you just debrief them regularly... you
would be ahead of the game. That source of day-to-day feedback from the streets is largely
overlooked…”389
At present we are not capitalising on that intelligence. Moreover, when Nigerian victims go
to borough police, Afruca said that the likelihood of being overlooked or even treated as a
criminal is still far too high; and yet borough police still receive many of the cases before
they can reach the Metropolitan Police Service’s Human Trafficking Unit. An NGO working
with trafficked victims said, “If a [trafficking victim] has already reported through the
boroughs, then SCD9 can’t always take on the case or are reluctant to do so.”
Philip Ishola from the CHTB suggested that we should have a SPOC (Special point of
contact), in an operational rather than senior role, in every borough, who could encourage
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good practice, be the go-to person for all SNTs on cases where trafficking is suspected, and
who could then refer the case onto the Human Trafficking Unit or NGOs if necessary.
The Metropolitan Police Service’s Human Trafficking Unit (SC&O7)
The Metropolitan Police Service has a dedicated Human Trafficking Unit within SC&O7.
They have a total of 37 staff who are focused on investigating all forms of human trafficking.
Approximately 45 per cent of the victims dealt with by the unit are referred to them by
NGOs using their direct victim referral scheme.390
A number of stakeholders were concerned that the Metropolitan Police Service’s Human
Trafficking Unit is expanding rather than specialising. From having a separate Trafficking Unit
back in 2008; the unit has been absorbed into the Vice unit which has then been increasingly
absorbed with other units - including fraud, extradition and prison corruption – apparently
to save money.391 A leading anti-trafficking NGO felt the Human Trafficking Unit needed to
be going in the opposite direction and required specialised units within it. They felt that
trafficking “is a very complex crime with so many different complex types so it needs
specialism… otherwise you are just scratching the surface.” 392
The vast majority of stakeholders we spoke to were very impressed with the Metropolitan
Police Service’s Human Trafficking Unit’s work and wished their good practice and expertise
could be spread across the rest of the country. Even those with occasional criticisms
mostly said they had a real willingness to learn from mistakes. Philip Ishola said that although
they “are small and have a very limited ability to respond... [they] punch way above their
weight.”393
However, one charity working specifically with African victims was not convinced they were
getting better. They said, “If they are getting better then they are doing things that we are
not seeing.”394 They also felt that the Metropolitan Police Service was “institutionally
racist”395 and failed to get enough evidence when victims were African due to a culture of
distrust.
While this is hard to prove it is worth noting that recent evidence to the Home Affairs
Committee showed that the Salvation Army’s largest victim group came from Nigeria (14%
from July 2011- April 2013) yet of the flagged cases prosecuted in England and Wales in
January to December 2012, only 4 defendants were African. 396
Police scepticism
A number of other people told us that “police scepticism is skewed too much against
victims” and that the current starting point is [victims from Africa] are liars.”397 They also
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said that too much evidence and credibility of the victim was required and yet when cases
did get through to court, traffickers could “still [be] convicted even without fully reliable
consistent evidence... The Jury have to decide if the essence is credible; that is the key; not
the whole story.”398 For Tony Murphy, from Bhatt Murphy Solicitors, getting the Nigerian
cases he was seeing to court was about the “will” of the police and not whether there was
enough evidence in the initial stages. “SCD9 are always trying to jump hoops with
investigations as they apply too high a threshold for applicants or say we will never find the
culprit so there is no point in continuing the investigation.”399 He highlighted that the police
didn’t want cases that were “too tricky,”400 such as Nigerian cases, because they were
already overstretched and that they gained from quick wins.
For example, the police refused to investigate a case involving a Nigerian victim of trafficking
as they said there was no evidence available to find the trafficker. However, the Specialist,
working with the victim, then took the initiative and Googled the offender and found him
immediately online on Facebook.
In response, a source from the Anti-Trafficking unit (SC&O7) assured me, “We don’t reject
trafficking victims. It’s a fact based decision. NGOs tell us someone has been trafficked and
the evidence may simply not be there. If evidence is not there then we can’t simply say they
are a victim of trafficking.”401 Moreover they said that they were “not concerned with
targets and figure driven exercises. We act on risk and investigate if there is a case to
investigate.”402
Raids
There was also a concern that SC&O7 raids were more “criminal gang centred … [than]
victim focused.”403 Carolina Albuerne mentioned a case in 2012 in North West London
where a Nigerian woman, being sexually exploited in a brothel, was found in a raid on a flat.
It took Carolina almost half an hour on the phone to explain why a female translator was
required rather than a male one for the interview. In another case404 a young Nigerian girl,
who went missing from care, was discovered on an SC&O7 brothel raid in 2010. The police
“showed a complete lack of support for her. No questions [were asked] about her history
or trafficking history or why a very young African woman was there. [She was] only
questioned … on her immigration history [with] no interpreter provided. Although she
provided her name, which should have revealed that she was a child missing from care,
these links were not made.”405 Carolina Albuerne says the police had “a duty to do a contact
meeting”.406 Instead the girl was handed over to borough police and put on bail, but she
absconded. It was only later, when she was again found, that she reported that she was a
victim of trafficking. Tony Murphy felt that if SC&O7 had established trust early on, this
398
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whole case now could have been avoided as she still had, for example, the traffickers phone
numbers at the time of the initial raid; but later lost them.
However, raids have decreased since this time and SC&O7 are believed to have improved
since this point.407 Indeed, many stakeholders suggested that the borough police, rather
than SC&O7, are the ones who are continuing to carry out ineffective or harmful raids.
One NGO working with trafficked victims suggested that police should follow up on where
the women were, after a raid, to check if they are safe, and also to ensure good
relationships are built up immediately during the raid as you then “have a far better chance
to catch criminals… Enforcement sweeps won’t get intelligence.” 408
Proactive work
Furthermore, there were concerns about the proactivity of the police and whether
intelligence was adequately acted on and investigated. I was repeatedly told that we expect
far too much from victims and that there was a lack of proactive investigations.
In one report about trafficking they state that “agencies perceive that they are most likely to
learn of cases of human trafficking from external sources (calls for service or general tips
from community members). This contrasts to a more pro-active approach of seeking out
cases that would be normal practice when dealing with other crimes such as drug trafficking
or organized crime. The perception that pro-active efforts are less necessary may help
explain the low numbers of agencies that have specialized personnel or protocols designed
to guide trafficking investigations.”409
A number of stakeholders410 felt that the police were not investigating how trafficking
victims had obtained their visas and this information was not being adequately used to track
criminals in Nigeria. One anti-trafficking charity said that the police “never do any debriefs
after cases to work out what routes were used etc. The problem is that everything is
treated in isolation.” Anti-Slavery International felt there should also be more questions
before raids are carried out. The police “just need to look at [the traffickers’] card numbers
straight off. Ask who rents the building off whom; who phones who; before [the] police kick
the door in they need to do that investigation.” 411
While the Metropolitan Police Service told us that the Human Trafficking Unit was one of
the most engaged units involved in proactive community work, Afruca said that the former
Trafficking Unit “used to support us to run community exercises. Now SCD9 is far
removed from the [West African] community.” A source from the Human Trafficking Unit
said they were not aware of any community work but were very open to learning more
about any such previous work. Furthermore, the Metropolitan Police has said it was
interested in “setting up help points in faith buildings such as churches and mosques, in an
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attempt to better engage with diverse faith communities”412 and this would appear to be
particularly useful in West African churches.
John Torres, a US Special Agent, said NGOs were “key to gaining intelligence since victims
don’t trust the police.” 413 But I was told by a police source that the Human Trafficking Unit
was seeing less intelligence from NGOs but more from the international community.
Whether this is because of less proactive engagement, different priorities, or simply a
change in where trafficking is taking place is not clear. However, it is clear that there is a
disconnect between many NGOs and the police. The distrust goes both ways and
intelligence appears to not be adequately shared between the two. Indeed, if an NRM
referral is made from another First Responder besides the police, this can take
place without any communication with the police, who therefore never gain key
intelligence. 414 I discovered that certain intelligence that charities had given us - such as that
there were male African brothels in South East London – had not been relayed to the
Metropolitan Police Human Trafficking Unit. Trafficking Partnerships set up in some parts of
the UK415 have helped break down these barriers and a similar model, discussed later in this
report, would be welcome in London boroughs.
One suggestion for working with African communities was to work with community media
organisations such as BenTV. Afruca told us that, after doing a cheap video on Ben TV and
OBE TV, warning about the dangers of trafficking and explaining how to obtain help, a
number of victims came forward. They felt that the TV and media were powerful tools since
domestic slaves will often be able to watch TV and access information most easily this way.
Money
I was told that funding could be pulled from SC&O7 in the next year416. This would be a
mistake as the Trafficking Unit’s expertise is crucial in tackling trafficking. If tackling
trafficking is a genuine priority, as the Government has stated, then this unit may well
actually need to be expanded. The police I spoke to noted that the number of cases of
trafficking being identified is rapidly increasing, yet the funding for police and other
stakeholders has remained the same.
However, Anti-Slavery International and Unseen felt that police do not “follow the
money”417 enough and that if the police did more criminal investigations into the money
driving traffickers then “it may pay for itself.”418 It was even suggested that this could
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become part of the funding model.419 But there is a risk that if this did become the funding
model, the police would target those criminals whose money is most easily available, rather
than those criminals doing the most harm.
While some stakeholders told us that trafficking has a “multimillion-pound response”420
others felt SC&O7, specifically, lacked sufficient resources.421 However, Solicitor Tony
Murphy said, “SCD9 would blame a lack of resources/time and targets. But I think will is
key.”422 Nevertheless, the cost of not carrying out effective investigations should act as a
warning to the Metropolitan Police, who were successfully taken to court by a number of
Nigerian child victims of domestic trafficking who were ignored by the police. 423

Borders
Transit
The problem of Britain being used as a transit country was highlighted as early as the late
1990s and early 2000. A BBC article in 2001 said they had “learnt that many of the hundreds
of girls from Nigeria sold into sexual slavery in Europe each year have been trafficked
through England… Young girls were arriving from West Africa and claiming asylum at major
British airports. Because they were under 18, they were then taken into the care of social
services and placed in children's homes or foster care.”424 When this article was written,
England was cited as being used “because the Italian authorities have become increasingly
alert to direct flights from West Africa, the traffickers now use other European countries
like Britain and France as staging posts.”425
However, the Home Office assured us that border staff were abreast of the issue and have
been working to disrupt the criminal networks involved. I was also informed that UK
Border Force officers were world leaders in identity fraud. Nonetheless, cases where
London is used as a transit destination into Europe continue to re-emerge (see case
examples below). ECPAT UK, a leading children’s rights charity campaigning against child
trafficking, told us that “the fact they keep moving victims suggests that traffickers are not
scared of getting caught [at borders].”426
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Case 1: In 2009, Kennedy Johnson, from Dagenham, was found guilty of trafficking 40 girls
aged 13-18 into London Gatwick from Lagos with false passports. While promising the girls
they would be hairdressers they were then sent, via Council homes, to work as prostitutes
in Italy.427
Case 2: Afruca said that after each event “there is always rhetoric but we never learn
anything.”428 And indeed, a few years on in 2011 Anthony Harrison, who worked as a
caretaker for Newham Homes - a company used by Newham Council – and who used
seven different identities and was linked to eight different addresses, was convicted for the
same type of trafficking of two girls. It appears that Harrison was related to Kennedy
Johnson and may have even taken over his post when Johnson was sent to prison. One girl
was trafficked to the UK in May 2009, and was told to go to Harrison who gave her false ID
and a plane ticket to Spain. She was stopped at the Spanish border and sent back to the UK
where she delivered a ‘script’ saying she had fled her village and sought sanctuary in a church
after being accused of being a lesbian.429
Case 3: Meanwhile in October 2012, recycling worker Osezua Osolase was found guilty of
rape and trafficking for sexual exploitation. He had ‘recruited’ 28 girls into street
prostitution in Italy via the UK over a 15-month period from 2010.430 One victim had been
given a marriage visa with a fake age to enter the UK. On leaving the UK to be taken to Italy
she was given a false passport and was told to go into London Gatwick airport’s toilet "and
make myself up exactly like the girl in the passport picture…I was praying the girl at checkin would notice but she did not”.431 In Italy she begged passport control to help her and so
she was flown back to England. Another victim was given a stolen passport - which had
been lost by its genuine owner some years earlier - and was flown to the UK before being
taken to Italy.
Case 4: In March 2013, Odosa Usiobaifo, from Enfield, north London, was jailed for 14 years
for trafficking two Nigerian teenagers for the purposes of sexual exploitation via the UK
into mainland Europe. The girls, who were aged 14 and 15 at the time, were stopped at
Heathrow Airport separately on 17 September and 23 November 2011 using false passports
showing they were adults. They had arrived on flights from Lagos and were attempting to
transit to Paris. During interviews it became clear that the pair were being trafficked and
were placed in local authority care outside London. However, they were reported missing
by their respective foster carers and with the help of Usiobaifo were able to leave the
country with false passports to go to Spain. One of the girls was refused entry to Spain and
returned to the UK where she remains in the care of the UK authorities. The other passed
through Spanish border controls and is still missing. Usiobaifo was finally arrested at his flat
in Enfield on 3 September 2012.432
427
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This last case reveals a number of concerns about our borders. First, the ease with which
false documents may be used to potentially enter or leave the UK. Second, the fact that
once they were identified as trafficking victims they were put in a situation where they were
easily accessible to the trafficker. Third, the fact that the UK is seen by some traffickers as a
route into the rest of Europe.
Earlier this year a joint UK Border Agency and Border Force investigation, codenamed
Operation Hudson, was set up and involved law enforcement agencies in Britain and abroad.
It was targeting a number of organised crime groups suspected of trafficking young women,
via London, for the purposes of sexual exploitation.433 However, when asked if it was too
easy to get through British borders, a Government source claimed that “our system is one
of the tightest”434 in Europe. In most cases, they said, Europe is used as a transit point into
the UK and that some Schengen countries are a particular problem.
Government sources said that the recent cases illustrated above are ‘unique one offs.’435
Nevertheless, the consistent way in which these cases mirror each other, and the number
of victims in each case who never managed to escape and make it to court, suggests to
several stakeholders we spoke to that this is a known route which is used frequently.
Clearly something about British borders is amiss. It is also notable that many of the victims
above were only rescued once in other European countries.
Documents
Traffickers are also abetted by the availability of false or falsely procured documentation. I
was informed by those working with victims that it was “easy to come over with false
documents and that not a huge number of checks were made.”436 Victims relayed stories
about being registered under a different name, age, or even gender, or pretending to be the
trafficker’s child. Corruption was apparently rife within the Nigerian immigration and airport
system but another problem was the lack of in-depth questioning by UK officials due to
trade-offs with the queuing times.
I was told that the British consulate staff have 10 minutes to assess each application. Some
stakeholders felt that this was not enough time to thoroughly check forged
documents. Barrister Tim Starkey said he had “seen very obvious contradictions in the
[trafficked victim’s] documents [and] was surprised it got through in one case.”437
However, a Government source told me that some migrants will use genuine documents to
cross the border but will then present false documents once in the UK. Tony Murphy said
that careful analysis of the documents the traffickers use, such as asking for adoption papers,
“would catch most of them, as often they are very badly forged”. 438 One suggestion was
that border officials could ask the family for all relevant documentation on entry. It was also
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suggested that police in the UK should immediately look at a person’s papers when dealing
with any potential criminal issue.
A Government source explained that visa applications have to be realistic and they felt that,
“We can’t check through all documents for hours as we get millions applying to come
here.”439 They explained that all tactics have to be based on risk and intelligence so resource
can be focused. While some forged documents were noticed by UK authorities, Andy
Desmond said that in some cases the trafficker wanted the victim’s forged passport to be
intercepted by border agency staff so that the victim could claim asylum and use the free
resources provided by the UK until the victim was required.
The visa system
Stakeholders told us that victims of trafficking could be brought through the system with no
comprehension of how the process worked, demonstrating how easily the official
immigration system can be navigated without the victim’s active involvement. It also
however demonstrates how difficult it is for Border Force staff to spot signs that a person is
being trafficked. In some countries they require a personal interview when children are
brought into the country – for example the USA and France require you to appear at the
Embassy. Afruca believed that, “Here we just need false birth papers; you just need [to fill
out] paperwork for fake children to be brought over.” 440 Indeed I was told that only a
handful of all those entering the country from Nigeria are interviewed at the visa stage. Yet
an interview would, in many circumstances, indicate to officials that the person may not be
who they say are. A child would look different to the rest of the children in the family or
would not speak the same language. I was told that we used to have an interview process
but that this is no longer conducted in all cases as it was resource intensive as numbers
entering the UK increased.
A number of Government sources said the problem was not wholly related to a weak visa
regime as the system is “robust.”441 Paul Hewitt, the Head of Safeguarding Children and
Quality Assurance in Hillingdon Council said traffickers are always one step ahead of the
authorities in terms of finding ways to bring victims into the country. I was told that the
victim or trafficker may come over with a British passport and seem entirely credible – for
example, two traffickers in the example above were employed by Newham council.
However, the Home Office conceded that the effectiveness of embassy checks on visas was
dependent on security arrangements in each country. They noted however that only a small
number get into the UK via the visa system anyway as most victims enters illegally.
A Government source said, “The data we have from the NRM is that approximately 15 to
20 per cent are on fake visas. The majority of cases involve other types of false
documents.”442 Indeed of the 98 potential child-trafficking cases referred into the National
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Referral Mechanism by the UK Border Agency and Border Force in 2012, 29 can be
matched to a UK visa. 443
One stakeholder working with BME communities believed we needed to re-visit the
protocols behind how a visa is issued, taking notes of which areas victims regularly originate
from, such as Edo, and then strengthening the area by interviewing and providing
information to travellers who were deemed at risk. Information could also be in hidden
places to reach the victim such as in public toilets at the airport. Manchester airport is
already doing this, as are some London ports, and certainly all London airports, as key ports,
should be doing the same. Nevertheless, a challenge would still remain as often the
perpetrator purchases the visa for the victim. There is also the even greater challenge that
the victim may not be aware of the exploitation they face and so may not actually identify
themselves as such.
Such challenges were highlighted by one stakeholder who mentioned one case where an
Indian girl had a birth certificate that said she was 18 years old and 3 days and thus was an
adult. She was on a student visa but had 30 condoms in her bag which she couldn’t explain.
She refused to sign the NRM trafficking form. Her family were contacted and were “happy
and fine. She had a stable background. But it didn’t seem right somehow. Her sponsors kept
hanging up”.444 She refused to consent to an onward referral. All that the stakeholder,
working on her case, could do was provide her with numbers to call if she needed help and
explain that accommodation was there if she needed to run away. The Indian girl didn't
enrol in the college and no one knows what happened to her.
Exit checks
The majority of people I spoke with, who worked with West African victims, claimed that
England was “often a transit country.”445 One stakeholder told us, “Getting out of the UK is
easier than [leaving] Germany as we don’t check passports on the way out [whereas
Germany has] proper passport checks”.446 The IPPR report stated, “A number of
respondents articulated the feeling that the UK immigration system had failed them by
letting them in. It is known that the UK is used as a country of transit for victims of
trafficking being moved from Nigeria to other parts of Europe… The lack of fully
operational exit checks were felt to facilitate this. As one stakeholder stated: ‘It’s impossible
to track people.’”447
Andy Elvin from CFAB said all “Immigration figures are fiction. They have no idea. Once
people are here they get lost… If we only count people on the way in we are only doing half
the job.”448
The sense that England was an easy target to return to is highlighted by numerous cases
including the case of Gbenga Sunday “where the claimant has not been removed once but
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twice. This is the third time.”449 After a failed application for leave to remain in 2005, Mr.
Sunday was sent back to Nigeria. Within months, he re-entered illegally and applied for
asylum. He was apprehended and returned to Nigeria again, costing taxpayers more than
£100,000 for both removals.450 Mr Sunday then re-entered the UK a third time in
November 2006 and was arrested when he tried to open a bank account. He was granted
bail, became a fugitive and was only re-arrested in a raid in 2012.
Exit checks began to be dismantled at ports and airports in the 1990s. However, this
Government had planned to reinstate them in some form. But, in July 2013, the Deputy
Prime Minister admitted that they would not meet a pledge to put exit checks in by
2015.451 This has been partly caused by a delay in setting up a £750 million e-borders
programme that collates and stores information on any person entering and leaving Britain
at any port.
Training
A number of stakeholders said they had been impressed by the UK Border Force team and
certainly all those who I spoke to were very knowledgeable and sensitive to the issues
around trafficking. However, a number of stakeholders also had concerns about some staff
in the UK Border Force. This partly revolved around their training.
Many experts cited the fact that there was a high turnover of UK Border Force staff, which
was a concern as “this type of role needs time and expertise”452. A Government source
rejected this view and said that the Border Force were unlikely to lose the expertise, even
with a staff churn, because all border and immigration staff are required to take mandatory
training. However, shortly after this meeting, a UK Border Force source informed me that
“the problem with turnover is you do lose expertise. We are not confident on new staff
knowing trafficking issues well [as you] will not see that expertise.”
The problem is not that training does not take place, but rather the concern was with the
type of training that takes place. One leading organisation looking after victims of trafficking
said that they knew of some staff in the UK Border Force who had never heard of the
NRM. They said they “recently met one person who was a senior officer at Gatwick airport
who had never heard of the NRM.” One stakeholder told us that she had “seen the training
of UKBA staff on this area. It is very basic.”453 There has however been recent training for
UK Border Force staff, which is more comprehensive than the e-learning package. 454
Part of the problem is that UK Border Force training is statutorily done via e-training. One
UK Border Force source admitted that this means it “is basically speed-reading training [but
it really] has to be face to face training [to be effective].” The UK Border Force staff at
449
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Heathrow informs staff that they have personal liability for under 18s. Meanwhile all staff
going abroad have half a day of face-to-face training. However, there are no national UK
measures around this. Some stakeholders felt that trafficking training for border staff needed
to be along the same lines as the Children and Young People’s training, so that face-to-face
training was regularised and not ad hoc.
But both a Government source and a leading anti-trafficking NGO conceded that it would
always be very difficult to detect human trafficking at the borders. The victim usually is
unaware that they are about to be trafficked and so the real challenge is that victims rarely
self-identify - so rescuing people at the borders was severely limited.
One stakeholder, working with African victims of trafficking, said the problem was seen as
too difficult to tackle and so was ignored. Another source who worked with victims and
was based at Heathrow said, “There is a problematic perception that we are not being able
to deal with this because these cases are so long winded.” However, they said these cases
can be dealt with. We simply needed “to change the expectation that solving these cases
needs to be quick. People [at the top] expect quick results.”455
The Hillingdon Council Head of Safeguarding Children and Quality Assurance, Paul Hewitt,
told us there was simply not enough resource given to trafficking at the borders or ports of
entry across the country. I was told that there is an “Expectation ... that asylum is a key
issue at the borders; but we see many other children who need to be safeguarded, some of
whom are trafficked. More than half the unaccompanied kids we see are not seeking asylum
but are potential trafficking victims”456 and the new main place of origin of these children
was West Africa.
Repatriating victims
Cherifa Atoussi, a Trafficking Consultant at Anti Trafficking Consultant Ltd, said one of the
concerns she had about the way the UK Border Force (formerly the UKBA) operated was
that the “UKBA don’t get the problem of sending [a victim] back to Nigeria.”457 She
highlighted that often the UK Border Force will be unaware of the script the girl is being
forced to use and simply “sense that she must be lying because she gave the same story as
10 other African girls that same day. So she is sent back.”458
Cherifa Atoussi explained that the UK Border Force presume that the victim can simply
move to another part of Nigeria, but that in doing so it is “not like moving to Birmingham.
[it is more] like returning a Briton to Finland”.459 In the North they have different religions,
customs and dialects. If they return to their own home town they risk “being exploited
again... Traffickers working with Nigerian airport staff catch her; then she is sent back to
Europe by road, crossing the Sahara desert and going by boat into Europe.”460
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Andy Desmond said that every return should be assessed and that this is recommended by
the UN. What was quite clear to many of our stakeholders was the fact that, “It is not in
the UK’s interests to return people to a situation where they are likely to be re-trafficked.
There is no integrated referral system between the UK and Nigeria.”461
Actions at the border
One stakeholder working in Government said there is currently “a lot of work going on in
Nigeria – we have several Home Office staff posted out there. But there is only so much
you can do.”462 While the Government felt that only a limited amount can realistically be
done at the borders, Afruca felt that very little was being done “because the government
doesn’t want to [but] it would be the most cost effective thing to do.”463
Afruca had a number of suggestions around giving out information when giving out visas to
unaccompanied children and those on domestic visas. They also felt we could have a
significant impact by advertising on planes. They pointed out that one British plane company
play a video about their charitable work and suggested that they could also include a section
about trafficking and people’s rights in UK.
One way they felt we could tackle the issue of victims not self-identifying was to have
a video that compelled the victim to ask those questions by showing a short film about a
girl, goaded by her father to travel with a stranger, and show the risks she faces and that she
can be rescued and supported in the UK. The UK Border Force has in fact distributed AntiSlavery postcards with information about the rights of migrant workers at airports and
other UK ports. Furthermore, in November 2012 a film produced by FPWP Hibiscus and
Animage Films and supported by the UK Border Force was shown in planes. The UK
Border Force will regularly monitor the scheme and evaluate how successful it is in
educating and deterring vulnerable people from being exploited. If it is successful we hope it
will be used in planes travelling to and from Heathrow and Gatwick.
One way in which UK Border Force staff at Heathrow felt their work could be assisted was
if they were given the capability to forensically analyse mobile phones. I was told that they
had no technical equipment to look at Sim cards. The UK Border Force staff were once
given this power, during a trial, but that nothing had been taken forward after the pilot
finished. Yet it is through phones that they worked out who was forging documents in a
recent case. The UK Border Force therefore has the power to ask passengers anything, yet
do not have this one capability. There are “15 Met units who routinely forensically check
mobiles.”464 I was told that the UK Border Force needs that capability as well.
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Paladin
Heathrow has a highly praised police team, the SCD5 Paladin Team, which is a joint working
team with the UK Border Force responsible for the safeguarding of children traveling
through London ports. The team is based at Heathrow, with officers at the Asylum
Screening Unit at Croydon and it also provides a response for other London ports including
London City Airport. Its focus is concentrated on safeguarding children moving through the
ports and they advise agencies on child protection matters and investigate issues
surrounding children coming to notice for significant harm issues.465
However, recent evidence suggests that there have been “changes at the Paladin multiagency child safeguarding team.”466 In spite of the fact that the Government has promoted
this as a best practice model for identifying trafficking at ports of entry, ECPAT UK said,
“There has been a reduction in the number of staff and hours of Paladin, whilst taking away
its presence at the Asylum Screening Unit in Croydon. While we have been given
reassurances by the Met that its service will not be affected, we want to ensure that the
Paladin team still works in partnership with the local authority in Hillingdon, continues to
share soft intelligence and work to educate and prevent trafficking. “467
Paladin was regularly cited as an example of good practice and many stakeholders wondered
why it couldn’t be expanded to other ports. Government sources explained that Paladin was
created “when no multiagency work took place. But social workers and police have stepped
up and do [multiagency work and border scrutiny] more now. Information (at these ports
is] shared as a matter of business now… [according] to local protocols.”468
A source at Heathrow said one of their chief concerns was that “no organisation takes
responsibility to follow up suspicions. No one is collating statistics of unknown cases where
we fear the worst. No one is collating the nationality, or what happens when they enter.
This is a loophole I think.”469 Debbie Ariyo said the High Commission should have data
regarding how many visas have gone out, and who has and hasn’t returned. She felt we
needed to tie up data with local authorities for young people.
After an African boy’s torso was discovered in the River Thames, the Metropolitan Police
Service investigated the case of missing boys and “found that between July and September
2001, 300 black boys had disappeared from schools—299 of whom came from Africa and
one from the Caribbean—and police fear thousands may go missing annually.” 470 Debbie
Ariyo said, “No-one could identify that child found in the river – it is just unbelievable. No
one has any idea about, or responsibility for, where these children are and who they
are. The system just hasn’t addressed this at all.”471
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Route from France
One organisation working with vulnerable migrants thought that major airports were
increasingly being avoided by traffickers as awareness at these ports grew and that, instead,
regional airports and other ferry and train ports were being used. This highlights the
challenge around tackling human trafficking – which is that often we simply shift, rather than
eradicate, this historic problem of exploitation. One source told us that there was a real
problem with children being able to come over from France by ferry or train with no
questions asked.
London Assembly Member, Dee Doocey, highlighted the need for more checks at train
stations by asking the Mayor in 2011, “Were you aware, for example, that a child as young
as 12 can turn up in France or Belgium at the border control and all they need is a letter
from a guardian; that there are no checks into the authenticity of that letter? They are then
allowed onto the Eurostar unaccompanied where there are no checks at all on the journey
and when they get to Kings Cross St Pancras they can just disappear. Do you not think as
Mayor of London knowing that there is this huge hole in the security that you ought to be
doing something…?”472
I was told that part of the problem was that British Transport Police (BTP) and the
Metropolitan Police do not always easily work well together. Indeed BTP would not even let
Paladin use their offices. But Andy Elvin from CFAB said we cannot realistically police all
borders. Instead “Where we can make an impact is on identification and support. If we did
this then we would begin to erode the traffickers’ power because if it’s too difficult they will
find somewhere else or something else to do to make money. That’s all they care about.473”
Nigeria
Nigeria has received a lot of criticism for its perceived failure to tackle trafficking. The
United States government’s most recent Report on Human Trafficking474 cited it as a major
contributor in the trafficking of humans but stated that it was failing to comply with the very
minimum standards for curbing trafficking. Although they have an Agency to tackle
trafficking, ‘The National Agency for the Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons and Other
Related Matters’ (NAPTIP), it has been accused of corruption,475 and was found to not
receive sufficient funding, ‘particularly for prosecuting trafficking offenders and providing
adequate care for victims.’476 It stated that the Nigerian Government needed to more
“vigorously pursue trafficking investigations and prosecutions of trafficking offenses, and
impose adequate sentences on convicted trafficking offenders, including imprisonment
whenever appropriate; take proactive measures to investigate and prosecute government
officials suspected of trafficking-related corruption and complicity in trafficking offenses;
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develop a formal system to track the number of victims repatriated from abroad, and upon
repatriation ensure they are aware of available protective services.”477
Nigeria has in fact started to ostensibly respond to some of the criticisms from the TIP
report. The proposed Trafficking in Persons Law Enforcement and Administration Bill 2013
will introduce a punishment regime requiring a minimum of 10 years imprisonment for
persons convicted of human trafficking alongside improved witness protection measures.
Nigeria’s Inspector-General of Police Mohammed Abubakar has also directed its 35
Police Commissioners across the country to set up anti-human trafficking units.
However, many stakeholders I spoke to felt the task in Nigeria was too immense and the
problems within the country almost too great to effectively tackle the problem in the above
ways. The IPPR told us that a significant problem was internal trafficking which had “strong
links with external trafficking but that Nigeria very much wants to focus on external
problems and was being funded to do this”.478
The IPPR felt that “without work into the internal problem of trafficking within Nigeria we
can never really tackle external trafficking.”479 The internal problems they refer to include a
culture of domestic servitude, informal fostering and gender related discrimination and
violence. DASAC, a charity working with women in the African community highlighted the
lack of support for victims of rape and domestic violence: “When I was talking in schools in
Nigeria a girl told me she was raped by her uncle. Her aunt wouldn’t help her and I couldn’t
do anything for her as there are no support initiatives or refuges there for women or
children. I felt helpless and angry.”480
Elizabeth Willmott-Harrop, Consultant and Writer Specialising in Women and Child Rights
Advocacy, wrote that “Godwin E Morka of the Nigerian National Agency for Prohibition of
Traffic in Persons (NAPTIP) has said that, “Human trafficking has unfortunately become
culturally accepted as a way of life with Nigeria as a source, transit and destination country
for traffickers.””481
The other challenge is the culture of corruption that exists in Nigeria with “border guards
regularly cited as being involved by victims” 482 and passports and travel documents being
too easy to obtain. Several organisations also were not impressed by NAPTIP, describing
the body as “very inefficient to put it mildly.” 483
The IPPR told us that there was a “Lack of awareness in the UK [about this, with the UK]
relying on organisations in Nigeria that they didn’t trust.” A Home Affairs Committee
report noted that the Metropolitan Police was the only stakeholder who spoke positively
about working with Nigeria while all the NGOs they spoke to “made a number of specific
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allegations that went beyond simple reluctance to take the problem seriously or to cooperate with others.”484
The IPPR pointed out to us that a lot of money is poured into Nigeria to tackle
trafficking but “with little results.”485 Only recently the European Union spent 4.8 million
Euros under the 10th Development Fund to combat human trafficking in Nigeria.
Another problem is that a lot of tactics to combat trafficking are in themselves unproven or
controversial. The Government of Nigeria “sustained modest efforts to prevent human
trafficking through campaigns to raise awareness and educate the public about the dangers
of trafficking.”486 However, Andrew Wallis from Unseen said this strategy didn’t work and I
have also heard that the “problem is not lack of information; the people I speak to know the
risks exactly; they still leave the country for the possibilities aboard.”487 There are also
concerns that Nigeria’s treatment of victims is ‘paternalistic’. Victims of trafficking who are
placed in NAPTIP shelters are not permitted to leave unless accompanied by a chaperone.488
In a Brown Human Rights Report article, Stacey Vanderhurst, an anthropology PhD
candidate at Brown University, is quoted as saying that ‘Government-run shelters in Nigeria
aim to prevent human trafficking by detaining any woman trying to travel abroad that they
suspect will be trafficked in other countries.’489 While the policy is to detain any of those
deemed at risk, border agents apparently “stop almost every woman ... - Many travelling
abroad safely or [willing] to the take the risk of working with a travel agent as it was their
only means of leaving Nigeria - and request bribes, and when a woman refuses, she is
brought to a government-run shelter”490 where there is no electricity or water and they
can’t go outside. Vanderhurst said, “There’s a sort of paternalism in saying ‘You don’t know
any better. We’re going to stop you from migrating.”491
Stacey Vanderhurst also highlighted the incentives for the Nigerian authorities in doing this
as they need people to be in the shelters, in order to receive more international aid. Indeed,
the Nigerian Government wants to improve its rating in the US Trafficking in Persons (TIP)
Report to improve its international standing “in the human trafficking prevention sphere and
divert attention away from Nigerian government’s negative reputation”.492 Furthermore, by
preventing Nigerian sex workers from migrating it is seen as helping to reduce the negative
stereotypes abroad regarding their activities in countries such as Italy.
If Nigeria wants to tackle human trafficking it needs to focus on more domestic issues, while
still offering support to victims of trafficking when required. For example, the Government
should look into providing more educational and vocational training to increase the
484
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opportunities for Nigerian women as well as addressing deeply entrenched gender inequality
within parts of the society. In 2012, UKAid and the British Council published a ‘Gender in
Nigeria’ report on the need to improve women’s and girls’ life chances in Nigeria. Yet there
is limited joined up work with the UK's anti-trafficking efforts to date. The UK could also
start seeing trafficking as not merely a domestic ‘Home Office’ remit but also accept that if
it does want to effectively tackle trafficking it has to start upstream and, for example, “focus
on supporting Nigerian institutions to build child protection protocols in order to address
the vulnerability and internal trafficking that leads to international trafficking.”493
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Chinese victims of trafficking
Chinese victims of human trafficking
A lack of awareness
One of London’s largest human trafficking victim groups,494 who were repeatedly cited as
“impenetrable”495 and who struggle to work with the authorities, are from the Chinese
community. I was told by stakeholders who work with the Chinese community that the
Government and police “need to take Chinese victims more seriously.”496 It is with this
concern in mind that I decided to look into this area as part of my study into human
trafficking in closed networks.
Imkaan said it was imperative we stop using the term “hard to reach communities as… [an]
excuse for agencies not to sort it out.”497 While there is a general awareness of Chinese
victims of trafficking being exploited in the sex industry, I was told there was a more hidden
but possibly larger amount of exploitation of Chinese migrants occurring in the beauty,
catering and hospitality industry. 498 But, as the Gangmasters Licensing Authority noted at a
Human Trafficking APPG, “labour trafficking is not seen as [being as] serious as sex
trafficking and often leads merely to community service.”499
Jaime Law, a Project Coordinator at the Chinese Information and Advice Centre (CIAC) felt
the public needed a greater awareness of the exploitation and trafficking of Chinese
workers in London. The public can easily come across potential victims of trafficking
whenever they enter a Chinese restaurant or pass a DVD seller; and CIAC felt greater
awareness would put pressure on Chinese community leaders to act and make London’s
Chinese population aware of the vulnerabilities in their own community and of the rights to
which they are entitled.
Routes into London
While the trafficking of West Africans often takes place in informal networks, Chinese
trafficking is highly organised. Often the gangs operating in the UK are organised centrally in
Hong Kong with some of the gangs based in Chinatown. Those involved are often Fujianese
or from the north east of China.500 The networks are not simply familial but more often
people are recruited into gangs to take on formal roles. Migrants will often be taken through
Russia, via the Baltic States, into countries such as Italy and Spain. Chinatown was cited by a
number of stakeholders as being a hotbed of crime, and in some instances the victims they
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work with have had to be removed from the area as quickly as possible because gangs patrol
the area501. However, Dr Lam, a fieldworker for Compas working with Chinese migrants,
felt that the area was actually a lot safer than it had been and that so-called ‘snakeheads’ Chinese smuggler gangs - were unlikely to be based in Chinatown even if they sometimes
operated there.502
Many Chinese workers migrate voluntarily, sometimes on false or misleading promises.
CIAC estimated that 50 per cent of trafficked Chinese workers in London may be smuggled
into the UK with no documentation, while the other half enter legally, sometimes using
visitor visas to enter as part of a ‘tour group’ run by organised criminals, but then overstay
in order to work here illegally. IDMG data also suggests that some “Chinese nationals
attempting to enter the UK illegally continue to target the UK on forged documents.”503 75
members of a major trafficking gang bringing in Chinese citizens were recently arrested in a
joint initiative by French and Spanish police. They allegedly charged up to £43,000 to
transport the Chinese workers, and Barcelona airport was their “main hub”504 to use while
false documents were prepared in the city. We were also told that the Chinese traffickers
are sometimes finding it easier to travel to Northern Ireland and then enter England via this
route, rather than entering England directly.505 I was also told that the UK Border Force had
“closed off Heathrow”506 to Chinese traffickers but that many were as a result, instead, using
northern ports such as those in Birmingham.
One route to bring in young trafficked people, particularly from China, into the UK involved
the potential victim arriving alone on flights to Heathrow and other ports of entry, and
saying they were a child, so that they were picked up by border officials and taken into local
authority care. From there they would leave their accommodation, sometimes within 24
hours, when they were contacted by the trafficker in the UK. They would sometimes leave
during fire drills or out of windows or leave from the front door into a car waiting for them.
A famous case which resulted in Hillingdon Council being criticised – but which led to them
creating a lauded multi-agency approach to tackling trafficking - involved 77 Chinese
‘children’ going missing from a supported accommodation home close to Heathrow,
between 2006 and 2009, to be possibly exploited in “prostitution, the drugs trade or
exploited labour.”507
Most of these 77 “were likely to be adults”508 according to Paul Hewitt, the Head of
Safeguarding Children and Quality Assurance at Hillingdon. Many claimed to be children so
they could access services, accommodation and support. While many trafficking charities
501
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we spoke to said they only saw children being mistaken as adults by authorities – at times
possibly intentionally due to the added cost attached to supporting a child victim - those
working with Chinese migrant communities supported Hillingdon’s analysis for Chinese
cases. They said they often saw Chinese adults claiming to be children to access services.
Hillingdon now has a system in place to deal with child traffickers. The Council offers a
range of safe accommodation, often outside the borough, and they say children going
missing is much less common – with only “two or three missing this year.509” This dramatic
change is partly because as soon as the child arrives they speak to them in their native
language with “hard hitting”510 advice on why they may be at risk and what their alternative
options are. They also make them memorise a number if they ever need help. Paul Hewitt
said, “We are seeing positive results and have had some children return to local authority
care through using these helpline numbers.”511
The effectiveness of this work is highlighted in Hillingdon’s absconding figures:
§ In 2006/7 - there were 251 arrivals of which 70 went missing (all of whom
came to notice as adults; except in nine cases)
§ In 2008/09 - there were 217 arrivals of which 20 went missing (all of whom
came to notice as adults; except in seven cases)
§ In 2010/11 - there were 237 arrivals of which 9 went missing
§ In 2011/12 - there were 241 arrivals of which 7 went missing.512
Work and life experiences of victims
Trafficked Chinese victims will usually have a debt to pay off of up to around £10,000513 and
will plan to pay this back and earn additional money before eventually returning to China.
Most trafficked Chinese workers work in restaurants;514 this is apparently often the case in
the vast majority of cheap restaurants, for example, in Chinatown; but others will work in
brothels, being paid as little as £3 an hour,515 or selling DVDs, for example in areas such as
Stratford.516 Some people will be exploited in a number of different sectors at the same
time.
For example, I was told of a woman who had been in a brothel who was found on the street
selling DVDs. I also heard about a Chinese boy brought over for forced manual labour. He
escaped but started taking drugs and fell into debt. As a result he is now working in Chinese
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restaurants “all day and night”517 but an NGO, which is supporting him, suspects he has also
been sexually exploited. 518
The Government’s 2012 IDMG report cited China as the most prevalent country of origin
(35%) for forcible working in restaurants, although the majority of these ‘recognised’ victims
were children, which suggests that adult cases are not being identified or recognised as
trafficking victims.519 But these workers will earn well below the minimum wage, work very
long hours, have no holidays and live in terrible conditions. Dr Lam, a fieldworker for
COMPAS who has contributed to a number of research projects on Chinese new arrivals in
London, said there were often 20 people in a small house with five in each room. Often two
couples may be sharing one bed.
Grey areas- Consent and exploitation
The Government’s 2012 IDMG report admitted that the UKHTC baseline data indicated
“that labour exploitation and criminal exploitation could be more prevalent than NRM data
alone suggests.”520 A key challenge is that Chinese victims of trafficking will rarely identify
themselves as such. This is not helped by China’s limited legal definition of human trafficking
which “does not directly recognize male victims of trafficking or adult victims of labour
trafficking” 521 nor does it include the use of non-physical forms of coercion. Furthermore,
Chinese trafficked persons may feel they have colluded in their situation by entering the
country illegally.
A key challenge as with most cases of trafficking is that “very few do not consent to come
here” 522 and they will often view the heads of the criminal gang they are indebted to –
known as snakeheads - in a “positive” light, in spite of the fear and respect they generate,
and “not see the trafficker as a criminal at all but more as a hero or someone to whom they
owe a great deal.” 523
While those who are exploited may at times find the experience so challenging and
unpleasant that they state to Chinese community workers that they would “have had it
better in China,”524 Dr Lam said that this is “actually not the case. Most trafficked workers
are from the countryside and so had very very poor backgrounds. While here they are
making some money. It is better here for them.”525
Even those from Chinese cities may have escaped from a life of great hardship. A Hong
Kong-based organisation called Society for Community Organisation (SoCO) recently
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highlighted the plight of Hong Kong’s poorest using pictures showing, for example, people
living in rooms measuring just 4ft by 7ft.
The UK Government cannot be seen to encourage illegal immigration; so while these
workers may be seen as trafficking victims by NGOs, the Government cannot allow
migrants to see the trafficking process as a loophole. However, even if they are better off in
the UK, if violence or the threat of violence is used then this can never be tolerated. One
of the leading charities in the UK supporting victims of trafficking said that the Chinese
trafficked persons they had seen in the UK were potentially some of the most vulnerable as
it is often a “more ruthless type of trafficking.”526 A report on Chinese victims of human
trafficking in the UK found that most female trafficking victims working as sex workers in
the UK had already been sexually abused as children527 and therefore had terribly low
expectations of what life could offer them and, as a result, acute vulnerabilities to
exploitation. Therefore, even if the authorities would have recognised them as trafficked,
the victims may not see themselves as such, and would not approach the authorities.
The law in Europe has often seen Chinese labour exploitation cases as “extortionate work
discrimination528” rather than as being a case of trafficking. There were shock waves
following the horrifying death by suffocation of 56 Chinese workers in the back of a truck in
2000 and it was widely broadcast as a case of trafficking. 529 Yet Professor Anderson pointed
out that “given that they had entered voluntarily into the contract and were entering the
UK illegally it is doubtful that they would have been designated ‘trafficked’ had they been
found alive.” 530
This again exposes the complexity behind the term “trafficking” and the complications and
disagreement that can ensue as a result of differing interpretations between the law and the
trafficking NGOs. Professor Anderson highlighted that “Liberalism has long attempted to
draw a ‘bright line’ between free and forced labour, turning them into binaries, polar
opposites, …[yet] servants could be physically beaten, forbidden from marriage, … but they
would still be ‘free’ .. This has changed, [and is] no longer legally compatible with what we
would now call free labour. .. Free labour is socially embedded and historically particular,
and attempts to distinguish between free and forced labour in practice reveal ‘a
moral/political judgment about the kinds of pressures to enter and remain at work that are
considered legitimate and those that are not531.”
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Chinese labour cases are particularly vulnerable to this subtlety and have, as a result,
struggled to be identified as victims of trafficking.532 One Netherland’s report cited that
these subtleties were not simply an obstacle to recognising potential victims of labour
trafficking but also affected attitudes to those exploited for sex trafficking as well.
“Interviews with police officers [about the exploitation of Chinese prostitutes) indicated
that … these investigations are not a priority, the reports of human trafficking are not
always credible and forced prostitution is not the primary activity of the suspects and the
reports are therefore treated as tangential information.”533
CIAC thought that approximately a third of Chinese illegal migrants successfully pay back
their debts, become wealthy, and return home. Dr Lam felt that possibly even most are able
to pay back their debt, and that this takes “roughly five to ten years,”534 and that some of
these workers will be able to make significant enough earnings to send additional sums back
to their families. However, for many this path is fraught with difficulties. Unprotected by the
law and fearful of their snakehead, most will experience significant levels of exploitation. I
was told that some trafficked persons from China may be forced to stay in another country
along the way and become the property of someone else. Or they can become ill and then
can no longer pay the debt. This can then fall on their penniless families back home.
I was told of the case of one elderly man in his 50s who fell ill and “couldn’t carry out the
necessary work he was intended to do... He was worried [and could not get medical help] in
case he got caught by police as he was not legally here [and therefore if he had been caught,
would not have been able to stay in the UK to pay the debt back]. He was also scared
because the traffickers threatened him saying they would punish his family back in China. I
referred him to a charity – but he said they were of no use and disappeared.”535
Changes- new trends
Dr Lam said less people were being smuggled into the country to work or be exploited in
London. In fact, he was seeing increasingly more Chinese workers returning to China. This
was because they were struggling to find work and that, even when they did, the currency
conversion was such that that earning in pounds was now less profitable. However, he also
felt that migrants were now beginning to choose more often to work outside of London, in
other parts of the UK.
But CIAC, based in Westminster, said they are seeing more people attending their office
seeking help than previously. However, they accepted that this may not be an actual
increase, but just an increase in number of people choosing to get help. Jaime Law from
CIAC felt that, ironically, the UK Border Force’s decision to crack down on illegal migrants
in recent years may have helped push exploited, vulnerable victims of trafficking finally to
seek help.536 This perhaps supports the view that immigration control, when carried out
correctly, rather than impeding attempts to help victims of trafficking, could be seen as a
valid function to prevent traffickers and support victims.
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A police source in the Metropolitan Police highlighted various changes taking place in the
Chinese community. They said that Mandarin was now the main language whereas it had
previously been Cantonese and that people from the Fujian province were entering the UK
“to fill the shoes of former gangs”.537 These gangs no longer use such overt violence but
rather use intimidation, expecting free food in restaurants in London and control trafficked
workers by generating fear for their families back home. This makes it much harder for the
authorities to challenge these gangs or recognise victims of coercion. CIAC had also noticed
more informal triads now springing up alongside the established large-scale networks. This
may well affect how the trafficking paradigm in this community changes over the next few
years.
Certainly some much less formal examples of trafficking in the Chinese community have
arisen in the last few years. I was informed of one case where a Chinese man had married a
Chinese girl simply with the intention of using her for forced labour. 538 He had a live-in
partner and the Chinese girl meanwhile lived in a shed in his garden and was fed one meal a
day. Her role was to peel potatoes and clean fish all day long for her husband’s business.
Due to the high level of malnutrition, mistreatment and abuse she experienced, she died.
More serious charges were therefore brought. But clearly this type of trafficking falls well
below the authorities’ radar and may well be more widespread than the limited examples
available suggest. There is a question of why neighbours failed to notice the trafficking
indicators in this case and, if they did, why they did not report it. A number of charities felt
that there should be posters around the city, highlighting the risks around labour trafficking,
with a memorable phone number to call if one has concerns.
An impenetrable community
“The evasive nature of the ethnic Chinese population towards government assistance and strong
sense of ethnic solidarity also makes them an “invisible community.””539
A worrying number of stakeholders working directly with trafficking victims said they found
the Chinese community “impenetrable.”540 Hera, which helps female victims of trafficking
find work, said they saw barely any Chinese and South East Asian victims which they found
concerning as they wondered where they all were. One of the leading charities supporting
victims of trafficking said that there was a far higher number of victims from China reflected
in UKHTC figures than in their own, “indicating that victims are not agreeing to receive
support following their rescue”.
A Metropolitan Police Service source admitted that “This country doesn’t really have any
engagement with the Chinese community.”541
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CIAC highlighted that many people who live and work in Chinatown may know which
people are being trafficked and where exploitation takes place. British Chinese stakeholders
who worked with migrant Chinese workers all felt that victims, and those who witness
them, do not always have much incentive to report their concerns to the authorities,
possibly because of concerns about their immigration status.
A source in the Metropolitan Police said that a key part of police work needed to be
relaying the message that the police were not interested if someone was illegally here, if
trafficking had taken place, saying “This is the way forward.”542 CIAC - which is a third party
reporting centre recognised by the City of Westminster - said it was vital that the
community, who were often too scared to go the police, had “someone [on the] inside” to
provide the authorities with evidence.
Alongside third party reporting systems needing to be in place, good local police work can
make a difference. One police source said that there was a PCSO in Lewisham, where there
is a large Chinese community, who “did amazing work with the community on how to
report crime”543 but such cases were too rare in London and took place entirely on an ad
hoc basis.
Westminster City Councillor Ian Rowley said that he was concerned by the “lack of
outreach groups such as those who operate in the area of sex work and sexual health, such
as the Terrence Higgins Trust, Praed Street, Clash, etc. They provide excellent intelligence
on what is going on in Westminster in the area of sex work.”544 While there are
organisations who work with the Chinese community who also work with the police and
boroughs, more formalised multi-agency work in this area could dramatically improve the
intelligence the police have on this ‘silent’545 community.
Local Authorities
I was told that most Local Authorities are totally unaware of the problem of trafficking in
their Chinese communities. Even boroughs that are aware of the issues, and are trying to
tackle the problem, do not always handle cases well.
One stakeholder told us about problems they had had with one borough, who had
nonetheless formally recognised the problem of trafficking and had a multi-agency approach
to handling cases.
“We are concerned by [this borough regarding the issue of] safeguarding of children,
particularly trafficked children.”546 I was told of one example where a Chinese boy, who was
believed to have been trafficked for sex, asked for assistance to move out of the borough
because he was believed to be at risk. He was however apparently advised simply to look at
Gumtree. The NGO supporting him wrote to the Council and tried to work with them but
stated that they never heard back from them.
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Another case, with the same borough, related to the “disparity of services offered to young
people who have no recourse to public funds”. I was told that one girl who was awaiting a
final decision on her trafficking claim was placed in a No Recourse to Public Funds Team and
only received £40 per week despite the fact she was a single mother of two children under
3.
Both cases support other evidence I have heard that London boroughs, who are rightly
choosing to recognise trafficking in their portfolios, are nonetheless struggling to find the
resource to support all the cases they are seeing. However, in both of the above cases the
Council, unlike the NGOs, may not have been convinced by the trafficking status of the
individual involved. The lack of consistency around what a trafficking victim is between the
NGOs and authorities can often be the real issue at play when disagreements occur.

Police
The “swallowing up” of the Chinese Divisional Unit
Thirty years ago the Metropolitan Police set up a special Chinese Divisional Unit to deal
with the special types of crime linked to Chinatown, due to the lack of engagement and
understanding of the community. The Chinese Divisional Unit engaged in a number of ways,
such as having surgeries in Chinese community centres where they attend without uniform
and also give out leaflets in brothels. However, this year the Chinese Divisional Unit is
being “being swallowed up into the [local] SNT”547 as part of the new Local Policing Model.
Although the Chinese Divisional Unit does not appear to actually deal with many trafficking
cases, and works with the Human Trafficking Unit (SC&O7) more around brothels, Philip
Ishola, from the Counter Human Trafficking Bureau (CHTB), described this as a “worry”
and “all part of a worrying pattern” 548 where expertise is being lost. “Having someone who
knows about the subject is crucial. A generic response will lead to confusion and delay.”549 A
number of stakeholders felt that SC&O7 should have more specialism within it. However,
the Chinese Unit has not been absorbed into SC&O7 but rather into the local police Safer
Neighbourhood Team (SNT) and I was told by a police source that within two years that
expertise will disappear because local resident SNT priorities will take precedence. The
Counter Human Trafficking Bureau (CHTB) said SNTs are the eyes and ears of a
community. While this should mean that crime in the Chinese community and in China
town, for example, will still be a key focus for the local SN Team who has absorbed the
Chinese Unit, the challenge is that “SNT priorities are often not linked to tackling
trafficking”. 550
As a source in the Metropolitan Police told me, “The problem [with dissolving the Chinese
Unit] is you lose [that] concentration of specialist knowledge and work. Less specialism
means less expertise. [It gets] harder to get that bigger picture. The community will lose out
[as they will have] no one to call on in future.”551
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Engagement and Understanding
The police find it hard to engage with potential victims of trafficking from China.552 This is
not helped by the fact that a victim’s experiences in China with the authorities may not be
entirely positive. The Chinese Public Security Bureau are believed often to have taken the
side of traffickers and in the 1990s the People’s Liberation Army themselves ran a number
of businesses where sex trafficking is believed to have taken place553. China is one of the few
countries, alongside Russia, North Korea, Syria, Zimbabwe, Uzbekistan and Iran, that was
rated in the annual US TIP report554 as being Tier 3, below Nigeria, in its efforts to tackle
human trafficking. Nonetheless, the Russian and Chinese authorities dismissed this report as
mere politics: “Instead of a deep and objective review, [it is] based on the political
antipathies of the US State Department.”
I was informed that while some members of the Metropolitan Police Service are “very good;
some are not so kind; they can have a distorted view of Chinese people - so they are not
helpful if Chinese people come to them for help and their cases may end earlier than they
should or are not followed up.” 555
Jaime Law said, “Victims would have more confidence if they have someone in police and
local services who can speak the same language.” In the Met there are 108 Chinese and
South East Asian officers and approximately half speak Chinese.556 The need for officers to
speak languages is not something the Metropolitan Police Service has taken seriously.
Indeed, only now does the Chinese Divisional Unit have its first Chinese-speaking Officer.
The ATMG ‘IntheDock’ report spoke of the misperception of trafficking by authorities
which hampers trafficking investigations and affects the manner in which those authorities
interact with the trafficked person. “One law enforcement officer stated: “We had a
surveillance team following Chinese girls that we thought had been trafficked around ... the
team reported back saying ‘well, this is a waste of time because I’ve just seen the girl
travelling on her own with a little suitcase and she was smiling. So, this can’t be trafficking!’”
A retired law enforcement officer encountered similar episodes of seemingly happy women
who were exploited whose reactions caused confusion for investigating police where they
requested to remain with their trafficker and refused offers of assistance. To understand
these reactions, the officer had to research the psychological aspects of trafficking to
comprehend their position.”557
Borough policing and cross-working
The Metropolitan Police’s Human Trafficking Unit said that the new Local Policing Model
would help tackle the silos in the Met Police and would lead to “more cross-working”558
between boroughs and specialist teams like themselves. This would be a very positive step
552
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as I found evidence that this was a key problem around policing brothels and sex trafficking
in the organised sex industry.559 However, there is still clearly a problem with
communication across boroughs and units in the Metropolitan Police Service as I discovered
that that the Human Trafficking Unit had not even been informed that the Chinese
Divisional Unit was being dissolved.560
Furthermore one police source said we still needed a “more joined up approach” and that
the work that they and the boroughs did “needed to be more aligned with SCD9. We need
to start singing from the same hymn sheet.” 561
I was told that the Human Trafficking Unit were aware of this problem. One source said
that their name had changed so many times that boroughs didn’t know who to refer to and
that if a borough team did visit an establishment with trafficking “the challenge is that 9
times out of 10 the victim won't use the term trafficked; so officers won't necessarily know
[to contact SC&O7].”562
Westminster Councillor Ian Rowley said it was “not clear”563 how the Human Trafficking
Unit and the borough police worked together. He felt that the Anti-Trafficking did “a lot of
good work” but “focus more on more organised serious crime aspects of trafficking.” 564 He
was not convinced anyone was looking into other trafficking cases in the domestic and
restaurant sector. Councillor Rowley explained that there needed to be greater
understanding about what intelligence the MPS Human Trafficking Unit has, what areas of
trafficking it covers and what types of exploitation that fall under trafficking they are unable,
due to resources or intelligence, to cover.
It was recommended that relationships between the Human Trafficking Unit (SC&O7) and
borough police became more “formalised”565 so that boroughs could form their own
trafficking strategies focusing on those areas they would have been informed SC&O7 was
not covering. Councillor Rowley said that trafficking was often very distinctive to its own
borough. Therefore London boroughs should not merely rely on SC&O7’s pan-London
work and limited resources but rather “do their own work in their areas according to their
population’s cultural differences.”566
SC&O7 did tell Westminster that that they “would find it helpful to have support from
Westminster City Council (WCC) in using civil enforcement powers, such as planning, to
take out infrastructure used by traffickers”567. However, I was told that this policy was never
followed through. This appears to be a missed opportunity.
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Each borough should appreciate the localist aspect of trafficking and conduct mapping
exercises to define where and what trafficking looks like in their borough.568 Councillor
Rowley said trafficking protocols in the Metropolitan Police Service need to have a clear
policy in regard to what boroughs should be doing and how they work with the Human
Trafficking Unit. Local authorities alongside borough police have a key role to play. As
Antony Botting, the Human Trafficking NRM Lead from Croydon Council, told us, “Getting
local authorities on board and practitioners trained is key. Victims have been identified
when they are looking for a service [such as] housing… The local authority is a main avenue
and is how [some trafficked victims] interact with authorities.“569 Antony Botting highlighted
the importance of “having trained licensing officers who visit restaurants [and] nail salons
and may be in a good position to identify indicators of human trafficking.”570 Westminster
City Council and the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea are also starting a training
programme to help council officers understand and recognise trafficking. However, all
boroughs in London need to be doing this. Such training would have an impact on improving
recognition of Chinese victims of trafficking, who are a particularly challenging group to
identify.
Figure driven policing
One stakeholder felt that the Chinese Divisional Unit were being dissolved partly because
Chinatown’s criminal activity now involved limited “overt violence ...but covert violence is
still there. The gangs are not visible [and] people are no longer having limbs chopped off; it’s
more subtle than that; people are still threatened.”571
As a result, these cases are hard to investigate, take a large amount of resource and police
often struggle to charge the culprits. One police source working in Chinatown said, “We
need to get our priorities right. [There are] no charges so this type of crime doesn’t get
measured. [But this covert crime] is happening but we need to be given time to get in there
and find out what is happening.”572
The police source said one of the main problems with policing now was that it is a “figure
driven exercise and you just don’t get those figures with trafficking. Performance
management is how we are run and number crunching is the key aim. Figures for the sake of
figures.”573
I was told that “Senior Management [in the Metropolitan Police Service] see Chinatown as
safe.”574 A concern, however, is that both police sources working in the region and some of
those working with the community in Chinatown said it was not. A police source said,
“Crime statistics in Chinatown are low [as] statistics are all on theft not GBH [Grievous
bodily harm], but we are getting calls from people all the time about other issues. The
568
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figures don't represent the area.”575 One of the key problems around this is that the
“Chinese don’t report crime”.576 As was earlier highlighted in the drugs trade, if police work
is not proactive around drugs then you can claim you don’t have a drug problem. The
concern is that, similarly, the trafficking and exploitation of Chinese migrants, by not being
actively identified, simply remains underground.
Reactive policing
I have repeatedly been told that the police and authorities “definitely need to be more
proactive”577 around trafficking in closed networks. Klara Skrivankova from Anti-Slavery
International said, “We expect far too much from victims. There is a lack of proactive
investigations.”578
Philip Ishola said that this is “the big question we need to address … the system we have in
place is completely reactive. All reports point to this. We only respond. We don't
consistently come up with the goods to holistically address the problem with a multiagency
approach.”579
However, he cited Westminster, where Chinatown is based, as being better than many
boroughs in London around the problem of trafficking.
One police source felt that the Chinese Divisional Unit “need[ed] more resources”580 and
did not have the funds to be proactive around trafficking. The Unit had two PCs but I was
told that they needed twice this amount to effectively tackle the criminal activity they were
seeing. When they visited premises with cases of potential trafficking the officers had said
they wanted to have the space to “look at where victims are coming from; who picked them
up” and that the Metropolitan Police Service “needs to proactively put resources into
[obtaining] this intelligence.”581
Many stakeholders cited how easy it was to find trafficking if one was prepared to look for
it. Klara Skrivankova said “Look and you will find! Intelligence could focus more on finding
out where it is happening. Go into a Chinese take away. Find out where they are living. Can
they speak to you?”582
One place police should be gathering intelligence from is Chinese newspapers. Several
human trafficking cases I examined revealed that the victim had seen the ‘work’ they were
expected to carry out advertised in London-based Chinese papers. 583 Another source
working in Westminster said they believed the majority of restaurants in Chinatown alone
had some form of indentured labour taking place, but that when they had tried to get the
police involved they were not interested in tackling it.
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Proactive policing involves considerable work and inevitably, where successful, creates more
work. While proactive work signals additional resource and expense, in the long term it
could significantly reduce the amount of exploitation that takes place and this could have
long term economic benefits.584 However, several stakeholders told us there was a real
problem with the “churn” 585 in staff in the Metropolitan Police Service, and this affects the
short-termism of the police. As Councillor Rowley stated, “[it] makes long term strategy
[and] consistency … difficult when people are moved so often. This churn of Borough
Commanders and strategic unit commanders is a key problem... We have had several
Borough Commanders in our own borough.”586
Borough Commanders and those running Metropolitan Police Service specialist units need
to be in their post for a significant enough period of time to make it worth their while to
make long-term substantial impacts in their sphere of responsibility. Otherwise complex
areas such as trafficking will struggle to be effectively tackled.
Loopholes in the system - London Special Treatment Working Group
An example of trafficking happening under the very auspices of the authorities was revealed
to me by the City Of Westminster’s Councillor Ian Rowley. Councillor Rowley went on a
raid of a massage parlour, with the MPS Human Trafficking Unit, in China Town where
police had received intelligence that human trafficking may be taking place in the premises.
In a brothel off Gerrard Street there were five or six booths with four women working as
“masseuses”. The women could not speak English and did not want to provide any evidence
but the police did ascertain that they were paid £3 per hour while the owner of the
establishment charged in excess of £120 per hour for a “massage”.
When the police warned the owner about paying below the legal minimum wage, they said
the Council had enforcement duty over their premises and that they did not need to be
licensed due to special exemptions. Therefore even if they violated the minimum wage rule
they had no licence to lose. They were exempt from needing a license because they had a
certificate issued by the Independent Professional Therapists International and the massage
parlour’s owner had bought indemnity insurance from this body.
Councillor Rowley discovered that Independent Professional Therapists International is
based in a small former mining village in Nottinghamshire and is a "small family business”587
that sold insurance and had a "professional network". They had been approved by local
Government officers, in a group called the London Special Treatments Group, to be able to
offer an organisation, such as a beauty parlour, the option that if they joined their network
and bought their insurance, then they did not require a Council license. Councillor Rowley
was told “that the owner [of Independent Professional Therapists International] had been to
see "Wendy in London "588 to get their organisation exempt status.589
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Wendy Shepherd is the chair of the London Special Treatments Group. It is not run by the
GLA or London Councils but is “purely an advisory group which was started in 1992 after
the London Local Authorities Act 1991 came into force. It has no legal standing, it is made
up of representatives from the 32 London Boroughs who meet quarterly … to consider
applications … by professional organisations and bodies …who feel that they fulfil the
criteria … for exemption from licensing. The group examine their documentation, if it is
then considered that they fulfil the criteria then they are added to the list of recommended
exemptions which is circulated to members of the group. As the list is for recommendation
only the individual London Boroughs may decide that they want to licence individual
members of the organisation and they will do so.”590
Councillor Rowley felt that the fact that the Independent Professional Therapists
International, and other organisations approved by the London Special Treatments Group,
sold indemnity insurance, and could allow a “very seedy and sleazy "health spa" in Soho”591
to become a member, raised “very serious questions about the quality and standing of
exempt professional bodies on the list produced by the London Special Treatments Group”.
592
When I asked a Mayoral question on this issue, I was told that this was not in the Mayor’s
remit. However, in light of its link to crime, this is clearly an area that the Mayor’s Office for
Policing and Crime (MOPAC) should take an interest in.
Visiting establishments
Proactive work can take a variety of forms. One of the more visible of these is a raid or visit
on an establishment such as a restaurant or brothel. However, there are challenges around
any form of visit when it comes to attempting to rescue Chinese victims of exploitation in
the sex and labour markets. A police source admitted that the “problem is these people
never open up. If we do a raid, they all stay silent. The Chinese population generally don't
want to speak to police.”593 Anthony Wallis from Unseen said, “On a raid, we can see all
the indicators that show these people are trafficked, but when you ask a Chinese worker to
come to safe-house, they say ‘we can’t unless you can find £40,000 to pay off my debt,
otherwise my family are at risk’.”594
Some stakeholders felt removing the requirement for adult consent to go through the NRM
may assist the police and victims in this matter. However, even when Chinese migrants may
have nothing to hide I was told that they often fear the police. “A woman ran away when
she saw a uniformed police officer leave our centre even though I was only helping her with
her housing issue. There was nothing to hide.”595
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CIAC felt that more enforcement against restaurants was not needed as there were already
regular raids. As a result of these, CIAC felt all that was achieved was that “undocumented
people got arrested and detained.”596 If they are sent back home this can be a problem
because they will still be required to pay back the debt-bondage they owe, and indeed may
need to be re-trafficked out, increasing their debt, to pay this back. However, CIAC said it
was hard to send them back because they were often undocumented and the “Chinese
authorities claim they have no asylum or refugee issues.”597
The other result of such raids was that irregular Chinese migrants were simply pushed into
more illegal and dangerous activities. This was recently highlighted in a Channel 4
documentary where a woman working in exploitative and dangerous conditions in a
Finchley-based brothel was described as having “a 17-year-old son at home and borrowed
£20,000 to pay to come to the UK. She originally worked as a DVD seller and in a
restaurant but said that it was impossible to continue after the police cracked down.” 598 It is
however important to note that other sex workers cited in this film had themselves chosen
to leave these sectors to work in sex work to pay off their debts more quickly.
Another criticism of such raids and visits was the lack of follow up afterwards. CIAC felt
there needed to be a more formalised procedure “to verify whether these undocumented
people were smuggled in, and how they end up in the restaurant, where did they employ
people etc.”599 She said, “Extensive matching and mapping [could] localise the active gangs.”
Other actions to tackle trafficking and their repercussions
Rather than police raids, Andrew Wallis from Unseen said there were other ways we
should be trying to tackle establishments fostering trafficking. He thought that Government
departments and the NHS could carry out health and tax-check related visits to restaurants
and nail bars and break the organised criminal networks in this way.
For while there is a lack of clarity about whether all victims of trafficking are ‘legally
accurate’ victims and should receive support, there is no doubt that their employees, by
hiring illegal workers and paying below minimum wage, are criminals. However, Councillor
Rowley told us that they had offered to assist the police by providing civil enforcement
around health and safety to target premises where it was hard to prove that trafficking was
taking place. But I was told that this offer was never taken up.
However, Andrew Wallis also noted that whenever you tackle trafficking it simply appears
elsewhere. Indeed in the Netherlands they found that a crackdown on the Chinese
hospitality industry simply led to a rise in the number of illegal Chinese migrants in the
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beauty sector. 600 Similarly effective work at Heathrow from Paladin and the UK Border
Force has apparently led to Chinese traffickers avoiding using Heathrow. A source from the
UK Border Force stated that, “We shut down Heathrow for Chinese trafficking victims. So
now those victims are taken elsewhere.”601
A number of those who worked with Chinese migrants said that a crackdown on minimum
wages may be one way to deal with trafficking, but that they were concerned that minimum
wage enforcement could “actually mean the Chinese workers would have less chance to
make a living in the restaurant industry. Minimum wage enforcement can only be monitored
with people who have [legal] status [in the UK, while] illegal restaurant workers get paid in
cash with no formal records.”602 Therefore, by effectively enforcing the minimum wage
everywhere, they were concerned that it would simply force illegal migrants into more
hidden areas of work such as cannabis farming and sex work.
One anti-trafficking NGO we spoke to noted that they often saw “people within our own
agencies from specific communities, where there is cultural context to the trafficking, [who]
collude with it.“ 603 This may be how some may interpret the above concerns regarding raids
and minimum wage checks. However, those airing these concerns may feel they are being
more accurately “victim focused”. For many of the those workers, for example, working in
highly exploitative conditions in a restaurant, even those who have been tricked and feel the
threat of violence hanging over them, may not believe they want the authorities’
interference. First, they may feel it puts their families’ lives at risk and, second, they may
genuinely want the opportunity, exploitative as it is, being offered to them as they see this as
the best option to improve their lives. However, as Councillor Rowley stated, an “absolute
inviolable standard in the UK is that there is equality before the law for all and there are
absolute standards in the UK as to how people are treated“.604 We cannot have two tiers of
justice and laws.
Andrew Wallis felt the only real way to tackle trafficking was to deal with demand as
“[Trafficking] wouldn’t exist without [it]…To tackle this we have to deal with our insatiable
appetite in the west for cheap food and goods. If people want cheap products then that
leads to weak parts in the global supply chains.”605 Chinatown is regularly cited as a “cheap”
way to eat in London. There are questions that society may be avoiding to ask about why an
establishment may be able to offer such cheap products. Andrew Wallis said, “We need to
move away from just discussing the issue as only about human rights and realise it’s
primarily an economic issue.”606 The ILO has identified that $43 billion is eked out of the
economy due to trafficking each year.607 The CSJ report It Happens Here608 recommends a
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Transparency in Supply Chains Act, which already exists in California, to make it easier to
hold businesses to account.
Gangmasters Licensing Authority
I have heard repeated accusations that the authorities only respond after a disaster. This
was certainly what led to the Gangmasters Licensing Authority’s (GLA) formation, after at
least 21 illegal Chinese cockle pickers drowned at Morecambe Bay in February 2004. The
GLA has 68 staff609 and was set up as a non-departmental public body in April 2005. It
proactively aims to prevent the exploitation of workers in the agricultural, shellfish, and
food processing and packaging sectors. It does this by licensing and checking compliance of
companies. The GLA works with the HMRC, police and other law enforcement agencies to
investigate criminality associated with forced labour, including potential human trafficking.
The Gangmasters Licensing Authority, in March 2013, was running 87 crime inquiries. They
said this amount had doubled in the last two years.610 Paul Broadbent said it was
approaching similar levels to that of sex trafficking and he thought it was only a matter of
time before it overtook sex trafficking as the main registered form of human trafficking.
The Gangmasters Licensing Authority was repeatedly cited as best practice in terms of
carrying out proactive investigations. In spite of this, the GLA’s remit has never been
extended beyond the sectors it was set up to monitor - the agriculture, horticulture, and
shellfish industry. A number of stakeholders said that the GLA needed a broader scope in
sectors such as the hospitality industry and construction sector. By doing effective work in
limited areas such as agriculture, stakeholders told me that “it means gangs move to more
unregulated areas like construction, where there is no licensing.”611
The Gangmasters Licensing Authority estimates that, of the business it monitors, up to 55
per cent operate in sectors outside of its remit, without similar levels of accountability or
regulation.612 A means of addressing this would be to consider multi-agency teams for joint
investigations between the Gangmasters Licensing Authority, and Government Departments
such as the Department for Work and Pensions. Pam Bowen from the Crown Prosecution
Service (CPS) said that “We need a more coordinated response as victims are often
exploited in a multitude of types of labour, not just those the GLA deals with … [as] often
illegal migrant labour will be dependent on seasonal work, when agricultural work is out of
season they are moved into other industries.”613 In Belgium they have a labour inspectorate,
which is similar to the GLA, which investigates all industries. Pam Bowen said, “This
widespread work is more effective than our fragmented approach.”614
The Mayor should call for an extended remit of the Gangmasters Licensing Authority so
that it effectively tackles labour trafficking in London. However, those working with
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trafficked persons felt many of those exploited would not welcome closer scrutiny. As
explained above, monitoring of the minimum wage jeopardizes the chances of being
employed as an illegal migrant - and the Gangmasters Licensing Authority admitted that
many of those they discover being exploited and trafficked “don't see themselves as
exploited [and] feel better off here.”615
This tension between tackling trafficking, illegal migration and a victim-centred approach will
continue to pose a challenge to the authorities and NGOs working in this area. While
NGOs may be outraged when anyone working here illegally, who has been exploited, is sent
home, the reality is that this is currently an inevitable consequence of proactive work
seeking out trafficked persons.
Specialism
The new local policing model, by attempting to break down silos in the Metropolitan Police
Service, should improve the intelligence system in the police. There are potential benefits of
absorbing the Chinese Unit into the Safer Neighbourhood Team (SNT), so long as that
expertise does not disappear as is currently understood to be the case. However, while
borough work may be improved by centralising resources locally, specialist units must not
be compromised. A number of stakeholders had heard that funding for the Human
Trafficking Unit may be reduced or entirely cut. At the end of 2012 the Guardian reported
that “financial shortfalls meant two jobs from the [trafficking] unit were lost last month with
the rest of the officers in the trafficking unit undecided.”616
One NGO felt that the Human Trafficking Unit needed more investment and more
specialised units within the Trafficking Unit. “[Tackling trafficking] needs finance for specialist
teams ... The problem is SCD9 is becoming broader [and going] in the other direction.”617 A
senior source from the police said that the Human Trafficking Unit was “hampered by
constant change” as they were increasingly absorbed into a larger and larger police Unit,
currently called SC&O7. A change which the Met admitted was “about saving money.”618
The Human Trafficking Unit is over-stretched and this may be partly linked to the fact that
they are “often called upon by police [outside London] as well as NGOs in cases where the
local police force is unwilling to investigate or take a statement from a potential trafficked
person.619” Though data and anecdotal evidence currently suggests London has the greatest
amount of human trafficking in England, the MPS Human Trafficking Unit is
“disproportionately responsible for more prosecutions than other built up regions.”620 An
ATMG report highlights how this proactive approach of having a resourced team to tackle
trafficking leads to results. But many stakeholders believe that it is imperative that other
forces around the UK adopt a similar model in their forces. The Mayor may do well to
encourage this to ensure that the Metropolitan Police Service’s Unit is allowed to focus on
trafficking in London and not be obliged to regularly support forces outside of London.
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The sex grooming and trafficking of British
children
The sex trafficking of British children
In my last report, Silence on Violence, on the policing of sex workers, I noted that
government policy, by focusing on trafficking in ‘formal’ brothels, risked missing more
residential sex trafficking cases involving British victims. In the report I cited a case that had
just been discovered in Rochdale, where British girls had been sex trafficked by a gang of
mostly Pakistani men in homes and hotel rooms.621 However, since early 2012, the Rochdale
case and similar stories involving child sexual exploitation rings have dominated the media
headlines, indeed even overtaking the interest in brothels.
In all the cases, grooming took place in residential areas. A 2011 CEOP report ‘Out of mind,
out of sight’ found that: 398 victims were groomed or exploited in a flat or a house; 141
victims were groomed or exploited in a public place, including town centres, shopping
centres, car parks and bus stations; 70 victims were groomed or exploited in a vehicle (of
which 3 were taxis; 67 victims were groomed or exploited in a park; 49 victims were
groomed or exploited in a hotel or a bed and breakfast; 24 victims were groomed or
exploited in a location linked to a business; 7 victims were groomed or exploited in a pub
or nightclub. Indeed, only 2 cases were in a brothel.622
These types of child sex trafficking cases are not only taking place in the North of England.
There are many cases that involve the abuse of children in London’s care homes and
hostels, as well as children being sex trafficked into London. In February 2013, three
Pakistani men were convicted of sex trafficking a 13-year-old girl who they found on the
streets of East London after she had run away. They made her believe they would look after
her, earned her trust, then plied her with drugs and alcohol and took her to Ipswich, forcing
her to become a sex slave. One of the most violent, large scale cases so far uncovered was
based in Oxford. The gang – who were of South Asian and north African descent – targeted
vulnerable girls as young as 11. They sent the girls to a number of places, including London,
where they were sold to friends, family members and acquaintances to be raped, tortured
and violently abused.
The Government and authorities have responded with a whole raft of new measures and
possible proposals to tackle this seemingly new problem. However, these cases are not
new at all. In 1996, an investigation uncovered that 70 children in care were being groomed
into “child prostitution” by a small group of men.623 In 2003, 14-year-old Charlene Downes
went missing and was never seen again in a case that mirrored the recent cases above.
Police believe she was murdered by someone linked to this abuse. The abuse of vulnerable
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children has also been written about extensively. Nick Davies – one of the first journalists
to question the UK’s sex trafficking figures – had, as early as the early 1990s, written about
extensive child prostitution taking place in care homes,624 which Andy Elvin, from Children
and Families Across Borders (CFAB), told me had been going on since the 1970s.
It is concerning that these cases appear to be far from “one-offs”, but have instead simply
been ignored for many decades. A question arises as to what else is being ignored. In this
section I intend to highlight the grooming of boys as these cases are clearly still being
missed. More generally, I want to examine some of the weaknesses in the system, which has
led to this horrific abuse of girls and boys to go unchallenged for so long. While the
grooming and sex trafficking of girls is now on the agenda, several key stakeholders told me
they were not particularly confident that the new proposals to tackle this form of sex
trafficking showed genuine understanding of the problem or would effectively tackle it.
Half-hearted policy
Andy Elvin, from Children and Families Across Borders (CFAB) said, “Whatever shouts the
loudest gets the resource.”625 The majority of stakeholders felt that anti-trafficking work is
under-resourced. Andy Elvin said that “grooming” was the media and Government’s
favourite new “hot topic626” and had replaced “gangs” as the area into which to ply resource
into. However, because of the erratic nature of Government interest, Andy Elvin said that
resource gets “concentrated, but in a half-hearted manner.”627
A number of stakeholders pointed out that the National Crime Agency (NCA) was “diluting
expertise”.628 Meanwhile CEOP, which was “becoming that organisation with a specialist
role in child trafficking has become just an enforcement organisation and has been cut.” 629 I
was also told that CEOP had lost a huge amount of expertise due to fears over cuts.
Former CEOP Chief executive, Jim Gamble, said in an interview with Radio 4, "this
government has stood still for two years with regards to CEOP - CEOP's budget has, in real
terms, decreased…There are 50,000 predators, we're told by CEOP, downloading images
on peer-to-peer... Yet from CEOP intelligence, only 192 were arrested last year."
The Government has also changed its policy on Missing Persons so that officers will not be
called out to around a third of missing people cases. The aim is to free up officer time so
they can focus on those who repeatedly go missing. The plans also mean every force will
have missing person co-ordinators who will check whether a child is going missing
frequently to detect any patterns of behaviour. However, charities such as the NSPCC were
concerned some vulnerable children could be missed by this new policy. Andy Elvin said that
we “need police to react immediately if a vulnerable person is missing.”630
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Grooming vs. trafficking
Andrew Wallis from Unseen also felt there were risks attached to using the term grooming.
“Treating it as grooming leads to victims being shoehorned into services - but this
experience is dehumanising and needs far more support.”631 "The BLAST Project,"632 which
supports boys who are sexually abused, was also concerned about ‘shoehorning’ vulnerable
boys into services. Phil Mitchell, a Project Coordinator from The BLAST Project, felt
support was often focused “on prosecutions rather than victim support. But we need to
build a service round the people who access it.” 633
Andrew Wallis said, “The authorities want to call internal trafficking as anything but
trafficking. Yet if they were Polish children and experiencing the same thing they would be
deemed as trafficked.”634
During Operation Retriever, victims were taken to 64 places in and around Derby and
further afield and yet the term trafficking was not used in this case. Andrew Wallis felt
these children, exploited and sex trafficked around the UK, would have benefitted hugely
from being recognised as trafficking victims. “If the Rochdale children had gone into the
NRM [and been recognised as trafficked] it would have had a positive impact on their
situation. Also it would mean the CPS can say we have a recognised crime here.”635
The data
While the Government has started to set up systems to better manage child sex
exploitation, there is no agreed view of the scale or model for trafficking involving the
grooming of minors. Following the knee-jerk reaction to fears of a rise in trafficked
prostitutes prior to the Olympics, Government and policy makers must be wary of jumping
to conclusions based on inaccurate data and misleading models.
Barnardo’s said that the number of cases they are seeing of grooming of vulnerable children
is rising. They have seen a 37% increase in the number of children they are dealing with who
have been sexually exploited.636 More generally, confidential data I collected from the UK
Missing Persons Bureau suggests that the number of missing people being recognised as
trafficked is also rising significantly.637
The Office of Children's Commissioner carried out a study638 in November 2012 which
claimed there were 16,500 children who were at high risk of sexual exploitation and that
over a 14 month period at least 2,409 children had been sexually exploited.639
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However, the report was criticised on a number of levels and was described as "hysterical
and half-baked"640 and there were accusations that the statistics were "sensationalised and
not robust"641 by an unnamed Government source. Critics felt the report played to tabloid
headlines and began a debate, similar to the one that exists around the definition of
trafficking, about the very meaning of the term child sexual exploitation and whether its
indicators were too broad. Brendan O’Neill wrote in the Telegraph: “Who benefits from
this conflation of so many different experiences and the inaccurate depiction [of child sexual
exploitation] …? No one, I would argue [besides] the Office of the Children’s
Commissioner itself, which gets to launch a grand-sounding, self-serving moral mission to
rescue the downtrodden …”642

What’s not in the data?
Ethnic profiling
Kids Company told us that the data in the public domain was “not always relevant. Often it’s
what is not in the data that is interesting.” 643
Data available currently suggests that mostly girls, rather than boys, are being groomed and
trafficked for sexual exploitation and that a disproportionate 17 per cent644 of the abusers
are of Asian, largely Pakistani, background despite only making up six per cent of the
population. 645
Dr Taj Hargey, Imam of the Oxford Islamic Congregation, believed there was a link between
the race and religion of the gangs and the type of crime taking place, because he believed
some Imams did preach misogynistic attitudes towards women, particularly non-Muslim
women.646 Suniya Qureshi, of the British Pakistan Foundation, has been reported as saying
that while British Indians tend to marry other British Indians, British Pakistanis and
Bangladeshis will marry someone from their parents’ homeland leading to less compatible
relationships and that this also affects how well the spouse and her children integrate into
British society.
However, Sue Berelowitz said that abuse of white girls by Pakistani gangs was “only one
pattern…” She warned, “When people focus on that one model they are not identifying all
victims because they think all victims are white girls.”647 Many stakeholders including Imkaan
and Anti-Slavery International said they saw grooming cases in all communities and that the
‘white girl trafficked by Pakistani gang’648 paradigm was simply the model that has received
most press attention; therefore we were now looking for these indicators, potentially at the
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expense of other cases. With so few investigations it is quite possible that as we see more
and more cases these offender profiles could shift in an entirely new direction. One
stakeholder warned, “White children are being trafficked by white gangs and it is being
missed because it doesn’t fit this paradigm of Pakistanis looking for white flesh.”649 I was told
that police training must not fixate on this model as this would lead to other cases
continuing to be missed.650
Furthermore, in September 2013, the Muslim Women’s Network UK published a report
which managed to find 35 Asian Muslim girls being similarly sexually exploited by mostly
Asian gangs.651 They rejected the idea that Asian men target white girls and are fuelled by
racism. Instead, they felt that people are generally targeted by those from their own
community and that these gangs’ attitudes were the same towards all women, not just white
girls.
The report found that Pakistani girls were the largest victim group amongst Asian girls and
that most of the victims came from London, the West Midlands, Yorkshire and Lancashire.
Because many of these girls did not always go out at night, they were largely targeted
outside schools or using social media. Those interviewed said that front line professionals
were failing to identify many cases involving BME victims and that the police were often
reluctant to intervene in suspected cases due to cultural sensitivities.
One model they cited specifically involved the girls’ cultural backgrounds being exploited by
the gangs, who would encourage the girls to run away from their homes and contact
women’s groups to report that they were at risk of forced marriage or honour-based
violence. They would then be provided with new accommodation, where they were even
more accessible to the perpetrators. The report also said, “A key driver for targeting Asian
and Muslim girls could be that they were considered as a “less risky” option because they
were unlikely to seek help or report their abuse due to “shame””.652 The report also found
that some girls feared being placed in an arranged marriage and had little experience with
men; as a result they sometimes over-readily got into risky relationships.
The Muslim Women’s Network UK report also noted that boys may be at risk as well.
“One interviewee provided an example of an offender who was in his 20s, who had been
gang raped by older men when he was about 14 years old. As he grew older, he became
involved in grooming girls and in introducing them to older men to be abused. He also
participated in the abuse.”653 The report found that schoolboys were being paid by gangs to
identify vulnerable girls in their schools, who they would then introduce to the men.
Alongside this report, in September 2013, six men, including two of Indian origin, were
convicted of facilitating the child prostitution of a Sikh girl. This was a landmark case as it is
the first high-profile sexual abuse case involving a Sikh girl. However, the Sikh Awareness
Society UK (SAS) states that it has seen more than 200 reports of child sexual grooming
since 2008, although few if any of these were reported to the authorities. BBC reporter
Chris Rogers carried out an investigation which found that the perpetrators often exploited
649
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the fact that there was underreporting in the Sikh community.654 The Inside Out report
described one girl who had been told by her family not to go the police about the sexual
abuse she had experience by a gang. With this in mind, one should note that those
ethnicities or religions not featured in victim data may well be the very ones being targeted
due to a culture of silence in that community.
One leading anti-trafficking NGO told me you could find girls who had run away from home
being exploited in areas of London, and gave an example of a specific park in Lambeth where
this took place. These girls are often being exploited by British men. However, I was told
that often a tougher migrant gang “may move into that area and take over because they are
more ruthless. So, for example, an Albanian gang takes over the exploitation of these girls in
parks.”655 This horrifying situation has apparently been happening for many years. A 2004
Report found that girls in Lewisham aged between 13 and 15 were in sexual relationships
with Eastern European adult men who they regarded as their ‘boyfriends.’” 656
When I asked why nothing had been done to help these girls in London I was told that, “No
one misses a missing person. It just isn’t therefore a priority.”657
Some of the cases recently described in the media658 also involved white perpetrators.
Furthermore, it was not only vulnerable girls being targeted. I was told that middle-class girls
were often targeted online, or were also at risk if they were living in gang-affected areas, but
that they were being missed at present. The CSJ report, It Happens Here, pointed out that
“There is a danger that unhelpful stereotypes implying that only children in care can be
trafficked into modern slavery will mean that child safeguarding practitioners miss the signs
of this abuse taking place against children who live at home.” 659

Boys
Underreporting
A Barnardo’s report, Boys Are Not Sexually Exploited? A Challenge to Practitioners,660 highlights
that contemporary research accounts of sexual exploitation focus overwhelmingly on the
experience of women and girls. While women and girls underreport, men are believed to
report even less, with one study stating that female victims were twice as likely to report
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their sexual abuse experiences as boys.661 One male victim of abuse wrote, “In many
respects, male victims are where female victims were 25 years ago.”662
Work in this area suggests that male victims may instead be hiding in the high male statistics
on suicide, addictions and motor vehicle fatalities. Interestingly, there is data663 to suggest
boys are more likely than girls to be abused by multiple perpetrators. This could suggest
they are more vulnerable to the gang-grooming model that our society is beginning to pick
up on in the UK.
The lack of reporting by boys is linked to social stigmas attached to being a victim and
stereotypes around the notion of being a man.664 The positive and flattering terms665
attached to men gaining sexual experience potentially “increase a boy’s susceptibility to
sexual abuse by promoting or encouraging participation in sexual activities. It promotes
secrecy because boys are afraid to report sexual experiences that go wrong for fear they
are responsible and blameworthy.666” As a result it affects how professionals respond to
boys – indeed, they may even be more likely to ‘victim-blame’ with a male victim or
minimize the harm presumed to have occurred.
Rise in cases
Data I requested revealed that in 2010 and 2011 the sexual exploitation of boys made up
only 3% of cases of sexual exploitation seen by the Metropolitan Police Service. Yet in 2013
this figure jumped to 13%.667 I have been told that the cases reported may be just the tip of
the iceberg as boys are believed to be even less willing to report abuse.
Mankind, a counselling service for male victims of sexual assault, was reported as stating that
the number of men it was supporting had more than trebled in the last five years. 668 Yet
there is little funding to support male victims of sexual abuse. Martyn Sullivan, the Chief
Executive of Mankind Counselling in Brighton, said: “It saddens us that yet again little
thought has been given to adult male survivors of sexual crimes. The Government’s own
figures estimate that 1 in 9 males have suffered childhood sexual abuse. Male specific
agencies were excluded from the Rape Support Fund last year and it looks like the same
thing has happened again.”669
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Survivors UK is the only specialist male sexual violence support charity in London. They
have said that services for the 8000 men in the capital who are victims of sexual assaults are
not receiving any financial support from the authorities in London.670 They criticised the
Mayor who, “in the coming financial year, has committed more than £800,000 to continue
funding existing, female only service provision. Once again, the sum dedicated to supporting
men is £0.”671
Michael May from Survivors UK said that funding was not the only issue and that his chief
concern was the issue of language. “Language is a huge thing. As an already marginalised
group, incredibly distanced from the prospect of asking for help, only putting sexual abuse
under the ”Violence against Women and Girls” strategy acts as a real disincentive.”672
Michael highlighted that rape centres are for victims of rape but their language “is exclusively
for women”673 and that this failed to abide by the Equalities Act. He pointed out that
London Council’s funding last year for sexual violence did not mention men in their press or
guidance. “This acts as a huge disincentive to come forward for male victims. It says we
don’t really believe you exist.”674
A stakeholder from the National Working Group Network for Sexually Exploited Children
spoke at an Anti-trafficking event675 in January 2012 and cited that, “Boys and young men are
victims – we often forget that… they are not being identified; maybe they are therefore
even more vulnerable to abuse”.676 They also highlighted, along with a number of other
stakeholders, that “support services don't cater well enough for boys and young men.”677
Worryingly, when we spoke to a leading gay rights charity about this issue, they were
completely unaware of the grooming and sex trafficking of boys. However, more
encouragingly, the Metropolitan Police Service’s Anti-trafficking Unit had heard reports of
boys being groomed in Soho and were seeing more referrals of this kind.678
This is encouraging, although I am concerned by data I uncovered which shows that, since
2009, boys were choosing to report less rape to the police - with 227 (under 13) male
victims of sexual offences being counted in 2009/10; and this figure reducing further to 192
in 2012/13. 679
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I was told that the “boyfriend model is a bit dated”680 and that actually the abuse of boys
could take any multitude of forms. However, there were patterns, similar to those with girls
who were groomed, whereby a boy would begin a relationship with an older man and then
problems would escalate from there. The BLAST Project681 also saw cases where
heterosexual boys were exchanging sex with men for drugs or other favours, and ended up
in exploitative and abusive situations. The BLAST Project also saw cases involving boys from
‘stable’ backgrounds. For example, I heard of one case where an “all A* boy from a middle
class family”682 was targeted by 15 men individually online. I was told that although society
now expects victims to be in care homes, in fact the reality may be that most children may
come from other backgrounds; it is simply that we are missing those cases because we do
not expect to see them.
Indeed Phil Mitchell from The BLAST Project highlighted that “a child in care may be at less
risk as they are, at least, surrounded by professionals.”683
Phil Mitchell also said, “Professionals tend to look out for girls. When we go to these
meetings most of the professionals only talk about girls.”684 He said that when a girl goes
missing professionals are more likely to react and take note of the risks she faces. However,
when a boy goes missing he said, “There is a totally different reaction; there is much less
urgency and less concern.” 685 Phil Mitchell felt that decisions regarding boys are based on
gender not risk indicators. Some professionals also apparently focus on sexuality when it
comes to boys, even though they rarely do the same for girls, and even though their
sexuality shouldn’t be an important factor in cases involving child abuse.
Phil Mitchell said professionals must stop focusing on a boy’s sexuality and focus instead on
the risks involved. I heard of a case where one 17 year old boy with severe learning
disabilities begun getting into high risk situations with men. Nonetheless, the social workers
decided to close the case. However, due to the dangerous circumstances the boy kept
putting himself in, I was told that he “nearly died! Yet the social workers had decided to
close the case! They just don’t get it”686
In the last year the Metropolitan Police also began Operation Fernbridge, which is
investigating claims of child abuse by a “paedophile ring”687 at Richmond’s Elm Guest House
in 1982. Many boys are believed to have been abused by “powerful individuals”688 in senior
political, civil service and legal roles. Many of the boys, who were abused, were living in
Grafton Close children's care-home run by Richmond Council. Two children disappeared
and a number of the men who visited the guest house during the 1980s were later convicted
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of multiple sex offences against children.689 Childcare professionals linked to the police
investigation believe that former inquiries in 1982 and 2003 were stymied by an
establishment cover-up.
Online abuse
Following a question to the Mayor, I found out that data from CEOP shows that nationwide
they received 1,145 reports of online grooming from across the country in 2012 and 1,573
in 2011.690 That is a 27% per cent decrease in instances reported in the last two years. This
is concerning since I have heard repeatedly that online grooming is on the rise from those
who work with child victims. Furthermore, I have heard that this is a key channel used by
those who groom and sexually exploit gay boys and ‘middle class’ children.
Alison Worsley, Deputy Director at Barnardo’s said, “We are seeing boys being groomed;
particularly through the internet.691” They mentioned an example where a gay boy didn’t
have any gay friends in his community and so went online and was targeted in this way. Like
in the Rochdale case, the man pretended to be his boyfriend but then sexually exploited him
to other men. Another similar feature was the guilt, ‘consent’ and emotional attachment of
the victim towards the perpetrator.692
A number of stakeholders said they were seeing new trends in the abuse of boys, involving
Apps being increasingly used alongside Facebook. In particular, Facebook was being used
increasingly to arrange big meet-ups between people from across the country. While this
was not a problem in itself, I was told that there were “lots of risky”693 activities taking
place and that children were vulnerable.
Data showing that online grooming is reducing suggests that we are missing the evidence,
which child charities are seeing, of increased grooming on the web. In Finland, they have
police officers whose sole work is to patrol Facebook, and online work should also be
prioritised in the UK.
Attitudes
Marai Larasi from Imkaan said, “Young gay boys are also at risk694” and that this needed
immediate attention. Barnardo’s also told us that, “We have identified we need to do more
to tackle boys being groomed.” 695
One pattern stakeholders were seeing involved gay children meeting older men on web chat
forums. There they would arrange to meet in clubs, and then could disappear for extended
periods. I was told that gay boys were vulnerable because of naïve, stereotypical views on
689
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homosexuality and the related ‘lifestyle’. Police were apparently not picking up on these
cases and social workers were also not seen to be handling them particularly well. One
stakeholder working with children explained that the boys “are being set up. This is not a
gay lifestyle issue. These are children.” 696 Yet practitioners are often not aware of the
indicators and dismiss these missing boys by seeing it as “a gay boy coming-of-age ritual.” 697
Yet I was told that many of these boys are just 13 years of age.
One stakeholder working with children said no-one was mentioning this issue in the new
debates about grooming and internal child trafficking “because of political correctness and
fear of tarring the gay community with a paedophile brush. So we don’t address it because
it is too awkward.”698
However, it is clear that this issue, involving sometimes brutal child abuse, has to be
addressed. There are, no doubt, reasons why certain Pakistani men may be involved in
grooming, just as there are clearly reasons why some vulnerable girls are specifically being
picked to be exploited. These concerns and the causes of them must be addressed. But in
doing so, we cannot ignore all the other victims and perpetrators who do not fit this
paradigm as I fear we may be doing now.

Support from professionals
A Barnardo’s report699 states, ’”Is this young man being sexually exploited?” is what all
professionals working with vulnerable men need to be asking themselves. Until this happens,
sexually exploited young men are going to remain hidden and unsupported.’ The report
cites several clear indicators which professional should be looking out for. For example,
they noted that one boy they worked with possessed ten mobile phones. I also understand
that boys at greater risk of sexual abuse may be “those who live with only one parent; those
whose parents are separated, divorced, and/or remarried; those whose parents abuse
alcohol or are involved in criminal behaviour; and those who are disabled.”700
Those looking into the abuse of boys believe there needs to be greater equity in terms of
allocation of resources spent on research and public education in the area of child abuse.
There are repeated requests also for authorities to fund services specifically for boys and
young men and which are not targeted just towards the “gay issue”.701 There is also a
concern that “male victims frequently find that therapists [and] counsellors, trained with
female-centred models of victimization, are unable to help them. Consequently, they are
likely to simply abandon therapy.”702 Therapists working with male victims need to
understand how they respond differently to abuse and this type of training needs to be
mainstreamed.
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Police
A number of changes are taking place in the Metropolitan Police to tackle the new
prioritised focus on grooming. This includes the Sapphire Rape Unit being merged with the
child abuse unit and additional resource being put into the Command.703
CAIT teams
However, there were concerns about the Child Abuse Investigation Teams, who deal with
these cases on the frontline. Andy Elvin said, “CAITs need more training in boroughs as
they are under-skilled”. He particularly felt this was the case in terms of dealing with the
“facilitation” aspect of the crime. A senior police source assured us that the Metropolitan
Police Service is making trafficking “a core part of business in child exploitation teams.”704
They also told me that the CAIT teams were working with all boroughs on this and that
they would be “gobsmacked if they were missing cases, as local authorities are so carefully
scrutinised around child abuse cases now”.705
The disconnect between NGOs and Police
There appeared to be a disconnect between some of the charities working with trafficked
children and the police. Several leading trafficking charities said it was an “on-going
frustration for us all that the police won’t tell us how they follow up these cases,”706 while
an ECPAT UK spokesperson said there could be improvements in the way police shared
information with NGOs, particularly those working directly with victims who may be
involved in criminal investigations.
However, the police told us, “Child exploitation has a huge level of resource. The problem
is we have asked for these cases [that the charities] are concerned about [but they] don't
disclose them to us.”707 Barnado’s, however, said, “As third sector agencies, we don’t have
what police would term ‘intelligence’ but we do have information that they can use,
alongside other information, to build intelligence to tackle trafficking. So we do give
information to the police where we have those relationships.”708 But where this relationship
is not fostered, NGOs are not always giving that information to police, or the police are not
interested. As a result, the police are unable to develop a clear picture of cases over time,
based on multiple small, but valuable, evidence samples.
Barnado’s said they had “special protocols in Hampshire and Manchester to manage child
exploitation referrals with the police. But in London we need to [improve how we] talk to
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each other.”709 However, DS Terry Sharpe is creating protocols around the issue of
trafficking and grooming for the Metropolitan Police to guide them in future investigations.
There did appear to be a lack of trust between the police and certain organisations with one
police source citing money as a reason for certain child charities’ possible “overestimations”710 of the number of children being groomed.711
While it is important to note that there are clear reasons why NGOs may not forward
some cases to the authorities, I share the police’s concerns. Dr Laura Agustín has written
extensively about her concerns that the numbers, related to sex trafficking, are distorted by
certain charities in the trafficking “recue industry” due to vested, though well-meaning,
interests. This needs to be tackled. Those working in the anti-trafficking sector need to
make the sector look into itself and work out where messages are becoming distorted. At
present the police may feel they have good reason not to trust certain charities even though
I believe it is in their interest to do so. As Barnado’s told us, “We do not support the claim
that the number of victims of trafficking is being overestimated and believe that more needs
to be done to improve their identification.”712
Huw Watkins, a former Gwent Detective and Human Trafficking consultant, said,
“Engagement between the police and third sector is crucial. At first my own police force
didn't want to work with Barnardo’s when I suggested it. A short while later I showed the
Director of Intelligence some startlingly graphic intelligence about child exploitation and
they said, “You see, thank goodness Barnardo’s don’t have this information!” I then
explained that this intelligence was from Barnardo’s which we, the police, didn’t have.”713
Charities felt that the police are not always victim-focused or refuse to investigate by
claiming that there is a lack of evidence. One leading NGO said, “Unless they get a
statement, they will say there isn’t enough evidence. Only when they die do the police then
have to run to catch up with what happened.”714
Yet obtaining statements from traumatised child victims is a huge challenge. Barnardo’s said
convictions were low because of an “unwillingness of victims [because they do] not feel
supported.“715 The court system was criticised more than the police for being adversarial.
Barnardo’s felt the police were improving and beginning to “get fully engaged with all
available evidence and providing real victim support.”716
Hope for Justice, a UK based anti-slavery charity working with victims who have suffered
sexual exploitation, forced labour and domestic servitude, recommended Lancashire as a
709
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best practice model. In Lancashire, for example, they have a Street Safe Project which, in
partnership with the police, interviews those who went missing and offers on-going support
to young people who go missing from care. The police therefore receive intelligence which
contributes to the development of an intervention plan and allows them to develop a
criminal case. A CEOP report recommends another ‘Talk Don’t Walk’ project in Cheshire
which “interviewed children and young adults who had run away from home to identify the
underlying causes and inform the development of effective solutions”.717 This led to a
reduction in the numbers going missing between 2004 and 2007 in the Warrington area by
72% and saved approximately £3.2m.
Boys and the Justice system
I was also told that “the Police are quick to criminalise boys rather than offer support. Boys
tend to be criminalised when actually they are displaying sexual behaviour because they have
suffered abuse.”718 In one study in Derby they found that 55 per cent of boys and young men
who had been sexually exploited as children had an offending history.719
Youth offending behaviour often mirrors grooming behaviour and professionals need to be
aware of the vulnerability of boys as well as girls who display such behaviour. Professionals
also need to be aware that such children, particularly those who have already experienced
the youth justice system, may not want to engage with police, but should be encouraged to
seek other forms of support. The BLAST Project felt it was very important that any multiagency work was not led by police and certainly should not be based in a police station.
The association of criminality with boy victims was highlighted by a case The BLAST Project
had dealt with, where a boy was trafficked from the north to the south of England to be
sexually abused. When police reunited him with his parents, they told his parents in front of
the child that they would lock him up if he disappeared again since he was wasting a huge
amount of police resource. The family are now scared of the police and too scared to
report any abuse to them.
This mimics the behaviour of South Yorkshire police who, it has been only recently
revealed, arrested a father and his daughter – the victim of sex trafficking –for racial
harassment and assault, after the father went to a house full of British Pakistani adults to
demand the release of his daughter. The police meanwhile left two more girls in the house
with the gang.720
Training
One report found that, “Approximately 20 per cent of agencies with human trafficking
training identified a case of human trafficking compared to only 4.4 per cent of those
agencies with no training.” 721 The Human Trafficking Unit (SC&O7) has been carrying out
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training packages in the boroughs although, worryingly, “this funding has almost ended.”722
One senior police source in the Metropolitan Police Service cited the increase in NRM
referrals as being linked to the fact that they have carried out training, both locally and for
senior officers in a number of Governmental departments.
While I heard repeated concerns about online e-training, realistically some training must be
done in this way. A police source pointed out that, “Trafficking is just too complex to push
effectively at a frontline level. The only practical solution [is for trafficking to] be
mainstreamed into training as we are not going to get face to face training.”723 However,
even the police themselves admitted that “with e-training you don't absorb
anything.”724 Unseen said, “In all policing you need general sensitisation but you also need
specialism at those points of contact.”725 In Bristol all duty sergeants in borough teams have
had training, as have the Detective Inspectors and PCSOs. Clearly London cannot simply
rely on SC&O7, who are a relatively small team. The borough forces in London, who will
inevitably often be the first point of contact, need low level awareness. The creation of a
borough SPOC would help to ensure that borough police are adequately aware of the key
issues by identifying relevant training for its Command.
Due to the recent high-profile cases around child grooming and trafficking, the Metropolitan
Police are “creating three layers around training for child protection.”726 The first layer of
training is relatively “superficial.”727 The second layer involves some face-to-face training,
while the final tier has in-depth training.
One police source said the main challenge is that human trafficking training needs to be
regularly repeated to mimic the staff churn. The training cannot be ad hoc, depending on ad
hoc funding, but “needs to become normalised; [and become a] cycle of training.”728
Unseen also told us there should be consistency around trafficking training across the UK.
One way to ensure this occurs would be to have a national training programme for officers.
This would mean it would be in officers’ core syllabus, the online package training would be
updated on a three year rotating cycle and there would be Detective training around the
offence.

Local Authorities
Local Authorities are responsible for vulnerable and trafficked children in their boroughs.
However, while trafficked adults are paid for by the government, Authorities must cover the
costs of trafficked children themselves. Many stakeholders I spoke to said that this acted as a
disincentive to recognise or seek out trafficked children. I was told that many Local
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Authorities in London still repeatedly say they do not have trafficking. But if you are not
looking for hidden crimes you will inevitably not see them.
One London local authority told ECPAT UK that they knew there were trafficking problems
but didn’t want to open a “can of worms”729 as they needed to focus on gang crime. ECPAT
UK said that, as a result, “If there is a trafficked child in that borough they have little chance
of being recognised and safeguarded.”730 This will be the case until it “all goes wrong731”, as it
did in Rochdale. Yet the human and financial costs of not doing anything now are very
high.732
The CSJ found that in 2012733 only 37 out of a total of 433 local authorities across the UK
made any referrals of trafficked children to the NRM.734 In another survey from 2012, it was
revealed that only two of the 64 local authorities collected centralised data on children who
had been trafficked.735
Of the 43 per cent of London Safeguarding Children Boards that responded to the CSJ
survey, only 57 per cent had implemented the London Safeguarding Trafficked Children
Toolkit and Guidance and 36 per cent had developed a child trafficking subgroup. 57 per
cent had appointed a ‘local trafficked children lead’. A concerning ‘snapshot survey’ of a
number of London LSCBs revealed that only one LSCB, which did not have a child
trafficking sub-group, had managed to identify any cases of child trafficking.736
Local Safeguarding Children Boards (LSCBs) are well placed to tackle child trafficking at a
local level and have a statutory obligation to co-ordinate the work of children’s services,
police, health services and others to manage the welfare of children in the region. LSCBs in
London need to be consistently aware of trafficking and the indicators around it. They
should all implement the London Safeguarding Children Board Child Trafficking Toolkit –
which was repeatedly recommended to me as a valuable guide on tackling trafficking.
Furthermore, sub–groups on trafficking in each board should be encouraged, since without
them the evidence above suggests trafficking cases will almost never be identified. ECPAT
UK noted that, “If authorities knew they had to use [the toolkit] for fear of being sued, they
would.”737 ECPAT UK felt a lot of action around trafficking should be made statutory or
authorities will not act.
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Children in care
Protecting children in care is not about resources but about putting resource and thought in
the right places. Councils spend one billion pounds every year on 5,000 children in care
homes.738 Some care homes charge up to £280,000 per place per year.739 Local authorities
will often place children outside the boroughs, sometimes hundreds of miles away from
their own homes. As a result, it is claimed that when the children disappear “the local
councils and police aren’t even aware these children exist.”740
Data I collected reveals that in 2012, there were 9,055 reported incidents of children
missing from care in London.741 Research suggests that one in twelve children who go
missing after running away are harmed whilst they are away from home 742 and children in
care are believed to be three times more likely to go missing than children living in a
family.743 Yet the Metropolitan Police Service was unable to provide information on missing
children in care before 2012 as “it did not become mandatory to record whether the child
in question was in care until halfway through 2011.”744 This change appears to have occurred
only as more cases of the grooming of vulnerable children started to receive a high profile in
the media.
This is in spite of studies showing that sexual exploitation figures reveal that girls from care
(and so who are at greater risk of going missing) are disproportionately over-represented745
and there is evidence from an array of sources that men have, for years, been deliberately
targeting girls in supported accommodation.746
Alison Worsley from Barnardo’s said, “We need to make sure care homes have greater
knowledge of the risks [around trafficking]; monitoring children when they go missing for
days or just two hours. Abusers are sophisticated and may take them out for only a few
hours after school. [We] need to collect data on trafficked children.”747 They also a said that
when a child is placed in care there needs to be a safeguarding plan around them.
Stakeholders also cited the problem of “putting exploited children in care with untrained
people and constantly moving staff.”748
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Having one consistent, stable, dedicated figure in these children’s lives is important. Dr Lois
Lee, the founder & president of a US organization, Children of the Night, which has rescued
over 10,000 children from prostitution, wrote in the Huffington Post that “a successful
residential program for America's child sex trafficking victims requires an appropriate adult
role model, a critical figure to whom the child may attach. Throughout the last 35 years, the
most successful residential programs for sex trafficked children were led and operated by
women who these children referred to as "Mom" … It did not seem to matter whether the
residential program offered three beds or 24 beds, was faith based, government funded,
privately funded, well-funded or financially struggling - what stood out was the single critical
figure who these children learned to trust, on whom they could depend, and in whom they
could confide.”749 However, Dr Lois Lee noted that “Most social service programs and
residential care for children is staff-centered and characterized by the primary goal of
retaining staff.”750
There are horrifying stories around the lack of care in some of these children’s care homes.
A victim of the Oxford gang revealed in court that one night she was taken back to her care
home in a cab; but when she arrived the care home staff refused to pay for her fare. The
cab driver therefore decided to drive her back to the Oxford grooming gang where she was
raped.
I was told that these recent sexual exploitation cases in Rochdale and Oxford would not
have happened if agencies had believed the children and if the care homes were regulated
and had trained staff. It is clearly imperative we review how care homes are managed and
how their staff are trained to ensure history does not continue to repeat itself. In June 2013,
Assembly Member Roger Evans asked the Mayor if there should be “closer mentoring for
girls in care in London?”751 The Mayor of London responded that they were “looking at the
suggestion of closer mentoring for girls in care and it is one of the things that we are
considering in the [VAWG] consultation.”752
Social workers
“A key underlying difficulty in assessing the scale of ‘localised grooming’ is the inconsistent
recognition of child sexual exploitation by frontline practitioners and the failure to record relevant
information at a local level.” CEOP Out of Sight Out of Mind
All the stakeholders I spoke to had concerns about social workers. ECPAT UK said, “Most
social workers don't know about the NRM or the London Safeguarding Children’s Board
Child Trafficking Toolkit.”753 While some social workers were very good at dealing with
victims of trafficking, there were too many that let victims repeatedly slip through the net.
During the court case, where an Oxford-based gang were charged with the grooming and
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sex trafficking of girls, a school support worker stated that “nine out of ten social workers”
754
in Oxford knew that young girls were being groomed with drugs and were being sexually
exploited by Asian men. A report following the Rochdale case also found that social
workers were too willing to see the abuse as consensual and had not passed on intelligence
to police which could have led to earlier arrests.755 Another case involved Rotheram social
services – they were aware a young girl had been sexually abused by a Pakistani gang since
the age of 12, and had responded by offering her language lessons in Urdu and Punjabi “to
engage” her in education. 756
Research by the Children’s Society found that there is a lack of specialist services for all
children over the age of 14 “which may negatively affect the number of children and young
people referred to social services.”757 It also found that 11-17 year olds were often regarded
as old enough to be able to deal with abusive situations.
The BLAST Project felt there needed to be more mandatory training758 around the issue of
child sexual abuse. Andy Elvin from CFAB said social workers needed Continuous
Professional Development (CPD) training. Social workers gain a qualification and then can
remain in post without ever having to update their knowledge or learn anything new
regarding social work again. However, Andy Elvin felt that they need similar cyclical
accredited training such as lawyers have in their profession. It also needed more centralised
oversight as, unlike legal training, social work course syllabuses depend on the University at
which they are studied, and the funding around this training is provided by the Department
of Health, who have no remit for children.
Carolina Albuerne found that training had a huge impact. She managed a team for the
Refugee Council in the largest Initial Accommodation Centre for newly arrived asylum
seekers needing accommodation in Wakefield. They trained staff on how to identify victims
of trafficking and as a result the rate of identification increased substantially. “We did one
piece of training with one team of advisors and this resulted in the team identifying 46
victims, when they had only identified 6 the year before. And this was just very simple
training on what trafficking is.”759
Regular effective training is crucial for spotting children who are being exploited. One
stakeholder noted that the money spent prior to the Olympics to find trafficking in brothels
would have been better spent on mandatory training.
Clearly there is still a limited understanding of trafficking and grooming by many social
workers. The survey I carried out revealed that almost three fifths (56.7%) of social workers
754
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surveyed thought you had to cross an international border to be a victim of human
trafficking. 760

Schools and Health services
Andy Elvin from CFAB said, “Health and house professionals have no knowledge at all. In a
room of 40, one or two have heard of the NRM. This number is going up but it is less than
five per cent.”761 Kids Company also said that teachers need training so that they can
recognise the basic indicators. They felt this should be part of child protection training in
schools, along with child marriage and honour violence. However, a repeated concern was
the fact that Government departments don’t work with one another.
A Home Office source told me, “We would like trafficking training in standard mandatory
training, but at the same time [the Department for Education is] trying to include less
prescription in schools; so we only can suggest to schools that they include this but we can't
make it mandatory.”
Raven Kaliana from Outspiral told me that had her school, in the 1980s, been trained on
signs to watch for, they could have spotted that she was a victim of trafficking... She was
often “absent, though she earned high marks; worked hard but fell asleep in class; had
frequent, visible injuries; and would often flinch at loud sounds or sudden motion.”762 In the
recent Oxford grooming case, the health services were also criticised - one victim was cited
as regularly catching chlamydia and was “often covered in bruises and burns where the men
had stubbed her with cigarettes.” She was even examined by a doctor who found that she
had injuries consistent with "forceful oral sex.”763
CFAB has produced a free online trafficking training programme for health staff and
teachers. E-training has serious limitations but Andy Elvin felt e-training was good enough
for teachers, as all that was required of them was to spot the possible indicators and then
go to social services who would be expected to take the case from there. It was also
recommended that housing officers, NHS staff and benefit agency staff received training as
they were also likely to see children exploited. However, local authorities need to ensure
this training takes place. Unfortunately this does not appear to be possible in many local
authorities in London.
One social worker in London told us that grooming and trafficking had been taking place
repeatedly in one North-East London borough, and that predator gangs waited outside the
borough’s school gates. However, the Council was refusing to accept this was the case. The
social worker said the sooner the council accepted what was happening and forwarded this
vital intelligence to schools the sooner we could prevent abuse.
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Mayor’s role and Multi-agency work
The only way to ensure all local authorities in London take trafficking seriously is if there is
clear direction to do so. The Mayor has the opportunity to lead this from a pan-London
perspective to ensure local authorities are carrying out their statutory responsibilities to
protect child victims of trafficking.
Following the Rochdale case, Rochdale’s authorities have sprung into action. Rochdale social
services have a single point of contact for all referrals that may involve child sexual
exploitation and there is a monthly forum where a number of relevant groups including
police, youth services, youth offending teams, and social workers exchange information. A
scheme to help police share data across all 10 Manchester boroughs is also being examined.
Philip Ishola said, “The big question we need to address is that the system we have in place
is completely reactive. All reports point to this. We only respond but don't consistently
come up with the goods to holistically address the problem with a multiagency approach.
The authorities lack the ability or will to address it in a holistic way. We need to go in there
and adjust provisions and working practices of the relevant organizations. Instead we just
take the ‘sticking plaster’ approach.”764 He said there was repeated evidence of this and that
even 15 years ago there were cases of boys being groomed and trafficked as far as Holland;
but that the authorities had refused to make any fundamental shifts in working practices to
tackle the problem.
Philip Ishola said multi-agency work was the key way to tackle the “disconnect between
NGOs and the statutory sector.”765 One third sector organisation working with children
said that information sharing took place with some local authorities (Camden, Lewisham,
Croydon, and Haringey) but that in London they didn’t have an effective relationship with
the authorities. One challenge is that London has 32 different boroughs. However, the
Mayor and Greater London Authority have a pan-London remit and could assist in creating
effective multiagency models across the region.
Gwent model
A very successful Consultation Group was developed by Gwent Police. It met quarterly and
was initially chaired by the Head of Safeguarding rather than the police to ensure agencies
“had as large a voice as the police”766 in the Group’s agenda. This was a critical factor, I was
told, as the group was therefore never seen as a “police group”.
The main aim was to establish engagement between the various authorities, including police,
health professionals, school staff, housing providers and anti-trafficking agencies, to share
intelligence and trends and work together on problem-solving cases. Huw Watkins, who
helped to set up the Group and was the former Anti-trafficking lead in Gwent Police,
highlighted that “you need the right level at the table”.767 He recommended not always
having someone at a strategic level as they are so far removed from operational
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experiences, but also not having someone too junior as they “need to have enough
authority to act.”768
The group also helped agencies and their frontline staff by offering guidance and helping
them to identify who to go to for assistance. The group was also used to gather agreements
on Awareness Raising and Training and provided everyone with regular ‘Intelligence
Bulletins’ so that no one was kept in the dark about new data, cases and best practice. The
group were responsible for over 1,200 professionals receiving human trafficking awareness
training.
The CSJ Report, It happens here, found that “The group has had considerable success in
fostering links between professionals who are able to share experience and generate a
better understanding of how the problem manifests in their area...It is our recommendation
that every region establishes an equivalent group, creating a forum whereby information and
intelligence can be shared across agencies. This multi-agency approach is essential for police
in disrupting traffickers and identifying victims.”769

A Government source told me that they wanted to “make local authorities see [trafficking]
as part of their framework”.770 But I was told there were real weaknesses in the current
local authority model, both in terms of having the training to identify trafficking, and also due
to the structure of local Government itself. Andy Elvin said “Gangs771 are more organised
than local authorities”772. One of the challenges that anti-trafficking organisations cited was
trying to get local authorities to work with other local authorities. Local authorities are
not measured on the work they carry out jointly and therefore London needs regional
multi-agency teams - with social workers, the police and other relevant bodies - to coordinate work around trafficking.
It was suggested that these regional London teams could “advise; guide; act as lead
investigator; deal with cross-border issues; and would have the responsibility to train
others.”773 It was also suggested that initially London could have a small short-term central
unit overlooking this from a pan-London perspective. Barnardo’s felt the Mayor could coordinate this pan-London work. To build support with the boroughs the Mayor would need
to do a mapping exercise with the authorities and NGOs. Anti-Slavery International said,
“We need to do a breakdown of where cases are by region. This would give police
information and it would also prove that it is a problem in your borough. At the moment,
boroughs claim they don’t have problems when they do.”774
768

Ibid
It Happens Here, Centre for Social Justice Report, 2013
http://www.centreforsocialjustice.org.uk/UserStorage/pdf/Pdf%20reports/CSJ_Slavery_Full_Report_WEB%285
%29.pdf
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Evidence from a meeting with a Government source, 2013
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Elizabeth Willmott-Harrop, Consultant and Writer Specialising in Women and Child Rights Advocacy, has
pointed out that “According to UNODC these gangs fit the criteria for being called an organised criminal
network –why are these termed “gangs” and not “OCNs”?”
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Evidence from Andy Elvin, CFAB, 2013
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Meeting with an NGO campaigning against human trafficking, 2012
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Philip Ishola said NGOs, police and local authorities were beginning to work together.
Indeed, he claimed that “Getting the local authorities’ and children’s teams and social care
backing is fine in principle. We could get that agreement. The problem was resource.”775
Resource is needed to create a mechanism to support the multi-agency work so that when
an individual reported a trafficking case to the local authorities, the right expertise, either in
the local authority or provided to the local authority, was there to manage the case.
The Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime should also consider whether they should take
responsibility for ensuring all LSCBs, Councils and Police collect relevant data on human
trafficking. As well as this, MOPAC could act as a centralised collecting system to gather all
data from boroughs and NGOs to obtain more reliable human trafficking figures.
Good practice
In London, Hillingdon has a multi-agency model and is cited as an example of a best practice.
The Hillingdon LSCB has a sub-group which combines three key areas that overlap - missing
children, child sexual exploitation and child trafficking. Similarly Croydon has received praise
for the on-going work of its multi-agency Prevention of Human Trafficking in Croydon subgroup, which reports to its LSCB and SVA Board and is chaired by the Deputy Chief
Executive as well as the streamlined processes it had in place (see below). However, even
these two boroughs have been subject to some criticisms from some stakeholders we
spoke to, highlighting how challenging it is to effectively tackle human trafficking. 776

Croydon’s multiagency approach
Croydon has set up a multi-agency streamlined response to human trafficking. The aim was
to simplify referral processes so that frontline agencies were provided with a clear path of
action when faced with a potential victim of trafficking. A helpful set of protocols on
human trafficking is available which provide agencies with all the names and numbers of
those they can contact when handling a case in Croydon.
There are certain teams where all referrals are channelled, and these act as first responders
into the NRM. The costs to this approach are small. The borough has spent limited
additional resource, since there is not a specific team for human trafficking, but rather
the role is absorbed into “business as usual”. 777 Furthermore, much of the training they have
initiated for frontline staff has been provided for free by the International Organisation for
Migration (IOM).
Antony Botting, the human trafficking lead in Croydon borough, told us that Croydon has
also set up an operational NRM group to look at cases being referred into the NRM
by Croydon Council to identify trends and focus future practitioner training. This self-
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Interview with Philip Ishola and Peter Dolby, Counter Human Trafficking Bureau, 2013
Both Hillingdon and Croydon boroughs are particularly vulnerable to human trafficking because of
Heathrow Airport and Lunar House, the UK Border Force headquarters, respectively.
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Evidence from Antony Botting, Human trafficking and NRM lead in Croydon Borough at City Hall, 2013
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reflection, mirrored in Anti-Trafficking Consultation groups set up in certain parts of the
country, is key to improving best practice.

Attitudes to children
The defence barrister for the Oxford gang perpetrators of child sexual abuse suggested to
the jury that the girls were simply pretending to have been raped and trafficked for sex, and
were actually just “naughty girls” regretting doing “grown up things”.778 The Judge also told
the jury that they must decide whether the alleged grooming victims had the “freedom and
capacity”779 to agree to sex, even though they were clearly children at the time. Baroness
Butler-Sloss warned that police and social workers often blame the victim and view the
victims of sexual abuse as ‘bad girls.' She noted the Jimmy Savile scandal, involving the abuse
of girls and boys, as a case in point stating, "What worries me about Jimmy Savile and the
appalling story is everybody will be terribly upset for a while and then it will die down.”780
However, possibly the tide is turning as, in August 2013, the Crown Prosecution Service
(CPS) suspended a prosecution barrister who labelled a 13 year old victim of sexual abuse
by a 41 year old man as “predatory in all her actions.”781
This took place following a small uproar by a number of charities. But it was criticised by a
number of key figures including Barbara Hewson, a prominent human rights barrister, who
stated that society has a “simplistic view of sex abuse” and that it “takes two to
tango…People have a real difficulty in thinking about these cases. What they don’t like is the
fact that it is consensual. But whenever there is any issue about children generally you tend
to get this hysterical response.”782 Society is uncomfortable with the idea that children have
agency and can be sexually active. There are also further grey areas as the age of consent is
effectively subjective as demonstrated by the fact that, even in Europe, it varies greatly from
16 years of age in England to 13 years of age in Spain. However, the law in England and the
EU783 is well known, hence even if the child did initiate the act, an adult will know they are
disobeying the law and should therefore rightfully be treated as a criminal. Furthermore,
when the perpetrator is significantly older784 than the child, the abuse involved is more
clear-cut.
Marai Larasi from Imkaan said, “There is deeper prejudice behind all these cases about how
professionals deal with teenagers.” 785 Stakeholders saw many cases where a difficult
778

‘They’re naughty girls who now regret sex’ defence tells Bullfinch jury, Oxford Mail, 10:00am Friday 19th
April 2013
779
Jury must decide if girls had 'freedom' to say yes ... - From Oxford Mail.oxfordmail, 1 May 2013
780
Quoted in the Telegraph, Sexualisation of children 'risks softening attitudes towards abuse', 2 January 2013
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http://www.theguardian.com/law/2013/aug/07/barrister-victim-predatory-criticised-dpp
782
Barrister attacks ‘simplistic’ views over child sex abuse, Evening Standard, 9 August 2013,
783
‘ When a child is concerned, no possible consent should ever be considered valid’. Preamble to the EU
Directive on preventing and combating trafficking in human beings and protecting its victims
784
“Sexual abuse and exploitation of a child or young person involves an imbalance of power. The assessment
should seek to identify possible power imbalances within a relationship. These can result from differences in
size, age, material wealth and/or psychological, social and physical development.”
http://www.londonscb.gov.uk/files/procedures/sexually_active_children_procedure.doc
785
Evidence from Marai Larasi and Sumanta Roy, Imkaan, Meeting, City Hall 2012
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teenager was being abused and had all the trafficking indicators. However, they said that
when a social worker queried, for example, where the teenager had obtained their new
phone, the teenager might be rude in their response. As a result, the social worker viewed
them as if they were an adult or delinquent, with an “attitude problem” and an attraction to
a sexualised, dangerous lifestyle; even though they may only be 14. Marai Larasi said that
“It’s a worrying attitude [from professionals] and it prevents identification. We need to go:
this is a safeguarding issue. This is a child.”786
Instead, the indicators of trafficking, revealed by abuse victims, can be used against them. I
was told about one child victim who had been arrested for stealing a pregnancy test kit from
a shop. The Howard League for Penal Reform wrote a report Out of place: The policing and
criminalisation of sexually exploited girls and young women787 which showed that many sexually
exploited girls enter into sexual relationships with men “in order to obtain money,
cigarettes and phone credit and can find themselves out of their depth in exploitative and
abusive relationships.”788 They will therefore “commit crime to try and escape the men who
exploit them or as a cry for help.”789 These girls therefore often have extensive contact with
the police and youth justice agencies, and yet their sexual exploitation remains unknown.
The report recommended that links between sexual exploitation agencies and youth justice
be improved to tackle this. Meanwhile the authorities’ unwillingness to tackle this problem
was highlighted in the Rochdale case where one 15 year old was herself arrested on
suspicion of aiding and abetting sexual abuse. 790
This unwillingness to see children as victims may even be magnified when boys are abused
due to expectations around male attitudes towards sex. For example, I was told of one case
where a 14 year old received drugs in exchange for giving a man oral sex. However, the
police wouldn’t class it as sexual exploitation or grooming.791 In another case a boy met a
girl online but when he met up with her in person, she turned out to be a middle-aged man.
The man then blackmailed the boy because he had photos of him. The boy and his family
went to the police but the police mistakenly did not recognise this as sexual abuse and said
there was nothing they could do. The support provider said, “We had to go to the police
and explain what sexual exploitation was!792”
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Ibid
Ibid
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http://d19ylpo4aovc7m.cloudfront.net/fileadmin/howard_league/user/online_publications/Out_of_place_summa
ry.pdf
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Out of Place, Howard League for Penal Reform Report, 2012
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Ibid
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“It was as if they were saying she was some kind of madame,” Former Det. Con. Margaret Oliver.
Quotation from ‘Police ‘abandoned’ child sex victims- A detective who quit in disgust claims hundreds of abuse
cases involving gangs were botched’ David James Smith The Times, 14 April 2013
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Phone interview, evidence from Phil Mitchell, Project Coordinator from “The BLAST Project”, 2013
ibid
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Culture of abuse
Imkaan said it was crucial for authorities to appreciate the “conducive context”793 which
leads to children being sexually exploited and trafficked and accept that “trafficking is not
happening in a vacuum.”794 They felt there were wider cultural reasons795 why children were
being sexualised and why adults were viewing them as commodities which needed to be
tackled. The Children’s Commissioner wrote that “It was troubling to find that so many
young people do not understand the concept of consent in relation to sex: we heard from
young people who did not consider oral sex to be sex and teenage boys who felt they had
an entitlement to sex whenever and with whomever they wished. This sense of entitlement
was equally true of the adult perpetrators. The evidence we uncovered revealed a deeply
worrying societal problem: that many males harbour violent and misogynistic attitudes
towards girls, exerting power and control by acting out their impulses in abusive and often
sadistic acts.”796
There is also clearly a problem with how some young teenagers view themselves and their
worth. As far back as 2004, the police can be found to have investigated allegations of 26
girls in the north west of England being abused by Pakistani men.797
One 15 year old girl died following a possibly deliberate drugs overdose. In a letter she had
written when she was 13 about her drug abuse she revealed how she tragically blamed
herself for her abuse: “I have slept with people older than me, half of them I don’t even
know there [sic] names. I am a slag and that is nothing to be proud of.”798
One 11-year-old girl abused by the Oxford-based gang said, “[He said] if he wanted me to
eat shit, I would eat shit."799 She put up with horrific abuse, including being branded,
repeatedly gang-raped, having a backstreet abortion and experiencing severe physical and
sexual torture - for example, when she was only 12 years old she was knocked unconscious
with a baseball bat and then raped with it while unconscious.
Tackling grooming
Andy Elvin from CFAB said the best way to tackle grooming was to educate children and
help them build self-esteem and confidence. One stakeholder said that teenage boys were
793

Evidence from Marai Larasi and Sumanta Roy, Imkaan, Meeting, City Hall 2012
Ibid
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“ The line blurs between young girls being sexually appealing, sexually available and appropriate sexual
objects …. because sex is widely represented in our culture as pleasing to adults, girls adopt sexy clothing and
behaviour to gain societal and adult approval and are effectively being groomed for pedophiles … The direct
physical abuse of children lies at the hard edge of child sexualisation, which contributes to a climate in which
child sex trafficking, child pornography, child sex tourism, child prostitution and child rape thrive.”“ Stepping
up the fight against childhood sexualisation by Elizabeth Willmott-Harrop, February 2010
www.libertyandhumanity.com/themes/sexualisation/stepping-up-the-fight-against-childhood-sexualisation/
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PublicService.co.uk ‘Numbers alone do not reveal the true impact of sexual exploitation’ Sue Berelowitz
England’s deputy children’s commissioner, 22 April 2013
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Police ‘abandoned’ child sex victims- A detective who quit in disgust claims hundreds of abuse cases
involving gangs were botched’ David James Smith The Times, 14 April 2013
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growing up viewing girls as sex objects and that, from a young age, all children needed to be
taught to respect members of the opposite sex.
Dr Lois Lee, an American trafficking expert and founder of Children of the Night, has
written about the exact ways in which exploiters groom and break down their victims –
gaining their trust; showing them small elements of affection; breaking down their
confidence; isolating them from friends, and desensitising them to abusive acts and making
them believe they deserve what they experience.800 Greater awareness in schools amongst
children, both female and male, of these tactics would also clearly help. We need to move
on from simply telling children not to take sweets from strangers.

800

In some cases however a child’s background plays a key role. Dr. Lee wrote in the Huffington Post that,
“Life with a pimp can be better than life at home or life in residential care because at least with a pimp
someone is paying attention to her and the victim knows what is going to happen next.”
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The labour trafficking of homeless and
vulnerable men
‘Competing’ with sex and migrants
While media coverage and Mayoral policy equates trafficking with sex, women and/or
migrants,801 there is trafficking taking place in London that involves none of these. Yet the
National Crime Agency (NCA802) only makes “direct mention of human trafficking … under
the Border Policing Command” 803 and the Mayoral policy on trafficking only exists within
the Violence against Women and Girls (VAWG) Strategy.804 Their focus on migrants and
women respectively worryingly ignores the internal trafficking of British men taking place
within the UK. Intentionally or otherwise, the Government is symbolically ahead of London
Mayoral policy on this, having redirected the chief human trafficking victim support contract
to the Salvation Army, whereas previously the prime contractor was with a women’s
service. The Salvation Army works with men as well and we heard that they were seeing an
“almost 50:50 split”805 between male and female trafficking survivors using their services.
The number of cases of labour trafficking identified is already beginning to appear to
overtake the number of sex trafficking cases, with recent Salvation Army data from July
2011 to April 2013 showing that labour exploitation (43%) accounted for more cases than
sexual exploitation (40%).806
Even when the media does criticise society’s focus on sex trafficking to the detriment of
labour trafficking - stating that, “If you asked a member of the public they would probably
understand sexual exploitation and child trafficking, but when it comes to labour trafficking
it’s a hidden crime… where victims go unnoticed” - the editors ironically sometimes still
sensationalise the article using pictures of prostitutes.807
The Connors case
However, in 2011/12 a shocking and brutal case appeared on the front pages of newspapers
across the country. After the bones of a homeless man called Christopher Nicholls were
recovered near a caravan site in Gloucestershire, police raided a number of traveller sites
across the UK and uncovered a slavery ring run by just one family – the Connors. The
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“I worked in the sex trade; does that make me 'trafficked'?” Dr Magnanti Telegraph 18 October 2012
Which replaces the Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) as the UK’s chief operational crime fighting
agency to tackle and coordinate work around organised crime.
803
CSJ report, It Happens Here, 2013
804
Yet in a recent European Commission report from 2013 stated that “The percentage of male EU citizens
trafficked within the EU is 74% and the percentage of female EU citizens trafficked in the EU is 66
%.http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-is-new/news/news/2013/docs/20130415_thb_stats_report_en.pdf
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Evidence from an interview with one stakeholder working with trafficking victims and the Salvation Army.
However, a recent Salvation Army report, Support Needs of Male Victims of Human Trafficking, said that
“from a review of 625 initial client assessment forms: 397 (64%) [were] females and 228 (36%) [were] males.”
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Connors targeted up to 100 homeless and vulnerable men, who were kept in appallingly
filthy808 conditions and made to carry out very “hard labour,”809 for up to 19 hours a day.
Many of these men were recruited in London outside soup kitchens and Jobcentres. They
were told they would be paid for block paving work and receive accommodation. Instead,
they would have their money, ID and clothes taken from them and their benefits would be
controlled by the family – who they had to call “mum” and “dad”. The men were then sent
around the country, even as far as Scandinavia. Some of the men were being kept in dog
kennels, some had been violently beaten, with untreated broken bones, and many had been
starved to a point where they were unable to eat for several days when they were rescued
and had scurvy. The youngest victim was 17, while some of the men had been there for over
several decades. “One witness had been there for over 20 years. They didn’t realise what
was normal. [There were] no turrets, no barbed wire, but if you are a vulnerable person
anyway, after a while you think it’s normal.”810
Tip of the iceberg
In 2012, the UK Human Trafficking Centre (UKHTC) said 39 men were used for tarmacking
and paving stones by the “UK Traveller” community.811 Megan Stewart from Thames Reach,
a London-based homeless charity, told us that this figure is just “the tip of the iceberg.812
There could be vast numbers of people we don’t even know are missing being exploited.”813
The UKHTC said 1,000814 victims of trafficking for forced labour had been referred to the
centre since 2009, but also stated that this number barely scratched the surface as it was a
“hidden crime…[and] probably one of the least understood areas of human trafficking.”815
They also questioned whether numbers had really gone up to sex trafficking case levels or if
labour figures had always been high, but hidden from view. The UN TIP report admitted,
“Trafficking for forced labour is likely to be underestimated because it is less frequently
detected and reported than trafficking for sexual exploitation.”816
AC Olivia Pinkney, Trafficking Spokesperson for ACPO, said: ‘‘Members of the public may
not realise that they will see victims of labour exploitation, and those controlling them, in a
number of different environments while going about their daily business.817”
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“I wasn’t allowed to use their toilet services, strictly for them, I had to go into a bush and wipe myself with
leaves..” Graham Clark speaking to Channel 4 News, 12 September 2013
809
“[It was] hard labour, picking up massive rocks, big heavy tiles every day. It’s not an easy job, making my
back ache every day.” Times Interview http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/uk/crime/article3392587.ece
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Police source to the Times in ‘ Inquiry widens as more alleged victims emerge’ 17 September 2011
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The UKHTC baseline assessment on the nature and scale of human trafficking in 2011, SOCA, August 2012
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Worth noting however that Anti-Slavery International felt that since British victims did not have to deal
with the UKBA the figures may be less distorted.
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As discussed earlier, there are risks attached to assuming the numbers of cases of trafficking are vast,
without statistical evidence and with only a reliance on anecdotal evidence from those working in the antitrafficking field
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James Behan, head of operations for UKHTC, in the Metro, http://metro.co.uk/2013/01/21/forced-labourtrafficking-victims-tip-of-the-iceberg-3358959/
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https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-trafficking/global-report-on-trafficking-in-persons.html
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Crimestoppers highlighted some of the signs of trafficking to watch out for if people are passing by factories
or have people knocking on their doors offering construction work. The signs included the following:
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Why is it ignored?
Immigration focus
A desire by the media and certain stakeholders to focus on sex and migrants may be one
reason why so few of us are aware of this truly horrific type of trafficking, often involving
British men, and which is happening, sometimes literally, on our doorsteps. However,
legislation has also ignored these victims as well. As Professor Anderson noted, until Section
71 of the 2009 Coroners and Justice Act,818 which only came into effect in 2010819, the UK
“while presenting itself as the archetypal site of free labour, … had no offence criminalising
forced labour, other than that incorporated in the 2004 Immigration Act. Effectively, this
meant that forced labour for non-citizens could be prosecuted, but not for citizens. [In]
2009 ‘trafficking’ finally came home, and forced labour was illegalised for British as well as
foreign nationals.”820 Professor Anderson felt this reflected the fact that the trafficking
agenda was heavily tied up with concerns around immigration.
The Connors’ case however also revealed that not only were both the victims and
traffickers from the British Isles, but it “blows out of the water the contention that the UK
is not a source country for victims of trafficking. Of the 213 victims trafficked into, out of
and within the UK by tarmac & paving gangs between 2007 and 2010 over half were British.
The male victims have been trafficked to Scandinavia, predominantly Sweden and
Norway.”821 Some stakeholders felt that this was perhaps not something that the British
were as keen to highlight as the trafficking of migrants coming into the UK. It is also worth
noting that Norway, rather than the UK, was the first country to obtain a conviction for a
British victim in this type of trafficking case.
Attitudes to labour trafficking and the homeless
This crime has also remained hidden because of attitudes in society about what we should
be prioritising. I was repeatedly told that labour trafficking was seen as less serious than sex
trafficking. Furthermore, many of the victims were addicts, street drinkers and homeless
men – a vulnerable group without a strong voice or influence. Yet a number of stakeholders
told me these men were subject to some of the greatest violence they had seen amongst
trafficked victims.
“- They are collected very early and/or returned late at night on a regular basis.
- May have inappropriate clothing for the work they are performing, and/or a lack of safety equipment.
- Victims’ physical appearance may show signs of injury, malnourishment, and their general appearance may be
unkempt.”
818
This made slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory labour a specific criminal offence
819
“Although slavery was banned in Britain 200 years ago it was only in April 2010 that a specific criminal
offence was brought in making it illegal to hold another person in servitude. Until then, police were forced to
use existing legislation such as false imprisonment and human trafficking to seek convictions. Ministers insisted
that the current legislation was adequate but human rights groups and unions lobbied for change. An
amendment to the Coroners and Justice Bill brought in two new offences – holding someone in servitude
within their home (punishable by up to 14 years in prison) and forcing someone to work against their will
(seven years in prison).” Men rescued from squalid forced labour camp refuse to help police, by Jerome
Taylor, The Independent, 2011
820
Us and Them?: The Dangerous Politics of Immigration Control , Prof. B Anderson
821
http://combattrafficking.eu/content/uk-source-country-victims-trafficking ‘UK is a source country for victims
of trafficking’ Submitted by CSWP on Mon, 2011-09-26 12:38
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Megan Stewart from Thames Reach told me, “Missing people are probably the most
vulnerable of all adult citizens – no one is looking for them. These are the ones not
reported missing. They are not being missed. They are not sleeping rough because they have
loving supportive families. [No one] is reporting them. That is what makes this issue so
scary. Something has to be done.”822
Our society’s concerning attitude towards homeless people was highlighted by the Connors
case above, which only came to light following the death of Christopher Nicholls. A Times’
interview with his parents revealed that the police refused to treat the death as suspicious
or important. “A policewoman sat in our living room and made despicable assumptions
about someone she had never met, whose background she could not know. She said to our
faces he was a drop-out and a drunk, who had probably been sleeping rough. She wrote him
off.” 823 Later the Coroner’s office called the parents to tell them, ‘We still have part of him.
Would you like us to dispose of it?’824
His parents decided to investigate, refusing to believe the police’s version of events and
because they were shocked to see that his body “looked like something from Belsen.”825 In
doing so they discovered that the Connors had been claiming Christopher’s benefits even
after he died. They also found that he had been run over, they believe while trying to run
away, which had led to brain damage and incontinence. The Connors family then tried and
failed to claim compensation for the accident; shortly afterwards Christopher died. The
family believed his death was caused by the Connors - who could no longer exploit
Christopher due to his disabilities.826
The parents also questioned residents’ indifference. “All these people who got their drives
and patios done, they should ask their own consciences. Didn’t it seem strange these
petrified men were working in the cold, with no warm clothes? Why did no one say, hang
on, something’s not right here? Because they got it cheaper, that’s why. For a nice few
bob.”827 However, even many social workers cannot recognise these men as victims,
therefore there is even less chance perhaps that other people will.
In our survey of London social workers, 63% were unable to recognise a homeless man,
working for free for someone and being taken around the UK, as a potential victim of
trafficking.828
As well as society failing or even not wanting to identify this problem, victims themselves are
not being encouraged to identify themselves. The UKHTC poster on human trafficking has a
picture of a woman as does almost all other advertising material regarding human trafficking.
822

From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/uk/crime/article3632304.ece Man died ‘because of association with
traveller gang’ 15 December 2012
824
Ibid
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Ibid
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Ibid. “We are under no illusions what caused Christopher’s death. He was of no use to them. Christopher’s
demise is due, without doubt, to his association with the Connors.”
827
Ibid
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See Survey breakdown, page 215
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Megan Stewart from Thames Reach criticised the UKHTC for using a female victim in their
poster for trafficking and said, “Men don’t recognise themselves as victims of trafficking or
feel shame being reduced to this term.”829 I was told by a number of stakeholders that we
need to start showing, in posters and in the media, that men can be victims of trafficking, in
order to remove the shame attached to this role and allow male victims to self-identify, as
well for the public and other vulnerable men to become aware of the indicators. Megan
Stewart also said the UK Border Force has too generalised a view of trafficking and isn’t
aware of the indicators around Eastern European or British men being trafficked in and out
of the UK.

Case types
Victims
Men who are presently targeted in this model of trafficking tend to come from Britain,
Slovakia, Poland, Latvia, Romania and Lithuania. However, there are rare instances of
homeless women being trafficked in similar circumstances as well. Megan Stewart from
Thames Reach said that of the 42 Eastern European homeless trafficking cases they had
seen, two were women. Thames Reach said that British homeless men often have substance
abuse and mental health issues, whereas other Europeans may be homeless due to
unemployment. Hope for Justice has encountered some victims who had been asked
whether they had outstanding arrest warrants. Traffickers may target those individuals who
do have outstanding arrest warrants, often for misdemeanours, as they are less likely to
seek help from law enforcement.830 Alternatively a victim may be a person from a stable,
criminal free background, but whose work and personal life may have simply fallen apart due
to death, divorce or redundancy. As many homeless charities cite, we are all just “two steps
from homelessness.” 831 A number of stakeholders said that homeless victims often get
trapped in a cycle, where they may eventually be thrown out of or leave an exploitative
environment, but then become homeless again and may be “caught again by different
traffickers”. 832
Labour types
These vulnerable men are trafficked for work such as tarmacking, agricultural labour, and
working in bread and chicken factories. In October 2012, Kent police, the Gangmasters
Licensing Authority and the Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) liberated more than
30 Lithuanian workers who had been living and working in appalling conditions833 in a climate
of fear involving debt bondage, threats and violence.834 They were ironically working to
829

From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
Evidence from Hope for Justice, 2012
831
http://www.2steps2.com/
832
Meeting with Klara Skrivankova from Anti-Slavery International
833
“They are said to have then been kept in debt bondage, forced to work up to 17 hours a shift, bussed to
farms the length of the country to catch hens through the night, sleeping for days at a time only in vans, in
some weeks not paid at all, and, according to workers' testimony, kept under control by Lithuanian enforcers
with threats of violence and on occasions actual physical assault.” Workers who collected Freedom Food
chickens 'were trafficked and beaten' Felicity Lawrence, The Guardian, Monday 29 October 2012
834
They claim they were refused toilet stops on journeys and that in between jobs they were kept for hours in
the vans at roadside parking places…. they reported living 15 men to a small house in damp, squalid
830
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provide Noble Foods with ‘Freedom Food’835 eggs – lauded and approved by the RSPCA for
its ethical treatment of and high welfare provided to chickens - to retailers such as
Sainsbury’s and Marks and Spencer.
Other tasks they are made to carry out include child-minding. I was told of one case where
a man was forced to take care of a child from 6am to 2am every day. However, many cases
were very much in the public eye. One case in Croydon involved vulnerable victims working
in a public carwash for £3 a day.836
One victim who Thames Reach came across was specifically targeted for harvesting organs
although the victim was rescued before the operation took place. The actual final act of
organ removal has still not been witnessed by UK authorities, but this was the first year
where organ harvesting was registered by the Government and the UKHTC.837 Megan
Stewart from Thames Reach felt that homeless people were so unlikely to have anyone
looking for them, that this one case of organ harvesting for organ trafficking that they had
seen was unlikely to be a one-off. 838
Hope for Justice said they found that traffickers diversify their tactics to maximise profit.
Traffickers exploit victims in a variety of different ways which may include using a victim’s
identity for financial fraud, including benefit fraud to maximise profits. I was told that this
form of exploitation was being increasingly used by Czech, Lithuanian and Polish traveller
traffickers. Anti-Slavery International said that one of the new areas of trafficking they were
seeing was men being made to “beg, pick pocket, [carry out] distraction theft, shoplift, steal
clothes from charity shop boxes and metal theft”. Indeed stakeholders said they had seen
victims with severe burns from metal theft attempts.
Prior to the Olympics in 2012, metal theft was described as one of the UK’s fastest growing
crimes. This crime was linked to the soaring price of commodities, especially copper and
aluminium, and had a ‘Ripple Effect’ where the value of problems caused by the crime can far
outweigh the profits to the criminal. One cable theft in Bexley with a value below £1,000
cost EDF Energy £29m with 94,000 people affected.839 This crime however illustrates

conditions. Mattresses on the floor were infested with bed bugs and fleas. ….Those workers who wanted to
open bank accounts or apply for national insurance numbers say they were told they couldn't and were
threatened with the sack if they complained….They have reported workers being beaten, punched, given black
eyes and broken ribs, and then beaten again if they complained.
http://www.theguardian.com/law/2012/oct/29/workers-chickens-allegedly-trafficked-beaten
835
The gangmaster company was a member of Freedom Food, a welfare scheme licensed by the RSPCA
836
From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
837
“Although aware of the potential of human trafficking for the removal of organs the UK has only recently
encountered its first organ harvesting trafficking cases. These were related to trafficking into the UK with the
intention of harvesting the victim’s kidneys, on one occasion to sell as a commodity and on another to provide
the organ to a relative. Fortunately, on both occasions, the victims were recovered and supported before the
organs had been removed.”
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/118116/human-traffickingreport.pdf
838
However, organ trafficking is an increasing problem: “Figures from WHO showed more than 100,000
organs had been legally and illegally transplanted in 95 member states in 2010. Mr Noell, a doctor, believed
one in 10 was harvested illegally.” Illegal organ trade on the rise, say world health experts, 28 May 2012,
Telegraph
839
Information provided by the former MPA
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particularly well how trafficking mimics the fluid economy around it and also how it feeds
into an illegal economy that creates huge long term costs to the UK. Indeed, a number of
stakeholders highlighted that many victims they had seen, had been made to open up bank
accounts and make benefit claims,840 and that as result huge sums were being stolen from
banks and the Treasury. 841
Control
The men exploited in these professions may be sold on, often in car parks, to gangmasters
or remain with the family who recruited them. They will receive a roof over their heads and
some may even receive payment, while others may be paid in alcohol, while some receive
nothing at all. I was told that a family may exploit a number of people, some who choose to
be there, while others are forced. The men are controlled by a complex web of control
mechanisms, from indirect threats and breaking down their confidence to severe physical
brutality. Thames Reach had seen victims with marks left from handcuffs, wounds caused by
being burnt with pipes and other forms of torture.
However, Klara Skrivankova from Anti-Slavery International said that she used to see far
more cases of physical violence, with victims receiving no exchange of money. But over time
she noticed that traffickers had become more sophisticated, using “psychological violence
and pressure or stalking the victims or their family; the victim may even get the odd bit of
money here and there.”842 I was also told of cases involving non-violent torture which left
no marks on the victims, such as one man who was made to eat his own faeces.
A Salvation Army report in 2013 noted that “Freedom of movement was restricted in a
lower proportion of male over female victims.”843 However, their vulnerabilities were
highlighted in other ways, such as by the fact that “a significantly higher proportion of men
report having restricted access to food whilst in the trafficking situation than women.[And]
those vulnerabilities more prevalent in males than females were rough sleeping, and existing
mental health conditions and/or learning disabilities.”844

Case Study – the story of Jonas
In 2012 Jonas was picked up outside a Homeless Day Centre in Prague. A man approached
him and asked if he wanted to work in the UK in a bakery. The man wore a suit and Jonas
felt that the man seemed trustworthy. The suited man took Jonas and five other men to a
flat in Kolin where he gave the men to a family living there and received money in return.
840

Salvation Army report Support Needs of Male Victims of Human Trafficking, June 2013: “Bank accounts:
24% (54 cases) of males were forced to open a bank account, compared with 2% (8 cases) of females. The
victim then had no control over said bank account; this will have a subsequent impact on support needs as
victims deal with the repercussions. Type of exploitation 2 -• Loans: 5% (11 cases) of males were forced to
take out a loan compared with 0.3% (1 case) of females. Credit cards: 1% (3 cases) of males were forced to
take out a credit card compared with 0 females. Those nationalities forced to open bank accounts included:
Polish, Slovakian, Czech, Romanian, Lithuanian, Hungarian, Portuguese, Cameroon, Nigerian. This applied
mainly to those trafficked into labour exploitation or criminal activity.”
841
From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
842
Meeting with Klara Skrivankova from Anti-Slavery International
843
Salvation Army report Support Needs of Male Victims of Human Trafficking, June 2013
844
Ibid
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The men were taken to a coach station and went from Prague to Bradford on a Eurolines
Coach. Once in the UK, Jonas was made to work in a chicken factory and was not allowed
to eat all day, while carrying 23kg boxes of chickens nonstop. He was also made to carry
out domestic work in the family’s home. On their pay day they received a sealed envelop
which they had to give to the family they were living with to pay back the debt they were
told they owed for travelling to the UK. Jonas and several of the other men decided on a
plan of escape. On the day of the escape, they flattened the tyres of the van carrying them
from work. However the other men became afraid, and only Jonas and one other man felt
strong enough to run away. The two men told a bus driver what had happened and that
they needed to go to London to the Czech Embassy. The driver took them to London, free
of charge, and the Embassy issued them with temporary passports and told them to go to
Broadway Centre in West London to obtain help with accommodation. However, the
Centre had no vacancies in their hostel so an Embassy Consul gave them money to stay in a
Hostel in Kensal Green. Two days later they had to leave the hostel after their money ran
out. In September 2012, the men contacted the Broadway Centre who contacted support
services to see if they could obtain further help. 845

London
There are many reports that the number of homeless people on the streets of London is
going up. Megan Stewart from Thames Reach said that “especially in Westminster there’s a
problem; but in Tower Hamlets and Hammersmith and Fulham over 90% don’t spend more
than one night on the street.”846 They also said that the numbers of Eastern Europeans they
saw on the streets had risen sharply, “now making up 50% of our work; [while] 12-18
months ago it was only 20%.”847
Homeless victims tend to be targeted in specific areas. While many victims are sent outside
of London, due to the high number of vulnerable homeless men in London the capital
appears to be specifically targeted as a recruitment and selling ground. Megan Stewart from
Thames Reach said they saw vans arrive three times a week from Lithuania in one area in
Westminster alone to sell men to different gangmasters. Another NGO noted that a van
regularly visits the Polish Centre, POSK, in Hammersmith to pick young men up and that
this had indicators of trafficking.
The family of one man, ‘Jack Chapman,’ - who drifted into substance abuse after quitting
university following the end of a relationship - was trafficked twice by traveller gangs and
had, on both occasions, been approached in London. He was first targeted with 15 other
men in 2009 at a London drop-in centre. His family also came across other traffickers trying
to recruit homeless men “near Temple on the Embankment. There’s a funny, square
building. If you go up on the roof, homeless people live there when it’s not raining”.848

845

Case study provided by Thames Reach 2013
From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
847
Ibid
848
Our son, the middle-class boy ‘enslaved’ by traveller gangs Lucy Bannerman The Times, 17 September 201
846
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There must be many cases similar to this across the capital but, as stated above, it is very
hard to discover and even harder to prove. BBC London reported in October 2012 that, in
Ilford, East London, the police raided a terraced house where numerous Lithuanians had
been staying in one room. 849 Those at the residence said they were being paid below the
minimum wage to work in a recycling depot and building firm and there was CCTV
overlooking the front door. However, it was not clear if the Lithuanians were trafficked, and,
if so, if it could be proven.
I was also told by Megan Stewart from Thames Reach that London is also used by Eastern
European victims as a place to run away to due to the fact that the Embassies are based
here. 850 In light of the central role London plays in the trafficking of homeless and vulnerable
men, it is concerning that this issue is not mentioned anywhere in the Mayoral policy on
trafficking.
Mobile Soup Kitchens
There are sixty static kitchens or mobile soup runs operating across London. Thirty are in
Westminster, where half of London’s rough sleepers gather. 851 Westminster City Council
has repeatedly tried to reduce the number and even ban soup kitchens in Westminster. The
former Mayor of London and several councillors opposed the attempts stating, “Nothing
illustrates the cold-hearted and callous approach of the Conservatives more."852 However, a
large number of homeless charities, including St Mungo’s and Thames Reach, have supported
Westminster Council. Jeremy Swain, Chief Executive of Thames Reach said: 'Street handouts do little to help people make the step away from rough sleeping. Instead they
frequently prevent people from facing up to the reality of the harmful life-style they have
adopted.'853 Megan Stewart from Thames Reach told me of an example where a mentally old
woman was being fed by Soup Kitchens on the street. Thames Reach found her and she “has
now been sectioned and is in a comfortable accommodation watching TV, with food etc…
[The fact is that there are] one hundred ways to help homeless people without giving them
food on the street”.854
Westminster City Council also noted that soup kitchens attracted crime and anti-social
behaviour. When I met with Megan Stewart from Thames Reach, to discuss the trafficking
of homeless men, Megan said, “Traffickers don’t need to travel abroad now as they can just
go to soup kitchens and day centres. [Soup kitchens are] open to traffickers and encourage
them to stay in dangerous situations. Soup kitchens should be inside. They put people at
risk.”855
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-19984615 Human trafficking to UK rising, Tom Symonds Home Affairs
correspondent, 18 October 2012
850
From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
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http://mqt.london.gov.uk/mqt/public/question.do?id=45821 0957/2013 MQT Police monitoring of soup
kitchens
852
Leader of WCC Labour Group, Councillor Paul Dimoldenberg, www.dailymail.co.uk Callous-councilwants-ban-soup-kitchens-homeless, 27th February 2011
853
www.dailymail.co.uk Callous-council-wants-ban-soup-kitchens-homeless, 27th February 2011
854
From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
855
From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
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There is consistent evidence that a large proportion of homeless men are targeted at
homeless support services such as soup kitchens.856 I was told that Lincoln’s Inn Fields is one
of the traffickers’ target bases and that Passage, a homeless drop-in support centre near
Victoria, is also targeted.857 One soup run in central Westminster was “regularly targeted
two to three times a night!”858 The Times wrote that “Workers at soup runs around
Central London said that they were popular recruitment areas for Irish travellers. Some
have witnessed homeless men getting into the back of suspected recruiters’ cars. One
worker said: “We saw a man and a woman pull up in a Range Rover. They left with a few
guys in the back. We’ve tried to chase them off a few times.”859
A couple, interviewed as part of a Times investigation860, discussed their own son’s descent
from a “Home Counties” graduate who was considering doing a PhD, to a malnourished
captive of gangmasters. Their son was picked up at a soup kitchen and, while trying to find
him, the parents would regularly come across travellers trying to recruit men in the soup
kitchens in Westminster. The father stated, “These soup kitchens are being used as
recruitment grounds. They are an open sore. Why is no one doing anything about it?”861
Anti-Slavery International felt the solution was not so much to close soup kitchens and that
it would be “easier to disrupt them if they were not all so near to each other – we need to
change the logistics.” Thames Reach felt that Soup Kitchens need to be feeding in
intelligence and looking out for this problem more consistently across London.
It was felt that we could not encourage CCTV to be installed around soup kitchens as I was
told by one stakeholder that soup kitchens “are a law unto themselves”862 and are also not
always based in London, with up to 50 soup kitchens entering Westminster from
elsewhere.863 When I asked the Mayor and police what they were doing to tackle this
problem the Mayor’s office wrote that “All providers are strongly encouraged by Police to
bring their services indoors off the street. Locations are actively patrolled by Safer
Neighbourhood teams when community concern or information demands.”864 The
information above however suggests they should be actively patrolled more regularly.
We would never allow children to be fed on the streets, at risk of exploitation. I believe we
need to ask why we are allowing vulnerable adults, many with mental health or substance
abuse issues, to be supported in such environments.
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Reported by Anti-Slavery International, Thames Reach, and Hope for Justice.
From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
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Our son, the middle-class boy ‘enslaved’ by traveller gangs Lucy Bannerman The Times, 17 September 201
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December 2001, Do soup kitchens help the homeless? By Lissa Cook, Radio 5 Live Report.
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Grey areas
The agency of potential victims
It can be challenging to picture grown men as victims of trafficking. There are also questions
around whether homeless and poverty stricken, unemployed men are not better off
working in an exploitative environment, if they at least have a roof over their heads. The
Salvation Army highlighted in a recent report that forced labour victims “think it’s still
better than in their home country, for those individuals it is very difficult to say there is a
level they should expect, because of their vulnerability they are still at risk of being
exploited. They just don’t expect to be able to do a decent day’s work for a decent day’s
pay.”865 The Connors site near Leighton Buzzard had no barbed wire, and the lawyer
representing the Connors in court said that the supposed victims were all paid and were
free to leave at any time. “There is no need to force people to work. How many people
would you get if you stood outside this court and shouted, ‘Any work in the morning?866’”
But several victims said they were scared to run away or were re-found when they
attempted to escape.
However, one man ‘rescued’ by police told the Guardian that he was grateful to the
Traveller family who had provided him with work, pay and accommodation when he had
nowhere else to go: "The police told me I couldn't come back, but I told them it was my
home and if I wanted to go back I would go back."”867 One man living in a caravan on a
Traveller plot worked as a paver, for which he was being paid £50 a day. "I think it's all a
load of rubbish and they just hate Travellers…Plenty of men who were here wanted to be
here and they were getting paid. The police coming in heavy-handed like this is just
wrong.868" Nine of those rescued by police following the raids in 2011 on the Connors’ sites
refused to cooperate with the police. 869 In response, Anti-Slavery International told the
reporter that “institutionalisation... creates a situation where captives psychologically
identify with their captors."870
Accusations of racism and the challenge of multiculturalism
In 2012 the Irish Traveller Movement lodged a complaint against the BBC who had
broadcast a TV report alleging that Irish Travellers were running a slavery ring, involving
British men, in Norway and Sweden. Father Joe Browne, chairman of the Irish Traveller
Movement in Britain, accused the BBC in the Irish Times of “racialisation criminality... There
is an undercurrent to all of this that is trying to associate Travellers with slavery871”. In
response, Anti-Slavery International told the Irish Times that “this shows that they are like
the rest of us, not different.”872
865

Salvation Army report Support Needs of Male Victims of Human Trafficking, June 2013
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/uk/crime/article3440147.ece Traveller culture operates outside normal
rules, slavery trial hears, Fay Schlesinger, The Times
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Rescued 'slave' criticises police raid at Bedfordshire caravan site www.theguardian.com by Alexandra
Topping - 12 Sep 2011
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Guardian article, Jerome Taylor , Tuesday 13 September 2011, Men rescued from squalid forced labour
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Lewis Power, QC, the lawyer representing the Connors family said they should be “treated
differently because Irish traveller culture operates outside the parameters of normal
society”.873 The Connors’ own children had left school early to work, and violence was
“ingrained in the culture”, with Mr Connors taking part in bare-knuckle fights. Lewis Power
QC questioned, “Did the Connors maybe save their lives? Did they exploit them? Was
there a symbiotic relationship? At the end of the day, the travelling community have been
doing this for hundreds of years. These offences came into being two years ago.”
In an article on 16 April 2008, Dr Donald Kenrick stated that "Dossers are people gypsies
pick up to work for them. They are sometimes called slaves or servants. ... It is common
among Irish travellers, but the English do it as well."874 It was reported that Dr Donald
Kenrick “disputed that they were really slaves, saying that the practice meant that otherwise
vulnerable people were being cared for. He said the travellers favoured single men, who
were strong workers, but of poor mental health.”875
An article on the Trafficking Research Project website highlighted that “highly mobile
minorities” have been found to be involved in trafficking elsewhere – citing the case in Israel
of Bedouins trafficking Eritreans and Sudanese into Israel, and often using extreme brutality,
with victims citing rape, torture and even organ extraction. The report notes that “Roma,
Gypsies and Irish Travellers and the Bedouin share a number of common characteristics:
familial and social links over a number of international borders, a history and contemporary
experience of semi-nomadic or at least a transient and fluid sense of settlement, and
marginalisation and discrimination, both at the hands of society and the state. These factors,
significantly, leave these groups both at risk of being trafficked and well placed as trafficking
facilitators. It points to the need for states to move beyond the idea of trafficking being
perpetrated by international connected yet static syndicates, in a style akin to the mafia, and
consider the fluid nature of the traffickers themselves.”876
The article notes the prejudice against travellers by police, media and the state, and that this
limits the likelihood of those in the traveller community reporting trafficking or exploitation
that they witness in their communities. This also limits “successful advocacy being carried
out by the police and other agencies within these communities to both inhibit the
perpetration of trafficking and protect community members from falling victim to this
crime.”877
It notes that we must not isolate the community when responding to trafficking; rather it is
crucial to work with them to prevent trafficking by using their specific knowledge. This was
highlighted by a BBC investigation into trafficking in the Sinai where two of the victims were
rescued by a local Bedouin leader.878 As a number of stakeholders have also told us, the
873
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article stated, “There is also a need perhaps for more effective and strategic engagement
between NGOs; for example, between organisations working on minority rights issues and
those working on anti-trafficking.”879
While working with communities is important, we must not get fixated with any one
community or ethnicity. As Europol highlighted, "A new breed of organised crime groups is
emerging in Europe. These groups are no longer defined by their nationality or specialisation
in one area of crime but by an ability to operate on an international basis, with a businesslike focus on maximising profit and minimising risk" 880 While the victims we have seen in
this model of trafficking are largely British or Eastern European, and those exploiting them
are largely in Irish and Eastern European traveller networks, Europol’s intelligence highlights
how this is not set in stone. Indeed, in September 2011, as part of the investigation into the
exploitation carried out by the Connors family, the Police raided a travellers' camp at
Pulmer Water in Hertfordshire and found four Chinese nationals (3 men and a woman) who
were suspected of being held as slaves.881 It was suspected that the Chinese workers had
been illegally trafficked into the UK.882 In another case, used as evidence by the APPG on
Trafficking several years ago, Polish and Afghan workers were exploited for food packaging
by those from Eastern Europe, Britain, the Middle East and Asia.883

Project Troy
The Connors case is the first case of its kind to go to court in Britain. Yet a number of
Scandinavian countries were already well aware of such cases. In 2009, Sweden’s National
Criminal Investigation Department produced a secret report, Project Troy, which was later
leaked. The report found that there were approximately seven traveller family networks,
made up of up to 40 people, operating in Sweden. It said there had been at least 72 reports
of alleged labour trafficking of British, Irish, Romanian and Polish men, trafficked to Sweden
on ferries, cargo ships and by road via Denmark, Germany, Holland and Norway, by the
traveller community since 2007.884 Swedish residents reported that men would knock on
their door offering to re-surface driveways; but would then fail to complete the work
properly.”885
It is reported that as early as 2007, Norwegian police had also looked into the issue and
estimated that the traveller gangs operating there were making at least £11m each year.886 A
879
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BBC investigation found that there were accounts of similar exploitation along similar
models taking place in Germany, Holland and Denmark.887 Belgium is also known to be
investigating a similar case where British nationals were being labour trafficked by traveller
gangs.
Possible homicide
Scandinavian authorities were alert to this due to a number suspicious cases in previous
years. In 2007, it is alleged that two Irish travellers were found trying to pour petrol on a
caravan in Sweden where two British workers were sleeping. The report states that the
workers had “refused to obey orders or otherwise proved unwilling to submit to the
control exercised over them”.888
In 2005, 22 year old British trainee chef, Oliver Hayre, died in a caravan fire in Sweden. He
had previously complained that he had been held against his will and his father believes he
remained at the traveller site, fearing that otherwise his family, who had been visited by one
of the travellers, would be attacked. However, Swedish police decided at the time that the
death was an accident. Project Troy however admitted that the case implicated arson and
said that those living on the campsite were “impeding rescue efforts.”889 A police report
given to the coroner quoted several of Oliver’s friends who said that his savings and
passport had been removed, and that he was regularly beaten.
Oliver’s father told the Daily Mail, “My perception of the authorities is that they turn a blind
eye to it … It was so apparent from the moment we were told it was all just sweeping it
under the table. It was a low priority because of who Oliver was working for. He was tarred
with the same brush as the travellers. A young man had lost his life but because of who he
was with it didn’t warrant investigation.”890 At Oliver’s inquest in June 2006, the coroner,
Gordon Ryhall, supported this conclusion, stating that the Swedish police did not properly
investigate the case because Oliver was working for travellers.
“Low ambition to prosecute”
There have been no convictions for trafficking in Scandinavia and only one conviction891 for
forced labour by Irish travellers in Norway892 in 2008.893 Project Troy stated that thus far
887
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There was just one conviction for forced labour by Irish travellers in Scandinavia, and none for trafficking:
In 2008, Daniel Dundon was sentenced to 18 months in prison for the offence. Damages of £1,100 each were
awarded to two homeless and mentally ill British men aged 19 and 25.
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A Dutch report noted that “Belgian and Norwegian judges seem to assume more readily than the Dutch
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the authorities had a 'low ambition to prosecute the travellers'894 which had led to the
collapse of three trafficking investigations into the abuse of British nationals in Sweden.
Problems cited include the fact that suspects would often leave the country, or that the
crimes could simply not easily be proven.
A Swedish TIP Report in 2013 mentioned that in 2010 the Swedish National Bureau of
Investigation collaborated with police in the UK over an investigation concerning suspected
human trafficking for forced labour, in which the victims were exploited for purposes such
as carrying out tarmac and paving work for private individuals in different parts of Sweden.
The traveller family were resident in the UK. However, the court dismissed the
prosecution.
The BBC interviewed victims from one failed case, where three British men — including an
alcoholic, and a soldier — were taken to Sweden, threatened with violence and paid
approximately £9.40 for 12-hour work days. Police eventually rescued them. Their captors
were charged with human trafficking, but were later acquitted. One victim told the BBC he
was not surprised by this outcome: “I always think of human trafficking as people changing
hands or being sold. I wouldn’t call it human trafficking. I would certainly say I was a forced
labourer — I didn’t want to be there, I just had nothing else.”
History repeating itself
Why has the enslavement and, possibly, murder of British nationals in Scandinavia only come
to light in the past few years, when Scandinavian authorities were aware of this issue as far
back as 2005? It is not because these cases were not happening closer to home.
Megan Stewart from Thames Reach told us, “When the Connors case broke, I was so so
glad – this has been going on a long time; this is a problem going on under people’s noses.
But even when [the exploitation of homeless men is] known, there is a passive acceptance
of this behaviour.”895 Indeed, the father of Oliver Hayre, questioned why it took so long for
the issue to be publicised. “Why didn’t the story go national six years ago?” he said. “Why
didn’t the governments step in [then]?”896
Europol’s David Ellero admitted that “traveller gangs have been doing this for a long time.”
897
Similar cases can be found as far back as the 20th century. One case cited involves a court
of whether this occurred in abuse of a vulnerable situation or not will be what their life situation was prior to
the exploitation, and the situation in which they were exploited”. to the judges to be ‘young people who were
hardly able to look after themselves’.. The court interpreted ‘forced labour’ as work that a person does not
start voluntarily and/or cannot withdraw from. The court found this latter aspect had been proved in this case,
partly because of the victims’ multiple dependency on the suspects,253 the threat of violence if they were to
run away and their lack of money. Given the situation in which the victims foundthemselves during the
exploitation, they could not stop voluntarily. Under those conditions, they were therefore subject to forced
labour.
894
Daily Mail. Forced-work-tarmac-cowboys-The-British-men-trafficked-abroad-Irish-slave-gangs. 24
September 2011
895
From evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
896
Stamford dad’s call for crackdown on human traffickers” in the Rutland and Stamford Mercury , 30
September 2011 http://www.stamfordmercury.co.uk/news/local/stamford-dad-s-call-for-crackdown-on-humantraffickers-1-3105756
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case in 1999 where John Williams claimed he had been taken from London to Basildon by
travellers, and had been forced to work all day, was locked in a stable and threatened.
However, he managed to escape within 24 hours.898 There have also been cases in France –
for example, in 2005, a traveller family were arrested after six "modern-day slaves"899 were
found in filthy conditions, barely able to stand, with bruises, cuts and suffering from severe
malnourishment. They had been forced to help with harvesting, and selling flowers and
calendars and had had their social security benefits confiscated. In a more recent case in
2010, a girl was traded by her parents as a domestic slave to a traveller family in France,
who subjected her to physical and sexual torture. She was found severely ill, malnourished
and in need of reconstructive surgery on her ears and nose.900
The Gangmasters Licensing Authority’s Neil Court, told the Guardian, following the
Freedom Food scandal, that such “exploitation among Lithuanians and other Eastern
Europeans appeared to be increasing.”901 However, the Gangmasters Licensing Authority
(GLA) has had its budget for enforcement and inspection reduced by nearly one-fifth. There
is also a lack of a system in place for reporting the number of trafficking victims in the
industries in the GLA’s sphere as its regulatory efforts are directed at employers and not
workers. In other words, “the GLA knows how many employers’ licences it retracted but
not how many workers were affected nor what percentage of those workers were victims
of trafficking”.902

Police
Collecting intelligence
Back in mid-2008 a local British newspaper wrote an article ironically titled, “At last: Police
probe traveller slavery.” 903 Yet it would take several more years for any convictions of this
type of trafficking to take place.
The local journalist, Jon Austin, wrote in the article that in the past they had uncovered
evidence that some travellers were recruiting homeless and vulnerable men to be used as
“slaves” – they were being held against their will and had been assaulted, with residents
living nearby saying that they saw them frequently nursing black eyes. However, the
journalist wrote that, in spite of reporting this, the “police were reluctant to say if they
were investigating.”904 A resident said “"I explained we see it on a daily basis… [but] Police
898

echo-news, 1999/05/27/ Basildon Homeless man held as slave
Eight held as 'modern-day slaves' found at French travellers' site – Jon Henley, The Guardian, Friday 16
December 2005
900
Teenage daughter sold in part-exchange for used car was 'kept chained in shed and used as a sex slave by
French travellers' By Ian Sparks : 08:38, 17 November 2010
901
Workers who collected Freedom Food chickens 'were trafficked and beaten' Felicity Lawrence, The
Guardian, Monday 29 October 2012
902
IPPR Report Beyond Borders, Cherti and Pennington,
http://www.twolittlegirls.org/ufiles/beyondirregularity-trafficking_July2012_9382.pdf
903
“Police and council officers have finally confirmed they are investigating the scandal of slave labour on
travellers sites - eight weeks after it was exposed by the Echo. We even found evidence some had been
assaulted or held against their will.” http://www.echo-news.co.uk/news/2335579.print/
904
http://www.echo-news.co.uk/news/2335579.print/ At last: Police probe traveller slavery. By Jon Austin, June
2008
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said they found no evidence of people held against their will.”905 Local resident David Walsh
made a comment at the time that is still a weakness in our “sticking plaster” method of
working patterns and intelligence systems, saying, "You can't look at incidents individually. It
is part of a pattern."906
The Big Issue wrote about this problem many years before the Connors case. Anti-Slavery
International said that following this article they spoke to the police but the police “always
said to us, “No, no it’s not happening.”907 This is concerning when proactive work is
required. The Times investigation into the leaked Project Troy said the report admitted that
“most victims do not come forward … and these figures are thought to be a tiny
proportion of the whole.”908
Anti-Slavery International said a key problem was that there was no system in place to feed
in this intelligence to show such a trend. Suspicions or accusations related to trafficking
need to be collected centrally in London so that we are not always running behind trying to
catch up with trafficking cases.
Lack of interest and knowledge
As far back as 2008, Swedish police gave the British police seven dossiers of evidence about
the trafficking of British men to assist us in carrying out criminal prosecutions. The Times
reported that neither the UKHTC nor ACPO were able to say whether this had led to a
conviction.909
I decided to follow this up and, on asking the police, they told me that there was nothing in
that dossier that they had been able to work on.910 However, stakeholders told me how
they were repeatedly frustrated with police telling them there was insufficient evidence,
when they felt that the police were simply reluctant to dig deeper into the information
available.
When we asked the police for their response to the Swedish Situation Report, Trafficking in
human beings for sexual and other purposes, 2010 - which said that they had 26 reports of
human trafficking for non-sexual purposes and twice mentioned “in particular, these
concern British and Irish tarmac and paving layers in Sweden”- the Mayor’s response was
that the report did not make “any specific links to London.”911 Yet this is not surprising as
the Swedish report only briefly mentioned the cases. Furthermore, as discussed above,
evidence suggests that at least a number of victims in these cases were recruited in London.
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http://www.echo-news.co.uk/news/2335579.print/At last: Police probe traveller slavery 7:21am Thursday
12th June 2008 in News By Jon Austin
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Ibid
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Meeting with Klara Skrivankova from Anti-Slavery International, 2012
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British men trafficked abroad by slave gangs, John Simpson and Fay Schlesinger , The Times, 24 September
2011
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Times, British men trafficked abroad by slave gangs, John SiMetropolitan Police Service on, Fay Schlesinger
12:01AM, September 24 2011
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Meeting with the Metropolitan Police, 2013
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Mayoral question 0467/2013, Andrew Boff, February 2013
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A senior police source claimed that there is “a very low evidence base for this type of
trafficking; there is no evidential problem” and that a lot of it was “rumour”.
Yet we were told by charities working with homeless men and those in trafficking charities
that they had been seeing such cases for many years. However, as discussed above, NGOs
may have vested interests in exaggerating numbers. Yet this case is clearly not a one-off.
Indeed a new case arose in September 2013 when the body of a homeless man working for
travellers was found in Gwent.912 Furthermore, the number of victims of trafficking
recognised by charities does not seem to coordinate with how the police and NRM view
the figures. The CSJ report ‘It happens here’ noted that “one London-based charity working
with vulnerable and homeless men from Eastern Europe told the CSJ that of the 39 men
they have so far seen who have shown indicators of modern slavery, just seven (18 per
cent) have been referred to NRM.”913
It is not clear if they have not been referred because of fears held by the individuals
involved, or a lack of faith in the NRM due to the complexities over the nature of consent,
etc. However, Megan Stewart from Thames Reach felt the NRM was “excellent” and said
that the NRM had a very clear definition of trafficking which meant that they had been
successful with all their referrals. Thames Reach felt that “if [victims] are not getting
through [the NRM] then it is probably the referrals failing not the NRM.”914
Like the majority of NGOs we spoke to, Thames Reach praised the work of the
Metropolitans Police’s Anti-Trafficking team (SC&O7) but said that on a borough level it
was still “very difficult to report crimes in British police stations.”915 A number of
stakeholders told us of cases where victims had been turned away or not recognised.
Amazingly there were examples of this continuing even after the Connors case reached
court and garnered widespread media attention. I was told about one victim who was
turned away from four stations, including Bethnal Green and Brick Lane stations, where
they were apparently told that the police there weren’t “equipped to deal with
trafficking.”916
It was only when the support service worker, who had accompanied him, contacted SC&O7
on his behalf that his case was taken up. However, a police source said awareness was
improving in the boroughs and cited a recent case in 2013 when “two officers were doing a
standard stop in West London. In the car there was a Traveller driver and in the back a
homeless Eastern European. They immediately saw the trafficking indicators and acted
accordingly. It turned out he was being paid in beer.”917
I was told that the “front desk know absolutely nothing about trafficking”918 yet if a victim
manages to gather the will to go to the police, these, rather than SC&O7, are the first
912

Police hunt for body they fear was secretly buried by 'slavery gang' after man missing for 13 years is found
living in a squalid FARMYARD in Wales, 23 September 2013, Daily Mail
913
CSJ report ‘It happens here’ 2013
914
Evidence from Megan Stewart, Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
915
Ibid
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ibid
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Evidence from anonymous police source, 2013
918
Evidence from Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
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officers they are likely to face. SC&O7 have devised a training programme for frontline
officers but Thames Reach said that when they ask local officers about their knowledge of
the trafficking of homeless men, the police repeatedly “know nothing”.919 Hope for Justice
said training was the key to recognising this crime at a local level. They told us that
“Training needs to focus on what people will see in their particular areas. In one case an
officer asked, ‘Where are your documents?’ The Eastern European victim said, ‘Someone
has my documents’ but this wasn’t picked up as an indicator of trafficking and the victim,
who had come to police for help, left.”920
Hope for Justice cited the impact that training can have. “We ran a pilot where we trained
five or six front line organisations e.g. those working with the homeless in one area. Within
a 12 month period 77 victims in that particular area were identified.”921 Hope for Justice are
also training police officers in the same area which is yielding positive results. However,
when those at the top of the Metropolitan Police Service, who are trained in trafficking, still
believe that this issue is largely based on “rumour” over evidence, there is clearly a greater
challenge facing this issue than simply inadequate local policing.
If the police are wrong about the gravity of this type of trafficking, as the evidence I have
heard could suggest, then the police may suffer long-term consequences for this inaction.
Megan Stewart from Thames Reach felt that these trafficking cases being missed would be
the “Hillsborough and Savile cases of the future”922 and that victims will, many years from
now, be demanding compensation.
Proactive work
Anti-Slavery International said that police need to embrace new ways to tackle this issue.
For example, they thought borough police should have regular meetings with homeless
charities and migrant drop-in centres.923 While the Human Trafficking Unit has started to
engage with charities, there is not consistent work across London Borough police on this,
although there are examples of good practice taking place: in December 2012, Bromley’s
Penge and Cator Safer Neighbourhood Team, together with London Street Rescue, carried
out patrols to locate and assist homeless men, with the help of interpreters.924
Klara Skrivankova, from Anti-Slavery International, said that if the police were more
proactive they would easily start finding more cases of vulnerable men being trafficked. She
said there were vans regularly visiting known areas of London. These cases may be free of
exploitation or trafficking, but enough indicators should be there for initial proactive work
around this type of evidence.
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Ibid
Evidence from Hope for Justice, 2012
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Evidence from Thames Reach, City Hall, 2013
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Dr Aidan McQuade, to the BBC “it is essential that local police officers consider new approaches to
investigating this crime, such as regular meetings with homeless charities, soup kitchens and migrant drop-in
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vulnerable people for forced labour
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Megan Stewart from Thames Reach said that countries such as the US, Denmark and Italy
were ahead of us in tackling this. For example, the US has a system in place called TAT
(Truckers against Trafficking)925 which ensures trafficking is in training/orientation for
members of the trucking industry and ensures every truck has a helpline number. This has
apparently led to thousands of arrests and was mentioned publicly by Obama. However,
encouragingly, I was told that Mick Clarke from Passage, Kevin Hyland from SC&O7 and
Thames Reach were working on the idea of having a helpline number in trucks, at railway
and bus stations and in ports.

Support for victims
Paul Donohoe, of Anti-Slavery International: “When children abscond from care homes and are
trafficked, we understand that local authorities have failed. When someone is homeless or has a
drinking problem, they are falling through the net.”926
As well as proactive policing and reviewing the safety of homeless services’ provision in
London, the root cause of many of these men’s vulnerabilities was linked to homelessness
and this clearly must be tackled. A Salvation Army report found that, of the trafficking
survivors they dealt with, “a total of 91% (206 cases) of men and 72% (277 cases) of women
were reported destitute at this initial assessment stage.”927 They believed men’s higher
vulnerability in this area may “reflect the higher proportion of women receiving support
from friends/family/community support or those already in NASS accommodation.”928
Stakeholders said this vulnerability was often due to mental health and substance abuse
issues as well as learning disabilities. 929 The Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime
(MOPAC) is gaining substantial new powers over drink and drug interventions. In 2013/14
the funding for Drug Intervention Programmes (DIP) becomes re-classified as community
safety funding. Therefore, 40 per cent of DIP funding will go to MOPAC, with the rest held
by the NHS.930 This offers the Mayor an opportunity to actively tackle this problem.
As well as investing in mental health and drug services, NGOs that work with homeless
people and those providing services to the homeless such as soup runs need to be made
more aware of the indicators. Megan Stewart from Thames Reach said a lot of outreach
services don’t know the indicators and do not have translation services to deal with Eastern
European men who may be vulnerable to trafficking.
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Salvation Army report Support Needs of Male Victims of Human Trafficking, June 2013
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One leading NGO working with trafficking victims found that the 45 day reflection limit was
not adequate for obtaining support for many male victims of trafficking. They noted, “The
length of time necessary to gain access to an appropriate counselling service is often
significantly longer in some areas than the 45-day reflection period.”931 This problem was
largely due to a lack of counsellors trained to deal with male trafficking. In light of the
mental health issues some male victims have, it is clearly vital that they are able to retain
contact with certain services after leaving the NRM support service. Otherwise they risk
being re-trafficked again as these types of victims are particularly likely to fall into such a
cycle. 932 They also need support to get into work. The Salvation Army said that many of the
clients they worked with needed language services and ESOL classes but that demand far
outstripped “the supply with long waiting lists for courses.”933
Support after the 45 Day Reflection Period
One issue of serious concern is the lack of support for trafficked victims once they have
been through the NRM. Over the NRM’s 45 day period, victims are supported by services;
however after this period the services are no longer required to support them and many
are left to fend for themselves. Anthony Steen said, “Where do they go? No one can tell
you!934”
In London there are very few organisations managing this problem. Housing for Women935 is
a charity and housing association which provides accommodation and support for vulnerable
women including those who have been trafficked. Hera meanwhile helps female trafficked
victims get into work by providing them with mentors and training. However, a stakeholder
noted that victims of trafficking often struggled to develop their skills with services such as
Hera and enter work because of the problems they had acquiring accommodation in
London.936
There are barely any services in London to support victims of trafficking after the NRM
process. It is also notable that the few services that do exist in the capital, such as Hera and
Housing for Women, only service female victims. What is needed in London is a more
substantial holistic support system to look after all victims of human trafficking, male and
female. This could mirror the work being produced by the Snowdrop Project in Sheffield,
which describes itself as the only initiative in the UK which provides this type of holistic
extended support to victims of human trafficking to help them to build new lives.
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Interview with a leading NGO working with trafficking victims, 2013
This cycle was highlighted by a number of NGOs working homeless victims of trafficking and is also
described in ‘Our son, the middle-class boy ‘enslaved’ by traveller gangs’ by Lucy Bannerman The Times, 17
September 201
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Salvation Army report Support Needs of Male Victims of Human Trafficking, June 2013
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Latin American victims of trafficking
Invisible community
"British people ...don't … notice that they have – on their doorstep – all these Latin American
people. They are completely blind, or they don't want to see, or just don't see that they are there."
Carolina Gottardo, Latin American Women’s Rights Services (LAWRS)937
One of the most invisible communities in London is the Latin American community. This is
all the more remarkable when they are one of the largest communities in the capital.
Indeed the Latin American population size is almost as large as the Polish-born population of
122,00,938 with research suggesting that the number of Latin Americans living in London has
increased by almost 400 per cent since 2001 to 113,500. 939
41,380 of these are Brazilians, 15,271 are from Colombia,940 whilst Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru
and Argentina also have large populations in the capital. The Latin American population is
residentially dispersed across the city but is particularly concentrated in the boroughs of
Lambeth (14%), Southwark (15%), Newham (8%), Haringey (7%), Islington (6%), Hackney
(6%) and Tower Hamlets (5.5%).941
In census and population forms Latin Americans have no box to tick to allow them to
describe themselves as a defined group. But, rather than being viewed as disparate South
and Central Americans, many Latin Americans and Latin American campaign groups942 would
like to be recognised as an ethnic minority and feel that the problems linked to not being
recognised explain partly why they and their concerns remain so hidden. Carolina Gottardo,
Director of Latin American Women's Rights Service (LAWRS) told me, “We are quite invisible.
[This] means we are invisible to public policy and strategy, and it means services aren't
targeting us.”943 In London, only Southwark borough has recognised the Latin American
community as a minority.944
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How London's Latin Americans are fighting back, Sam Jones, The Guardian, Friday 22 June 2012 17.46 BST
Ibid
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No Longer Invisible: Cathy McIlwaine, Juan Camilo Cock and Brian Linneker, Queen Mary, University of
London
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Other stakeholders working with human trafficking victims also agreed that there is a
problem. Carolina Albuerne, a Human Trafficking specialist who has extensive experience
in the Refugee and Human Trafficking sector, said, “The Latin American community (and
those being exploited in it) is really hidden; almost invisible. [There are a] potential number
of Latin Americans being trafficked but they are hidden victims. We really need to look into
further work with this community. [There are] no specialist services that work with this
community at present. But … they are one of the fastest growing communities here.”945
Latin Americans in London have very high employment rates at 85 per cent.946 Though a
third arrive with high educational backgrounds, they often struggle to get jobs in London
without fluent English or recognised qualifications. As a result they regularly have to take on
menial jobs in the cleaning, catering and retailing sectors, and often work very long hours.
This is believed to be one reason why they are less visible to the British public on the street.
Entering the UK
I was repeatedly told that it is very hard to monitor how trafficked Latin Americans enter
the UK because they were so hidden, had ”very different migration”947 patterns and may
have actually been trafficked into other countries in Europe before arriving in London.948
For many Latin Americans it is difficult to enter the UK directly. However, one survey found
that two-thirds of Latin Americans entered the UK with temporary visas.949 Obtaining a
tourist visa to Ireland is also an established mechanism to illegally enter the UK from
countries such as Bolivia.950 The first significant report to look into the Latin American
population in London, No Longer Invisible, found 19 per cent of the population were without

want more civil engagement and I want more political participation." How London's Latin Americans are
fighting back Sam Jones The Guardian, Friday 22 June 2012 17.46 BST
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rest of the Latin American community in this way.
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valid documentation (although it also found that the other four fifths had also occasionally
“experienced irregularity at some point in their migration trajectory”).951
A report into the Colombian population in London meanwhile found that more than two
thirds had entered on temporary visas,952 14 per cent had used an EU passport gained by
claiming citizenship in southern Europe,953 and a third had moved to the UK after living in
another foreign country in Europe, other Latin America countries or the US.954 One of the
main routes used by Latin American migrants (20 per cent of migrants who arrived in the
last 5 years) to enter the UK is via Spain.955 This is particularly the case for Ecuadorian and
Colombian migrants, of whom almost three-quarters had previously lived in Spain. Portugal
and Italy, particularly for Brazilian and Argentinian migrants, are also routes used. Both Spain
& Portugal have regular amnesties for illegal migrants956 and therefore many Latin Americans
obtain Spanish citizenship this way and so enter the UK as European citizens. Alternatively,
some utilise the illegal trade of Spanish documents, using forged ones957 to allow Latin
Americans to illegally enter the country, often by Eurostar.958 Other migrants are smuggled
in the backs of lorries.959
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2000 Euros, he then went to London. However, he was deported in 2003 after his asylum claim was rejected,
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Colombian Community In London, February 2012, Cathy McIlwaine, Queen Mary, University of London
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spent 2 weeks in Spain during which time he bought a false Spanish passport and tickets for a bus trip to
Belgium via Holland from where he took the Eurostar from Brussels to London” No Longer Invisible: the
Latin American community in London, McIlwaine, Cock, Linneker, Queen Mary University
959
“27 year old Clara (interviewed in 2007) recounted how, while she managed to buy false papers in Spain
and to enter the UK with these, her boyfriend could not. He bought a false passport in Spain and went to the
airport where he was asked to wait by immigration. He panicked and fled the airport. After 2 months in Spain
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Others employed smugglers in Colombia such as 43 year old Edilma from Palmira (interviewed in 2007), who
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Mary, University of London
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The number of migrants feeling compelled to leave the Continent, by whatever means, and
enter the UK has increased due to the high unemployment rates following the recession.960
At the same time, it has been reported that many Brazilians are choosing to leave the UK
after Brazil overtook the UK to become the world’s sixth-biggest economy.961 But the 2010
No Longer Invisible report found that “Although Spain is the most important European
destination for Latin Americans, the UK is an increasingly significant destination.” This was
further supported by the UK Border Force, who told me that “Brazilian cases of domestic
servitude are an emerging trend [with] South Americans coming in on Portuguese flights.”
Vulnerabilities to trafficking
Most Latin Americans who are exploited in London have initially chosen to migrate here but
became vulnerable due to a number of factors. Many assume large debts to come over, with
research suggesting 40 per cent of Latin Americans arrive in London with a debt due to the
cost of travel. 962 Another vulnerability can be their migrant status, with an estimated 17,100
irregular migrants in London in 2008.963 As a result, employees can take advantage of them,
aware that they will be too scared to approach authorities: It is estimated that 22 per cent
have no written contract, meaning they are at risk of being paid below the minimum wage
and being denied other basic rights.964 Indeed the No Longer Invisible report found that 40 per
cent of working Latin Americans had experienced some form of workplace abuse.965
José Luis Sánchez, a spokesman for the Latin American Workers' Association (Lawas), told
the Guardian that “poor English and insecure immigration status – compounded by a
widespread lack of awareness of employment law – make the community easy
prey…Workers are often made to work 16 hours a day, are racially abused, and can find
themselves victims of physical and sexual violence.”966A migrant’s lack of English fluency, lack
of familiarity regarding which organisations could support them and lack of awareness of
what their rights are may further compound their susceptibility to abuse.
Cathy McIlwaine’s report, on Colombians in London in 2012, found women on irregular and
temporary visas, or who were are unable to speak any English, were either too scared or
too ill-informed to go to the police or other public agencies. “In these cases, women
respondents reported that they will end-up worse off than back home in Latin America.”967
This is a serious concern that the authorities must engage with.
960

“The global economic recession has hit Spain especially hard with one million jobs lost in 2008. This has
resulted in the highest unemployment rate in the EU as a whole of 17% (and over 20% among non-EU
migrants). This was related to the exodus of migrants from 120,000 in 2006 to 232,000 in 2008 (McIlwaine,
2011c)
961
“"I hear a lot of people saying 'I'm going back to Brazil' because there's a lot of job opportunities there and
an economic crisis in the EU," says Simone Pereira, who is the press officer for the local Brazilian association,
Abras."But Brazilians are still coming to England, particularly from other countries such as Portugal and Spain,
where the economy is worse."” http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-17894540 11 May 2012 Homeland
beckons for UK's Brazilians By Robert Plummer
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No Longer Invisible: Cathy McIlwaine, Juan Camilo Cock and Brian Linneker, Queen Mary, University of
London
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How London's Latin Americans are fighting back Sam Jones The Guardian, Friday 22 June 2012 17.46 BST
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The report also discovered that “problems among irregular migrants were growing as
immigration legislation was getting stricter and the pressure on employers to check
immigration papers of their employees intensified and became more punitive. Many irregular
migrants spoke of losing their jobs because they did not have the correct documentation.”
A number of stakeholders told me they were concerned that more irregular migrants, such
as those from Latin America, were being potentially pushed into sex work because of the
pressure on employers to check their employees’ immigration status.
Grey areas
There is clear evidence that many Latin Americans are being exploited; however this does
not mean they are all ‘trafficked’.
Latin Americans are not mentioned in the 2013 London data which I obtained from the
UKHTC,968 nor are they included in the top 20 list of UK-wide adult referrals in UKHTC
statistics for 2012.969 However, evidence I obtained from the Metropolitan Police showed
that 14 of 124 women – that is over 10% - who were described as having “indications of
trafficking”, in 2011, were Latin American.970 However, having “indications” implies that
they were not necessarily recognised as victims of trafficking.
Trafficking of Latin Americans in London is not generally on an industrial organised scale but
rather more informal, with people being trafficked by boyfriends or employers. This may be
one reason it is less of a priority to the authorities, whose remit has traditionally been to
tackle organised trafficking cases. 971 Yet, a number of stakeholders working with trafficked
victims had seen clear cut cases of sex trafficking of Latin American migrants. However,
while sometimes less clear cut, LAWRS also highlighted that they were seeing serious cases
of domestic and labour exploitation, with perhaps the most severe forms occurring in the
cleaning, catering and hospitality sector.972
Carolina Gottardo felt there was a “fine line between exploitation and trafficking”973 and
that many of their cases fell into a grey area between the two. While the “sex cases are
clear cases of trafficking we think”,974 LAWRS accepted that many victims’ cases they saw,
while sometimes dangerously exploitative, were nonetheless perceived by the victim to be
an improvement on the lives they had left behind in South America.975 LAWRS said they
968

Data provided to us by the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
NRM provisional statistics for 2012 - http://www.soca.gov.uk/about-soca/library/doc_download/474-nrmprovisional-statistics-2012
970
Follow-up data following the Silence on Violence report can be found at
http://glaconservatives.co.uk/campaigns/silence-on-violence/scd9-data/
971
“Human trafficking is international organised crime, with the exploitation of human beings for profit at its
heart.” Human Trafficking – The Government’s Strategy, 2011
972
No Longer Invisible: Cathy McIlwaine, Juan Camilo Cock and Brian Linneker, Queen Mary, University of
London
973
Interview with Carolina Gottardo and Marcela Benedetti, from the Latin American Women's Rights Service
(LAWRS), City Hall, 2013
974
Ibid
975
It is important to note that LAWRS regards these people who are exploited as victims of trafficking, even
though they accept that victims often don’t see themselves as such and may feel they have seen an
improvement in their lives.
969
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had seen many Latin American migrants forced into severely abusive and exploitative
conditions because they were scared of being “deported back to a place with dire
poverty.”976 The words ‘choice’ and ‘coercion’ were problematic in these cases as, while the
victim deserves to be helped by the UK, they nonetheless chose to be here as their options
were to be “exploited and poor here”977 versus being even more exploited and even poorer
in their original homeland. Carolina Gottardo asked, “What choices do they really have in
these cases?”978
In August 2013 the Home Secretary announced that she would introduce an allincorporating Anti-Slavery Act. However, LAWRS said they had concerns about using this
term. First, because people will never recognise themselves as being a “slave” due to its
historic connotations and also because I was told, “No person would like to see their lives
in these terms. It is quite denigrating and creates a loss of dignity for the victim.” 979
Exploitation was unique to each culture980 and therefore the word ‘slavery’ was “not allencompassing enough.”981
LAWRS said slavery could only be a suitable term if it described abuse and exploitation in a
much broader way than is commonly accepted. Carolina Gottardo had attended a
conference where “NGOs questioned whether my cases were ‘slavery-like’ enough. But
how many cases fit that precise ‘slavery’ definition? You risk making yourself blind to a huge
number of cases which are also really awful and serious. My concern is defining a term will
mean just a handful of people get recognised and the rest get forgotten.”982 She felt we
needed to “define the term in a culturally specific manner”.983 One term for such a range of
exploitative and critical cases she felt made little sense.

Sex Trafficking
Sex trafficking is believed to take place in every state in Brazil, though a high proportion of
victims are from the state of Goiás.984 Brazilian authorities have evidence to suggest some
women are controlled by Russian and Spanish organised criminal networks. However,
stakeholders suggested that most Brazilian and other Latin American cases in London did
not appear to be very organised. Instead, the following is a typical case LAWRS encounters:
A woman is living in Portugal and is suffering domestic violence. She can't go to the police as
she is an illegal migrant and would be deported. A friend says they can help her escape to
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Interview with Carolina Gottardo and Marcela Benedetti, from the Latin American Women's Rights Service
(LAWRS), City Hall, 2013
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Elizabeth Wilmott-Harrop responded to this point saying that “While that is true, the answer is not
necessarily a cultural approach which can stray into cultural relativism, but an approach which acknowledges
different forms of exploitation against the backdrop of international standards on human rights.” Sept 2013
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Interview with Carolina Gottardo and Marcela Benedetti, from the Latin American Women's Rights Service
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UN Office on Drugs and Crime TIP Report, 2011 http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/2011/164231.htm
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the UK. However, as a result they end up, like 40 per cent985 of London’s Latin American
community, in debt. As a result their “friend” makes them sell sex. I was told this “happens
with Latin Americans a lot. In most of the cases there is not usually organized crime in these
sex trafficking cases. Instead it involves partners, friends and families or extended families.”
986

However, there is evidence that some traffickers run very organised businesses in the UK.
Back in 1996, the Metropolitan Police reported that, in one operation, traffickers had
brought over 100 Brazilian women, over five years, for prostitution from remote villages in
Brazil to London under debt bondage. As a result, the trafficker in London had made £5
million in profit.987 There are also cases where victims are trafficked by organised, highly
violent gangs for multiple purposes alongside sex work. One Bolivian woman, CE, applying
for asylum in 2012, said she had been drugged and sold into prostitution, but had also
repeatedly had cocaine implants put in and removed from her breasts twice without
anaesthetic. She also had severe external and internal injuries as a result of being brutally
beaten and raped.988
Male victims of sex trafficking
Brazilian men, transvestites and transsexuals have also been found to have been sex
trafficked. Some transsexuals and homosexual men are stigmatised in their communities in
their hometown and traffickers can exploit these vulnerabilities.989 Most of these male
victims are believed to end up predominantly in Spain and Italy.
However, one stakeholder, who works with the Latin American community for the Naz
Project London,990 said he had seen cases of Latin American men being exploited and
trafficked into the UK for sex work. He said some Latin American men here were well
aware of the sex work they were about to undertake prior to arrival, but others were
totally ignorant of the conditions they faced, mistaking a trafficker for a “generous” friend.
The stakeholder told us that he was seeing increasingly more cases as more Latin Americans
flocked to London.

Labour trafficking
While LAWRS felt that sex trafficking was more clearly understood by the authorities and
NGOs than other cases they saw, they highlighted the fact that the labour trafficking cases
they saw were often equally abusive. Latin Americans with irregular status can be easily
exploited by their employees because they often felt trapped to stay in their job for fear of
985

No Longer Invisible: Cathy McIlwaine, Juan Camilo Cock and Brian Linneker, Queen Mary, University of
London
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Interview with Carolina Gottardo and Marcela Benedetti, from the Latin American Women's Rights Service
(LAWRS), City Hall, 2013
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Superintendent Michael Hoskins "Trafficking in Women for Sexual Exploitation: Assessment of the Current
Threat Within Central London" Metropolitan Police Service, June 1996.
988
Noted in the case of CE Case No: 5335, Royal Courts of Justice Strand, London, WC2A 2LL, Date:
17/05/2013
989
http://wordburnerla.wordpress.com/2013/06/06/brazilian-transexuals-human-trafficking-prey/
990
The Naz Project provides sexual health and HIV prevention and support services to selected Black and
Minority Ethnic (BME) communities in London
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being deported. LAWRS see “many many cases where people are made to work when they
are really ill or heavily pregnant - huge numbers are made to work against their will in this
way.”991 I was also told of a ‘typical’992 case where an employee would complain to their
employer that they had been raped at work. However, their employer would force them
not to report by threatening to denounce them to the Home Office. Support services try to
encourage these women to report to the authorities, but they will tend to refuse for fear of
being deported. The employees often feel they do not have a choice as they may, for
example, be sending money back to support an entire family and feel they “need to send
that money back, no matter what”.993 Carolina Gottardo said, “The problem is that the
Government continues to focus on the immigration aspects of trafficking and exploitation
and not on the human rights of the victims of trafficking. Until this approach ... change[s],
many victims will fall through the gaps”.994
Eleven per cent of all Latin Americans are paid under the minimum wage and it is believed
that in the cleaning industry this percentage is even larger,995 particularly in the hospitality
sector. A number of stakeholders said they know of famous chains of hotels not paying the
national minimum wage (NMW). One stakeholder explained that, while the contract may
claim to pay the NMW, there will often be an extra clause in the contract that states that
the agency will consider one hour of work as equivalent to a certain number of rooms
cleaned. In practice this means that payment is not based on the NMW but on the number
of rooms that the worker is able to clean. This number however may not be realistically
possible.
One source had said she was paid £1.70 per room, which equates to a worker working
eight hours a day but only earning £27.996
Two leading hotel chains were mentioned to me as hotels using agencies that used such
contracts. However, it may well be that hotels are not aware that their cleaning agencies
have these types of contracts in place.

Domestic trafficking
It was reported that the number of victims of domestic servitude, referred to one specialist
service, more than doubled in the six months to December according to Salvation Army
figures.997
991

Interview with Carolina Gottardo and Marcela Benedetti, from the Latin American Women's Rights Service
(LAWRS), City Hall, 2013
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In an email from Carolina Gottardo from the Latin American Women's Rights Service (LAWRS)2013
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bigger”. From an interview with Carolina Gottardo and Marcela Benedetti, from the Latin American Women's
Rights Service (LAWRS), City Hall, 2013. Data from No Longer Invisible: Cathy McIlwaine, Juan Camilo Cock
and Brian Linneker, Queen Mary, University of London
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More women forced into slavery after change to immigration law, Paul Peachey, Independent, 3 February
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/more-women-forced-into-slavery-after-change-to-immigrationlaw-8478998.html
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When I asked the UK Border Force what new trends were on the rise in the human
trafficking cases they were seeing, they specifically isolated Brazilian cases of domestic
servitude as a key emerging trend. It is interesting, therefore, that Government data has yet
to catch up with this observation.
Domestic trafficking is a very hidden form of exploitation, partly because it occurs in
residential properties or other closed environments so the victim may have very little
contact with the outside world. They are also less likely than those victims of trafficking for
sexual or labour exploitation to encounter the authorities or NGOs. Even when they do
come into contact with NGOs, many of them are very reluctant to be referred into the
NRM. Between 2008 and 2010 Kalayaan identified 157 trafficked domestic workers, but 102
of these individuals refused to be referred into the NRM. 998 This can be for a number of
reasons including a fear of deportation or of their traffickers.
Kalayaan, the principle UK charity working to support migrant domestic workers in the UK,
did not mention Latin American victims but said they often see Filipino, Sri Lankan,
Indonesian or Indian victims of domestic trafficking. However, this may be linked to the fact
that Kalayaan do not do outreach work and they have historically supported Asian victims.
They said that it is likely that they do not see many victims of this crime because they
remain hidden. The UK used to produce 15,000 to 17,000 domestic visas prior to 2012 and
yet Kate Roberts from Kalayaan said, “We are seeing 350 migrants a year, so we are seeing
a drop in ocean.”999
Many domestic workers put up with terrible conditions, are often paid as little as £50 a
month and may experience physical and sexual abuse.1000 However, Kalayaan said it is only
when they stop being paid this small sum that they feel compelled to run away. Kate
Roberts explained, “They are there because it’s pure economics. They need £50 a month to
keep their families alive.“1001 It’s when this tiny sum stops, rather than when serious abuse or
threats start, that they may come to the attention of NGOs or the authorities.
Embassies
A number of charities and other stakeholders working in Westminster said there were
known cases of slavery taking place in Embassies. While Arab embassies were regularly
pointed out to me as potential residences of slavery, one stakeholder told me, “The idea
that it is just Saudi diplomats doing this is ridiculous.”1002 One NGO confirmed this by
stating that they felt that there was a “very serious”1003 problem with domestic servitude
within Central American embassies and had seen cases of workers being treated as slaves.
In 2011, Kevin Hyland from SC&O7 said, "We are seeing more [domestic trafficking cases]
but we are putting it down to improvements in our intelligence-gathering. We have
introduced a new system of direct reporting which allows charities and NGOs to notify us
998
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directly."1004 However, at the time the only cases under investigation involved individuals
from Saudi Arabia, India, Bangladesh, Tanzania, Uganda and Vietnam.1005
Au pairs
Brazilians are also recruited by families to work in residential settings. One stakeholder had
particular concerns about the Au Pair sector, which is very unregulated1006 but can involve
serious abuse by employers, including those from British “white middle class families.”1007
Formally there were 12,000 au pairs registered in the UK in 2012; however the British Au
Pair Agencies Association (BAPAA)1008 estimates that the real figure is in excess of
100,000.1009 Of all the Latin Americans groups, Brazilians are the most likely to be selfemployed and many work as au pairs. 1010
There has been very little reporting of the abuse experienced by au pairs. The Telegraph
published an article, ‘The silent abuse suffered by nannies and au pairs’,1011 and an article in the
Evening Herald Newspaper in Ireland went further with the headline, ‘Au pairs ‘treated like
slaves’ as job market dries up’. The article described au pairs being locked up, their mobile
phones removed and being coerced to work 15 hour days. In London in 2013, two doctors,
Consultant neurologist Dr Hussien El-Maghraby and his wife Dr Safaa Ismail, were charged
with trafficking. It is claimed they lured an Egyptian woman to the UK to be a nanny. Instead,
she was physically abused and “forced into back-breaking servitude”.1012
A Europol report1013 described another case where a South African woman’s passport was
taken away by her host family and was made to work long hours for 400 Euros a month.
The host family failed to apply for the necessary immigration papers and so she became
undocumented after 90 days and was picked up by immigration officials. Her case was
forwarded to the Anti-Human Trafficking Unit but they did not recognise her as a potential
victim of trafficking for forced Labour.
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-12687088
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Prosecutions
It is very challenging to be recognised as a victim of human trafficking when working as a
domestic worker as it is very informal and very hidden; therefore it is even more challenging
to obtain domestic human trafficking convictions. 1014 In March 2011, the first prosecution of
a defendant for subjecting another adult to 'modern day slavery' in the course of domestic
work took place.
Former Hospital Director, Saeeda Khan, lived in Harrow and was paying Mwanahamisi
Mruke, from Tanzania, £31. This had been agreed, but when Mrs Mruke arrived, Mrs Khan
removed her passport, made her sleep on the kitchen floor and work 18 hour days every
day for four years, only fed her bread, and Mrs Mruke was made to believe she may be in
danger if she complained.1015
However, this conviction was later quashed by the Court of Appeal and Saeeda Khan was
acquitted. This related to disagreements on the correct definition in law of exploitation and
'slavery'. Mrs Mruke was to some extent free to come and go as she pleased - indeed she
was rescued due to concerns by a GP, when she visited a doctor’s surgery. The Court of
Appeal described a hierarchy of exploitation - slavery, servitude and then forced or
compulsory labour and found that exploitation “could not boil down to simply working long
hours for low pay, or issues about the minimum wage.”1016 Saeeda Khan was acquitted of
‘slavery’ and of 'servitude'. This appears to be a technicality since stakeholders told me the
case was very clearly a form of domestic servitude if not modern day slavery.
Kate Roberts from Kalayaan said the problems around the human trafficking term was an
“important observation because if they are not trafficked they risk being downgraded.
Domestic workers usually come here legally but then are exploited in domestic servitude. It
is very hard for [victims and the authorities] to understand those concepts.”1017
Managing the Border
A number of stakeholders told us that victims of domestic trafficking were brought into the
UK without any comprehension of how the system worked and that the procedure to enter
the country involved barely any active participation of the victim. Stakeholders cited many
cases where victims, while being taken in on legal routes, were not questioned about the job
they would undertake nor provided with information about their visa or their employment
rights in the UK.
Kate Roberts from Kalayaan said that back in 1998 “the Home Office had a great leaflet
about employment law etc. which had our details. Now there is an information sheet which
the Home Office claim is distributed but almost none of the workers we see have been
given them overseas.”1018
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IPPR report, Beyond Borders, Cherti and Pennington suggests “a comprehensive anti-trafficking strategy
should also provide greater opportunities for trafficked people to pursue civil as well as criminal cases against
their employers. In civil cases, the burden of proof is lowered and the financial penalties can be a deterrent to
traffickers, particularly those operating alone or on a small scale.”
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Those entering the UK on a domestic visa should be more involved in the procedure.
Furthermore, when they are clearly a group at risk of exploitation they must be consistently
provided with information about their rights on entering the country and must be told, in a
leaflet, about the risks of human trafficking and how to obtain help under such
circumstances.
The controversy over the Overseas Domestic Worker visa
In April 2012 the Government changed the Overseas Domestic Worker (ODW) Visa1019
arrangements so that a domestic worker may only work for diplomats and visitors to the
UK, may only stay in the UK for six months, and must remain with the employer they were
initially registered with. Yet the former ODW Visa, which crucially allowed domestic
workers to change employer, was cited as best practice by the ILO and UN1020 and was
described by the Home Affairs Select Committee on human trafficking as “the single most
important issue in preventing the forced labour and trafficking of such workers.”1021 Almost
every single organisation working with domestic victims of trafficking I spoke to was
concerned about the new ODW visa arrangements.
LAWRS said domestic workers were “totally at [the] mercy [of the employer] with the new
visa.”1022 Indeed it has been found that at least 40 per cent of those who change employer
do so because they have experienced abuse or exploitation.1023 If a worker is being abused,
they will feel they have even less incentive to report this abuse as they will no longer be
legitimately here if they leave their employer.1024 They are obliged therefore to either stay in
the exploitative and possibly dangerous work situation; or go to the authorities and risk
being sent back, which for financial or debt-related reasons may simply not be a safe or
possible option; or leave their employer and live and work illegally in the UK and so face the
risk of being exploited again due to the vulnerability this status brings.
Kate Roberts from Kalayaan said, “This group are already seen as particularly vulnerable to
abuse. So this is a very bad decision. This law means the most basic employment law is not
complied with. Domestic workers are more likely to disappear or go underground as they
are effectively criminalised for escaping abuse.” 1025
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Kalayaan said some of the domestic workers they work with have come in under the guise of marriage or
being a family relation; but predominantly those they work with have a domestic worker visa with a named
employer.
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Kalayaan has reported that only one of the workers registered with them, who entered on
the new tied visa, has consented to reporting to police about the theft of their passport by
their former employers – which is an indicator of trafficking. Yet 86 per cent of workers on
the tied visa registering at Kalayaan in the year since the introduction of the new ODW Visa
have had their passport taken from them by their employers.1026
The threats now made by some employers1027 – that the workers will be deported if they
report abuse – are now potentially true as NGOs cannot rely on the NRM to recognise
victims consistently; therefore they cannot reassure victims who come to them that they
will not be deported if they go to the police. Furthermore, the limited time workers are
legally allowed to be in the country now does not allow victims much leeway to obtain
contacts or learn how to contact the authorities.
It has been suggested that this legislation, by tying an employee to their employer and
therefore reducing their freedom, breaches obligations under Article 4 of the European
Convention on Human Rights.1028 The visa risks being a form of ‘slavery’ in itself by enforcing
such stringent relations between an employer and employee. Indeed, Israel found this type
of visa to be “incompatible to human dignity.”1029 Dr Virginia Mantouvalou predicts that this
visa will be challenged in the European Court and forced to be disbanded.1030
The new ODW visa is not even seen as effective in stopping trafficking or immigration.
Andrew Wallis from Unseen said it was “naive to think the changes will impact
immigration.”1031 Even on its own terms the visa was not believed to be working since
stakeholders said the cases they were seeing showed people coming in on the visa were
often being paid well below the minimum wage and employers often plan to breach the
rules and bring a worker over for longer than 6 months. Furthermore, Embassies are still
allowed to retain workers for longer periods even if these establishments may be where
much of the abuse occurs. NGOs also said that domestic workers are anyway often brought
in through other routes such as under the guise of being a family member or wife.
The CPS1032 and Government sources disagreed and felt the changes would not be a huge
problem. One source told us that the problem with the former domestic worker visa was
immigrants were getting into the country by entering on this visa and then remaining here
indefinitely. A police source admitted that domestic cases “are incredibly hard to find
anyway”. The police said they didn’t yet know the full impact, or whether there would be
one, following the changes to the ODW Visa but accepted that “in 2010, 15,000 came in on
that visa with the hope to stay on here. It’s understandable that you can't have a
1026
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Government system that allows such a huge pull factor. You can’t increase the risks in that
way.”1033
The disagreement over the legitimacy of the new ODW Visa means that it is likely to go to
court. Evidence from stakeholders also suggests that the changes to the ODW Visa do not
seem to be effectively stopping domestic workers from illegally staying here but do seem to
have increased workers’ vulnerability. Rather than having this new visa regime, exit checks
or follow-up work may be more effective in stopping people illegally staying here; meanwhile
I believe the Government should return to using the former ODW Visa system whereby
workers were able to switch employer. The CSJ report, It happens here, highlighted that
improved enforcement in this area could be recouped by the fact that in doing so we could
recover “about £37 million [which is currently] lost to the exchequer each year from unpaid
tax and national insurance (employers’ and employees’ contributions) relating to domestic
workers on the ODW visa alone.”1034
The UK Border Force
Domestic workers are meant to have already been employed for 12 months prior to
coming here. However, this is not always the case but many workers may be unaware they
are breaking the law. Indeed, many cannot understand what is being said during an
immigration interview and may even have their employer translating for them during
questioning. LAWRS described this as “Amazing… The British Consulate asks for your
contract of employment but it doesn't need to be translated into the language of the
client!”1035 LAWRS has created leaflets for British Consulates in Latin America on the risks
of trafficking. However, it shouldn’t be the sole responsibility of small organisations to do
this.
There were also concerns about how we monitor domestic workers coming into the
country. A Working Lives report said that “Documents held by UKBA are inadequate and
do not hold sufficient information to assess the workers’ conditions of work: in over 50% of
the cases they do not have enough information to assess whether the National Minimum
Wage (NMW) is being paid.”1036

Forced Marriage
LAWRS said they were seeing poverty-stricken Latin American women being informally
trafficked to the UK by British men to act as ‘wives’. While to all intents and purposes this
could be seen as a marriage where both parties have different requirements for the
marriage, LAWRS said many cases they had seen had human trafficking indicators. The
woman’s’ passports was removed, they suffered domestic violence, and in some extreme
cases they may be forced to have sexual intercourse with the husband’s friends.
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A police source, 2013
It Happens Here, Centre for Social Justice Report, 2013
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Interview with Carolina Gottardo and Marcela Benedetti, from the Latin American Women's Rights Service
(LAWRS), City Hall, 2013
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Turning a Blind Eye - Working Lives Research Institute by N Clark - 2011,
www.workinglives.org/londonmet/fms/.../TaBE%20final%20report.pdf
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LAWRS believed “this [form of prostitution] was happening” but that victims had little
confidence in coming forward to the authorities because they felt that a British citizen had
an advantage over them and they were extremely isolated and did not speak the language.
Another NGO working with trafficked victims had seen similar cases and said there was an
issue around this area of sexual exploitation as the authorities did not see it as a trafficking
issue and yet “much of the time her money is taken from her and she may experience
domestic violence or rape - this is seen as a domestic issue [and] may not be picked up on
via the NRM.”1037 This lack of recognition leading to less reporting is described by the IPPR
as “a vicious circle: less is known about human trafficking in particular regions or for
particular purposes such as forced labour and servile marriages; their problem remains
under-reported or redefined as something else.1038”
Anti-Slavery International said they were seeing an increase in cases around marriage,
particularly involving Eastern Europeans being brought over to marry Asians, Africans and
Pakistani men.1039 Some of these cases are apparently fuelled by the men desiring EU
passports but the women involved in the transaction can end up being sexually or
domestically exploited. Crime, linked to this issue, includes reports of churches being
targeted by traffickers, who search for blank marriage certificates to create false identities
for illegal immigrants trying to enter the UK.1040
Between January and August 2013, 2 potential cases of human trafficking identified in
London involved “sham marriages”.1041 One avenue to reach out to potential victims of
trafficking within marriages should be via the NHS as women are likely to have access to
their GP. I was told that NHS clinics should have leaflets up in their toilets, where their
husband will not be with them, asking the women to leave their details so they can be
contacted and gain assistance.

Police
LAWRS said that the police had started to appear interested in the Latin American
experience of human trafficking prior to the Olympics but that this interest had ceased after
the Games.
“We contacted the police before the Olympics with a sister organisation (Latin American
Women’s Aid - LAWA) and they were very keen to meet up, [which we did and while there
we] offered to train them on Latin American issues. They were keen at the time but then it
didn't happen. We kept contacting them but heard nothing.” They felt that this was of
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In evidence from an interview with an NGO working with trafficked victims, 2012
IPPR report, Beyond Borders, Myriam Cherti and Jenny Pennington, 2013
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Home Office immigration enforcement officers arrest two Portuguese women and a Pakistani man for
trying to breach UK immigration laws, Tuesday 9th April 2013,
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concern as the Latin American experience of human trafficking was very different to the
organised models the police were used to dealing with.1042
The relationship between the authorities and certain sections of the Latin American
community has in recent times come under strain. The Latin American Workers
Association (LAWAS) told a Guardian reporter that it “fears that Latin Americans are also
being subjected to arbitrary crackdowns by the UK immigration authorities”1043 as ‘Officials
and police are targeting Latin American cultural events in the hope of rounding up those
without the correct immigration documents”’.1044 LAWRS also told us that when they found
“Latin American women [who are victims of violence] they do not necessarily trust the
police as a result of negative experiences in their countries of origin with [the] authorities,
and [due to] negative experiences here for some community members. With organisations
like us they can go to the police and it’s fine; but they would rarely go to the authorities by
themselves and would not have much success by themselves as a result of language barriers.
They are highly reluctant to report to the police”1045
A stakeholder from Naz, who works with Latin American male sex workers, said the men
he saw would not go to the police because the community had a “very negative image of
police because Latin American police are corrupt so they don’t think our police will help
them – this applies to all Latin Americans!”1046 He said the police need to engage more with
the community to inform people about police work and gain this trust. The stakeholder
recalled a Colombian Metropolitan Police officer who had been regularly meeting with the
Coalition of Latin Americans in the UK (CLAUK) organisations a few years ago to improve
trust and knowledge in the community. However, he thought this engagement had stopped
but needed to be continued.
Although it is less organized, Latin American cases often feature severe abuse. One
stakeholder told me that some migrants on domestic visas experience physical and sexual
abuse and that this is particularly the case in regard to Brazilian domestic workers.1047 When
domestic workers have reported abuse though they have sometimes been ignored. A case
in February 2013 involved three couples from India and Ghana who lived in Harrow who
were charged with the human trafficking and rape of an Indian domestic worker who they
passed between them to abuse. However, when the victim asked for help from
Hertfordshire Police, they interviewed her using one of her abusers as an interpreter, and
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“The police need to appreciate the special issues around our cases as trafficking is not always happening
the same way. Can happen through friends not organisations.” Interview with Carolina Gottardo and Marcela
Benedetti, from the Latin American Women's Rights Service (LAWRS), City Hall, 2013
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How London's Latin Americans are fighting back Sam Jones The Guardian, Friday 22 June 2012 17.46 BST
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“In February, police swooped on those queuing for a concert by the reggaeton star Don Omar and
arrested 23 people outside the Coronet in Elephant and Castle. Although 18 people were then detained on
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aimed at reducing crime across London.” How London's Latin Americans are fighting back Sam Jones The
Guardian, Friday 22 June 2012 17.46 BST
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Interview with Carolina Gottardo and Marcela Benedetti, from the Latin American Women's Rights Service
(LAWRS), City Hall, 2013
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Interview with a stakeholder from Naz, 2013
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Evidence from one stakeholder, Meeting, City Hall 2012
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then returned her to the perpetrators.1048 Her ordeal only ended when her case was taken
up by a migrant workers' charity.

Support

The No Longer Invisible report found that more than half of the Latin American population
in London identify English language difficulties as their chief problem, and allude to a lack of
ESOL provision. Another problem was the lack of information provided to the Latin
American community about their rights and where to access services. 1049
To support the Latin American community a number of issues were highlighted to me. It is
felt that Latin Americans should be recognised as an ethnic group. This could assist them in
having services geared towards them and act as a key way to gain intelligence on victims
through the organisations that support them. Carolina Gottardo said, “This way they will be
more visible and will not fall through the gaps.”
Furthermore, I heard that there needs to be more regulation in the cleaning industry to
ensure the minimum wage was being paid. Certainly hotels and offices need to be aware of
how their contracted cleaning companies are paying their staff and the issue of corporate
responsibility could be highlighted by the Mayor if he was willing to embrace a broader
trafficking agenda outside of the VAWG agenda.
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“For example, in a focus group of Colombian women conducted in 2010, one participant said that for her
in London: ‘The main problem is lack of information. When you arrive, and especially if you don’t know
anyone, its really hard. I didn’t know about LAWRS. I didn’t know where to find a job, to find help when I was
in trouble and I couldn’t ask because I couldn’t speak English.’” No Longer Invisible: Cathy McIlwaine, Juan
Camilo Cock and Brian Linneker, Queen Mary, University of London
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Vietnamese victims of trafficking
Background
Vietnamese victims of trafficking
The trafficking of Vietnamese people is an issue that is increasingly gaining media attention.
The cases so far uncovered are highly organised and involve Vietnamese victims, who are
very often children, being exploited in cannabis farms, nail bars, restaurants, prostitution and
DVD selling.
Between January and August 2013, Vietnam was found to be the third largest source
country of human trafficking to London. 33 victims were identified. Ten potential cases of
human trafficking were found involving cannabis cultivation– two fifths of whom were
children.1050
In the UKHTC Strategic Assessment on Human Trafficking for 2012, Vietnam was the
fourth largest source country of all potential human trafficking victims (133, 6%) , and the
largest source of potential child trafficking victims (103, 19%), showing an astounding 58 per
cent increase on a year ago.1051 The child cases registered suggest they are mainly victims of
labour exploitation.1052
A stakeholder in the Criminal Justice system said they are now seeing “more Vietnamese,
Indian, Pakistani and Nigerian cases.”1053 Another Council source told us that there is a
“myth of organised unaccompanied migrant cohorts from China - but actually of late the
majority of cases involves Nigerians [alongside] waves of Vietnamese males for cannabis.”
Tara Topteagarden, from the Refugee Council, who was working on a new project set up in
May to support Vietnamese boys, said professionals were relieved that her project for
Vietnamese trafficked children now existed as there was “relatively little understanding of
what’s happening.”1054
Vietnamese community in London
Sixty per cent of those born in Vietnam, 1055 who live in England and Wales, live in London,
with over a third living in Lewisham (where Vietnamese is the second most common
language1056) Southwark and Hackney borough. The catering and nail industries are believed
to be the largest employment sectors of Vietnamese workers.1057 One survey found that of
those born in Vietnam, living within the Greater London region, 28 per cent were working
in the hotel and restaurant sector.1058 However, in boroughs such as Lewisham, the
1050

Data provided to us by the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
UKHTC: A Strategic Assessment on the Nature and Scale of Human Trafficking in 2012, SOCA, August
2013
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“Vietnamese minors are mainly victims of labour exploitation” First annual report of the InterDepartmental Ministerial Group on Human Trafficking, 2012
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Anonymous source , 2013
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Evidence from Tara Topteagarden, of the Refugee Council, at City Hall 2013
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The Vietnamese community in Great Britain, thirty years on, Jessica Mai Sims, Runnymede
http://www.runnymedetrust.org/uploads/projects/Vietnamese%20Community.pdf
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnamese_people_in_the_United_Kingdom
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unemployment rate of registered Vietnamese people living in London was estimated to be as
high as 60 per cent.1059
Nonetheless, in “The Forgotten refugees: the housing experiences of the Vietnamese communities
in London,”1060 the Vietnamese population was described as “not generally seen as a refugee
group now, yet not benefiting from recognition as a major minority ethnic group, they form
an invisible minority.”1061 A Runnymede report on the Vietnamese population in London
described them as a “hidden” community who “make a great contribution to the life of this
country but hardly register in policy and political debates.”1062 They are disadvantaged by a
lack of significant statistical data1063 on their population, alongside language barriers in some
parts of the community and limited support besides under-resourced community-based
voluntary groups.1064 In one study on the Vietnamese population in Lewisham and
Southwark, it was found that they “were too intimidated to call emergency services, and
admitted their inability to communicate made them feel ‘helpless.’… [meaning] people do
not have information about available services.”1065
Illegal migration to the UK
A recent Sunday Times report suggested there were 71,000 irregular Vietnamese nationals
in the UK and 29,000 Vietnamese-born migrants officially registered. 1066 Some but by no
means all illegal migrants may be trafficked. Trafficked Vietnamese migrants are known to
enter the country by circuitous routes. They may fly sometimes via China into Russia1067 and
then are transported in vans through parts of Eastern Europe, such as the Ukraine, Poland
and the Czech Republic, before sometimes entering Germany, and then leaving the
continent by lorry via France.1068
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The Vietnamese community in Great Britain, thirty years on, Jessica Mai Sims, Runnymede
The Forgotten refugees: the housing experiences of the Vietnamese communities in London, Tomlins,
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Vietnamese trafficking victims will have often already come into contact with the French
authorities, who routinely receive referrals from the UK Border Force when Vietnamese
nationals are detected in Northern France.1069 A CEOP report on Vietnamese trafficking
highlighted that “Vietnamese illegal border-crossing points, locally-issued border passes,
apparent lax Russian visa application controls and poorly regulated overseas labour schemes
visas are successfully exploited by Vietnamese facilitation and trafficking networks.”1070
Falsely obtained South Korean passports are also sometimes used, as South Koreans do not
need visas for tourist visits for the UK.
In the past, human trafficking victims were believed to come from three provinces (Nghe An
and Ha Tinh in the north of the central provinces, and Quang Binh in the centre of the
country) but CEOP said the UK was now seeing a trend where victims came from the
border regions of Vietnam. North Vietnamese provinces were source points of many
migrants trafficked or simply entering the UK illegally.1071 Haiphong, Vietnam's third biggest
city, was described as the epicentre of the country's human smuggling industry.1072
Human trafficking networks will often have members acting under the seemingly legitimate
veneer of recruitment agencies providing ‘work’ for victims. Often adult and child migrants
being taken into the UK are charged with a debt of around £20,000 for these
arrangements.1073 Children coming over to the UK have often left education at 14 to find
work, usually to support their families. Of those trafficked, a Save the Children report from
2005-2006 found that 93.5 per cent (659) of victims had a low education level, including 90
(13%) who were illiterate.1074
A child is often instructed to claim asylum at the border and will then be taken into
authority care, where the vast majority of Vietnamese children will then abscond.1075 Adults
also use the asylum system.1076 One adult victim, after using fake travel documents to get
through Vietnamese immigration, destroyed them on the journey. He was then instructed
by traffickers to tell Heathrow border staff he was a refugee who had been tortured for
protesting against Vietnam's communist government. As a result, he was allowed in
“without any further interrogation”1077 and ended up being forced to work in a nail bar in
Buckinghamshire.
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Human Trafficking IDMG Report 2012,
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Nail bars
Recent hype
In the last 10 years the nail industry has become the fastest growing UK Vietnamese
business sector, and accounted for over 50 per cent of all Vietnamese businesses in London
in 2007.1078
The salons and restaurants tend to largely hire newly arrived migrants rather than secondgeneration Vietnamese. There have been reports of Vietnamese migrant workers being
exploited in these nail bars as far back as 2000.1079 However, this issue has been
underreported and ignored. One London Government officer, who had been leading on the
trafficking portfolio for a number of years, admitted they had only recently heard about this
issue.
However, in August 2013, the Sunday Times carried out an investigation claiming that
“there are 100,000 Vietnamese manicurists working in 15,000 nail salons across the
country” and that “thousands of manicurists are feared to be controlled by people
traffickers.”1080 These figures have been disputed by a number of people including Dr
Magnanti in the Telegraph and by journalists in the Guardian.1081 Furthermore, the article
appears to conflate the potentially large number of illegal Vietnamese workers in the UK
with the number of trafficked victims there may be. In SOCA’s UKHTC data from January
to March 2013, 32 Vietnamese nationals were identified as potential victims of all types of
trafficking in those three months.1082 This could potentially equate to just over one hundred
in one year. However, while some stakeholders working in the human trafficking field say
that official trafficking data barely reveals the scale of the problem, the numbers are unlikely
to reach tens of thousands. Furthermore, many victims recognised as human trafficking
victims by NGOs may exist in that ‘grey’ area of exploitation rather than be cases of clearcut slavery.
There are believed to be large numbers of young people in Vietnam willingly signing up to
manicure courses, with some then trying to enter the UK to work, using tourist visas.1083
The Sunday Telegraph quoted a Government source who admitted, “The nail-bar problem
started a few years back after a lot of visas were issued to Vietnamese nail technicians
1078
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because we were short of the skill in Britain. But the migration through that channel is now
being hijacked by traffickers.”1084 They also interviewed a young woman whose student visa
application was rejected and was asked if she would ask her family to pay traffickers to
transport her: "I don't know. But if you want to go overseas and you live in Haiphong, the
only visa you need is money."1085 While many may choose to come here, Vietnamese
migrants who come to the UK can face huge fees which place them in a state of debt
bondage for years. It is said that many workers are unaware of what work they are being
sent to carry out or it has been reported that some recruitment agencies do not show
workers their contacts until a day before they are scheduled to leave, and contracts are also
often signed in languages alien to the workers. 1086
The interchangeable exploitation between nail bars and cannabis farms
The human trafficking of Vietnamese migrants into cannabis farms had, until recently, a
higher profile than those trafficked into nail bars. In 2007, DrugScope highlighted the issue of
a boom in cases of Vietnamese children being exploited in cannabis farms,1087 and ECPAT
UK received its first referral of a trafficked Vietnamese boy aged 15 back in 2003. The
awareness and interest in cannabis farms exists partly because it is a large organised illegal
activity which was therefore already on the police’s radar.
However, evidence also consistently suggests that the exploitation of workers in cannabis
farms and nail bars are related. A report produced by the British Embassy in Hanoi and
CEOP stated that nail bars were often a front for money laundering activities linked to
cannabis farms. Furthermore sex trafficking is also linked to the exploitation in nails bar, as
the upstairs section of the nail bars are sometimes used as brothels selling young women
and men.1088
Anti-Slavery International is involved in a project investigating human trafficking for the
purposes of forced criminal exploitation called ‘RACE in Europe’.1089 A police source told
the project that Vietnamese migrants trafficked to the UK are often dropped off in towns
and cities and told to visit a nail salon initially as their first port of call.1090 When victims are
first brought to nail bars however, they are sometimes given a choice between working at
the nail bar or working in a cannabis farm; nonetheless, many choose the illegal, far more
dangerous – though they may be unaware of the chemically toxic and violent environment
this choice will involve or the illegal nature of the work - option of cannabis farms as they
are told they will pay off their debt more quickly in doing so.
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One charity working with trafficked children had noticed a “weird trend” where several of
the trafficked Vietnamese boys they were supporting, who had first worked in cannabis
farms, were “ending up in nail bars”.1091
This was supported by the Refugee Council. They also said boys who were rescued often
decided to work in nail bars and that it was unclear if they did so because many Vietnamese
worked there already, or under the instruction of an organised network. The anonymous
children’s charity above was told by one nail bar that this was an apprenticeship but the
charity felt that “it’s more likely to be organised exploitation within the community, which
makes them vulnerable to being re-trafficked and exploited.”
Tackling problem
Police have conducted 100 raids on nail bars across the country since 2008 and 150 illegal
immigrants have been found as a result.1092 However, whether these raids are successfully
finding large quantities of trafficked victims or simply finding large numbers of illegal migrants
is not clear.
Meanwhile, the nail salons’ trade body, the British Association of Beauty Therapy and
Cosmetology,1093 has recently launched a campaign to encourage customers to question
their nail technicians about their training, insurance and qualifications.

Cannabis farms
The increase in cases
In 2005, the Observer reported that, “Police 'can't cope' as Vietnamese flood drugs trade Gangs make millions by targeting London with cannabis grown in houses rented from
unsuspecting landlords.”1094 It noted that the majority of cannabis factories raided by police
were run by Vietnamese gangs and hence in just one London court in one week they had
dealt with 5 cases involving Vietnamese criminals.
While in 2007/8, 3,032 cannabis farms were discovered, in 2011/12 this figure had increased
by 150 per cent, to 7,865 in 2011/12.1095 In 2013, it was reported that 20 cannabis farms in
residential properties were being discovered every day.1096
I was told that there have been 1400 arrested for cannabis cultivation in 2011/13 and, of
those, 63 per cent were Vietnamese and 13 per cent were children.1097
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ACPO said that the threat from the domestic commercial cultivation of cannabis in the UK
is increasing.1098 Previously resin and herbal cannabis, which was imported from the
Caribbean, West Africa and Asia, were the most popular forms of cannabis used. Now
‘skunk’, which is intensively cultivated or domestic cannabis or sensimilla (without seeds) is
more widely consumed.1099 Indeed, back in 2005, just 15 per cent of cannabis consumed in
the UK was home grown,1100 yet ECPAT UK told us that police now report that not only do
we no longer need to import cannabis, but we are now exporting it.
This shift is believed to be due largely to the “arrival of organised gangs from Vietnam, who
rapidly achieved near-total domination of Britain's marijuana business.”1101 Their tactics are
understood to have been imported from Canada, where the Vietnamese gangs took over
the cannabis trade from the Hells Angels in the 1990s. Their modus operandi differed from
the Hells Angels’ rural plantations and instead focused on growing cannabis in rented houses
in residential areas with transient populations. The success of this business operation led
them to expand into other areas of the world such as Australia and the UK.
Other theories regarding this rise include the reclassification of cannabis from a class B to a
class C drug. The tighter controls at borders around drug smuggling are also believed to
have made domestic drug farming more profitable. The increase in the number being found
year on year can also be attributed to an enhanced investigative focus and proactive work
by UK law enforcement. However, conversely there is also decreasing demand.1102 The
British Crime Survey indicated that cannabis was the most commonly used drug in the last
year, with 6.4 per cent of adults taking it. However, this percentage was down on 2011 to
2012 (6.9 per cent) and is the lowest percentage since the British Crime Survey measured
these figures in 1996 (when the proportion was 9.5 per cent).1103
Costs
ACPO estimated that the cannabis industry was worth £200m a year.1104 One Vietnamese
farm in south London had four houses yielding harvests of 40kg of cannabis, worth
£120,000, every six weeks. It was using high quantities of electricity – up to 40 times more
than normal households- from the national grid. A report in 2013 warned that cannabis
farms’ illegal use of electricity cost £70 million each year.1105 Violence1106 as well as trafficking
is linked to these establishments.
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http://www.acpo.police.uk/documents/crime/2012/20120430CBACCofCPP.pdf
Ibid
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http://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/untold-profits-fuel-the-violent-gang-world-of-londons-cannabis-farms6509328.html
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Ibid
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“Some countries, like England and Wales, have experienced strong declines in Cannabis use in recent
years” https://www.unodc.org/documents/drug-prevention-and-treatment/cannabis_review.pdf
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/drug-misuse-findings-from-the-2012-to-2013-csew/drugmisuse-findings-from-the-2012-to-2013-crime-survey-for-england-and-wales
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http://www.channel4.com/news/child-trafficking-victim-crime-judge-cannabis-prostitution
1105
http://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/the-weed-levy-on-your-electricity-cannabis-farms-steal-power-worth70m-each-year-8685059.html
1106
“The body of a Vietnamese man called Khan Tho Nguyen (Nguyen is a common Vietnamese name) was
found in a cannabis factory in Wembley, north London”
http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2005/sep/11/ukcrime.drugsandalcohol
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Human Trafficking
Not only is cannabis farming an obvious criminal problem but there is much evidence to
suggest that it is far from being a victimless crime, with many farms involving trafficked
individuals from Vietnam who are working under severe duress for Vietnamese and Chinese
organized crime groups.1107
Anti-Slavery International’s RACE in Europe work1108 found that, of the cases they had
examined in the UK media involving Vietnamese adults being prosecuted for cultivating
cannabis from January 2011 to 2013, 130 had trafficking indicators. Furthermore, of all those
children arrested for cannabis cultivation during the same period, 117 of 130 were
Vietnamese.1109
According to a research paper by Professor Savage, director of the Institute of Criminal
Justice Studies at Portsmouth University and Dr Silverstone, Vietnamese drug gangs are
usually made up of small, tightly knit groups who, rather than forming large networks,
initiate and disband business relationships regularly on a case-by-case basis. Those who
secure the buildings used to farm the cannabis are “are often highly mobile and drawn from
the more established members of the community”1110 while the ‘gardeners’ are illegal
immigrants- often from Northern Vietnam - who work in highly toxic conditions and are
often not paid under the guise of being indebted to their traffickers.
The level of restriction of movement varies – with some locked into the factories they work
in while others are seemingly free to leave but are often told, unfortunately often
correctly,1111 by traffickers that they will be arrested if they leave. A stakeholder working
with Vietnamese victims of trafficking noted, “Some of the gangs stick to their word. But for
young people they can't consent to their exploitation.”1112 They are also controlled by the
use of threats, often against their families. This means that when they are caught by the
police on raids it may not be in their interest to accept they have been a victim of trafficking
or exploitation. Philip Ishola, from the Counter Human Trafficking Bureau, knew of a
number of cases where victims’ families had been targeted. In a BBC interview he said, "We
engaged with people in Vietnam to see if they were ok and, though they hadn't been hurt,
the family farm had been burned to the ground." 1113 With no simple way to protect
extended families abroad, it is challenging to support such victims or encourage them to
disclose their situation to the authorities. The key way to do so is to target the traffickers
themselves. However, I have been told there are yet to be any convictions for this type of
human trafficking, at least since 2009.1114
1107

UNODC TIP Report 2013
www.raceineurope.org
1109
Data from International’s RACE in Europe Project, www.raceineurope.org
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/moslive/article-2179287/Cannabis-factories-How-criminal-gangs-turningshuttered-shops-disused-warehouses-drug-farms.html#ixzz2eyNLhjc2
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One stakeholder told us that the arrests of victims was a “gift to traffickers”, meeting, City Hall, 2013
1112
Meeting with an NGO working on Vietnamese human trafficking
1113
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-22903511
1114
Two stakeholders working with Vietnamese victims told us in autumn 2013 that they knew of no
convictions. See also http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2013-04-22a.386.7&s=human%20trafficking:
“To ask Her Majesty's Government what assessment they have made of the problem of trafficking of
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London case example
In one case a 14 year old Vietnamese boy, T, was trafficked from Vietnam to a house in
Harrow. He said some men arrived at his home and told him to come with them. He first
arrived in Poland where he was kept in a room for months with a group of other children
who were all told to remain silent. From there they went in freezing conditions in a truck to
Germany to another flat and then onto France. There were then a number of failed
attempts to board a lorry from Calais to Dover. Each time he was released he would return
to a forest on the outskirts.
Eventually he arrived in the UK and was taken to a cannabis farm in Harrow. The traffickers
had weapons and told him he would be arrested if he ran away. In 2009 there was a police
raid on the farm and he was charged with cannabis cultivation. T was sent to Feltham Young
Offenders Institution and Rochester prison for a year. This year, in 2013, that conviction
and sentence was finally quashed in a significant Court of Appeal case. Most boys found on
these farms are treated as criminals – one stakeholder cited a similar more recent case
occurring in West London where a victim of trafficking was being treated as a criminal. Even
after his conviction was repealed T is still facing difficulties. “T is now in local authority care
and appealing against a refusal to grant him asylum. UKBA officials declared T a victim of
child trafficking in 2012 but took a year to communicate that decision to him.”1115
Shifts in operation
Whereas previously the Chinese and Vietnamese gangs running cannabis farms would knock
down walls between terraced houses to create large scale operations, ACPO identified a
shift in 2012 as gangs tried to reduce the risks of getting caught. Traffickers were
increasingly using a multiple-site model whereby large numbers of gardeners work on a
number of small-scale factories across several different residential areas.1116
Stakeholders noted that whenever obstacles were created for traffickers they would simply
modify their working practices. Andrew Wallis from Unseen said that the cannabis farms in
Bristol used to be managed largely by irregular migrant Vietnamese gardeners. However,
they were now finding that Albanian gangs were involved in this crime and the Vietnamese
gardeners had disappeared. They instead found that the Vietnamese gangs were storing
drugs underground.
White British gangs are also involved in this type of cannabis farming, even if they do not
directly always exploit the Vietnamese farmers themselves. In 2010, Commander Allan
Gibson, from the Metropolitan Police, told the Evening Standard, “There has been a change
over recent years… We're now finding there are more white British people involved —
about 60 per cent of the people we identify currently fall into that category. It's a significant

Vietnamese children, in the light of no convictions for the trafficking of Vietnamese children since 2009 despite
Vietnamese children accounting for a quarter of all referrals of child trafficking.” April 2013
1115
Trafficking victim's nightmare journey to UK drug farm, Simon Isreal, Home Affairs Correspondent
http://www.channel4.com/news/child-trafficking-victim-crime-judge-cannabis-prostitutioncase jc2
1116
Amelia Gentleman The Guardian, Thursday 11 April 2013,
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2013/apr/11/police-cannabis-farms
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change." 1117 The Vietnamese gangs tend to sell in bulk quantities to the British gangs who
then carry out the riskier business of street dealing. The gangs can also assist them in
acquiring properties. However, there can also be fall-outs between the gangs. One case
reported involved a South London street gang who had arranged to buy cannabis from a
team of Vietnamese gardeners. They met in a car park in Sutton, but instead of producing
money, the gang threatened the gardeners with guns and stole the drugs. When the farmers
returned to their Hackney base their boss, Hoc Kim Khoa, did not believe them, leading to
one of the gardeners being tortured to death.1118

Other trafficking cases
Alliance Anti-Traffic found evidence that some traffickers were deceiving Vietnamese
families into believing they could gain residency in the UK if they sent their child along first
to be raped and give birth in the UK. The cost of this facilitation and rape would be just
over £1000. On arrival the child would apply for asylum and the traffickers would claim that,
if she gained residence before the birth of her child, then this could pave the way for a
reunification of the wider family from Vietnam in the UK. 1119
CEOP also identified increasing cases of Vietnamese girls being trafficked in brothels in
China before being sent to the UK to be sexually exploited here.1120 Stakeholders said that
many of those being exploited for labour trafficking in nail bars are also being sexually
exploited but that many victims fail to report this to the authorities. The 2012 IDMG report
revealed that just 7 girls from Vietnam had been identified as trafficked into the UK for
sexual exploitation.1121

Missing Vietnamese young people
More and more children from Vietnam are being referred into the NRM as potential victims
of trafficking. In 2009, 34 referrals were made. By 2012, 96 referrals had been made in that
one year.1122
Of 113 children and young people identified as long-term missing persons on the Missing
Kids UK website,1123 almost a fifth were Vietnamese.1124 In 2010, the Government estimated
that 48 per cent of Vietnamese children in care had disappeared.1125 In CEOP’s 2010
1117

http://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/untold-profits-fuel-the-violent-gang-world-of-londons-cannabis-farms6509328.html
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http://ceop.police.uk/Documents/ceopdocs/NPM_CEOP_FCO_report__trafficking_of_Vietnamese_women_and_children.pdf
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http://ceop.police.uk/Documents/ceopdocs/NPM_CEOP_FCO_report__trafficking_of_Vietnamese_women_and_children.pdf
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https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/118116/human-traffickingreport.pdf
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Baroness Doocey, Parliamentary question, http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2013-0422a.384.4&s=human%20trafficking
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Missing Kids UK website
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-22903511
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http://www.theguardian.com/society/2011/may/28/trafficked-children-condemned-state-neglect
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Strategic Threat Assessment they reported that Vietnamese children comprised the largest
missing group from local authority care, with 67 per cent of missing cases being
Vietnamese.1126 A 2011 Guardian article reported that one local authority admitted that it
recently lost more than 20 Vietnamese children within the space of 24 hours, with one of
them leaving a note explaining that they had to leave or their sister would be forced into
prostitution.1127 A stakeholder working with Vietnamese victims of trafficking told me, “Local
authorities need to look out for signs. If a child says he has no family and then makes long
calls in Vietnamese [that’s a sign]. But local authorities seem to forget normal procedures on
vetting and safeguarding when it comes to these children.”1128
The Guardian described the case of 14 year old Hien, from Vietnam, who arrived at
Heathrow as an unaccompanied child.1129 He was initially placed with foster carers and then
into supported lodgings. But two days later Hien disappeared. Hien was discovered half a
year later during a raid on a cannabis factory in London. Hien was arrested and sent to a
young offenders institute. Later, he was recognised as a victim of trafficking and was placed
in local authority care. Two weeks later he went missing and was not seen again. While
local authority sources and CIAC said Asian victims may lie about their age and may actually
be adults choosing to work here, some of the cases clearly do involve children and should
be a cause for concern. While some are forced to leave, many children themselves choose
to flee the care homes for fear of not repaying heavy debts, and to protect their families
from reprisals.1130
While Hillingdon Council told me they had a handle on this issue now and saw very few
disappearances, other parts of the UK need to swiftly follow suit.1131 The system appears
chaotic and there is a lack of monitoring and basic care towards young unaccompanied
migrants. The ATMG Report, All Change, said there were cases of Vietnamese children
being trafficked into Britain to work in cannabis factories in 2010 who were then sent back
to be trafficked again in France without the knowledge of social services.1132 Andy Elvin told
the Guardian that foreign child-trafficking victims receive "a second-rate service"1133 and
mentioned a case where a 13-year-old Vietnamese girl who had been raped in a brothel and
become pregnant was placed in a hostel of adult men. Andy Elvin said, “It is unthinkable…
that a suspected trafficked child from the UK would end up in the Gilroy Court Hotel.”1134
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http://www.ceop.police.uk/Documents/ceopdocs/Child_Trafficking_Strategic_Threat_Assessment_2010_N
PM_Final.pdf
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http://www.theguardian.com/society/2011/may/28/trafficked-children-condemned-state-neglect
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Stakeholder working with an NGO on trafficking, 2013
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Ibid
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In another case “officers stumbled upon something unexpected. Hidden among 330 cannabis plants was a
small Vietnamese child. She was called Vananh Nguyen and, at just 11 years old, could barely speak English.
Croydon Children's Services placed her into a foster home. On 2 February a meeting between detectives and
the child was scheduled to help glean information on the gang that had forced her to tend their cannabis crop.
The day before, Vananh vanished – she has not been seen since.”
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2011/may/28/trafficked-children-condemned-state-neglect
1131
“We are now managing to get them stay put in homes once they arrive” - In evidence from Paul Hewitt,
the head of safeguarding children and quality assurance in Hillingdon Council, City Hall, 2013
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http://www.antislavery.org/includes/documents/cm_docs/2012/a/atmg_executive_summary.pdf CHECK
1133
http://www.theguardian.com/law/2011/oct/16/britains-child-sex-trade
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A number of stakeholders felt that safe houses - specialist safe accommodation for trafficked
children - were the key to preventing children from falling back into the hands of traffickers.
Philip Ishola told the Observer, "The missing rate is alarming. For trafficked children there
are so many risks, and for Vietnamese children that risk is magnified because it's such a
closed environment that children are trafficked within… For a Vietnamese child placed in
foster care or a children’s home, we know from experience that in two days you will be
lucky if the child is still there."1135 The paper reported that there was an increase in the
number of legal claims for damages against police and local authorities for failure to properly
support victims of trafficking.

Prosecuting victims
Prosecuting victims of trafficking
The chief complaint against the authorities by many stakeholders working with Vietnamese
victims of trafficking was that victims were often charged for the criminal activity they had
been compelled to carry out. 1136 The recent UNODC TIP report described this as a
concern and noted a failed appeal of one victim of trafficking who was convicted of cannabis
cultivation by the UK justice system, even though evidence showed he had been locked into
the factory.
Up to this point, I am told that many Vietnamese cannabis farmers found, including those
discovered as children, are treated as criminals.1137 However, NGOs state that many are
genuinely trafficked individuals who have experienced sometimes high levels of physical and
even sexual abuse.
In one case, a 14 year old Vietnamese boy was found wandering the streets of
Hammersmith having escaped a cannabis factory where he had been repeatedly raped.1138
Anti-Slavery International said disclosures of sexual exploitation often come much later after
the victim is found, but that if the authorities’ first response is to prosecute them, they
won’t work with the authorities to disclose this information and help prosecute the true
criminals. I was told that boys engage even less with the authorities and NGOs than girls.
Tara Topteagarden from the Refugee Council said, "Many of the boys I work with have a
deep distrust of authorities and may struggle to engage with support services."1139
1135

Demands grow for child guardians to end shame of modern slavery Mark Townsend and Harriet Grant The
Observer, Saturday 7 September 2013 http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2013/sep/07/childslavery-trafficking-theresa-may
1136
CPS has published guidance entitled 'CPS Policy for Prosecuting Cases of Human Trafficking'. The Law
Society has produced a practice note, 'Criminal prosecutions of victims of trafficking'. The Association of Chief
Police Officers issued guidance on this issue of children being discovered in cannabis factories: 'Position from
ACPO Lead’s on Child Protection and Cannabis Cultivation on Children and Young People Recovered in
Cannabis Farms'
1137
Phone interview with Vicky Brotherton from Anti-Slavery International, 2013 “Here [in the UK] a large
number of trafficked victims in cannabis farms are being arrested.”
1138
“The 14-year-old was snatched and trafficked out of Hanoi in early 2010 after his grandmother was unable
to repay a loan taken to pay for medical treatment.” - Hunt for Vietnamese traffickers after teenager escapes
Hammersmith prison By Greg Burns Jun 23 2011 : Fulham Chronicle
http://www.fulhamchronicle.co.uk/fulham-and-hammersmith-news/local-fulham-and-hammersmithnews/2011/06/23/hunt-for-vietnamese-traffickers-after-teenager-escapes-hammersmith-prison-8202928930512/#ixzz2f4WTNVrP
1139
Evidence from Tara Topteagarden, of the Refugee Council, at City Hall 2013
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Vicky Brotherton, Project Assistant for Anti-Slavery International’s RACE in Europe Project,
said there was a lack of initiative to properly examine cases for trafficking indicators,
alongside a lack of awareness of the policies in place around cannabis farms. Pam Bowen
from the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) admitted that she was “not confident that we
are not charging trafficking victims for crimes they been compelled to perform.”1140 The CPS
said the challenge in many of these cases was that there is often no information about the
victim’s experience available to the prosecutor at the time of making a decision to charge
and prosecute. The Duty Solicitor, who accompanied the victim in one case that has now
been successfully appealed, advised the child to give an early guilty plea to expedite it
through court and maximise the sentence discount.
Vicky Brotherton from Anti-Slavery International said, “If we could start recognising them as
victims and targeting traffickers we could start dismantling the criminal networks.” ECPAT
UK told me that currently, “We see more victims being prosecuted than traffickers.”1141
There is hope that the tide is changing and that a new precedence has been set for the nonprosecution of Vietnamese victims of trafficking found on cannabis plants. This follows a
recent judgment from the Court of Appeal cases on the non-criminalisation of trafficked
victims (R v L and Others [2013] EWCA Crim 991 (Judgment of 21 June 2013).1142 Three of
the cases involved Vietnamese children, who had been forced to work in cannabis farms but
had been treated as criminals by the British justice system. They all had their convictions
overturned as the Judge acknowledged the importance of the EU Directive (2011/36).1143
While the Judge accepted that they had consented to enter the country he noted, "This vile
trade in people has different manifestations… Sometimes they are trafficked into this
country from the other side of the world. Sometimes they enter into this country
unlawfully, and are trafficked on arrival. Sometimes they are trafficked within towns or cities
in this country where they live. Whether trafficked from home or overseas they are all
victims of crime. That is how they must be treated." 1144

1140

Evidence from Pam Bowen, CPS London, 2013
Meeting with ECPAT, 2013 citing The Anti-Trafficking Monitoring Group Report (2013) In the
Dock:Examining the UK’s Criminal Justice Response to Trafficking. London: Anti-Slavery International for The
Anti-Trafficking Monitoring Group.
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http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Crim/2013/991.html).
1143
Recital 8 of the EU Directive underlines: "Children are more vulnerable than adults and therefore at
greater risk of becoming victims of trafficking in human beings. In the application of this Directive, the child's
best interest must be of primary consideration, in accordance with the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union and the 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child".
-Recital 14 provides: "Victims of trafficking in human beings should, in accordance with the basic principles of
the legal systems of the relevant Member States, be protected from prosecution or punishment for criminal
activities … that they have been compelled to commit as a direct consequence of being subject to trafficking.
The aim of such protection is to safeguard the human rights of victims, to avoid further victimisation and to
encourage them to act as witnesses in criminal proceedings against the perpetrators. The safeguard should not
exclude prosecution or punishment for offences that a person has voluntarily committed or participated in."
-Article 8 makes provision for the non-prosecution or the non-application of penalties to the victim so that:
"Member States shall, in accordance with the basic principles of their legal systems, take the necessary
measures to ensure that competent national authorities are entitled not to prosecute or impose penalties on
victims of trafficking human beings for their involvement in criminal activities which they have been compelled
to commit as a direct consequence of being subjected to (trafficking)".
1144
www.channel4.com/news/child-trafficking-victim-crime-judge-cannabis-prostitution
1141
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In one of these cases the UK Border Force had in fact made a reasonable grounds decision
that the boy, who had been seen by neighbours tied up, may have been the victim of
trafficking. However, this was never communicated either to the prosecution or to the
defence, and neither party considered contacting UK Border Force. The judge on the case
even inquired whether or not the appellant had been trafficked, but no one was aware of
the UK Border Force decision. In another of the three cases, the Judge had even admitted
that she suspected that the appellant may have been the victim of trafficking, and that "you
have been a very vulnerable young man, you have been used by others who are more
sophisticated than yourself, … you played no part in setting up this sophisticated factory,
and you were very low down in the chain of people involved"1145 yet the sentence went
ahead.
The Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) 1146 said that we needed to front load enquiries early
on so that those who are with the victim – be they the police or a duty solicitor- were
provided with more information about the circumstances of the arrested person before
being referred to the CPS for a decision. Pam Bowen, from the CPS, alongside a number of
other stakeholders, felt that consideration should be given on whether we should remove
consent for adults in the NRM process when they were arrested for criminal offences. This
would allow those victims, who distrusted the authorities as a result of prosecution, to have
their cases reviewed by the Competent Authority for indicators of trafficking.1147
It is worth noting that many stakeholders felt that, even when a child victim wasn’t being
prosecuted, that the court system was not suitable for them. One stakeholder said, “Our
court system is adversarial – it doesn't suit children. They have 8 days of being cross
examined. There’s no magic end after that trauma of being in court.”
Guardians
Between January and August 2013, ten potential cases of human trafficking were found
involving cannabis cultivation in London – two fifths of who were children. In light of the
large number of raids on cannabis farms in London1148 this small number could suggest that
large numbers of victims are being overlooked and criminalised rather than recognised as
victims.1149
Most NGOs working with children felt that child victims of trafficking needed Guardians.
ECPAT UK said the reason so many children are let down in the courts is that they have no
parent or other individual looking out for them. This means a child is left with the sole
responsibility of instructing their legal representative. Within this context, ECPAT UK had
witnessed one boy - who had been trafficked - advise his lawyer not to raise trafficking as an
issue in his asylum claim as he was scared of his traffickers.
1145

Neutral Citation Number: [2013] EWCA Crim 991Case No: (1) 2012/01106; (2) 2012/04425; (3)
2012/04763; 2012/04966
1146
The CPS in London told me they had responded to these challenges by re-drafting a guide to prosecutors;
they had created a clear flow chart to show what courses of action are needed when these cases arise; and
have recommended the Law Society re-draft guidance for duty solicitors.
1147
Evidence from Pam Bowen, CPS London, 2013
1148
There were up to 1133 raids in 2012. The MPS does not measure the number of raids but told us that
there were 1133 recorded offences of cannabis production in 2011-12 and 1,008 offences in 2012 until May
2013 - Mayoral question, Andrew Boff, 22/05/13, No 1755/2013.
1149
Data provided to us by the UKHTC. See Appendix 2.
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Another problem with the current system is that the individual in social services who
represents a child victim of human trafficking will keep changing. One victim had 14 separate
social workers in one year; and each time she had to re-tell her distressing stories.1150
Furthermore, victims may not feel they can trust the social worker,1151 who is likely to
represent a budget-stretched authority, who may have other priorities.
The Children’s Society 2013 Still at Risk report found that, “Young people were confused by
the complex processes they were engaged with – for example the immigration and criminal
justice processes. Their problems multiplied as a result of language barriers; poor, or
sometimes incorrect, legal advice; and a failure by specialists to spend adequate time (or
provide appropriate information or support) to guide them as they progressed.”1152 Indeed,
alarmingly “only a few reported positive experiences of the care they had received from
social workers.”1153 The report highlighted the lack of knowledge about child trafficking
alongside a lack of statutory safeguarding practices at all levels in local authorities, but
particularly by social workers – who local authorities claim currently act as equivalent
‘Guardians’ to victims.
Scotland recently piloted a Guardianship model and it has been regarded as a success. The
project is continuing and is partly funded by the Scottish Government. NGOs felt, alongside
aiding disclosures by victims, it would be cost effective in the long term as it could prevent
children going missing and police and authorities being sued for incompetency and wrong
decisions. A local authority source however said that most local authorities feel that child
victims do not need a Guardian as there were already local authority staff provided to child
victims. They felt that Guardians risked creating another layer of bureaucracy and could
create even more issues regarding training and monitoring them. ECPAT UK said, “The
Government keeps saying its system is working but it clearly isn't as exploited children are
still put in B&Bs with adults or go missing.”1154 Paul Hewitt from Hillingdon Council said
what was as key as creating Guardians was to improve the system currently in place by
effectively training and retaining social services staff.
Family Courts
Professionals working with trafficking victims criticised the current system - whereby we
keep the child in the UK until they reach 18, when suddenly they have no support and must
apply for Leave to Remain. This makes their status very unstable and forces them to live a
life “in limbo”1155 where they become vulnerable to exploitation again. Andy Elvin from
CFAB said, “The system almost recreates the trafficking problem.“1156
Andy Elvin felt that child trafficking victims should have all their circumstances decided
immediately to avoid this ‘limbo’ status. He suggested placing victims in a family court with
immigration support. He felt the system needed to be set up in similar vein to drug and
alcohol courts. Just as a Judge reviewed the children and the parents’ addiction at the same
1150

In evidence from a meeting with ECPAT UK, 2013
“They often feel the social worker is not on their side and they can’t trust social worker” ECPAT UK
1152
Still at Risk Report, Children’s Society, 2013
1153
ibid
1154
In evidence from meeting with ECPAT UK, 2013
1155
Interview with Andy Elvin, Children and Families across Borders (CFAB), 2013
1156
ibid
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time, so too could these courts link immigration into the court system. He admitted that
“There are costs attached to this idea. But this costs less than the mass of appeals the
current system creates, if we properly support them.”1157 I was told that family courts
already exist so it wouldn’t be a huge burden. Furthermore, many decisions may well result
in the children being sent home immediately while still young.
Andy Elvin saw nothing wrong with sending trafficked children back to their homeland in
some cases. “Why keep them here as children expensively for four years - a looked after
child is a huge drain on resources - and then we send them back [when they are adults]?
Deporting them, escorted, is also very expensive and it is even more so when there are
inquiries after it all goes wrong.” Indeed some families of the children were often duped
themselves and so may very much want the child returned. This process would mean all
child victims of trafficking could stay permanently, plan their future and find jobs; or
alternatively be sent home immediately. However, one stakeholder working with
Vietnamese victims of trafficking had concerns about this process being used simply to assist
Government attempts to send as many victims back home as possible.

Police
Raids
Data from MOPAC shows that there were potentially1158 up to 1,133 cannabis raids in
2011/12 and 1,008 raids in 2012/13 to date.1159 This could suggest that the number of
cannabis farms being set up does not seem to be abating yet, while victims of trafficking on
the sites are sometimes prosecuted, there have apparently been no convictions of
Vietnamese criminals who have trafficked children into the UK for cannabis cultivation since
2009.1160
Some stakeholders believed more proactive work to tackle cannabis farms and nail bars is
needed to fight this type of trafficking. However, some experts had concerns about this
tactic, and even those who supported it had concerns about how these raids were currently
carried out.
In an interview with the Daily Mail, Dr Gary Potter, a criminologist from London South
Bank University, said he believed that often such police activity could result in further
problems. ‘Police crackdowns all too often leave the market in the hands of organised
criminals who are prepared to take risks that independent growers are not… Independent

1157

Ibid
The MPS does not measure the number of cannabis raids but has an offence of cannabis production which
is recorded on the crime reporting information system (CRIS) and this shows the above number of recorded
offences.
1159
MQT 1755/2013 22/05/2013 Question by Andrew Boff
1160
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2013-04-22a.386.7&s=human%20trafficking “To ask Her
Majesty's Government what assessment they have made of the problem of trafficking of Vietnamese children,
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growers feel that the risk from police is too high, so the market becomes more professional
and more violent with a police crackdown.’”1161
The raids themselves are also criticised, with a lack of awareness of the issues around
human trafficking being a key problem. It is this challenge that has led to victims of trafficking
being prosecuted for drug-related and immigration crimes. ACPO also admitted that
“intelligence indicates that sometimes, as a consequence of the need for more awareness of
the problem, young persons are not identified as victims, statutory defences are not
recognised and the individuals end up being charged …whilst being exploited.” 1162 Pam
Bowen from the CPS felt that the problem was that trafficking and child related issues
would only be picked up by those with expertise in child abuse and human trafficking.1163 But
these were not the types of law enforcement usually used on drug raids. As well as the
officers on raids, custody sergeants needed to be aware of the issues around trafficking as
they are the ones likely to make contact with duty solicitors who work with the victims in
court.1164
As well as lacking victim-focused awareness, these raids often fail to seek out sufficient
intelligence, with ACPO admitting that raids are ‘primarily… a short-term solution, with
missed opportunities for further investigation’.1165 Barnardo’s and Anti-Slavery International
said the police should find out which trafficking routes are being used and who brought the
children over prior to carrying out raids”. Other questions, which stakeholders felt the
police were missing, regarded who the landlords and dealers were in that area.
The US State Department wrote a document in 2012 specifically advising police on how to
carry out raids. It noted, “Law enforcement raids are most effective when they involve good
intelligence and planning; these factors are critical to fighting modern slavery… a high
degree of certainty that trafficking victims are present in labour and commercial sex sites is
essential before mounting an operation. Victim information is usually obtained in advance
through the accounts of escaped or rescued victims by law enforcement agents working
undercover or through strategically recruited informants. “Smart” raids free trafficking
victims while minimizing harm to others.”1166 ACPO has highlighted the need for smarter
raids on cannabis farms, stating that, “In line with the “Safeguarding Children Who May Have
Been Trafficked” guidance, police should work with local authorities to ensure early
identification of trafficked victims before entering any suspected cannabis farm.”1167
In Bristol, Unseen has arrangements with the Avon and Somerset police drug unit so that
when police carry out a cannabis raid, Unseen will accompany the police. When I asked the
Mayor if he would consider doing the same, I received the following response: “The
Metropolitan Police Service has assured me that any children or young people identified on
1161
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Cannabis Farms are treated as potential victims and where there is evidence of trafficking,
appropriate specialist advice would be sought and local child protection teams or social
services are contacted when children or young people are identified. The Metropolitan
Police Service retains an open mind to adopting practice from elsewhere but regional
differences and contexts must also be taken into account.”1168
Borough Police and the Metropolitan Police’s Human Trafficking Unit
(SC&O7)
A number of charities said that there was a “structural problem”1169 in the police which
meant boroughs carried out work which the Trafficking Unit were unaware of. Philip Ishola
from the CHTB said that the police was “not joined up – that is a problem...[for example] a
lot of Safer Neighbourhood Teams (SNTs) in Croydon get training about trafficking
indicators. But then somewhere in Croydon you have a raid related to anti-social behaviour.
But those in the police who deal with trafficking and missing persons wouldn’t be aware of
this all happening. And [SNTs don’t work] from a victim focus but point perspective, so may
miss suspected victims and potential intelligence opportunities, which could well assist
police colleagues in public protection to make arrests.”1170 This was a particularly marked
concern if there was a delay in communication, “which could lead to a delay
in implementing a trafficking operational response”1171 as this potentially provided a window
of opportunity for perpetrators and their victims to go missing.
While the Human Trafficking Unit and NGOs may feel frustrated at the mistakes made at a
borough level, conversely, borough police have told me that they feel frustrated at the lack
of support they receive from SC&O7. However, the police reassured me that the changes
going on in the Metropolitan Police (MPS) at present include work to tackle silos.
“Restructuring is taking place to break the artificial divides to get the MPS to work more
cohesively…The trend is towards more cross-working between boroughs and teams”1172 as
several boroughs are beginning to work in tri-borough arrangements. This is welcome and
long overdue. However, this must be done in a clearly communicated way. The Human
Trafficking Unit in the Metropolitan Police was initially moved into the Vice unit and then
became SCD9, then SC&09 and are currently, as an interim, is called SC&07 (Specialist &
Economic Crime Command). A source from the Trafficking Unit said that, “Because of this,
the boroughs won't know about us. If you ask them who to go to if you find a trafficking
victim, they may say ‘Clubs and Vice’.”1173
Professor Fitzgerald told the London Assembly, “You have to have the communications
right at all levels. From the local level to the borough level to the centre to nationally,
across other agencies and so on. Those are the bits that seem to me to be missing.” This
coordination between the boroughs and SC&O7 needs to be improved. SC&O7 is too
stretched to cover all trafficking and intelligence at a borough level and yet trafficking is not
only often residential but does not necessarily involve large organised crime or illegal
migration. Therefore SNTs and their relations with communities are crucial in tackling this.
1168
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ibid
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Community engagement
One charity that worked with trafficked boys said they had been trying to meet with the
Metropolitan Police but had failed to receive any responses. “I have sent dozens of emails
but barely anyone has got back to me. And I have contacted the local Metropolitan Police
Service MASH teams - but none have got back to me.” 1174 This is not acceptable. The police
need to work with NGOs and others who deal with victims of trafficking as they offer
sources of invaluable intelligence.
Engagement with the Vietnamese community also needs to be examined by police and other
authorities. The Runnymede report highlighted the negative way in which the whole
Vietnamese community felt they had been tainted by reports on cannabis farming. While the
media was partly to blame for this 1175 the report also attributed this to how the police
handled the issue.
The West Yorkshire Police Force’s drug coordinator uttered the all-encompassing
discriminatory line that: “The Metropolitan Police have had a [italics added] Vietnamese
problem for some time and maybe their people think they can go about their business in
relative anonymity in our city centres.” 1176 Meanwhile, police guidance in Barnet in London
also profiled Vietnamese people as one group, failing to make distinctions in guidance
between those involved in crime and those who were innocent or guilty, as well as between
the settled British-born Vietnamese and newly arrived migrants. In the Metropolitan Police
guidance it said, “Almost invariably residents of these [premises used as cannabis factories]
will be of Vietnamese origin…Estate agents and landlords should beware of lone females,
possibly Vietnamese, trying to rent property.” 1177 The Runnymede report said that by
“advising landlords to beware of Vietnamese individuals trying to rent property, the police
fall short of meeting their obligation to have due regard to the need to, “eliminate racial
discrimination” or “promote equality of opportunity and good relations,” as required in the
Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000.”1178
However, the reverse – avoiding the issue of race or ethnicity - is not helpful either. A BBC
article recently claimed, “The Association of Chief Police Officers refuses to comment on
the ethnicity of those in charge of the factories.”1179 Greater sensitivity as well as accuracy is
required so that police do not discriminate in any way and know how to handle these types
of cases. Writing guidance with Vietnamese organisations may have helped to prevent the
above cases. The Runnymede report warned that “engagement with the Vietnamese as a
community cannot be undertaken unless its internal divisions are recognised; it is important
1174

Charity project working with trafficked children and young people
“Trúc, a 24 year old BBV woman from London explained the media ‘paints’ the Vietnamese as causing
trouble and being involved in gang violence. The perception of ‘Vietnamese gangs’ as perpetuated by the media
may mean that segments of wider more established community believe this alleged criminality may alienate
more recently arrived Vietnamese groups. As a result, asylum-seekers and undocumented migrants may
develop a misleading reputation of criminal activity,” The Vietnamese community in Great Britain, thirty years
on, Jessica Mai Sims, Runnymede
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The Vietnamese community in Great Britain, thirty years on, Jessica Mai Sims, Runnymede
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not to impose a strict definition of community.”1180 The authorities must be aware of
divisions between different ethnicities, arrival dates, and status - in terms of employment,
links to crime, asylum-seekers, those who are undocumented or are overseas students - of
Vietnamese communities when targeting services.1181

Tackling demand – is it viable?
Trafficking in cannabis farms
Some newspaper articles have implied that the police will inevitably fail to tackle this
problem as “the laws of supply and demand outstrip the laws of the land.”1182 The majority
of the six to seven per cent of British citizens who use cannabis no doubt have very little
awareness that the product they use is linked to human trafficking and indeed, in particular,
to child trafficking.
In 2011, Steve O’Connell questioned the Mayor stating, “CEOP identified that 18% of
trafficked children into the UK were used for cannabis cultivation. Should these kinds of
facts be more widely publicised, to make drug users more aware of the exploitation they
cause by their decision to use drugs?” 1183 The Mayor responded by agreeing that, “We
need to do all we can to raise awareness of human trafficking and to highlight the role the
public can play in eradicating this heinous crime. Highlighting the exploitation behind
cannabis cultivation could make people think twice before they purchase drugs…”
Awareness-raising in this area may not reduce the number of people consuming drugs, nor
would it prevent drugs being exported as is now apparently the case, but it may have a small
impact on how some people choose to obtain cannabis.
Sex trafficking
The focus on tackling the demand behind human trafficking has predominantly focused on
sex trafficking. Indeed, in the Mayor’s VAWG Strategy he does just this.1184 However, while
a person can be arrested for using a sex worker who has been trafficked, even if they are
unaware of this fact, all other demand for off-street sex work is legal. Therefore, unlike
cannabis use, no crime has been committed and it seems unbalanced that police should be
prioritising resource to tackle this above other concerns.
While some people are willing to point to exploitation in the sex work world and support
the criminalisation of punters,1185 they are often less willing to do so towards the
pornography sector. This may be to do with the fact that it has been estimated that a high
1180
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“The ‘types’ of people were loosely classified as separated by generation, arrival date, class position,
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proportion of men and women in the UK are estimated to be watching pornography
regularly.1186 Indeed, a study1187 back in 2006, found Britain to be the world's fastest growing
pornography market. However, as several cases I have mentioned in this report show,
some of the people trafficked for sexual exploitation in this country were also abused for
pornography.
I have spoken to Raven Kaliana, a victim of trafficking who was forced by her parents into
child pornography, and as a teenager was sometimes sold by them into adult pornography
productions. Raven Kaliana told me that using trafficking victims in non-consensual, violent,
or life-threatening forms of pornography may be more lucrative for the perpetrators than
prostituting those victims. She surmised that, with instant distribution to thousands of
consumers over the internet, if someone is being forced into sex work the likelihood is that
they will “probably also be used in pornography”.1188 Indeed, due to the physical separation
between the consumer and the person in the pornographic sex act, it would be far easier
for traffickers to exploit people in this way. Meanwhile, prostitution poses large risks to
traffickers when the ‘punter’ is faced with an exploited victim alone in a room. Therefore,
arguments about tackling the demand for sex work, while ignoring the pornography
industry, risk being disingenuous.
Just as I do not believe we should aim to end the demand for sex work, similarly I do not
believe we should aim to end the demand for pornography. However, awareness-raising
about the issue of human trafficking in the pornography sector may be able to encourage
consumers to be more discerning about the types of pornography they watch, and ask
questions about where the actors come from and its general legitimacy.

National Referral Mechanism (NRM)
Many stakeholders working with trafficked children felt that even when a potential victim of
trafficking was identified, the NRM system let children down. Firstly, there is no statutory
duty to refer a suspected victim to the NRM and yet the Government rely on the NRM for
data on trafficked victims.1189 This also means that there is low awareness of the NRM’s
existence and processes. ECPAT UK said it had “regularly seen referral forms that are very
poor in detail and quality. Such forms tend to lead to negative Reasonable Grounds
decisions, meaning the child has lost out on the opportunity to be formally identified as a
victim and thus receive appropriate protection and care.”1190 Secondly, the NRM bypasses
existing child protection systems and local authority children’s services so that instead,
practitioners are required to refer cases to NRM case-owners within the Competent
Authorities, who are not believed to have adequate training in relation to children.1191
The concerns around discrimination within the NRM process against non-EU nationals
stands for Vietnamese victims as much as Nigerian ones. For example, potential victims of
1186
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trafficking from Vietnam have only a 24% chance of being recognised with conclusive
grounds as trafficked, compared to 88% of British victims and 68% of Romanian victims. 1192
Between April 2009 and June 2012, only 31 per cent of the 806 children referred as
suspected victims of trafficking received a positive Conclusive Grounds decision on being a
victim of human trafficking. 1193 This was an even lower percentage of positive decisions than
adult victims. ECPAT UK felt that ”this is a worryingly low rate that suggests the NRM is
not working effectively to identify and support child victims…. [and] is not currently tailored
to suit the specific needs of children.”1194
Even when victims are recognised, there are concerns about the NRM process.
Professionals struggle to support victims in the NRM reflection period of only 45 days.
Medical research suggests that victims of sexual exploitation require at least 90 days as a
recovery period.1195 A number of NGOs and authorities explained that 45 days was not long
enough for many complex cases, where victims needed more time to trust their
environment and obtain the necessary specialist advice required. Carolina Albuerne felt that,
in order to obtain a disclosure from a victim and access the right legal support, three to six
months was required.
The UK Border Force officers we spoke to also had concerns that the NRM reflection
period is only 45 days. They felt it was not long enough and delayed any action - as adult
victims must consent to go through the NRM but such a decision can take a long time. One
UK Border Force source we spoke to felt we needed “to change the expectation that
solving these cases needs to be quick. The [people at the] top expect quick results.” They
also felt that, as with child victims, consent should not be required to get a victim on the
NRM process. Unless the victim consents to committing to the NRM, they cannot gain
support from the Government-contracted support services.

Returning victims to Vietnam
Andy Elvin from CFAB believed the UK should be involved in setting up secure, wellmanaged safe houses in the homeland of victims of trafficking. He asked, “Why not set up
safe places for a sixteenth of the price of doing so here, back in Vietnam?”1196 He said that
DFID have money to do this. “They gave £10m to the Home Office to provide safe places
to return to, but that only £3 million1197 had been used.”1198
He admitted that many NGOs were wary of this idea. One expert said they were “very
uncomfortable with the idea [and] we would be really concerned by this option.” They felt
the victims they worked with risked being re-trafficked because of their extreme
vulnerabilities. Tara Topteagarden from the Refugee Council said, “We know of instances
1192
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where people have been re-trafficked after returning to their country of origin. We have a
responsibility to act in the best interest of children and young people and I cannot see how
this option would represent the best interests of these extremely vulnerable young people."
1199

Vicky Brotherton from Anti-Slavery International said the idea would need to be considered
very carefully to verify whether the right level of care would really be able to be provided.
Vicky Brotherton also noted that that only a relatively small number of Vietnamese nationals
are trafficked to the UK compared to the number trafficked to neighbouring countries, such
as China, so working with the UK on this may not be a priority for the Vietnamese
government. It has also been said that the Vietnamese authorities can refuse to accept that a
trafficking victim, without papers, is a national of the country, thus leaving him or her in
effect stateless.1200
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Evidence from Tara Topteagarden, of the Refugee Council, at City Hall 2013
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
Recommendations for the Greater London
Authority
Recommendation 1 – London Sub-Regional Human Trafficking Groups
The Mayor must take the lead to create a genuine pan-London Multiagency approach to human trafficking. The Mayor’s Office for Policing and
Crime must set up sub-regional multi-agency teams to coordinate work
around trafficking.

There are a number of ways of doing this. One approach would be for the Mayor to set up
a small short-term central unit overlooking the formation of these teams initially. The
regional groups should include health and social services, borough police, the Human
Trafficking Unit, local authorities, the UKHTC, MOPAC, LSCBs, YOTs, Missing Persons and
trafficking third sector organisations, cultural organisations, academics, those working in
related fields such as forced marriage, and other relevant bodies.
One aim of this approach is to prevent NGOs and the statutory sector from working in
silos and to ensure intelligence is shared. Relations between the police and the third sector
need to be improved. The London Sub-Regional Human Trafficking Groups should help to
facilitate this. The Metropolitan Police Service Commissioner should lead on this as well by
calling for police to adequately respond when they are contacted by NGOs. Equally NGOs
need to be providing police with the intelligence they receive and be willing to disclose their
cases. In return, the Police should be obliged to keep stakeholders informed on how they
follow up their cases.
The regional groups could meet quarterly with the purpose to facilitate an exchange of
information and ensure a joined-up response. Its aim would be to share intelligence, send
out information and NRM bulletins to all members, evaluate contemporary data, offer
guidance, discuss best practice cases as well as those, in the region and outside of it, which
have gone wrong, act as a multi-agency base for certain cases, deal with cross border issues
and make decisions on if and where new training is required. It could also help to oversee
cases to ensure that victims were properly referred between different agencies offering
support.
The Metropolitan Police Service also needs a more joined-up approach. The borough teams
need to be more aligned with the Human Trafficking Unit’s work. The relationship should be
formalised so that the Human Trafficking Unit communicates with each borough police
force in regard to what areas of trafficking it is covering in their borough. The boroughs can
then form their own trafficking strategies on those less organised areas that the Human
Trafficking Unit does not have the resource to cover. As Prof Fitzgerald told the London
Assembly, “You have to have the communications right at all levels. From the local level to
the borough level to the centre to nationally, across other agencies and so on. Those are
the bits that seem to me to be missing.”
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This coordination between the boroughs and the Human Trafficking Unit needs to be
improved. The Human Trafficking Unit is too stretched to cover all trafficking and
intelligence at a borough level. Furthermore, trafficking is not only often very small scale and
residential but does not necessarily involve large organised crime or illegal migration.
Therefore SNTs and their relations with communities are crucial in tackling this.
Without this we will continue to have a fragmented approach, distrust and lack of
intelligence between the police, local authorities and the anti- trafficking sector – the long
term costs of which, in Rochdale and elsewhere, have been seen to be significant. The costs
of establishing these groups have so far however been found to be minimal where they have
been set up. The result of creating these sub-regional groups should be to ensure that
everyone has the tools at their disposal to respond, should a human trafficking case be
reported.

Recommendation 2 – Data collection and data transparency
The Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) should take
responsibility for ensuring all LSCBs, Councils and police collate and share
relevant data on human trafficking. MOPAC should act as a centralised
collecting system to gather this data from the boroughs and NGOs to
obtain more reliable human trafficking figures.
It is difficult to have an effective approach to tackle human trafficking when our data on
human trafficking is so unreliable. This report found that often what is not shown in the
trafficking data is what we should be concerned about. NGOs have also complained that
there is no system to feed in intelligence.
If the Mayor and MOPAC want to have a true grasp on the human trafficking situation, then
the GLA needs to start ensuring all statutory bodies are collecting and measuring relevant
trafficking and missing persons data. They should look to the Portugal model for how this
information should be collated. MOPAC should then collate this data from all the relevant
stakeholders and the police, and create its own data source.
Transparency on this issue is also a concern. The Metropolitan Police Service was unable to
answer many of my basic questions relating to trafficking, such as case breakdowns on
trafficking types in London and victims’ profiles in terms of source country. This information
seems invaluable for intelligence and I was concerned that they were apparently unable to
easily provide this rudimentary information.
MOPAC must ensure that more Metropolitan Police Service data, such as human trafficking
data, is easily available to the public. Furthermore, MOPAC should encourage the
Metropolitan Police Service to be more transparent and open to examination. I was able to
relate to charities who struggled to get recognition or interest from the police. Some
sections of the police have been very helpful indeed. However, other units have not
provided me with data I have requested and appeared to effectively refuse to meet up to
discuss human trafficking for this report. This may well be linked to resources rather than
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lack of will. Either way, MOPAC must ensure greater transparency by publishing more data
around this topic.

Recommendation 3 – Community engagement
The Metropolitan Police Service and the Mayor need to prioritise
effective and regular formal and informal engagement with NGOs,
community organisations and media channels serving communities
affected by human trafficking and exploitation in London.
Cultural mediators are required between the police and community
groups while trust is being built. The Mayor should support these cultural
mediators to lead community exercises to inform the communities of
trafficking indicators and the subsequent ways to seek assistance and
support.
Evidence I have gathered suggests the Nigerian, Chinese, Traveller, Latin American and
Vietnamese community all struggle to have their concerns or even at times their existence
recognised. This is a serious obstacle to gaining trust and intelligence from these
communities, and it is an obstacle for them in gaining access to support services. These
communities, alongside those who work with the homeless, need to be reassured that
MOPAC and the Metropolitan Police Service are interested in the exploitation they may be
witnessing. The police and local authorities must also seek to avoid prejudice against the
communities they investigate as this will further isolate communities and limit opportunities
for successful advocacy and intelligence.
There is currently a lack of awareness of human trafficking indicators in some of these atrisk communities and there is also a lack of information about how individuals or groups
should respond, and who to go to if a victim does come forward. This must be rectified.
Community agencies have a crucial role to play as mediators between trafficked people and
UK statutory services, as victims of trafficking who escape their exploitation tend to seek
help from someone speaking their dialect or from their community.
Significant sums have admittedly already been spent on community engagement; and while I
have heard concerns that much of this has been ineffective, there are clear successful
avenues, which some NGOs are utilizing, to gain access to communities, which the
authorities need to start to consistently follow.

Recommendation 4 – The term “trafficking”
The Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) must come up with
what they believe the term “human trafficking” constitutes and advertise
this to NGOs and the statutory sector. A definition should ensure
informal forms of human trafficking are recognised alongside more largescale organised networks.
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MOPAC’s strategy on human trafficking must recognise that models are
fluid and constantly transforming, that stereotypes act as obstacles to
tackling trafficking, and that human trafficking involves all classes, races,
religions, genders and ages as victims and perpetrators.
While I have concerns with the term trafficking, it is a recognised international term to
describe the severe commodification of individuals and therefore London must work on this
basis. While the Anti-Slavery Act, proposed by the Home Secretary is welcome, there are
concerns about labelling this type of exploitation as slavery. Most cases are not ‘slaves’ in
the traditional sense and this term must not blind the authorities to victims whose cases are
more complex and subtle. The Mayor needs to be clear on what he recognises as slavery
and trafficking in London, even though, to some extent, the authorities will always have to
deal with exploitation on a case-by-case basis.
I am concerned that the police often respond to what the media, rather than stakeholders,
highlights as a problem. The police are currently responding to concerns around grooming
but there are many cases of trafficking not yet publicly exposed that require similar
attention. The grooming of boys and middle class children, the abuse of au pairs and
domestic workers, the labour and possible organ trafficking of vulnerable men, baby
trafficking, and the sexual and domestic trafficking of individuals within marriage all warrant
more attention.
MOPAC’s officers should also engage with these issues. For example, the new Sentencing
Unit should review cases of baby trafficking and engage with the relevant cultural and
trafficking NGOs to verify what can be done at a London level to tackle this. The trafficking
of babies currently has no sentencing guidelines or control systems in place to tackle the
problem effectively.
Recommendation 5 – Recognising Men and Boys as Victims of Trafficking
The Mayor’s strategy for tackling human trafficking must include male
victims. Mayoral funding for rape and trafficking support services must
also cater more for male victims. Furthermore, more research and
proactive work needs to be carried out to examine the extent of male
‘grooming’ cases and the sexual and labour exploitation of trafficked men.
The Mayor’s strategy for tackling human trafficking cannot simply focus on women. This
excludes both large numbers of victims of labour and domestic trafficking, as well as the sex
trafficking of boys and men – all of which have equal importance to Londoners.

Recommendation 6 – London Boroughs and acknowledging trafficking
The Mayor should lead from a pan-London perspective by calling on all
London Councils to recognise that there is human trafficking in their
boroughs. The Mayor should encourage local authorities to be on the new
sub-regional Human Trafficking Groups and to carry out mapping
exercises to find trafficking risk indicators in their borough.
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A number of NGOs and social workers told us that they were struggling to get their local
authority to recognise cases of trafficking. Boroughs responded to stakeholders by, for
example, stating that they needed to focus on gang crime or by simply refusing to respond
to calls that grooming for sexual exploitation was taking place outside their schools.
The only way to ensure all local authorities in London take trafficking seriously is if there is
clear direction to do so. The Mayor has the opportunity to lead this from a pan-London
perspective to ensure local authorities are carrying out their statutory responsibilities to
protect child victims of trafficking. Ensuring local authorities are on board and are initiating
training programmes to help council officers understand and recognise trafficking is crucial
to tackling the problem, as victims are often found when they are looking for local authority
services such as housing.
A mapping exercise involving a breakdown of where cases are by region would provide the
police with intelligence and it would also prove to authorities that that is a problem in their
borough.
Recommendation 7 – Labour trafficking
MOPAC must include labour trafficking as a new priority alongside sex
trafficking. Labour trafficking must be more clearly publicised and
posters about human trafficking need to start including male victims to
help victims and the public to identify them. Information about
trafficking should also be available at sites where victims of labour
trafficking may be found.
The number of cases of labour trafficking identified is already beginning to appear to
overtake the number of sex trafficking cases, with recent Salvation Army data from July
2011 to April 2013 showing that labour exploitation (43%) accounted for more cases than
sexual exploitation (40%).
Posters and information about labour trafficking should be more widespread. Residents and
even police do not seem to currently questions situations where indicators of trafficking are
taking place, for example, when they employ builders working in terrible conditions for long
hours. Victims of labour trafficking also need to be aware of the indicators and how to seek
support. Posters or information should be available, such as at support services for
homeless people and at ports, to inform at-risk individuals about the risks of trafficking and
who to contact for support. This would also assist outreach services, many of whom don’t
know the indicators and do not always provide effective services to deal those who may be
vulnerable to trafficking.
The Mayor should support those London boroughs that want to remove mobile soup runs,
but must then also ensure that alternative support services indoors, offering a more holistic
service, receive sufficient resource. A significant number of cases involving the trafficking of
homeless men involved traffickers visiting mobile soup runs, and some stakeholders even
thought certain mobile soup kitchens should be closed down while others thought it would
be easier to disrupt them, for example by ensuring they are not in such close proximity.
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Either way, intelligence from NGOs and organisations supporting homeless people, such as
soup kitchens, needs to be regularly passed to the police who then need to be carrying out
active patrolling of those areas. The logistics around how soup runs and soup kitchens are
currently set up and how this makes vulnerable adults susceptible to exploitation, as well as
how to gain access to the intelligence they receive, needs to be examined by the Mayor.

Recommendation 8 – Training statutory services
The Mayor should call for all local authorities to resource or apply for
funding for training in human trafficking. Teachers, health and housing
professionals, and benefit agency staff should all have some form of
training about the basic trafficking indicators and who they need to
consult if they have concerns.
Social workers have a crucial role to play in recognising and supporting
victims and gaining convictions against traffickers. Therefore the Mayor
must also campaign for social workers to have Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) training, and have increased guidance on the sexual
abuse and trafficking of children.
Many cases I heard about, involving Nigerian child victims of domestic trafficking as well as
British children being groomed and sexually exploited, had at some point attended school. It
is therefore imperative that teachers become familiar with the indicators around this issue
and where to refer the case onto.
Other trafficked victims - such as victims of trafficking within marriage, sex trafficking or
benefit-related trafficking - are likely to have contact with health or housing officials. At
present, however, I have been told that teachers, and health and house professionals have
barely any knowledge of this area at all. The survey I carried out to some extent supports
this concern.
Social workers require more substantial and regularized training on this issue as they are the
ones these professionals may refer the cases onto. Their training needs to be repeated
formally as human trafficking is a crime model that is continually changing. If social workers
were better trained there may be a case for not creating Guardians for children. At present
however Guardians do appear to be required. This is because child victims’ interests are not
being met by the system - many are not recognised as victims, some are treated as criminals,
or go missing, or fail to have successful convictions against their traffickers.

Recommendation 9 – Direction and proactive policing
The Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) should encourage the
Commissioner to publicly direct Borough Commanders to lead on and
give direction on human trafficking.
Special points of contact (SPOCs) for human trafficking should be
established in every borough’s police force. Human trafficking training
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needs to be mainstreamed into the Metropolitan Police Service and
become part of the core syllabus for training new recruits. It needs to be
a regular, cyclical syllabus so that every few years officers would have to
complete an online training package.

Human trafficking is an area where authorities expect to learn of cases from external
sources, contrasting with the more proactive approach of seeking out cases that is the
normal practice when dealing with crimes such as drug trafficking. However, there is little
incentive for boroughs to proactively investigate trafficking when policing is still a figure
driven exercise whereby the more crimes that are found the worse, rather than the better,
the policing.
Therefore direction from the top is needed, as has been the case for policing and
prosecuting the crime of rape, to ensure boroughs realise increasing figures and proactive
work is not frowned upon. I was horrified that NGOs could pinpoint dozens of places in
London where I could easily find children being groomed or workers trafficked or homeless
men being taken away to work. Police need to start acting on this worrying information and
seeking these cases out.
It needs to be made clear that many trafficking cases are not quick wins. They are very
complex cases that may take well over a year to complete. Therefore the Human Trafficking
Unit and borough police need the space and support from the top to look for and
investigate these complex cases. Furthermore, we need to tackle the overly regular staff
churn in Borough Commanders and Unit leads – otherwise they have limited incentive to
tackle long-term problems in their roles and boroughs. Borough Commanders and those
running Metropolitan Police Service specialist units need to be in post for significant enough
periods of time to make these long-term substantial impacts in their sphere of responsibility.
We cannot afford to make so many mistakes, in terms of identifying victims of trafficking, at
a borough level. Special points of contact in each borough command would encourage good
practice and awareness in each borough and they could act as the go-to officer for all cases
where trafficking is suspected. They would have sufficient expertise to then refer the case to
the relevant NGO or the Human Trafficking Unit, and seek out further relevant
information. They should also pass on information from NGOs to officers about where
trafficking may be taking place.
The evidence I have is that exploitation is all around us and Safer Neighborhood police are
coming across this information all the time. They need the training to know this, and the
avenues to feed it into. At the moment not only are they failing to spot many cases of
human trafficking but, even when a victim does come to the station, and even remarkably
when they are accompanied by specialist support services, many are still not responding
appropriately.
The Metropolitan Police Service Commissioner should also consider awareness-raising. For
example, they could provide information in the Metropolitan Police Service’s next drugs
campaign to highlight the fact that 19% of victims of child trafficking come from Vietnam and
are often exploited in cannabis factories. This may well make those who take cannabis reconsider supporting this trade.
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Recommendation 10 – The Human Trafficking Unit (SC&O7) and Paladin
SC&O7’s and Paladin’s expertise should not be diluted. The Mayor should
also push for better national police responses to human trafficking, and
the creation of more human trafficking units in other forces, so that
SC&O7 is not overly-stretched by being obliged to assist investigations
outside of London.
The evidence I have seen suggests that human trafficking is a very complex crime with many
different complex models. As a result, the Human Trafficking Unit are over-stretched and
principally focus on large-scale organised cases that may have to be prioritised but which
ignores the more hidden informal cases, some of which I have discussed.
Tackling trafficking requires authorities to have significant knowledge of the community they
are dealing with, otherwise the cultural subtleties behind the case will be missed and
traffickers will continue to largely evade conviction. Tackling trafficking effectively therefore
needs resource for specialist teams. The concern is that the Trafficking Unit is currently
going in the opposite direction and is being absorbed into ever broader specialist
commands. I was also concerned by the risk of losing specialisms in other sections of the
Metropolitan Police Service – for example the decision to absorb the Chinese Divisional
Unit into Safer Neighbourhood policing.
Stakeholders were also concerned about the impact of changes at the Paladin multi-agency
child safeguarding team, which the Government itself has promoted as a best practice model
for identifying trafficking at ports of entry. However, there has been a reduction in the
number of staff and hours of Paladin, whilst taking away its presence at the Asylum
Screening Unit in Croydon. While ECPAT UK said they had been “given reassurances by
the Met that its service will not be affected, we want to ensure that the Paladin team still
works in partnership with the local authority in Hillingdon, continues to share soft
intelligence and work to educate and prevent trafficking. This has been proven to be
effective and we recommend should be adopted at all major UK ports of entry.”
The police themselves told me that trafficking cases are rapidly increasing yet the funding for
the trafficking unit and other stakeholders has remained the same. While budgets are tight,
increasing specialism in the Human Trafficking Unit could help act as a long-term
preventative measure to ensure trafficking cases are managed before they increase at the
rate seen, for example, with the expansion of cannabis factories exploiting Vietnamese
migrants. Furthermore, if the money made in trafficking exploits is recuperated then the
investigations could well pay for themselves.

Recommendation 11 – Police raids
Police officers need to be provided with clear protocols about raiding or
visiting premises where there may be trafficked victims and other types
of high or low level crime.
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These should highlight the following:
A high degree of certainty that trafficking victims are present in labour and commercial sex
sites is essential before mounting an operation. There need to be standardised procedures
about what intelligence is gathered prior to a raid, what intelligence is gathered during the
raids and what follow-up takes place afterwards. It should be standard practice for NGOs to
accompany officers, or at least advise officers, when carrying out a raid to ensure a victimfocused approach is taken.
However, other forms of entering premises should be examined. For example, MOPAC
should look to encourage more HMIC and NHS related visits to target the owners of
premises.
Intelligent raids are more likely to free trafficking victims while minimizing harm to others.
For example, raiding brothels can lead to damaged relations and less trust in the police.
Before a raid on a brothel, potential cannabis farm, restaurant etc. is carried out,
information should be obtained in advance. Intelligence should be collected prior to the raid
about the potential crimes, who the landlord is and so forth. Police should work with local
authorities and relevant NGOs prior to the raid to ensure early identification of trafficked
victims and to gain intelligence and understanding of the issues they may encounter.
There are a far greater number of police raids seeking trafficked victims than convictions of
traffickers. As well as sometimes lacking victim-focused awareness, these raids often fail to
seek out sufficient intelligence during the process. Raids need to result in effective
intelligence being collected. It must be standardised procedure for officers to ask questions
about routes into the UK, look at any credit cards etc., and verify who brought them over
etc. It is also important that follow-up checks take place after a raid to ensure those they
encountered are safe and to build up relationships. They should also carry out debriefs on
raids with the new regional trafficking groups.
Recommendation 12 – Local Safeguarding Children Boards
MOPAC must ensure all Local Safeguarding Children Boards (LSCBs)
implement the London Safeguarding Children Board Child Trafficking
Toolkit, as well as monitor and collect human trafficking data. The Mayor
should also endorse the setting up of sub–groups on human trafficking in
each LSCB.
A 2012 survey found that just two out of 64 local authorities collected centralised data
specifically on whether children have been trafficked. Of the 43 per cent of London
Safeguarding Children Boards that responded to a CSJ survey, only 57 per cent had
implemented the London Safeguarding Trafficked Children Toolkit and Guidance and 36 per
cent had developed a child trafficking subgroup. Yet a ‘snapshot survey’ of a number of
London LSCBs revealed that only one LSCB which did not have a child trafficking subgroup
had managed to identify any cases of child trafficking. This suggests that without these
systems in place trafficking is not being picked up on.
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The Pan London Regional Human Trafficking Groups can also be used as a mechanism to
support the LSCBs to build on and enhance good practice within the London Safeguarding
Trafficked Children Toolkit.

Recommendation 13 – Looking after at-risk children
All boroughs should have completed a review on the safeguarding of
children in care homes as soon as possible.
The Metropolitan Police Service needs to review its strategy for
gathering intelligence on the web. They should have officers who are
regularly monitoring Facebook and other online sources to discover and
pursue potential cases of online grooming and trafficking.
I have heard a lot of concerns about the care system. When a child is placed in care there
needs to be a safeguarding plan around them.
The Mayor needs to consider if further regulation is required. A review should be
conducted to verify if those working in these homes need to be trained on the risks and
indicators around trafficking and monitoring. They also need to be collecting data on those
who go missing for days or even a few hours. A review should examine other concerns such
as how to ensure care home staff remain in post for sufficient time to build relationships
with the children. It should also consider what schools should ideally be doing to educate
children about these risks and to build children’s self-esteem, particularly around gender and
sexual relations.
The Mayor should also look into whether we need more special safe houses, as set up by
Barnardo’s, for trafficked children to ensure they receive effective security and support. The
Mayor should also review his mentoring programme to verify if they need a more holistic
approach offering emotional and relationship, as well as more vocational, support.
Children who are not in the care system however are also at risk. Online grooming and
child trafficking via the web is cited as one way these children are increasingly targeted. It is
concerning that the Metropolitan Police Service are seeing less cases of online grooming
when NGOs and social workers are seeing more. Many cases may be being missed. In
Finland, they have police officers whose sole work is to patrol Facebook. Someone in the
police should be doing this as part of their role in the UK.
Recommendation 14 – Support services
The Mayor should look into what provisions could be made available to
victims of trafficking to deliver holistic support - such as housing,
language services, counselling services and training, after victims are
recognised as trafficked - and examine the ROI from such programmes.
The lack of services for male victims needs to be urgently examined.
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A number of stakeholders cited English language difficulties, a lack of ESOL provision and a
lack of information about migrant rights and where to access services as key obstacles for
many individuals who were at risk of being trafficked.
Furthermore, the support services for victims of trafficking are currently inadequate. If we
are not supporting them at the other end of the NRM process we are only doing half the
job as they risk being re-trafficked due to their vulnerability. A holistic system for both male
and female victims, incorporating and expanding the work of projects like Hera and Housing
for Women, similar to the work being carried out by the Snowdrop Project in Sheffield,
should be set up in London. It is worth noting that very little post-NRM support exists in
London; and that where it does, it appears to only cater for female victims.
An option of setting up holistic support in the country of origin of the victim should also be
examined. This would potentially be much cheaper; however the risks attached to this
approach need to be carefully analysed before decisions are made.

Recommendation 15– Minimum wage
The Mayor should ensure that no Greater London Authority contracts
are held with companies paying less than the minimum wage.
A number of stakeholders said a number of famous chains of hotels are not paying the
minimum wage. This is due to clauses currently existing in many cleaning contracts which
require unrealistic amounts of work to be carried out per hour. These contracts need to be
investigated and noted when any Greater London Authority contracts are given out. The
Mayor should also highlight this issue to London businesses so that they do not unknowingly
exploit workers.

Recommendations for the Government
Recommendation 16 – Extending the remit of the Gangmasters Licensing
Authority
The Mayor should call for the remit of the Gangmasters Licensing
Authority (GLA) to be extended into the hospitality, cleaning and
construction sectors so that it effectively tackles labour trafficking in
London. The new London Sub-Regional Human Trafficking Groups could
assist the Gangmasters Licensing Authority in working with Government
departments, such as the DWP, to ensure a joint multi-agency approach
to investigation.
The Gangmasters Licensing Authority’s (GLA) has been recognised as successfully tackling
criminal activity in the sectors it deals with. However, its restricted concentration on food
manufacturing means that it largely works outside of London. As a result, traffickers have
moved to those areas not monitored by the GLA, many of which are in London. It is
therefore in London’s interest that the GLA focuses on these other sectors as well.
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Stakeholders also felt that at present there was a fragmented approach to many trafficking
investigations and that there should be more joint investigations between the Gangmasters
Licensing Authority and Government departments such as the DWP and DEFRA.
Recommendation 17 – Controlling the Borders
The Mayor should take the lead on creating information for visa
applicants about human trafficking, migrants’ and employment rights and
how they can gain assistance – written in appropriate languages. The
Mayor should also campaign for closer scrutiny of how victims of
trafficking are entering the country and how to tackle it. He should also
recommend that the Home Office reviews concerns that the UK Border
Force training is inadequate. The Mayor should also call for exit checks
to be created so that people, especially children, cannot simply disappear
after entering the country.
Human trafficking appears to disproportionately affect London and, with Heathrow based in
the capital, the Mayor should take an active interest in problems relating to UK border
supervision. The UK’s borders have been described to me as porous, and evidence I have
uncovered even suggests that the UK is being used as a transit destination into the rest of
Europe by some Nigerian traffickers. Indeed, many victims are only being spotted on arrival
in Europe.
Some stakeholders believed that it was relatively easy to enter the country dishonestly.
Documents can apparently be obviously forged and yet Immigration Staff are apparently
failing to spot this. I have also heard that training and knowledge about trafficking indicators
in the UK Border Force is not consistently adequate. As well as this, the constant turnover
of staff means expertise is lost – either this must be tackled or the training needs to be even
more highly effective to mitigate these circumstances.
Furthermore, unlike many other countries we do not require a personal interview when
children are brought into the country. There are very few checks and balances on migrant
children entering the country. Indeed, the Home Office possesses no record on the number
of children residing in the UK on expired visitor visas.
If we are only doing checks when people enter the country we are only doing half the job of
monitoring immigration. Exit checks are clearly required and, particularly, at risk children
should be carefully monitored so that they are not allowed to evaporate in the ether.
Adults also need greater protection within the immigration system. Stakeholders said that
victims of domestic trafficking were brought into the UK without any comprehension of
how the system worked and that the procedure to enter the country involved barely any
active participation of the victim. Those on domestic visas should be questioned about the
job they are undertaking and given information about their rights and options to attain
assistance once in the country. Information could also be provided in hidden places to reach
the victim such as in public toilets at airports.
Recommendation 18 – NRM
The UK Border Force should not be allowed to be a Competent
Authority for the NRM.
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The Home Office should also review how the NRM system works,
including considering the option to extend the 45-day reflection period
for complex cases.
At present, British and EU nationals have far more success at being recognised as victims of
human trafficking than those from outside the EU. All the NGOs I spoke to felt therefore
that the NRM needed to be independent of the UK Border Force and entire immigration
system.
Removing the UK Border Force’s role would help ensure the authorities’ decisions are
made from a more victim focused perspective, without the influence of Government-related
expectations on immigration performance indicators. UK Border Force officials deal with
asylum claims and usually work to immigration targets – there therefore may be a conflict of
interest. Furthermore, many victims are scared of being returned to their homeland and
therefore fear going through a process that involves immigration officials. As a result many
choose to not be referred into the NRM to be recognised as trafficked and to gain access to
support services.
Stakeholders also explained that 45 days was not long enough for many complex cases,
which needed more time to obtain the necessary specialist advice required prepare the
survivor for recovery.
Recommendation 19 – Overseas Domestic Worker visa
The Mayor should actively campaign for the Home Office to restore the
right for a domestic worker to change employers within the Overseas
Domestic Workers’ (ODW) Visa conditions.
Domestic workers are already known to be group who are particularly vulnerable to
exploitation and abuse. The new visa further magnifies their vulnerability. Changes to the
ODW Visa do not seem to be effectively stopping domestic workers from illegally staying
here but do seem to have increased the reticence of domestic workers to go to the
authorities to report abuse.
Rather than having this new visa regime, exit checks and better follow-up work by the
authorities will be far more effective in stopping people illegally staying here. Encouraging
domestic workers to report abuse and improving enforcement in this area could, the CSJ
found, help recover the £37 million currently lost every year through unpaid tax and
national insurance employers’ and employees’ contributions due to hidden and underpaid
migrants on the ODW visa.
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Return on investment model
Making the Financial Case for the Report's Recommendations
Due to the severity of the human rights violations and crimes associated with human
trafficking for exploitation, a moral imperative would appear to be the only compulsion
required for combatting this increasingly ubiquitous menace.
However, there are compelling economic as well as legal and social reasons for progressing
robust anti- trafficking initiatives.
For human traffickers, everything has a price: A child sold on Britain’s streets costs around
£16,0001201. A small price to pay in light of the tens of thousands of pounds that child can
earn his or her exploiter through forced criminal activity or sexual exploitation.
Meanwhile there is an unacceptably high price to pay for the individual child, the broader
community and in terms of compromised human rights standards which the UK is
committed to upholding.
This Return on Investment (ROI) chapter1202, measures potential impact by estimating the
economic and social benefits to implementing the recommendations contained in this
report, by highlighting a number of case studies. These examples estimate the potential
savings which could be made, if these case studies were either prevented or achieved, and
provide just a small snapshot of the financial impacts.
The Centre for Public Scrutiny (CfPS) urges that different categories of measurement be
considered including community value, time and effort, values, quality of life, self-esteem, and
health. And that the ROI should value softer outcomes such as relationships, networking,
partnerships and stakeholder engagement. Value can therefore be measure both in terms of:
•
•

Measuring the process itself – what has the production of this report achieved ‘soft’ outcomes.
Measuring what has or will change as a consequence of the review, such as in
implementing its recommendations.

The CfPS acknowledges the complexity of measuring the “long-term (even generational)
nature of changes in health outcomes and the difficulty of attributing change to a single input
activity”.
Many of the recommendations in this report require a high degree of stakeholder
engagement. As such this report, and the research undertaken for it, provides a starting

1201

BBC News Trafficked children 'sold in UK for £16,000', May 2011 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-13440736 and Europol January 2011
www.europol.europa.eu/content/press/children-trafficked-and-exploited-inside-europe-criminal-gangs-501
1202

This review draws on the processes outlined by the Centre for Public Scritiny (CfPS) guide Tipping the scales!: A model to measure
the return on investment of overview and scrutiny June 2012
http://cfps.org.uk/domains/cfps.org.uk/local/media/downloads/L12_379_tipping_the_scales_v4.pdf
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point for that process, opening debate and discussion and opportunities for collaborative
working and networking.
As many recommendations suggest the exploration of new ways of working and/or require
implementation by third parties, implementation costs have not been assessed at this stage,
but will be developed as an outcome of this report.
Process benefits of this report
The report proposes many recommendations each of which has associated benefits. The act
of producing the report also had positive outcomes of its own. These include:
1. Improved networking between anti-trafficking stakeholders.
2. Increased awareness of hidden human trafficking in London among some
stakeholders as part of the research process.
3. Increased awareness of hidden human trafficking in London among the broader
public as a result of the report launch.
4. Highlighting different viewpoints and assessments of human trafficking for
exploitation, and exposing sometimes problematic relationships between
stakeholders, with the aim of facilitating a new understanding of the problem and
possible solutions.
5. Exposing a previously unexplored subject – i.e. hidden trafficking specifically within
London – in order to create awareness and change.
Return on Investment Calculations
The following case studies are illustrative of the economic and social impacts of
implementing the report recommendations.
Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation
The valuation of market size of human trafficking for sexual exploitation in London was
estimated at £126 million in a 2007 Home Office report1203.
The economic and social cost of human trafficking for sexual exploitation in London is
calculated as1204:
•
•

•

The average annual cost to the victim and the health service of physical and sexual
assault against trafficked women: £187,953 per victim1205.
The harms suffered by women when with clients is at least equivalent to the
emotional cost of one rape, as each session with a client is non-consensual. This
increases the harm to each victim by £61,4401206.
An assessment of the quality of life impacts of coercive prostitution based on impacts
on personal freedoms, and emotional and psychological costs equates to a value of
£14,520 per year, per victim1207.

1203

Home Office, Organised crime: revenues, economic and social costs, and criminal assets available for seizure, 2007
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/99094/9886.pdf
1204

These Home Office calculations were done based on assessments of women, however trafficking for exploitation also applies to
children including boys, and men.
1205

This figure is calculated for serious domestic violence, and is assumed to be indicative for trafficked women. Home Office ibid

1206

Home Office ibid

1207

Home office ibid
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There were 213 potential victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation identified in London
between 1 January and 31 August 2013 (55% of the total number of potential victims of
trafficking in London)1208.
Cost per victim per year: £263,913 x 3191209 victims of trafficking for sexual
exploitation identified in London per year, giving total cost per year of £84.2
million.
Trafficking for Benefit Fraud
In 2011, a leading member of a Romanian criminal gang, believed to have trafficked 181
children to Britain, was jailed for conspiracy to defraud the benefits system. He pleaded
guilty to masterminding a £800,000 fraud involving housing benefit, tax credits, income
support and child benefit.1210
According to CEOP, in the year to April 2009, police investigations identified that ten
children in the UK were confirmed or suspected of being trafficked into the country for the
purposes of securing both financial and housing benefits the claimants were not legally
entitled to.1211
There is a huge financial cost to society of such fraud, not to mention to the children
concerned in terms of neglect, physical and sexual abuse, lack of education and disrupted
attachment and identity.
CEOP stated that “Many of the children exploited were not related to the carer or spent
time at different addresses under the care of different adults to facilitate housing at multiple
addresses… In such cases the children appear to be treated as a commodity, with their
stability and development at risk.”
Cost: £800,000 from just one trafficker plus significant psychological costs to
the individual child.
Suing the police
This report reinforces grave concerns around legal action taken against the authorities by
trafficking victims:
•

1208

“There may soon be a tipping point where the authorities are paying out enough in
compensation to arouse their interest in tackling this issue head on.”

UKHTC: Data supplied to GLA for the production of this report.

1209

i.e. based on 213 identified in an eight month period. The Home Office estimates there are 1,735 trafficked women involved in
prostitution in London so for the purposes of the ROI we have treated the 213 figure as if each one had a conclusive ground decision (i.e.
actual victim not potential), as it is most certainly a large under-estimate. Home Office ibid
1210

Guardian, Suspected member of child trafficking gang jailed for £800,000 benefits fraud , May 2011
http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2011/may/17/trafficking-gang-masterminding-benefits-fraud
1211

CEOP, The trafficking of children into and within the UK for benefit fraud purposes, October 2010
http://www.ceop.police.uk/Documents/CEOPChild_trafficking_for_Benefit_Fraud_Assessment_Oct2010.pdf
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•

“Thames Reach felt that these trafficking cases being missed would be the “Hillsborough
and Savile” cases of the future” and that victims will many years from now be demanding
compensation.”

In May 2011, a High Court Judge declared that the MPS violated the human rights of four
victims of human trafficking and child slavery by failing to investigate the alleged perpetrators
when asked to do so in 2007. The victims were also awarded a total of £20,000 plus costs
for the distress caused to them by the MPS ’ failure to investigate their abusers1212.
Meanwhile Human rights law firm Bhatt Murphy is currently suing the MPS, Home Office
and the London Borough of Newham over the treatment of an underage Nigerian trafficking
victim who was found in a brothel raid by the MPS but was not identified as a trafficking
victim1213.
Cost: £20,000 plus costs for 4 victims of domestic servitude
Asset seizure
The Home Office estimates the value of assets available for seizure from people trafficking
and people smuggling in the UK is £40 million1214. The assumed proportion of criminal profit
saved or stored in assets from people trafficking and people smuggling is 20%. It is estimated
that just over five per cent of the annual build-up of assets is successfully recovered,
indicating the potential to be recovered from people trafficking and people smuggling in the
UK is at least £2 million.
In R v Carroll 20101215, the police obtained a confiscation order under the Proceeds of
Crime Act 2002 to the sum of £1.9 million, to seize profits from a prostitution ring which
included trafficked women1216.
A nominal confiscation order is used in cases where a minimal amount of assets has been
identified and means that the case can be revisited at any time in the future should the
offender acquire wealth1217.
In R v Connors concerning forced labour by Irish traveller families, the UKHTC encouraged
the police to commence a financial investigation which recovered £4 million, remunerating
investigation and court costs1218.
Cost benefit: £4 million in R v Connors case

1212

Bhatt Murphy Solicitors press release, May 2011 www.bhattmurphy.co.uk/media/files/Press_Release_200511.pdf

1213

Observer, Demands grow for child guardians to end shame of modern slavery, September 2013 http://www.theguardian.com/globaldevelopment/2013/sep/07/child-slavery-trafficking-theresa-may
1214

These statistics do not disaggregate people smuggling and people trafficking but give an idea of the scale of finances involved. Home
Office ibid
1215

Law Pages http://www.thelawpages.com/court-cases/ThomaJ-Carroll-4480-1.law

1216

The Anti Trafficking Monitoring Group, In the Dock: Examining the UK’s Criminal Justice Response to Trafficking, 2013
http://www.ecpat.org.uk/sites/default/files/in_the_dock_atmg_2013.pdf and BBC News Thomas Carroll's sentence is extended over prostitution fund,
April 2012 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-south-west-wales-17876691
1217

The Anti Trafficking Monitoring Group ibid

1218

The Anti Trafficking Monitoring Group ibid
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Children in care homes
Nationally, 7,885 children went missing from care in 20121219, 1,092 (14%) of these went
missing from care in London1220.
There is a strong link between children in care who go missing and those being trafficked or
sexually exploited1221. This can be a symptom of sexual exploitation as well as a cause
putting young people at risk.
In a study assessing young people at risk of or experiencing sexual exploitation who were
being worked with on 6 June 2011, 65% were known to have gone missing. Of those, over
half had gone missing more than ten times and 21% were in care1222.
Of the 287 potentially trafficked children identified in the 12 months to March 2010, CEOP
reported1223 that 53 (18%) of the children were recorded as having gone missing from care
at some point, with 42 still recorded as missing. Eighty three of the 287 children were
identified in London (29%).
In Hillingdon, a multi-agency operational group has been set up to identify children going
missing from home or care, to share information, assess the risks and intervene decisively to
prevent sexual exploitation1224.
As well as the significant individual impact attached to going missing, there is also a broader
societal impact. When a child runs away there are substantial financial and social costs.
According to the Children’s Society, investing in early intervention to support young
runaways results in net savings to public services ranging from £200 for less severe cases to
potentially £300,000 or more1225.
Cost benefit: £200-£300,000 per young person, where there are 15 potentially
trafficked children identified as missing from care in London in one year1226,
totalling £2.3 million per year1227
Regularising migrants

1219

NSPCC, Thousands of children repeatedly go missing from care, April 2013

http://www.nspcc.org.uk/news-and-views/media-centre/press-releases/2013/children-missing-from-care/children-going-missing-fromcare_wdn95720.html
1220

Figure provided by email to Elizabeth Willmott-Harrop from the NSPCC Information Service www.nspcc.org.uk/inform

1221

The all-party parliamentary group (APPG) for Runaway and Missing Children and Adults and the APPG for Looked After Children and
Care Leavers, Report From The Joint Inquiry Into Children Who Go Missing From Care, June 2012
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/175563/Report_-_children_who_go_missing_from_care.pdf
1222

University of Bedfordshire, What’s going on to Safeguard Children and Young People from Sexual Exploitation?

How local partnerships respond to child sexual exploitation, October 2011
http://www.beds.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/121873/wgoreport2011-121011.pdf
1223

CEOP Strategic Threat Assessment Child Trafficking in the UK, 2010
http://www.ceop.police.uk/Documents/ceopdocs/Child_Trafficking_Strategic_Threat_Assessment_2010_NPM_Final.pdf
1224

Hillingdon, Combating Child exploitation, http://www.hillingdon.gov.uk/article/24282/Combating-Child-exploitation

1225

The Children’s Society, Make Runaways Safe Launch Report, July 2011
http://makerunawayssafe.org.uk/sites/default/files/Make%20Runaways%20Safe%20-%20full%20report_0.pdf
1226

CEOP 2010 figures ibid: 18% of 83 children = 15 children.

1227

Based on 15 potentially trafficked children identified as missing from care in London in one year multiplied by average of savings of
£200 - £300,000 per young person, £150,100 per child.
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Irregular residents who have been trafficked to the UK fall under one of four categories of
irregular residents1228.
In London, if those irregular residents were regularised:
• they might generate a total of £596 million per annum additional tax revenue
• compared to £240 million for public service costs
• £713 million when including welfare costs
• Plus £210 million one off costs1229.
Illustrative estimates of the potential impacts of regularisation on GDP in the UK, that
assume employment rates of irregulars could be raised by six percentage points and
earnings by 25 per cent, imply an addition of £3 billion per annum (or about 0.2 per cent) to
national GDP. Against this should be offset the one-off administrative costs of regularisation,
which are estimated at about one-tenth of this, giving an addition of £2.7 billion.1230.
Seventy one per cent of those eligible for regularisation, i.e. 294,000, would be in
London1231. We can estimate that 0.81 per cent of those have been trafficked1232. Added to
this number would be irregular migrants who were not trafficked into the country, but who
after their arrival were then trafficked from / within the UK as a result of their vulnerable
status.
Cost benefit: potential £21.9 million1233 addition to national GDP, generated
by regularisation of trafficked migrants in London
Shadow economy from Domestic Workers
The shadow economy or black market, comprising economic activity derived from sources
that fall outside of a country's commerce rules and regulations, constitutes approximately
10% of GDP in the UK. While only a very small proportion of shadow economy workers
can be accounted for by illegal immigrants in most countries1234, domestic workers have

1228

Greater London Authority, Economic impact on the London and UK economy of an earned regularisation of irregular migrants to the
UK, May 2009 www.london.gov.uk/mayor/economic_unit/docs/irregular-migrants-report.pdf
These groups are:
1. People who have illegally entered the country, whether independently or with traffickers
2. People who legally entered the country for a fixed period which has expired and are thus unlawful overstayers.
3. Asylum seekers who legally entered the country to pursue a case for refugee status, but who remain despite a final decision refusing them a
continuing right to remain
4. Children born in the country to such ‘irregular migrants’, who also lack a right to remain although they are not themselves migrants.
1229

Based on the numbers of irregular residents in the country at the end of 2007, Greater London Authority ibid

1230

Greater London Authority ibid.

1231

Greater London Authority ibid. “Overall, we estimate the UK has a population of some 618,000 irregular residents, within a range
between 417,000 and 863,000. London has about 70 per cent of this total, with a central estimate of 442,000 and a range between 281,000
and 630,000. Of these totals, we estimate that nationally 412,000 (67 per cent) might be eligible for regularisation; of these, 294,000 would
be in London.”
1232

i.e. 5,000 victims trafficked into the UK out of a total of 618,000 irregular residents (see above footnote). The Trade in Human Beings:
Human Trafficking in the UK - Home Affairs Committee, May 2009
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200809/cmselect/cmhaff/23/2302.htm “Between 100,000 and 800,000 people are trafficked into the
EU each year. At a conservative estimate, there are at least 5,000 trafficking victims in the UK.”
1233

£2.7 billion x 0.81%

1234

The Institute of Economic Affairs, The Shadow Economy, March 2013
www.iea.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/files/IEA%20Shadow%20Economy%20web%20rev%207.6.13.pdf
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been identified as being both particularly vulnerable and making a large contribution to the
shadow economy1235.
This report has identified that encouraging domestic works to report abuse and improving
enforcement could help recover the £37 million currently lost every year through unpaid
tax and national insurance employers’ and employees’ contributions, due to hidden and
underpaid migrants on the ODW visa.
In 2011, the sector with the second highest share of foreign-born workers in the UK
economy was domestic personnel (29.9%)1236 and 37% of all foreign-born workers working
as employees, lived in London.
Cost benefit: £13.7 million based on 37% savings in London, of the £37 million
national potential

ROI Summary
The impacts of human trafficking are many: personal, social, environmental, economic.
Human trafficking violates human rights, reduces human dignity and agency, takes money
from the public and individual purse, and is itself an illegal activity but is used to facilitate
many other crimes, from cannabis cultivation to metal theft.
The ROI evaluations above highlights that legal and moral imperatives are underpinned by
robust economic arguments for progressing the recommendations outlined in this report.
Just by totalling the small snapshot of examples highlighted above, the economic implications
for London are £113 million: in annual cost savings, annual income generation and one-off
savings, summarised as follows:
•

Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation: £84.2 million per year

•

Trafficking for Benefit Fraud: £800,000 from one trafficker

•

Suing the police: £20,000

•

Asset seizure: £4 million in R v Connors case

•

Children in care homes: £2.3 million per year

•

Regularising trafficked migrants in London: £21.9 million

•

(Shadow economy related to domestic workers: £13.7 million)1237

Total: £113 million

1235

The Institute of Economic Affairs ibid. For example, an amnesty in Italy in 2003 resulted in 703,000 illegal immigrants coming forward,
nearly 50% of whom were women employed in shadow work as domestic workers and care providers.
1236

Migrants in the UK Labour Market: An Overview, August 2012, The Migration Observatory at the University of Oxford
www.migrationobservatory.ox.ac.uk/briefings/migrants-uk-labour-market-overview
1237

This has not been added to the total to avoid double counting with “Regularising trafficked migrants in London”
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Many of these figures are based on broad but also conservative estimates in areas which are
notoriously difficult to assess, from the shadow economy to the number of irregular
residents, and the number and distribution of trafficking victims.
However, even if the figures have been erroneously inflated by 500%, that still gives a return
on investment of over £20 million.
Meanwhile many economic aspects related to trafficking are not illustrated by the case
studies and therefore create even more potential for demonstrating ROI in the future, as
part of the progression of the important areas of work highlighted by this report.
The fact remains that if the balance sheet were zero, we would still be compelled to act.
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Survey of teachers and social workers in
London
This survey revealed that many social workers and teachers are ignorant of the
mechanisms available to respond to potential cases of human trafficking. Furthermore,
many were unable to recognise potential cases of human trafficking themselves.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

90% of teachers had not been formally introduced to the NRM
76.7% of social workers and teachers had not been formally introduced to the
NRM
10% of social workers could not recognise any of the human trafficking cases we
cited and thought all of them were not cases of human trafficking.
Almost three fifths (56.7%) of social workers surveyed thought you had to cross
an international border to be a human trafficking victim.
46.7% of social workers and 33% of teachers could not recognise a Nigerian
child, brought over to the UK to live with a family and carrying out chores in their
house while not going to school, as a human trafficking victim
Over a quarter (26.7%) of social workers could not recognise a child being
brought over to tend cannabis as a potential victim of human trafficking.
60% of those surveyed could not recognise a homeless man working for free for
long hours for a family as a potential victim of human trafficking.
Almost half of all social workers and teachers surveyed (48.3%) had no idea what
a first responder was.
One hundred per cent of those surveyed could not correctly identify the two
competent authorities. (45% knew that immigration staff were one; but none
could cite the UKHTC)

Have you been introduced, for example via formal communication, training, or a
working partnership, to the role of the NRM?
Total

Social worker

Teacher

No

76.70%

63.30%

90.00%

Yes

23.30%

36.70%

10.00%
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Is the crossing of international borders essential to proving human
trafficking for exploitation?

Total
Q5

Social
worker

Teacher

Yes

38.30% 56.70% 20.00%

No

61.70% 43.30% 80.00%

Which of the following four cases do you think describes victims of human
trafficking?
Social
worker

Teacher

a) A 16 year old boy willingly enters the UK
illegally with forged documents facilitated by a
middle man. On entering the UK, the 16 year old
is taken to a cannabis factory where he tends
cannabis plants with his consent before being
arrested.

66.70% 73.30% 60.00%

b) A 25 year old English man sleeping rough on
the streets of Luton is approached to work for a
family cutting conifer trees, working 10 hours a
day, 5 days a week. He is ferried around the
South of England to cut trees. He is unpaid but
receives all accommodation and food.

40.00% 36.70% 43.30%

c) An Indian adult female legally moves to the
UK with her family to work as a domestic worker
for a family. After two months she is transferred
by her employer to work for their adult
daughter. There, she undertakes domestic
chores at a rate of £3 per hour and sleeps in a
room with the families’ children. The family
retains her passport.

65.00% 60.00% 70.00%

d) A Nigerian child’s parents die and for a few
weeks she is living on the street. A friend of her
family finds her and sends her to a family in the
UK for a better life. The girl has a roof over her
head and is fed and is allowed out; but she must
carry out chores at home and does not go to
school.

60.00% 53.30% 66.70%
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e) I do not think any of these cases describe a
victim of human trafficking.

6.70% 10.00%

3.30%

Questions
Question 1: “Have you been introduced, for example via formal communication, training,
or a working partnership, to the role of the NRM?”
Yes
No

Question 2:
Which of the following four cases, do you think describes victims of human trafficking?:
(Tick all that apply)
a) A 16 year old boy willingly enters the UK illegally with forged documents facilitated by
a middle man. On entering the UK, the 16 year old is taken to a cannabis factory where
he tends cannabis plants with his consent before being arrested.
b) A 25 year old English man sleeping rough on the streets of Luton is approached to
work for a family cutting conifer trees, working 10 hours a day, 5 days a week. He is
ferried around the South of England to cut trees. He is unpaid but receives all
accommodation and food.
c) An Indian adult female legally moves to the UK with her family to work as a domestic
worker for a family. After two months she is transferred by her employer to work for their
adult daughter. There, she undertakes domestic chores at a rate of £3 per hour and
sleeps in a room with the families’ children. The family retains her passport.
d) A Nigerian child’s parents die and for a few weeks she is living on the street. A friend
of her family finds her and sends her to a family in the UK for a better life. The girl has a
roof over her head and is fed and is allowed out; but she must carry out chores at home
and does not go to school.
e) I do not think any of these cases describe a victim of human trafficking.
The answer is these are ALL potential trafficking cases and all are hidden in residential
neighbourhoods.

Question 3: Give three examples of a first responder in cases of human trafficking.
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Answer: police, NHS, social services, selected NGOs such as Salvation Army and Poppy.
All have the authority to make an NRM referral.

Question 4: What are the two competent authorities who can identify potential victims of
trafficking?
Answer: UKHTC, UK Border Force (UKBA)

Question 5: Is the crossing of international borders essential to proving human trafficking
for exploitation?
Yes
No
Answered by 30 teachers & 30 social workers in London
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Appendix I
Crown Prosecution Service (CPS): HUMAN TRAFFICKING DATA
TABLE 1 - FLAGGED PROSECUTIONS
20112012

2010-2011

2012-2013

Con
vict
ions

Unsuccessful

TOTAL

Convictions

Unsucces
sful

TOTAL

Convictions

Unsuccessful

TOTAL

London

11

13

24

17

23

40

18

12

30

National

73

30

103

94

48

142

99

40

139

CPS prosecutions are counted in
terms of the number of defendants.
1. Convictions comprise guilty pleas, convictions after trial and
proceedings which are proved in absence.
2. Unsuccessful Outcomes comprise prosecutions dropped, administrative finalisations,
discharged committals and cases acquitted or dismissed following a contested hearing.
(a) The CPS began identifying and monitoring human
trafficking defendant prosecutions in April 2010.
(b) CPS human trafficking statistics are dependant upon lawyers and administrative staff
identifying applicable cases and flagging the case on the Case Management System.
(c) The CPS defines human trafficking as any offence from the following list :
· Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Section 57)
· Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Section 58)
· Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Section 59)
· Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Section 59A(1)(a))
· Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Section 59A(1)(b))
· Sexual Offences Act 2003 (Section 59A(1)(c))
· Asylum and Immigration [Treatment of Claimants] Act 2004 Section 4(1)
· Asylum and Immigration [Treatment of Claimants] Act 2004 Section 4(2)
· Asylum and Immigration [Treatment of Claimants] Act 2004 Section 4(3)
· Asylum and Immigration [Treatment of Claimants] Act 2004 Section 4(1A)(a))
· Asylum and Immigration [Treatment of Claimants] Act 2004 Section
4(1A)(b))
· Asylum and Immigration [Treatment of Claimants] Act 2004 Section 4(1A)(c))
· Coroners and Justice Act 2009 (Section 71)
(d) The monitoring flag is applied from the onset of the case; this flag will remain in place
even if those charges are subsequently amended or dropped. If a case commences under a
different offence but is then changed to a trafficking charge, the case should be flagged at
that stage.
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TABLE 2 - OFFENCES* CHARGED AND REACHING A FIRST HEARING IN
MAGISTRATES' COURTS

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

London

40

41

64

14

National

122

117

165

89

* Offences of human trafficking :
S4 and S4A Asylum &
Immigration Act 2004
S71 Coroners & Justice Act 2009
S57, S58, S59 and S59A Sexual Offences Act
2003
1. Offences recorded in the Management Information System Offences Universe are those
which reached a hearing. There is no indication of final outcome or if the charged offence
was the substantive charge at finalisation.
2. Data relates to the number of offences recorded in magistrates' courts, in which a
prosecution commenced, as recorded in the CMS database.
3. Offences data are not held by defendant or outcome.
4. Offences recorded in the Offences Universe of the MIS are those which were charged at
any time and reached at least one hearing. This offence will remain recorded whether or
not that offence was proceeded with and there is no indication of final outcome or if the
offence charged was the substantive offence at finalisation.
(A) CPS data are available through its Case Management System (CMS) and
associated Management Information System (MIS). The CPS collects data to
assist in the effective management of its prosecution functions. The CPS does
not collect data which constitutes official statistics as defined in the Statistics
and Registration Service Act 2007. These data have been drawn from the CPS's
administrative IT system, which, as with any large scale recording system, is
subject to possible errors with data entry and processing. The figures are
provisional and subject to change as more information is recorded by the CPS.
(B) The official statistics relating to crime and policing are maintained by
the Home Office and the official statistics relating to sentencing, criminal
court proceedings, offenders brought to justice, the courts and the
judiciary are maintained by the Ministry of Justice.
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The CPS collects data to assist in the effective management of its prosecution functions; it does
not collect data which constitutes official statistics as defined in the Statistics and Registration
Service Act 2007. These data have been drawn from the CPS's administrative IT system, which,
as with any large scale recording system, is subject to possible errors with data entry and
processing. The figures are provisional and subject to change as more information is recorded
by the CPS. The official statistics relating to crime and policing are maintained by the Home
Office and the official statistics relating to sentencing, criminal court proceedings, offenders
brought to justice, the courts and the judiciary are maintained by the Ministry of Justice.
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Appendix II
UKHTC data on Human Trafficking referrals in London
2013
•

•
•
•
•

Between 1st January 2013 and 31st August, 389 potential victims were identified by
London local authorities, Metropolitan Police Service, local authorities and London
based NGO’s (Poppy, Kalayaan, Medaille Trust, CTAIL). This figure also includes
potential victims encountered at London airports and referrals from other
organisations if their exploitation took place or partly took in place in London.
The Metropolitan Police Service was a first responder in 36 of the 389 cases.
It is worth noting that 150 of all referrals related to victims of trafficking from Africa
It is also worth noting that 10 of the referrals related to victims of trafficking from
the UK.
106 of the 389 potential victims of human trafficking in London were children.

Gender
Female
Male
Grand Total

Total
308
81
389

Top 15 Nationality/ Country of
Origin
Albania
Nigeria
Vietnam
Romania
Uganda
China
UK
Ghana
Sierra Leone
Somalia
Bangladesh
Hungary
India
Congo
Pakistan
Claimed exploitation Type*
Adult - Domestic Servitude
Total
Adult - Labour Exploitation

Total
100
76
33
21
13
12
10
9
8
7
6
6
6
5
4
Exploitation Sub-Type

Total

Agriculture - Fruit or Vegetable Picking
Beauty - Nailbars
Care Sector - General Work or Unspecified

46
1
1
1
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Catering Industry - Cook, Cleaner or
Packaging
Catering Industry - General Work or
Unspecified
Construction - Domestic (Drives, Pathways
& Roofing)
Construction - General Building Work or
Unspecified
Criminality - Cannabis Cultivation
Criminality - Other or Unknown
Criminality - Theft
Hospitality Sector - Cleaner, Caretaker,
Maintenance
N/A
Not Known
Other - Begging
Other - Sham Marriage
Other - Street Selling of DVD's
Service Industries - Car Wash or Car Valet
Service Industries - General Work or
Unspecified
Adult - Labour Exploitation
Total
Adult - Sexual Exploitation Total
Adult - Unknown exploitation
Total
Minor - Domestic Servitude
Total
Minor - Labour Exploitation

1
3
1
2
6
2
3
1
3
5
1
2
4
2
1
40
180
17

Agriculture - Fruit or Vegetable Picking
Criminality - Cannabis Cultivation
Criminality - Other or Unknown
Criminality - Theft
Not Known
Other - Begging
Other - Benefit Claims or Benefit Fraud

Minor - Labour Exploitation
Total
Minor - Sexual Exploitation (non-UK national) Total
Minor - Sexual Exploitation (UK national) Total
Minor - Unknown exploitation type Total
Grand Total
London Local Authorities’ Referrals,
Jan-August 2013
London - Barking & Dagenham
London - Bexley
London - Brent
London - Camden

18
1
4
5
6
1
1
1
19
28
5
36
389

Total
1
1
2
1
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London - Croydon
London - Greenwich
London - Hackney
London - Hammersmith & Fulham
London - Haringey
London - Harrow
London - Hillingdon
London - Hounslow
London - Lambeth
London - Tower Hamlets

3
2
1
1
5
2
2
1
2
4

2012
From 21st October 2011 to 12th September 2012
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There were 369 potential victims identified by London local authorities,
Metropolitan Police Service, local authorities and London based NGOs.
125 of these were minors.
292 were female and 77 were male of the victims identified.
102 referrals were Nigerian. 33 were Vietnamese. 16 were Chinese. 5 were British
64 cases involved labour trafficking; of these two victims were found in nail bars and
16 were found in cannabis farms.
67 cases involved domestic trafficking
Of 369 cases, 58 cases were identified by the Metropolitan Police Service.
It is worth noting that during the 2012 period, between 1st July 2012 and 30th
September 2012, Nigeria accounted for the highest numbers of referrals.
20 of 135 referrals in that period were identified by the police. This supports Silence
on Violence’s hypothesis that most victims may come from Nigeria, and risked
exploitation in residential areas rather than in brothels. This may explain the low
number of cases identified by police during this period, since their focus was on
finding human trafficking in brothels.

First Responder- London Local Authorities’ Referrals,
October 2011 until September 2012
Barking & Dagenham
London – Camden
London- Croydon
London – Greenwich
London - Hackney
London – Havering
London – Hillingdon
London – Lambeth

Total
1
1
2
8
8
3
6
3
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London – Merton
London – Newham
London – Redbridge
London – Tower Hamlets
London – Waltham Forest

2
1
3
4
1
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Appendix III
Thousands trafficked to the UK and forced to work for a pittance
http://www.scotsman.com/the-scotsman-2-7475/uk/thousands-trafficked-to-the-uk-andforced-to-work-for-a-pittance-1-2748531

by MARGARET DAVIS
Published on the 21 January 2013
Thousands of people are being trafficked to the UK for forced labour in a “hidden crime”
where victims go unnoticed, experts will say today.
The workers are forced to put in long hours with little food while living in squalid
conditions, the UK Human Trafficking Centre (UKHTC) said, and may be employed by firms
unaware of the abuse.
UKHTC has launched a campaign with Crimestoppers and the Association of Chief Police
Officers (ACPO) to highlight the plight of the workers.
James Behan, head of operations for UKHTC, said: “It’s probably one of the least
understood areas of human trafficking.
“If you asked a member of the public they would probably understand sexual exploitation
and child trafficking, but when it comes to labour trafficking it’s a hidden crime. …
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“The idea is to raise the awareness of the general public as they’re going about their daily
business to see the signs.
“It can range from a 15-year-old being made to work in a field to a middle-aged man who
has fallen on hard times and become alcohol-dependent. It isn’t one specific group, one
nationality, one age group, it’s very encompassing.”
More than 1,000 victims of trafficking for forced labour have been referred to the centre
since 2009, but Mr Behan said this could be “the tip of the iceberg”, and he believes there
are potentially “many more”.
The workers are typically used in low-paid jobs where they have to work for long hours,
have to live in poor-quality, cramped housing and can suffer malnutrition because they are
fed so little.
Jobs include being made to work in private houses as well as the hospitality, farming,
manufacturing and construction industries.
Mr Behan said: “The people live in difficult conditions. Quite often they will share beds. It’s
very poor-quality housing and there’s no real downtime because they have to work long
hours. They have no possessions and no freedom.”
….
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